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PREFACE

The United States Air Force Summer Faculty Resarch Program (USAF-SFRP) is designed

to introduce university, college, and technical institute faculty members to Air Force research.

This is accomplished by the faculty members being selected on a nationally advertised

competitive basis for a ten-week assignment during the summer intersession period to perform

research at Air Force laboratories/centers. Each assignment is in a subject area and at an Air

t Force facility mutually agreed upon by the faculty members and the Air Force. In addition to

compensation, travel and cost of living allowances are also paid. The USAF-SFRP is sponsored

by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force Systems Command, United States Air

Force, and is conducted by Universal Energy Systems, Inc.

The specific objectives of the 1990 USAF-SFRP are:

(1) To provide a productive means for U.S. faculty members to participate in research
at Air Force Laboratories/Centers;

(2) To stimulate continuing professional association among the faculty and their
professional peers in the Air Force;

(3) To further the research objectives of the United States Air Force;

(4) To enhance the research productivity and capabilities of the faculty especially as
these relate to Air Force technical interests.

During the summer of 1990, 165-faculty members participated. These researchers were

assigned to 23 USAF laboratories/centers across the country. This four volume document is a

compilation of the final reports written by the assigned faculty members about their summer

r" research efforts.



LIST OF 1990 PARTICIPANTS

NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Thomas Abraham D MS
Instructor Scialty: Mathematics
Saint Paul's College Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
Dept. of Science and Math
Lawrenceville, VA 23868
(804) 848-3111

Charles Alajajian Dg j PhD
Assistant Professor Smialty: Electrical Engineering
West Virginia University Assigned: Rome Air Development Center
PO Box 6101
Morgantown, WV 26506
(304) 293-6371

Theodore Aufdemberge DeWe: PhD
Professor SpecialtV: Physical Chemistry
Concordia College Assined: Geophysics Laboratory
4090 Geddes Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
(313) 985-7349

Richard Backs Deg=: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Psychology
Wright State University Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research Lab.
Dept. of Psychology
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2656

William Bannister Dege: PhD
Professor Specialty: Organic Chemistry
Lowell, University of Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Dept. of Chemistry
Lowell, MA 01854
(508) 934-3682
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Margaret Batschelet Dere. PhD
Assistant Professor SDeCiat: English
Texas-San Antonio, Univ. of Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
Division of English Training Systems
San Antonio, TX 78285
(513) 691-5357

Frank Battles D PhD
Professor Soecialtv: Physics
Massachusetts Maritime Acad. Assigned: Geophysics Laboratory
Basic Science Dept.
Buzzards Bay, MA 02532
(508) 759-5761

John Bay Dt PhD
Assistant Professor Sycialy: Electrical Engineering
Virginia Polytech Institute Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Dept. of Electrical Eng.
Blacksburg, VA 24061
(703) 231-5114

Reuben Benumof egree: PhD
Professor Specialtv: Physics
Staten Island, College of Assigned: Geophysics Lat-oratory

F. 130 Stuyvesant Pl.
Staten Island, NY 10301
(718) 390-7973

Phillip Bishop D PhD
Assistant Professor S2ecialty: Exercise Physiology
Alabama, University of Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
PO Box 8703I2
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
(205) 348-8370
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Robert Blystone l PhD
Professor SZCialtY: zoology
Trinity University Assianed: School of Aerospace Medicine
715 Stadium Dr.
San Antonio, TX 78212
(512) 736-7243

Michael Breen D PhD
Assistant Professor Svecialty: Mathematics
Alfred University Assiened: Avionics Laboratory
Myers Hall
Alfred, NY 14802
(607) 871-2258

Bruno Breitmeyer Degree, PhD
Professor Sgcialtv: Experimental Psychology
Houston, University of Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Dept. of Psychology
Houston, TX 77204
(713) 749-6108

Mark Brusseau Degee: PhD
Assistant Professor SDCialry; Environmental Chemistry
Arizona, University of Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
429 Shantz Bldg. #38
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 621-3244

David Buckalew Degre: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Biology
Xavier University Assigned: Occupational & Environmental
7325 Palmetto St. Health Laboratory
New Orleans, LA 70125
(504) 483-7527
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Theodore Burkey D e: PhD
Assistant Professor S2,y;2 . Chemistry
Memphis State University Assianed: Frank . Seiler Research Lab.
Chemistry Dept.
Memphis, TN 38152
(901) 678-2634

Larry Byrd PhD
Assistant Professor Syrcialty: Mechanical Engineering
Arkansas State University Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research Lab.
PO Box 1740
State University, AR 72467
(501) 972-2088

Charles Camp Dege PhD
Assistant Professor Secialty: Civil Engineering
Memphis State University Assigned: Armament Laboratory
Civil Engineering Dept.
Memphis, TN 38152
(901) 678-3169

William Canpbell iore: PhD
Associate Professor Svecialtv: Mathematics
Talladega College Assianed: Weapons Laboratory
Math Dept.
Talladega, AL 35160
(205) 362-0206

Arnold Carden Degree: PhD
Professor Specialty: Metallurgy
Alabama, University of Assianed: Armament Laboratory
PO Bc'- 870278
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
(205) 348-1619
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Richard Carlin Doom: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Chemistry
Alabama, University of Assimed: Frank L Seiler Research Lab.
Dept. of Chemistry
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
(205) 348-8443

Gene Carlisle D PhD
Professor Svecialtv: Inorganic Chemistry
West Texas State University Assigned: Weapons Laboratory
Dept. of Chemistry & Physics
Canyon, TX 79016
(806) 656-2282

Chia-Bo Chang D PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Meteorology
Texas Tech. Univ. Asianed: Geophysics Laboratory
PO Box 4320
Lubbock, TX 79409
(806) 742-3143

Wayne Charlie e PhD
Associate Professor Secialtv: Civil Engineering
Colorado State University Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Dept. of Civil Engineering
Fort Collins, CO 80523
(303) 491-5048

Chih-Fan Chen Dgre PhD
Professor Specialty: Engineering
Boston University Assigned: Electronic Systems Division
755 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, MA 02215
(617) 353-2566
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Pinyuen Chen D PhD
Associate Professor Secialtv: Statistics
Syracuse University Assgned Human Resources Laboratory
Dept. of Mathematics Manpower and Personnel
Syracuse, NY 13244
(315) 443-1573

Muhammad Choudhry D PhD
Associate Professor Saecialtv: Electrical Engineering
West Virginia University Assipgd: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
PO Box 6101
Morgantown, WV 26506
(304) 293-6375

Donald Chung De~re PhD
Associate Professor Svecialtv: Materials Science
San Jose State University Assined: Materials Laboratory
Dept. of Materials Eng.
San Jose, CA 95192
(408) 924-3873

Mingking Chyu e PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Carnegie Mellon University Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Dept. of Mechanical Eng.
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
(412) 268-3658

R. H. Cofer Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Florida Instit. of Tech. Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
150 W. University Blvd.
Melbourne, FL 32901
(407) 768-8000
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

William Cofer Deem; PhD
Assistant Professor SDeCiat: Civil Engineering
Washington State University Assigned: Weapons Laboratory
Dept. of Civil & Environ. Eng.
Pullman, WA 99164
(509) 335-3232

John Connolly Dere. PhD
Professor Svecialty: Chemistry
Missouri-Kansas City, Univ. of Assined: Materials Laboratory
Dept. of Chemistry
Kansas City, MO 64110
(816) 276-2286

Gary Craig D PhD
Assistant Professor SeCialtV: Electrical Engineering
Syracuse University A Rome Air Development Center
Link Hall
Syracuse, NY 13244
(315) 443-4389

Donald Dareing Qag: PhD
Professor S2ecialtv: Mechanical Engineering
Florida, University of Assianed: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
237 MEB
Gainesville, FL 32611
(904) 392-0827

Vito DelVecchio D PhD
Professor Secialty: Biochemistry
Scranton, University of Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Dept. of Biology
Scranton, PA 18510
(717) 961-6117
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Paul Dellenback D PhD
Assistant Professor Specialtv: Mechanical Engineering
Southern M'hodist Univ. Assianed: Acro Propulsion Laboratory
Civil & Mech. Engineering Dept.
Dallas, TX 75275
(214) 692-4172

Eustace Dereniak D PhD
Associate Professor Specialtv: Optics
Arizona, University of AssipeA: Armament Laboratory
McKale Ave.
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 621-1019

Janet Dizinno De : PhD

Assistant Professor Specialty: Psychology
St. Mary's University Assigned: Wilford Hall Medical Center
One Camino Santa Maria
San Antonio, TX 78284
(512) 436-3314

Daniel Dolata Dere: PhD
Assistant Professor Spcialty: Chemistry
Arizona, University of Assigned: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.
Dept of Chemistry
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 621-6337

Joseph Dreisbach De&re: PhD
Professor Specialty: Chemistry
Scranton, University of Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Chemistry Dept.
Scranton, PA 18510
(717) 961-7519
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

John Duncan Demo: MS
Assistant Professor Specialtv: Technology
Kent State University Assianed: Aerospace Medical Research Lab.
212 E. Van Deusen
Kent, OH 44242
(216) 672-2892

Randall Dupre Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Biology
Nevada-Las Vegas, Univ. of Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
4505 S. Maryland Pkwy.
Las Vegas, NV 89154
(702) 739-3399

James Dykes De: PhD
Associate Professor Specially: Psychology
Texas-San Antonio, Univ. of Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
Div. of Behaviial & Cultural Sci. Training Systems
San Antonio, TX 78285
(512) 691-5706

Franklin Eastcp De; PhD
Professor Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
Dayton, Univ. of Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Aerospace Engineering KL304
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-2678

Sherif Elwakil Degre: PhD
Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Southeastern Massachusetts Univ. Assigned: Materials Laboratory
Mechanical Engineering Dept.
N. Dartmouth, MA 02747
(508) 999-8492
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dennis Flentge Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Cedarville College Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Box 601
Cedarville, OH 45314
(513) 766-2211

Charles Fosha Dome: PhD
Associate Professor Specialtv: Electrical Engineering
Colorado, Univ. of Assianed: Armament Laboratory
1867 Austin Bluffs Parkway
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
(719) 548-0602

Lionel Friedman Dome: PhD
Professor Specialtv: Physics
Worcester Polytechnic Instit. Assigned: Rome Air Development Center
100 Institute Rd.
Worcester, MA 01609
(508) 831-5303

Daniel Fuller Deee: PhD
Department Head Specialtv: Chemistry
Nicholls State University Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
Highway I
Thibodaux, LA 70310
(504) 448-4504

Ephrahim Garcia Degre: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
New York-Buffalo, State Univ. of Assigned: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.
1012 Fumas Hall
Buffalo, NY 14260
(716) 636-3058

xi



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Daniel Garland Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Psychology
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical Univ. Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
Humanities/Social Sci. Operations Training Division
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
(904) 239-6641

Thomas Gearhart Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Captial University Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
Science Hall E. Main St.
Columbus, OH .43209
(614) 236-6800

John George Dcre: PhD
Professor Specialty: Applied Mathematics
Wyoming, University of Assigned: Armament Laboratory
Box 3036
Laramie, WY 82071
(307) 766-2383

Frederick Gibson D MS
Instructor Specialty: Applied Mathematics
Morehouse College Assigned: Armament Laboratory
830 Westview Dr. SW
Atlanta, GA 30312
(404) 681-2800

Ashok Goel Dearee. PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Michigan Tech. University Assigned: Electronic Technology Laboratory
Dept. of Electrical Engineering
Houghton, MI 49931
(906) 487-2868

xii



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Harold Goldstein Deem: MS
Associate Professor S20ialty: Transportation Engineering
District of Columbia, Univ. of Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
4200 Connecticut Ave. N.W. Training Systems
Washington, DC 20008
(202) 282-7349

Reinhard Graetzer Degree; PhD
Associate Professor Specialtv: Physics
Penn State University Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
104 Davey Lab.
University Park, PA 16802
(814) 863-0705

Paul Griffin Degree: PhD

Assistant Professor Specialty: Industrial Engineering
Georgia Tech. Assianed: School of Aerospace Medicine
School of ISYE
Atlanta, GA 30332
(404) 894-2431

William Grissom Degree: MS
Assistant Professor SDecialtv: Mechanical Engineering
Morehouse College Assizned: Arnold Engineering Development
830 Westview Dr. Center
Atlanta, GA 303i4
(404) 681-2800

David Grossie Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Chemistry
Wright State University Assigned: Materials Laboratory
Dept. of Chemistry
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2210

xiii



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Pushpa Gupta Deg=: PhD
Professor S2ecialt,: Mathematics
Maine, University of Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
321 Neville
Orono, ME 04469
(207) 581-3914

Ramesh Gupta Deuree: PhD
Professor Specialty: Mathematical Statistics
Maine, University of Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Dept. of Mathematics
Orono, ME 04469
(207) 581-3913

Martin Hagan D PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Oklahoma State University Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research Lab.
School of Elec. & Comp. Sci.
Stillwater, OK 74078
(405) 744-7340

Lawrence Hall Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Computer Science
South Florida, Univ. of Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
Dept. of Computer Sci.
Tampa, FL 33620
(813) 974-4195

Kevin Hallinan Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Dayton, Univ. of Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Mech. & Aero. Engineering
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-2875

xiv



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Marvin Hamstad Dere: PhD
Professor Specialty: Solid Mechanics
Denver, Univ. of Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Dept. of Engineering
Denver, CO 80208
(303) 871-3191

Frances Harackiewicz D PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Southern Illinois Univ. Assigned: Rome Air Development unter
Technology Bldg. A
Carbondale, IL 62901
(618) 453-7031

Paul Hedman Degre: PhD
Professor Svecialtv: Chemical Engineering
Brigham Young University Assianed; Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Chemical Engineering Dept.
Provo, UT 84602
(801) 378-6238

Verlin Hinsz D PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Psychology
North Dakota State Univ. Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
115 Minard Hall Logistics & Human Factors
Fargo, ND 58105
(701) 237-7082

Chin Hsu Dege: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Washington State Univ. Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Dept. of Elec. and Comp. Eng.
Pullman, WA 99164
(509) 335-2342

xv



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

ling-Shu Hsu De=: PhD
Associate Professor S2altv: Mechanical Engineering
Portland, Univ. of Assiganed: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
5000 N. Willamette Blvd.
Portland, OR 97203
(503) 283-7436

Delayne tiudspeth Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Secialt: Education
Texas-Austin, Univ. of Assined: Human Resources Laboratory
College of Education Manpower & Personnel Div.
Austin, TX 78712
(512) 471-5211

Manuel Huerta Degre: PhD
Professor Specialty: Physics
Miami, Univ. of Assigned: Armament Laboratory
PO Box 248046
Coral Gables, FL 33124
(305) 284-2323

David Hui Dere: PhD
Associate Professor Specialtv: Aerospace Engineering
New Orleans, Univ. of Assianed: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Dept. of Mech. Engineering
New Orleans, LA 70148
(504) 286-6192

George Jumper Dearee. PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Worcester Poly. lIstit. Assigned: Geophysics Laboratory
100 Institute Rd.
Worcester, MA 01609
(508) 831-5368

xvi



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Prasad Kadaba Degre: PhD
Professor Specialtv: Physics
Kentucky, Univ. of Assigned: Materials Laboratory
Rm. 453 Anderson Hall
Lexington, KY 40506
(606) 257-2943

Ngozi Kamalu M PhD
Lecturer Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
California Poly. Univ. Assigned; Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.
Mechancial Engineering Dept.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
(805) 756-1336

Gillray Kandel D PhD
Professor Specialty: Experimental Psychology
Rensselaer Poly. Instit. Assimned: Human Resources Laboratory
8th St. Operations Training Division
Troy, NY 12180
(518) 276-8269

Mohanmad Karim Dre: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineerinb
Dayton, University of Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-3611

Siavash Kassemi De-gree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
Colorado, University of Assigned: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.
1867 Austin Bluffs Parkway
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
(719) 593-3326

xvii



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Yulian Kin De&re: PhD
Associate Professor Svecialtv: Mechanical Engineering
Purdue Calumet Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Engineering Dept.
Hammond, IN 46323
(219) 989-2684

Kevin Kirby Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Computer Science
Wright State University Assiened: Avionics Laboratory
3171 Research Blvd.
Kettering, Oh 45420
(513) 259-1373

David Kirkner DeMe: PhD
Associate Professor SRecialtv: Solid Mechanics
Notre Dame, Univ. of Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Dept. of Civil Engineering
Notre Dame, IN 46556
(219) 239-6518

Ashok Krishnamurthy Dere PhD
Assistant Professor Svecialtv: Electrical Engineering
Ohio State University Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research Lab.
2015 Neil Ave.
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 292-5604

Paul Kromanr. D PhD
Associate P-.ofessor Specialty: Chemistry
Fort Valley State College Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Campus Box 4821
Fort Valley, GA 31030
(912) 825-6245

xviii



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Jeffrey Kuhn D PhD
Associate Professor Speitalty: Physics
Michigan State University Assiined: Geophysics Laboratory
309 Physics-Astronomy Bldg.
East Lansing, MI 48824
(517) 353-2986

Kyung Kwon Do=: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Chemical Engineering
Tuskege University Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Chemistry Dept.
Tuskegee, AL 36088
(205, 727-8089

Joseph Lambert Dez=: PhD
Professor Specialtt Chemistry
Northwestern University Assigned: Materials Laboratory
2145 Sheridan Rd.
Evanston, IL 60208
(708) 491-5437

Gary Leatherman D .' PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Materials Science
Worcester Polytechnic Instit. Assigned: Materials Laboratory
100 Institute Rd.
Worcester, MA 01609
(508) 831-5229

Byung-Lip Lee D PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Materials Science
Pennsylvania State University Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
227 Hammond Bldg.
University Park, PA 16802
(814) 865-7829

Ixrx
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Tzesan Lee Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Applied Mathematics
Western Illinois Univ. Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research Lab.
900 W. Adams St.
Macomb, IL 61455
(309) 298-1485

Won-Kyoo Lee Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Chemical Engineering
Ohio State University Assioned: Materials Laboratory
140 W. 19th Ave.
Columbus, OH 43211
(614) 292-6605

Paul Lemke Demo: PhD
Professor Soecialtv: Molecular Biology
Auburn University Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
131 Funchess Hall
Auburn University, AL 36849
(205) 844-1662

Sigmund Lephart Dere: PhD
Lecturer Soecialty: Biomechanics
Melbourne Univ. Australia Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research Lab.
Parkville 3052
Victoria Australia,
(03) 344-5158

Shannon Lieb D PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Butler University Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
4600 Sunset Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46208
(317) 283-9410

xx



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Hao Ling Degre: PhD
Assistant Professor Smialtvy Electrical Engineering
Texas-Austin, Univ. of AssiEned; Rome Air Development Center
Dept of Elec. & Comp. Eng.
Austin, TX 78712
(512) 471-1710

C. Randal Lishawa a PhD
Assistant Professor Soecialtv: Physical Chemistry
Utica College Assigned: Geophysics Laboratory
Burrstone Rd.
Utica, NY 13502
(315) 792-3139

Vernon Matzen Dme: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Structural Mechanics
North Carolina State Univ. Assianed: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Box 7908
Raleigh, NC 27695
(919) 737-2331

Michael McFarland Deee: PhD
Assistant Professor Soecialtv: Biological Engineering
Utah State Univ. Assioned: Engineering & Services Center
Utah Water Research Lab.
Logan, UT 84322
(801) 750-3196

Perry McNeill Degree: PhD
Professor Specialty: Education
North Texas, Univ. of Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
PO Box 13198
Denton, TX 76203
(817) 565-2846

xxi



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Miguel Medina Deree: PhD
Associate Professor Scialtv: Water Resources
Duke University Assigned: Occupational & Environmental
Dept. of Civil Engineering Health Laboratory
Durham, NC 27706
(919) 660-5195

Richard Miers D2ge: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Physics
Indiana Univ. - Purdue Univ. Assisned: Avionics Laboratory
2101 Coliseum Blvd. E.
Fort Wayne, IN 46805
(219) 481-6154

William Moor D PhD
Associate Professor Sucialty: Industrial Engineering
Arizona State Univ. Assitned: Human Resources Laboratory
College of Engineering Operations Training Division
Tempe, AZ 85287
(602) 965-4022

Carlyle Moore Deree: PhD
Associate Professor Svecialtv: Physics
Morehouse College Assigned: Arnold Engineering Development
830 Westview Dr. Center
Atlanta, GA 30314
(404) 681-2800

Kevin Moore De=: PhD
Assistant Professor Svecialty: Electrical Engineering
Idaho State Univ. Assiped: Armament Laboratory
Box 8060
Pocatello, ID 83209
(208) 236-4188

xxi'



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Rex Moyer D PhD
Professor Specialty: Microbiology
Trinity University Assianed: School of Aerospace Medicine
715 Stadium Dr.
San Antonio, TX 78212
(512) 736-7242

Arnold Nelson Iezree; MS
Assistant Professor SRe9ialty: Physical Education
Louisiana State Univ. Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
112 Long Field House
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
(504) 388-3114

Kirk Nordyke Degre: MS
Instructor Svecialtv: Zoology
Xavier University A Occupational & Environmental
Dept. of Biology Health Laboratory
New Orleans, LA 70125
(504) 483-7527

Olin Norton Decre: PhD
Researcher Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Mississippi State Univ. Assigned: Arnold Engineering Development
PO Drawer MM Center
Miss ;sippi State, MS 39762
(601) 325-2105

Muhammad Numan D PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Physics
Indiana Univ. of Pennsylvania Assigned: Electronic Technology Laboratory
45 Weyandt Hall
Indiana, PA 15705
(412) 357-2318

xxiii



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED
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Technical
Report
Number Title Professor

Volume I
Armament Laboratory

1 Simple Models for Predicting Runway Dr. Charles Camp
Failure Due to Blast Loading

2 Physical Aspects of the Penetration of Dr. Arnold Carden
Reinforced Concrete Slabs

3 Solid-State Imager Replacement for a Dr. Eustace Dereniak
High-Speed Film Camera

4 Evaluation of Weapon Target Allocation Dr. Charles Fosha
Algorithms

5 Methods Which Accelerate Convergence in Dr. John George
Iterative CFD Solvers

6 Designing a Binary Phase Only Filter Via Mr. Frederick Gibson
the Genetic Algorithm

7 Two-Dimensional Simulation of Railgun Dr. Manuel Huerta
Plasma Armatures

8 Neural Networks for Guidance, Navigation, Dr. Kevin Moore
and Control of Exoatmospheric Interceptors
*** Not Publishable at this Time ***

9 Gunner Performance in the BSTING Dr. William Siuru
Fire Control System

10 Robust Eigenstructure Assignment with Dr. Kenneth Sobel
Application to Missile Control

11 Multiple Point Detonation Modeling Dr. Steven Trogdon
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Volume I
Arnold Engineering Development Center

12 Development of a Combustion Model for Mr. William Grissom
Liquid Film Cooled Rocket Engines

13 Feasibility of Measuring Pulsed X-Ray Dr. Carlyle Moore
Spectra Using Photoactivation of
Nuclear Isomers

14 Combustion of Carbon Particles in the Plume Dr. Olin Norton
of a Flare

15 Noise Reduction in Rocket Test Videos using Dr. Richard Peters
Mathematical Morphology

16 On the Hazard of Combustion Chamber Dr. John Russell

Oscillations in a Large Freejet Test Cell

17 Laser-Induced Fluorescence of Nitric Oxide Dr. Chun Su

18 An Algorithm for Defining the Shape of a Dr. Kevin Whitaker
Plume Exhausting from a Rectangular Nozzle

Astronautics Laboratory

19 Strain Enhancing Binder Blends for Use Dr. Daniel Fullei
in Rocket Propellants

20 A Development of Molecular Modeling Dr. Shannon Lieb
Techniques to Study Intermolecular Forces
Found Between Solid Rocket Oxidizers
and Their Binding Agents

21 Design and Analysis of Reaction Wheel Dr. Thomas Pollock
Actuators for ASTREX

22 Component Design for the Multi-Body Dr. Roger Thompson
Dynamics Experiment

23 Control Design of ASTREX Test Article Dr. Hung Vu

24 Identification and Control of Flexible Dr. Trevor Williams
Spacecraft
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25 Investigating the Loading Rate Effect on Dr. Hsien-Yang Yeh
the Crack Growth Behavior in a Composite
Solid Propellant

Electronics Systems Division

26 Walsh Function Analysis of Impulse Radar Dr. Chih-Fan Chen

Engineering and Services Center

27 High Oxygen/Carbon Ratio Fuel Candidates for Dr. William Bannister
Clean Air Fire Fighting Facility Project

28 Rate-Limited Mass Transfer and Solute Dr. Mark Brusseau
Transport

29 Centrifuge Modeling of Explosive Induced Dr. Wayne Charlie
Stress Waves in Unsaturated Sand

30 Pathways of 4-Nitrophenol Degradation Dr. Joseph Dreisbach

31 Permanent Deformations in Airfield Pavement Dr. David Kirkner
Systems with Thick Granular Layers

32 The High-Speed Separation and Identification Dr. Paul Kromann
of Jqt Fuel

33 Utilization of Ion Exchange Resins for Dr. Kyung Kwon
the Purification of Plating Baths

34 Methanotrophic Cometabolism of Dr. Michael McFarland
Trichloroethylene (TCE) in a Two Stage
Bioreactor System

35 Submicron Antennas for Solar Energy Dr. Perry McNeill
Conversion

36 Dynamic Analysis of Impulse Loading on Mr. John Scharf
Laminated Composite Plates Using
Normal-Mode Techniques

37 A Specimen Preparation Technique for Dr. George Veyera
Microstructral Analysis of Unsaturated Soil
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Frank J. Seller Research Laboratory

38 Thermal Decomposition of NTO and Dr. Theodore Burkey
NTO/TNT Mixtures

39 Transition Metal Carbonyl Complexes in Dr. Richard Carlin
Ambient-Temperature Molten Salts and
Alkali Metal Reductions at Tungsten and
Mercury Film Electrodes in Buffered Neutral
Aluminum Chloride: 1-Methyl-3-Ethylimidazolium
Chloride Molten Salts

40 Expert Guide: Using Artificial Intelligence Dr. Daniel Dolata
Techniques to Help Chemists Utilize Numerical
Programs

41 Control of a Complex Flexible Structure Dr. Ephrahim Garcia
Utilizing Space-Realizable Linear Reaction
Mass Actuators

42 Particle Image Displacement Velocimetry Dr. Ngozi Kamalu
(PIDV) Measurements in Dynamic Stall
Phenomena

43 A Preliminary Analysis of Symbolic Dr. Siavash Kassemi
Computational Technique for Prediction of
Unsteady Aerodynamic Flows

44 Investigation of Lithium in Buffered Dr. Bernard Piersma
MEIC-AICI3 Melts

45 Control Formulations for the Active and Dr. Thomas Posbergh

Passive Damping of Flexible Structures

Geophysics Laboratory

46 Background Research on Global Warming Dr. Theodore Aufdemberge

47 Correlations Between Levels for Stellar Dr. Frank Battles
Scintillometer Derived Profiles of C?

48 Total Dose Effect on the Soft Error Rate Dr. Reuben Benumof
of Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Memory Cells
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49 PBL Short-Wave Disturbances over the Dr. Chia-Bo Chang
Desert Southwest

50 Simulation of REFS Missile Flight Dr. George Jumper

51 Evaluating the Diagnostic Potential of Dr. Jeffrey Kuhn
High Spatial and Spectral Near Infrared
Observations of the Solar Photosphere

52 A New Ion-Molecule Chemiluminescence Dr. C. Randal Lishawa
Experiment

53 Relationship Between Brightness Dr. Gandikota Rao
Temperatures and Typhoon Intensification

54 Electric Fields in the Middle-and-Low Dr. Craig Rasmussen
Latitude Ionosphere and Plasmasphere

55 Resonance Enhanced Multiphoton Ionization Dr. Glenn Stark
of Molecular Nitrogen/Electronic Quenching
of the N2 A State by CO

56 Optical Propagation in Non-Uniform Media Dr. John Wills

Rome Air Development Center

57 Implementation of ACT Adaptive Filters Dr. Charles Alajajian

58 Exploiting Parallel Architectures within Dr. Gary Craig
a Distributed Computational Environment

59 Optical Simulations of Guided-Wave Dr. Lionel Friedman
Structures

60 Magnetically Controllable Microstrip Dr. Frances Harackiewicz
Path Analysis

61 Scattering by Conductor-Backed Dielectric Dr.Hao Ling
Gaps

62 An Efficient Parallel Algorithm and Its Dr. Shietung Peng
Implementation for Real-Time Adaptive
Space-Time Processing
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Volume I

63 Processing and Characterization of Pb-doped Dr. Daniel Ryder
Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O Superconducting Thin Films
by thC MOD Method

64 Architectural Support for AI and Knowledge Dr. Behrooz Shirazi
Base Systems

65 Markov Models for Simulating Error Patterns Dr. Wayne Smith
on Data Communications Links

66 Use of Audio Feedback to Confirn Verbal Mr. Ronald VanEtten
Commands for Computer Workstations

67 Theoretical Models of Fast Photoconducting Dr. Martin Wilner
Avalanche Switches

68 A Gabor Transform Based Recognition System Dr. James Wolper

Weapons Laboratory

69 Palindrome Pre-Scheduling Dr. William Campbell

70 Second-Harmonic Generation in Corona-Poled Dr. Gene Carlisle
Polymer Films

71 Application of the Microplane Concrete Dr. William Cofer
Model to an Explicit Dynamic Finite
Element Program

72 From Counterpropagation to Vector Dr. Johanna Schruben
Quantization: Neural Networks for Pattern
Recognition

73 Analysis of Data on Compact Toroid Dr. Peter Walsh
Formation in Hydrogen

74 AOA Determination using Associative Neural Dr. Wayne Zimmerman
Networks
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Volume III
(Wright Research Development Center)
Aero Propulsion Laboratory

75 Evaluation of MOS-Controlied Thyristor (MCT) Dr. Muhammad Choudhry
at 270 Volt DC for Resistive and Inductive
Loads

76 Development of a Three-Dimensional Finite- Dr. Mingking Chyu
Difference Code for Modeling Flow and
Heat Transfer in Rotating Disk Systems

77 Thin Film Behavior of Powder Lubricants Dr. Donald Dareing
Mixed with Ethylene Glycol

78 Laser Velocimetry Measurements in Shock Dr. Paul Dellenback
Tubes

79 Thermal Analysis of Potential Solid Dr. Dennis Flentge
Lubricant Candidates

80 Effect of Evaporation on the Driving Dr. Kevin Hallinan
Capillary Pressure in Capillary Pumped
Aerospace Thermal Management Systems

81 Investigation of the Combustion Dr. Paul Hedman
Characteristics of a Confined Coannular
Jet with a Sudden Expansion

82 Aircraft HVDC Power System - Stability Dr. K. Sankara Rao
Analysis

83 Design of a Dynamic Temperature Measurement Dr. Larry Roe
System for Reacting Flows

84 Hydrogen Permeation in Metals at Low Dr. Kaveh Tagavi
Temperatures

85 Measurements of Droplet Velocity and Size Dr. Richard Tankin
Distributions for a Pressure/Air Blast
Atomizer

Avionics Laboratory

86 Pattern Recognition: Machine vs. Man Mr. Thomas Abraham
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87 Some Results in Pattern-Based Machine Dr. Michael Breen
Learning

88 Probabilistic IR Evidence Accumulation Dr. R. H. Cofer

89 Investigations of a Lower Bound on the Dr. Thomas Gearhart
Error in Learned Functions

90 Machine Learning Applied to High Range Dr. Lawrence Hall
Resolution Radar Returns

91 Model for Characterizing a Directional Dr. Mohammad Karim
Coupler Based Optical Heterodyne
Detection System

92 Context Dynamics in Neural Sequential Dr. Kevin Kirby
Learning

93 Fiber Laser Preamplifier for Laser Radar Dr. Richard Miers
Detectors

94 Reusable Ada Software - Evaluating the Dr. Brian Shelburne
Common Ada Missile Packages (CAMP-3)

Electronic Technology Laboratory

95 Computer Simulation of NMOS Integrated Dr. Ashok Goel
Circuit Chip Performance Indicators

96 Application of Photoreflectance to Novel Dr. Muhammad Numan
Materials

97 Electronic Structure and Deep Impurity Levels Dr. Devki Talwar
in GaAs Related Compound Semiconductors and
Superlattices

Flight Dynamics Laboratory

98 Sensor Integration Issues in Robotic Rapid Dr. John Bay
Aircraft Turnaround

99 Influence of Static and Dynamic Aeroelastic Dr. Franklin Eiastep
Constraints on the Optimal Structural
Design of Flight Vehicles
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100 Location of Crack Tips by Acoustic Emission Dr. Marvin Hamstad
for Application to Smart Structures

101 Hoe Design Based on Loop Transfer Dr. Chin Hsu
Recovery and Loop Shaping

102 A Feasibility Study on Interfacing Astros Dr. Ming-Shu Hsu
with Navgraph

103 Theoretical Modeling of the Perforation of Dr. David Hui
Laminated Plates by Rigid Projectiles

104 Accelerate Fatigue Test Procedure for the Dr. Yulian Kin
Structural Polycarbonate Component of the
F-16 Canopy Composite Material

105 Study of Fracture Behavior of Cord-Rubber Dr. Byung-Lip Lee
Composites for Lab Prediction of Structural
Durability of Aircraft Tires

106 Ballistic Damage of Aircraft Structures: Dr. Vernon Matzen
Detection of Damage Using Vibration Analysis
*** Submitted as Technical Memorandum *

107 Delamination of Laminated Composites Dr. William Wolfe

108 Experimental Identification of Internally Dr. Lawrence Zavodney
Resonant Nonlinear Systems Possessing
Quadratic Nonlinearity

Materials Laboratory

109 The In-situ Laser Deposition of High T, Dr. Donald Chung
Superconducting Thin Film

110 AM1 Calculations on Rigid Rod Polymer Dr. John Connolly
Model Compounds

111 Potentials of Mushy-State Forming of Dr. Sherif ElWakil
Composite Materials

112 Structural Analysis of Polymer Precursors Dr. David Grossie

with Potential Nonlinear Optical Propiities
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SIMPLE MODELS FOR PREDICTING RUNWAY FAILURE

DUE TO BLAST LOADING

by

Charles V. Camp

ABSTRACT

Analysis and prediction of runway damage due to buried explosives placed by

penetrating weapons is a complicated and difficult problem. A survey of simple

models that approximate the character of the structural response of the runway slab

subjected to a blast pressure loading is presented. The structural response of the

runway is approximated as a single-degree-of-freedom dynamic system, which may

include soil/structure interface damping effects with a shear breach failure criterion.

The unreinforced concrete is approximated as a rigid, perfectly-plastic material with

limited flexural capability. In many cases, formulations originally dw veloped for

reinforced concrete structures are adapted for use with plain concrete runways.

Conclusions and recommendations on the simple model approach to runway damage

are presented.
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L INTRODUCTION:

Accurate analysis and prediction of damage to runway pavements due to blast load-

ings from buried explosives is a complicated and difficult problem. A reliable model

capable of accurately evaluating runway damage has to account for three distinct but

interacting phenomena. First, at detonation of the explosive, stitable estimates of

physical characteristics of the blast, such as the magnitude, the velocity, and the shape

of the initial pressure wave, need to be evaluated. Information on the pressure wave

is in turn applied to the underlying pavement subgrade. The reaction of the subgrade

to the blast pressure is the second problem considered in the runway damage system.

As the blast wave propagates through the soil underlying the pavement, the subgrade

responds by transmitting a pressure to the underside of the runway pavement. The

resulting transmitted pressure acts like a distributed load on the pavement. The

pressure loading is of a highly transient impulsive nature and results in a complex

dynamic response from the pavement. The structural response of the pavement is the

third mechanism considered in the damage predictions. Although not listed as one of

the three mechanisms in the damage model, the interaction between the soil subgrade

and the structure is a critical component in the dynamic response of the pavement and

probably the least understood.

In this study, the primary emphasis is on reviewing techniques which model the

structural response of the concrete pavement including soil/structure interaction.

However, since the dynamic motion of the pavement is a result of a blast pressure

transmitted through the soil subgrade, some attention is given to methods which

represent the spatial and temporal variation of the distributed loading. Concepts

developed in simple single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) dynamic response models,

originally intended for reinforced concrete structures, are adapted for use in the analysis

of unreinforced concrete pavements. Several different breach shear or punching shear

models are reviewed in an effort to improve the prediction of the formation and

characteristics of a crater. Both the SDOF response model and shear failure criterion

are based on static yield-line theory applied to dynamic analysis. A simple SDOF
model developed from yield-line analysis for slabs utilizing an estimate for the dynamic
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moment resistance for unreinforced concrete combined with a shear breach failure

criterion has the potential for providing a first order assessment of the pavement

damage from blast loading.

H. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Prediction of concrete runway failure from cratering due to blast loading is investi-

gated. The problem of determining the response of concrete pavements to localized

underground explosives is complicated, especially when considering the dynamic nature

of both the structural behavior and the loading function. Although several simple

mathematical models exist for estimating the damage of pavements, they are generally

not reliable when compared with existing experimental data. Recent advances in

experimental instrumentation and test methods have the potential of providing new

insights to the problem. The objectives of this study are to review existing modelling

procedures and suggest improvements which may result in a more accurate predictive

model.

11L SIMPLE STRUCTURAL RESPONSE MODELS:

a. Introduction. Dynamic models using a single degree of freedom (SDOF)

involve one coordinate or one dependent variable. This type of analysis can be simple

or complex depending on the situation. The general equation of motion is:

Mx" + Cx' + kx = F(t) (1)

where M is the mass, C is the damping coefficient, k is the stiffness, F(t) is the

applied load, and x is the displacement. For many simple systems where the mass,
damping, and stiffness characteristics are known, analytical solutions exist. In more

complex systems, such as the dynamic behavior of concrete slabs, the solution
procedure is more complicated. In many cases, a dynamic system is approximated

using an effective form of the mass, damping, stiffness, and loading functions.

When considering the structural response of a concrete plate or slab to the effects
of a blast loading, the damping component of the behavior is neglected. Since both
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flexural failure, associated with the maximum stress and maximum displacement, and

breach failure, related to direct shear, usually accompany the peak of the first cycle,

there is relatively little damping in the structural response. Therefore, the basic

equation of motion for the equivalent system is:

My" + k~y = F.(t) (2)

where M, is the effective mass, k. is the effective stiffness, F.(t) is the effective loading

function, and y is the center point displacement. More details on how to determine

the effective mass, M, the effective stiffness, k., and the effective loading function, F.,

may be found in any comprehensive structural dynamics test.

b. Blast Pressure Model. After the detonation of an explosive in a soil, a

pressure wave moves radially away from the center of the explosion causing soil

displacement, velocity, and acceleration. If the response is elastic, then the soil

particles move outward normal to the pressure wave and return to their original position

after the wave has past.

In the "free-field" soil environment, the pressure from the explosive source is

denoted as the incident pressure. When the incident pressure wave encounters an

interface between two different materials, a reflected pressure and a transmitted pressure

are produced. Based upon properties of the two materials forming the interface, a set

of stress ratios, in terms of the stresses associated with incident, reflected, and

transmitted pressures, may be written:

(a F P2C. - pICI (3)

( 1  P2C2 + PICI

YT _ 2p 2c2  (4)

a1l p2c2 + pIcI

where qR is the radial stress, aT is the transmitted stress, a, is the incident stress, p is

the density, c is the wave sped, the product pc is the characteristic impedance, and

the subscripts, 1 and 2, denote the different materials. Values of the transmitted stress
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ratio for soil/structure interfaces vary from 1.4 for saturated clay to 1.9 for dry sandy

soils [Ross, et al 1985].

Based on available data, an expression for the free-field pressure is given as

[Higgins, 1983, and Drake, et al, 1983]:

Pff = 160 fpc(R/W"3 )"  (5)

where P, is the free-field pressure (psi), f is a dimensionless coupling factor (0.0 - 1.0),

n is a dimensionless soil attenuation coefficient, R is the range or standoff distance (ft),

and W is the equivalent explosive weight of TNT (1bf). The coupling factor, f, is

defined as the ratio of the free-field pressure of a shallow buried explosive to the free-

field pressure of a fully buried explosive. Values for the coupling factor in air,

concrete, and soil have been determined from experimental data [Drake, et al, 19831.

Estimates for the attenuation coefficient and the characteristic impedance, pc, depend

on the medium in which the explosion takes place. Values for several soil types have

been determined from experimental data [Drake, et al, 1983].

A model for the spatial variation of the pressure produced from a spherical-shaped

cnarge is based on the maximum free-field pressure [Ross, et al, 1985]. The maximum

pressure is given as:

P. = 160 fpc(R. /W4) "  (6)

where R. is the minimum standoff distance (measured along a line perpendicular to the

slab intersecting the center of the explosion). The variation of the pressure at any

other point in the free-field, located by R., along the flat slab is based on the

maximum pressure and is expressed as a ratio:

Pw /P. = (R./R0 = (cos 0)' (7)

where the coefficient n is a characteristic of the soil. The expression for the free-field

pressure, given by Equation (5), may be rewritten as:

P5 = P,.(cos 0) (8)
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The fluctuation of the free-field pressure as a function of position and time is modelled

by a separated-variable approach where the spatial effects are described by Equation

(8) and the time variation by a time function F(t).

P(R,t) = PfF(t) (9)

The time function, F(t), may be written as:

F(t) =r I 5 j exp t t (10)
At ) At)

for - t < 2R$
cl C.

F(t) = 0 (11)

for t > 2R*
C, C.

where t.,i is the arrival time at point Re, At is the pulse time, and a is a time

attenuation coefficient. The minimum arrival time, t., is calculated from R,/c., where

co is the wave speed of the soil. In general, the arrival time of the pressure wave at

any point on the slab, t., is determined by R, /c,. The pulse time is assumed to be

a function of the distance from the explosive charge and is approximately 1.0 to 1.5

times the propagation time from the explosive source.

c. Soil/Structure Interaction. The previous discussion of the free-field pressure

did not consider any effects due to the interaction of the --ructure and the soil. For

conventional explosions at close range, a reduction in the loading will occur as the

structure moves away form the pressure source. The general approach to this problem

is to reduce the applied pressure at a point on the slab by the quantity pcV. This term

is composed of pc, the characteristic impedance of the soil, and V, the velocity of the

slab at the point in question. A model for the stress transmitted to a slab from an

explosive at close range, including soil/structure interaction, may be given as:

aT = (aja)O Pf - pcV (12)

Research has shown that the interaction phenomena between soil and structural

elements for blast or impulse loadings is very complex. The interaction is controlled
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by the velocity of the structure relative to the velocity of the soil particles [Wong, et

al, 1983]. A generalized soil/structure interaction model including soil velocity is given

as:

aT = (ITa) PE + pc(vE -V) (13)

where Vf is the free-field soil particle velocity.

d. Yield-Line Analysis of Plates. In square slabs, there are two basic types of

yield-line formations, depending on the loading. When a distributed load acts over a

large section of the slab, yield-lines form along both diagonals of the square. As the

area on which the load acts becomes smaller, as with a concentrated load, a circular

yield-line fan forms with the point load at its center. In this case, the determination

of the yield-line fan radius is of interest. Understanding the time and spatial variation

of the blast loading is critical to determining the yield line pattern.

To analyze the failure mechanism of a square concrete plate subjected to a blast

load, an upper-bound solution based on the conservation of energy and the principle

of virtual work will be used. First, consider the failure surface defined by a circular

fan of yield lines. At failure, the circumferential moment will reach the ultimate

moment, M., of the material creating positive yield lines which run radially from the

center of the P'.te. At some radius, the radial moment will also reach its ultimate

value, M.,'. The work done by the irntemal forces over this circular wedge may be

obtained from:

Wi=f +( M')§ r dr do W, = W." = 2n(I + t)M 8 (14)

where 8 is the virtual displacement at the center of the plate, g is a positive multiplier,

and n is the number of plate segments. The work Jeiee by the external forces due to

a virtual displacement field w(r) is:

w = f Pw(r)dA WO = £ W." (15)
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Since the deflections along yield lines are large in comparison with the elastic deforma-

tions, each plate segment is considered to be rigid. In this calculation, the weight of

the plate will be considered negligible in order to simpify the results. By equating the

internal work to the external work, W = W., the critical load may be estimated as:

P = 2x(1 + t)M, (16)

It is of interest to note that the internal work of a circular fan is independent of the

radius, provided the load is a real point load.

An estimation of the critical load for a wedge shaped plate section may be obtained

from virtual work. The internal work is:

Wig =(I+ ) 2a = 8(l + g)M,8 (17)

where a is the dimension of the square plate. In this case, since the boundary of the

wedge is at the intersection of two slabs, the multiplier IL is a measure of the moment

capacity of the construction joint. Some judgement must be used in establishing a

value for the multiplier g which will best represent the actual moment response of the

joint. Equating the internal work to the external work results in the following

expression for the critical load:

P = 8(1 + )M (18)

By comparing the internal work for both types of yield line failurs. Equations (16) and

(18), for equal values of g., the load required to cause a fan-type failure is found to

be less than the load which will cause a diagonal-type failure. A study of high-speed

films portraying the complete slab failure event indicate an initial failure response

similar to the diagonal-type yield mechanism.

e. Equations of Motion - Yield Theory. In the next two sections, two different

approaches for developing equations of motion for concrete slabs subjected to blast

loading will be briefly presented. The first approximation describes the motion of rigid

plate segments defined by yield-line theory. The second method uses the equations of

motion developed in plate theory and a moment-curvature failure criterion. While the

second tactic provides a more sophisticated representation of the failure mechanism, it
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is significantly more complicated and may require considerable numerical effort to

obtain a solution.

The equation of motion for a square slab segment defined by diagonal yield-lines

may be written as a SDOF system in terms of the rotation at the support:

A.

li f [P(x,t) - %c h x dA.- a(l + )K (19)

where I is the mass moment of inertia, 0 is the rotation at the support, yo is the unit

weight of the slab, h is the slab thickness, and a is the dimension of the square slab.

An expression for the rotation of the rigid plate segment as a function of time may be

found by integrating Equation (19).

t
0= 6 f F T(d) d d . yhi3t - a (1 + g) (20)

ma J 3 U % LJ

F = P.(r) r-- r r dr (21)
f (2 a )

A simple strain failure criterion may be applied to the rigid slab segment ,n determine

onset of tensile cracking. If the strain is assumed to be due to axial elongation, a

simple ultimate tensile strain failure criterion may be developed as:

= 2 < C 0.002 < e, 0.003 (22)

* Some type of shear criterion should be incorporated into this type of analysis to

determine if a breach failure will occur. Several shear failure models will be discussed

in the next section. If a shear failure is predicted, the equations of motion would be

modified to neglect the material removed in forming the breach crater.

f. Equations of Motion - Plate Theory. In general, it is difficult to determine the

response of a structural plate to a blast loading large enough to cause significant

structural failure. The stress-strain relationships are complicated by the nonlinear and

biaxial nature of the reaction. In order to develop a simple SDOF model, the stress-

strain relationship of plain concrete is idealized as an elastic perfectly-plastic material.
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Equations of motion derived for a circular plate element may be applied to large

rectilinear plate systems. The construction joints between adjacent concrete slabs

provide continuity of displacements and some moment capacity. The resulting

pavement structure may be idealized as a circular plate with a moment resistance

capability at its supporm. Determining the response of the circular plate to a dynamic

loading is difficult. However, the resulting model should be a more accurate

representation of the failure of the runways. The classical equations of equilibrium or

motion for a circular plate element are:

- [Q r] + [P - m ] r = 0 (23)

a
[M, r] - MU- Qr =0 (24)

where Q is the shear force, M is the radial moment per unit length, M is the

circumferential moment, w is the plate deflection, P is the applied load, and m is the

mass per area of the plate. Equation (23) may be integrated ,Gith respect to r and

substituted into Equation (24). The resulting expression has the form:

r
_ r] N f [P- -2 r dr (25)

The motion of the plate may be obtained by solving Equation (25) using an ultimate

moment yield criterion. In addition to the ultimate moment criterion, the plate is

assumed to respond as a rigid perfectly-plastic material. For plain concrete, the

moment capacity is restricted by the low tensile strength of the material. The moment-

curvature response of plain concrete may be modelled as a perfectly plastic material

if some level axial compression is present. Experimental observations have shown that

plastic-limit analysis is an appropriate model for predicting the structural response of

plain concrete pavements [Chen, 1982].

In terms of the radial and circumferential moments, a Tresca yield condition may

be established as:
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MAX (IMI, IM.I, IM-MI ]=M. (26)

where M is the fully plastic moment per unit length.

The equations of motion for a circv!ar slab element derived using plate theory and

a moment-curvature Tresca yield criterion, subjected to a blast loading, are difficult to

formulate. The resulting equations, for even simple variations of the pressure load, are

complex and generally require numerical solution techniques. In the absence of thrust

forces, the perfectly-plastic material response model over-estimates the resistance

capacity of the structure. In addition, when considering the failure of plain concrete

elements, some mechanism for modelling the rupture and ejection of the debris should

be included. However, even with these difficulties, the perfectly-plastic theory may

provide a good first-order approximation.

IV. SHEAR FAILURE CRITERIA:

a. Shear or Breach Failure. As the location of an explosive is moved closer to

the structure, slab failure by a flexural response is diminished by the possibility of a

shear failure resulting in a bre.ch of the concrete. A direct shear model similar to

methods for metal beams, proposed by Jones [1976], may be adapted for unreinforced

concrete. Jones' model states that for edge shear to occur, the structure will have to

reach a critical velocity from an impulsive load. The critical velocity is given as:

Vc, = T ( y./p)' (27)

where a is the ultimate tensile strength of the material and p is the density of the

material. By relating the critical velocity, Vr,, to a specific impulse, a critical impulse

may be defined as:

L = phV, (28)

where h is the slab thickness. The dynamic tensile strength of concrete is assumed to

be 0.13f', where f', is the static uniaxial compressive strength of concrete. The factor

0.13 relates the f', to the uniaxial tensile strength, f',, and includes an increase in

strength due to the dynamic application of the loading. Equation (28) becomes:
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2-F23 - - ( p(0.13)f' (29)

If the applied specific impulse over a given area is equal to or larger than the critical

impulse, then a direct shear failure is assumed to occur. The initial applied specific

impulse for a square plate is given as:
T.a a

4 4 J P (x,y) dxdy T(t) dt (30)

0 a-h a-[h' - (a-y)114

where T is the critical time required for direct shear. If the applied impulse, I, does

not exceed the critical impulse, 13, then a direct shear failure is assumed not to occur.

However, if Ip is greater than I,, then the initial guess of the radius is incremented to

h + Ah and the value for the applied impulse is recalculated. This procedure is

repeated until the applied impulse does not exceed the critical impulse. The radius of

the direct shear breach is assumed to be the value of the radius used in the final

iteration, h + nAh. There are no guidelines for selecting values of the critical time,

r,. However, values equal to a quarter of the period of the 2" or the 3d flexural

mode have been used.

Based upon experimental and theoretical work, a model for breaching of

unreinforced concrete slabs may be given as:

P. A VA(31)

I = 0.001 P. (32)

where n and A are parameters based on the explosive medium. Once the maximum

pressure is determined, the applied specific impulse is obtained from Equation (32).

b. Punching Shear Failure. Punching shear failure in structural plate elements

is similar to shear failure in beams or one-way slabs. The response is considered to

be a sudden rupture-type failure where the main reinforcing does not affect the shear

response. Since the effect of the reinforcement is neglected, this type of punching
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shear failure is valid for unreinforced concrete slabs. The critical load that will

produce a punching shear failure is less than that which will cause flexural failure.

However, a pur.ching shear failure is a localized response and occurs under high

concentrated loads acting over a relatively small area.

A punching shear mechanism may provide a more accurate representation of the

initial response of plain concrete plates to impulse or blast-type loads. The dynamic

punching shear response due to a blast load may be estimated by using the static

criterion with dynamic load increase factors.

A brief description of the punching shear failure mechanism is presented. For a

more detailed discussion, see Chen [1982]. A punching shear failure surface may be

derived by considering the response of a plain concrete slab loaded over a small

circular area. The slab is assumed to be reinforced in a way that prohibits flexural

failure. The punching shear mechanism describes the displacement of a solid of

revolution which is detached form the surrounding rigid plate. The resulting

axisymmetric failure surface is a function of depth, r - r(x), the initial punching shear

radius r., and the plate thickness h. The relative vertical displacement, v, makes an

angle a with the failure surface. Since the problem is axisymmetric, the failure surface

is considered a plane-strain yield line. The resulting failure surface is valid for an

annular support radius of:

r, r. + h tan (33)

where 4, is the angle of internal fr,ction from the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion.

An upper-bound solution for the failure surface, r(x), may be obtained by

considering the conservation of energy of the assumed failure mechanism. The work

relationship is given as:

h ix 
(34)• ~~ ~ v D^Cos ra

where P is the ultimate concentrated load and DA is the internal energy dissipation

function. For a Mohr-Coulomb material the internal energy is given as:
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I I-sina r. + sina-sinO (35)2 1 -sina f(5

A functional relationship may be developed from Equation (35) by introducing the

relationship tan a = dr/dx = r'. An upper-bound solution for the critical load P may

be obtained by solving the following functional using variational calculus:

- f r([ + (r')21]' + r')dx (36)

The solution of Equation (36) is given as:

ro + x tan

r = I acosh x-1ho +bsinh x-h (37)

C C

where the constant c, defined as (a - b2)"1 , and hN are determined by two continuity

conditions at x = ho and the boundary condition at x = h:

a = ro + ho tan (38)

tan 0 = b/c (39)

r, = a cosh x-ho + b sinh x (40)
C c

Using the conditions in Equations (38) - (40), the resulting least upper-bound ultimate

load is given as:

P = 0.5nf, 0.5ho(do + ho tan 1- sin (f'./f,) + c(h - ho)Cos O

+ r, (r,' - a2 + b2)12 - ab + r, - a2 ] (41)

The solution is not sensitive to changes in the angle of friction, 0; however, the

calculation is sensitive to the ratio f', /f'o. In predicting the damage of runways to

buried explosives, the ratio of tensile to compressive strength is usually assumed to be
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1/10 (based on static strength tests). Equation (41) may be used to predicte the load

required for a punching shear failure and the shape of the failure surface. For different

values of r0 and ho, a least upper-bound for the ultimate load may be calculated. An

approximation for the initial punching radius, ro, may be estimated from the contact

area of the pressure load at some increment of time.

Application of the punching shear failure mechanism may be more difficult to

implement than other simple breaching models; however, this formulation may provide

a more realistic prediction of the failure surface. A punching shear failure criterion is

valid over the early stages of the pressure loading. As the maximum pressure

attenuates and the shape of the pressure distribution changes, a punching shear failure

becomes less likely.

V. CAVITY PRESSURE MODEL:

A cavity pressure model is a simple model for predicting damage of concrete

runways due to a blast loading originating in the adjacent subgrade soil [Everhart, et

al, 1989]. In this representation, the breach radius of the concrete slab is generally

chosen as the measure of the damage criteria. The model incorporates characteristics

of the soil (density, wave speed, and seismic wave speed), the concrete slab (density,

structural dimensions, compressive strength), the properties of the detonation (cavity

pressure) and he distance the explosive is located beneath the slab.

The simple breach model may be described as follows. An estimate of the free-

field environment in the soil, at a given time, is determined from the explosive proper-

ties. From the free-field analysis, an approximation of the stress in the soil, at a given

time, is derived in terms of the velocity and the acceleration of the pressure wave, the

cavity pressure of the explosive, and distance. The resulting stress field is used to

calculate a distributed load on the concrete slab. A shear response model is developed

to determine if the applied load, at a given time, is sufficient to breach the concrete

slab.

In order to calculate the free-field conditions of the soil as they vary with distance,

two important assumptions are made. First, the behavior of the soil environment may
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be described in one-dimensional spherical coordinates. The interaction of the concrete

slab with the soil is considered to be negligible. Second, the soil is assumed to be

incompressible at some stress and recover little to no strain after unloading. Most

common soils and rocks display this type of behavior at some stress level.

The distribution of stress in the free-field soil environment is calculated in terms

of the variation of the velocity and acceleration of the wave front with time and

distance and the initial cavity pressure. The distribution of velocity is derived using

the principle of conservation of momentum. The density of soil is assumed to be

constant due to the nature of a locking soil. The stress in the soil as a function of

range, velocity, and acceleration is given as:

1 1 1 1 )(2
o = A+ p [ (-aARA2 -2UA2RA)( I- I ) + UAURA(2 2 2) (42)

R RA R RA

Equation (42) may be used to calculate the stress as it varies with range for a given

time. The stress in the soil is used to determine the size and magnitude of the

distributed load applied to the concrete slab by the explosive. The stress acting on the

slab, at a given time, is the component of the radial soil stress distribution normal to

the concrete surface.

In this analysis, the determination of the breach radius is the main objective.

Breach is assumed to occur when the normal load on the slab exceeds the shear

capacity of the concrete. The total normal load on the slab is the integral of the

normal stress distribution over the loading area. The concrete slab is assumed to resist

the applied load only in shear. No type of flexural response is considered. The shear

capacity of the slab is simply the shear strength of concrete multiplied by the shear

area. The resisting shear force is calculated using a model based on the deviatoric

stress:

Q = A.-0-2' (43)

where A, is the shear area and J2' is the second invariant of the deviatoric stress. The

shear area is assumed to be:

A, = 21cRah (44)
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where R. is the radius of the shock front and h is the thickness of the slab.

The simple cavity model was also compared to calculations performed using EPIC-

II (Elastic Plastic Impact Calculations). EPIC-II is a two-dimensional Lagrangian finite

element program formulated for impact and detonation problems. A comparison of the

free-field soil velocity determined from the cavity pressure model and the numerical

results from the EPIC-Il program indicate that the simple model has the ability to

represent the basic nature of the EPIC-I calculations.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

There are several directions in which research into the structural response of

concrete runways can advanwe. While each course has advantages and disadvantages,

they all share a common obstacle in the inability to accurately model the dynamic

response of concrete.

The following is a list of recommended areas for continued research:

1. Development of more sophisticated SDOF response model for concrete.

2. Application of multiple-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) dynamic response
analysis to concrete.

3. Development of simple flexural and crater heave models to compliment
breach model.

4. Numerical modelling of the runway as a concrete plate subjected to a
mathematical approximation of the blast load.

5. Application and modification, if necessary, of existing non-linear dynamic
FEM or FDM computer programs to simulate the complete runway damage
phenomena (detonation, soil, and concrete analysis).
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Phscals of the Penetration of Reinforced Concrete Plates

by

A. Eugene Carden

and

C. R. Wanstall

ABSTRACT

The process of dynamic penetration of concrete plates proceeds by several

processes. On impact a wave of high pressure and particle velocity

proceeds from the penetrator into the concrete. This wave expands more or

less spherically. A hemispherical volume of high pressure (and high

density) preceed the penetrator into the material At the edges of this

pressure hemisphere, above the corner of the penetrator, regions of large

pressure gradient and large shearing stress accompany the penetration.

Failure of the material is accomplished by shear. Some material may be

ejected backwards. Complete failure of the plate does not occur until the

penetrator approaches the back side and the pressurized zone pushes a cone

of material ahead of the penetrator.

Steel reinforcement mesh parallel to and near the front and back surfaces

of the plate can modify the process in four ways which increase the plate's

resistance to penetration. The first is to provide a high impedance

surface to reflect the energy of impinging waves. Thu second is to provide

containment and allow build-up of the pressurized volume. The third is to

provide a lateral membrane (to sustain tensile stress) that limits

scabbing and failure of the concrete. Finally, if the rebar is of

sufficient size and strength, the penetrator does work (and Lioses kinetic

energy) to deform and breaK the steel. Too, eccentric contact can change

the direction of the penetrator.
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I. IN±ODUCTION.

Concrete is a composite material consisting of three materials. First, a

hard elastic, brittle aggregate; second, a hard elastic sand, and third,

concrete is held together by a softer, nonlinear matrix contain.ng a

significant amount of voids. This matrix joins the first two elenents

together. Concrete will not tolerate a significant tensile stress without

fracture. It is used primarially in structuras whose stress state is

compressive. If tensile loads are to be sustained by the structure, steel

bars are pla-1m in the concrete slab when cast, These reinforcing bars

(rebar) are stiffer than the matrix by a factor of 6 to 8. Consequently

the presence of ebar changes the load-deflection characteristics of a

structure, Numerous tests and journal references describe the behavior,

analysis or design of reinforced conch'ete structures that sustain statiz or

nearly static loads,

Some concrete structures must be designed to resist dynamic loals, In

afmaments, these dynamic analyses involve penetration by missiles, The

missiles can be of the form of bombs, artillery shells, or any shape that

has sufficient kinetic energy to penetrate the slab. The analysis of such

structures and their behavior dep,. ds, in part, on the impact velocity of

the missile, For velocities of about 50 m/s the concrete sustains a shock

pressure of about 2 kbar (29 ksi), For impact velocities of 300 m/s the

shock pressure is about 13.5 kbar (196 ksi) and the time period for

penetration of a one foot thick slab is about one ms, For large slaos Lhis

time period is gcnerally less than the period of its natural frequency

For these impacts only the geometry local to the penetrator and local

material properties are of primary importance, Concrete is not able to

sustain these kinds of p-essures without serious damage and alteration of

the ambient density.
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Concrete is not a homogeneous, linear-elastic or elastic-plastic material.

The strength is strain rate dependent. Any analysis of concrete behavior

which requires constitutive equations and failure criteria will contain the

uncertainties and approximations based on the uncertainty of the material

properties. As shock pressures go up, the thermodynamic relationship

(equation of state) show that density and temperature also go up. That

being so, there is a condition of impact so severe that the temperature

could convert the hydrated water in the matrix to steam. The current

hydrocodes do not account for phase changes.

Of further importance in the penetration of concrete is the propagation of

elastic, plastic or shock waves and of the zone of high pressure and

density in the vicinity of the penetrator. Failure of unreinforced

concrete proceeds as the punching out of R cone of damaged material in

front of the penetrator and, possibly, some scabbing of the exit side of

the slab. Scabbing is a tensile failure of a chin surface layer that

results from the impingement of a nonuniform compressive wave on a free

surface.

Purpose of this work. For reinforced concrete slabs, that is, slabs with a

rectangular mesh of reinforcing steel on both the entrance and exit planes

of the slab, tlie penetration process is modified, The purpose of this

research was to study the physical aspects of the effect of reinforcement

on the penetration of concrete slabs. The scope was *o li.ait velocities to

about 300 m/s and study slabs of a fixed thickness The Hull hydrocode was

the analytical tool used to perform this study,

II., Physical Aspects of the Penetration of Reinforced Concrete

The Hull hydrocode has been effectively used in evaluating many impact

phenomena over a wide range of impact condiions, Neither of the two
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authors of this report had used any hydrocode prior to this work. Several

weeks were spent in learning the hardware, operating system and the

procedures for using Hull to perform an analysis of the mechanics of

penetration.

The problem was set up as an axisymmetric problem. The penetrator was

modeled as a rigid rod. The material was treated as isotropic and

homogeneous. This simplification has consequences, The concrete slab

was given a velocity against the penetrator. An Eulerian grid was used to

set up the mesh for the problem generator. This grid was fixed relative to

the penetrator. The material moved through the grid, Stations were fixed

relative to the penetrator in the grid. Numerous physical parameters were

calculated for each station location as a function of time, The grid size

was initially picked as 0.5 cm, Later, it was refined to 0.1 cm, The

calculations for each cell were saved at every 10 microsec interval. We

had to learn how far to take the calculations to obtain meaningful results.

We finally settled on 300 microsec, This time period is not long enough

for complete penetration but does allow sufficient time to see the

differences in the behavior of unreinforced vs. reinforced concrete slabs.

For a small (0.1 cm) mesh size, and tracking the calculations to 300

microsec, and using a Microvax, the CPU time was over 200 hours.

Consequently, we did not get many runs. Too, power outages cause the loss

of several runs,

The vexsion of Hull that we used -c"arained a Hugoniot for concrete but did

not contain an Equation of State. Consequently no temperatures were

available from the analysis. Too, the failure criteria was a technique for

limiting the peak tensile stress ( or negative pressure) to one-tenth the

value of the compressive strength, A Von Mises criterion of yielding was

used Lo limit the stresses in the inelastic case. No interfaces were
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generated if fracture occurred. The strains were calculated from the

velocity gradients. Consequently the strains could continue to increase

while the stresses were held constant by either a failure or a yield

criteria.

Color graphics of the pressure, density, stresses, velocities, etc,, were

obtained and plotted on a Tektronix color graphics monitor/printer. These,

combined with the station data, were used to judge the process of

penetration and to assess the differences between the response of

reinforced and plain concrete slabs.

After the summer work period, one of the authors returned to Eglin to

attend a course on CTH, another hydrocode, One of the previous Hull runs

was rerun on the same machine using CTH, The graphics indicates that there

are some differences. No station data were obtained from the CTH run, and

the reasons for and the degree of the differences are not documented.

The Hugoniot, Equation of State, Constitutive Equation and Failure Criteria

for many metals are well known and used widely in the Hydrocode analysis of

penetration, Such data for Concrete are not well established

A Hugoniot and a Von Mises Yield condition based on unconfined compressive

strength of concrete was in the material Library of Hull and these were

used in our analyses. However, some significant differences in the

behavior of concrete and that of metal require some modification in the

analysis of penetration of concrete. The Hugoniot for concrete is

nonlinear and large pressures cause permanent density changes and do

significant internal damage The cement is more like a powdered matrix,

rather than a bonding material after exposure to, say, 50 kbar.

During the course of the summer, two visits were made to a test range to

examine failed (penetrated) th-ee foot thick, 16 ft square reinforced

concrete slabs. Three significant observations were made. The reinforcing
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mesh on both the entrance and exit surfaces were stretched and pushed out

beyond the normal exterior surface of the slab. The radial area of spalled

concrete was larger on the exit surface than on the entrance surface.

Thirdly, the central hole was just that, a smooth circular hole. We judge

that the hole was not much larger than the diameter of the penetrator.

Usually only one, though sometimes, two, rebars were broken by the

penetrator. In all cases the rebars %ad sustained significant tensile

strains in being pushed outward from the flat surface of the slab, If the

rebar mesh on the entrance side protrudes in the backward direction of the

penetrator velocity, then there must be a large region of high pressure to

"push" the mesh outward. From the limited Hull analyses that we performed,

we believe that the pressure results from the multiple reflection of the

Icessure wave between these two planes of reinforcing steel The steel mesh

cover about 45 % of the surface area, The acoustic impedance of steel (Rho

x C or the square root of( E x rho)) is much greater than that of concrete.

A significant portion of a propagating pressure (and particle velocity)

wave is reflected from the rebar, While there is spherical expansion of

the pressure wave from the penetrator and the attendant inverse square root

attenuation of the wave, there is an intensification of the wave every time

it impinges on the front surface of tha projectile, Too, the steel rebar

mesh acts like a strong membrane and confines the concrete. This allows

the pressures to 1.uild significantly greater that in the unconfined

(unreinforced) case. Confinement and reflection of the waves from an

acoustically hard material allows the build up of pressure in concrete much

greater than would occur without the rebar. This pressure on the front end

of the penetrator is responsible for the retarding force. This force

integrated over time is in impulse which extracts momentum (velocity) from

the penetrator, Thus, reinforced concrete should extract considerably more
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kinetic energy from a penetrator that just that energy required to break

the reinforcement ligaments. This, we believe, is the physical explanation

of why a penetrator looses so much more of its kinetic energy in reinforced

slabs as compared to unreinforced than can be accounted for by rebar

breakage.

Another observation by others and coroborated by our analysis is this,

Penetrators have been observed to penetrate thick concrete and the paint on

the back surface of the cylinder has not been scraped off. Our analysis

shows a space which forms in the region behind the penetrator corner.

Material is expelled out this region (given a backward velocity) and the

location of the ejecta is radially further out than the outer surface of

the penetrator.

In the last run that we made we put a steel disc inmmediately in front of

the penetrator and a circular ring in the region between the disc and the

penetrator. The pressure built up in this confined zone and caused severe

bulging of the disc and radial expansion of the ring. The graphics also

showed reflection of the wave off of the disc and a build up of pressure

from this reflection

Some of the mistakes that we made would have been obvious to analysts who

have used hydrocodes. We document a few to aid those who follow in our

train. If the lateral edges of the concrete disc are too close to the

penetrator a release wave reflects back and erases the pressure from the

front of the penetrator, We tried to use boundaries without placing air

around the boundary These boundaries and the reflections from these

boundaries confuse the results., We recommend that the lateral boundaries

be surrounded by air and that they be at least twice the thickness away

from the centerline, The station locations need to be placed in regions of

interest. The zone just in front of the edge of the penetrator is a region
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of extremely high shearing stress (and fracture). Eulerian stations need

to be located in several regions aroung the penetrator nose. Lagrangian

stations need to be located in front of and near the inserted steel and at

locations where failure is likely to occur to determine the history of the

material; that is, at fixed positions in the slab. Failure in the concrete

seems to follow the penetrator and the failure mechanism is by shear of the

material along the edge of the penetrator corner. A region of high

pressure and density is attached to the front plane of the penetrator,

This wedge is pushed through the material as a wedge. When the pressure

bulge reaches the exit side free surface, the concrete will fail by tensile

stress along a cone attached to the penetrator. Though the hydrocode does

not allow the concrete to sustain any significant tensile stress, no

fracture surface is created. That is, the material is still continuous and

the particle velocity gradients continue to generate strains. The analyst

must render a Judgment about when and where fracture occurs by a careful

review of the stress and strain data.

III CONCLUSIONS

We believe that the presence of significant amounts of reinforcing bar on

the entrance and exit planes of a concrete slab alter the penetration

process. For the reinforced case the penetrator looses more kinetic energy

due to the increased pressure on the penetrator during the penetration

period and due to the energy required to break the rebar as the projectile

penetrates the entrance and exit planes This loss of kinetic energy in

the reinforced slab case can be rationalized as confinement of pressure

caused by the planes or sheets of rebar mesh, In some of the field tests

the pressure in the concrete was sufficiently high enough to push the rebar
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outward on both the exit and entrance surfaces. Some of this may have been

be due to the density change in the concrete caused by the volume of

concrete displaced by the penetrator. We believe that the penetration of

concrete proceeds by mode II shear failure of the concrete on the corners

of the penetrator and eventually by cone tensile failure on the exit side

when the penetrator nears the exit surface,

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the 2D axisymmetric modelling of concrete slab be

continued. Specifically, the rebar analogue in the axisymmetric case be

done as circular rings on both entrance and exit planes. Further, we

recommend that the station data be changed to Lagrangian stations imbedded

in the concrete on the interior sides of the steel rebar and the pressure

time history be compared to a similar run without the reinforcing rings.

We also recommend that CTH be implemented and the results from Hull and CTH

hydrocode analyses be compared.
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Solid-State Imager Replacement for a High-Steed Film Camera

by

Eustace L. Dereniak

ABSTRACT

We discuss our investigation of the replacement of high-speed film cameras used by

the Air Force with high-speed, high-definition solid-state cameras. Development of

specifications for such an imager, and the analysis of the associated radiometry are discussed.

In addition, we represent an experiment to determine the signal levels expected for this

imager. Analysis of the experimental data indicates that light levels sufficient to achieve a

reasonable signal-to-noise ratio are available.
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Solid-State Imager Replacement for a Hieh-Sneed Film Camera

I. INTRODUCTION:

Until recently, the realization of a solid-state sensor focal plane array (FPA) that is

both large and fast was an impossibility. That limitation is being overcome, and solid-state

sensor FPAs, with high frame rates and high resolution, may soon replace high-speed film

cameras. High-speed FPA cameras with low resolution have already been developed and

implemented (Bixby, 1981). Examples are the Eastman Kodak 40,000 frames per second

(FPS) 64 x 64 element array, and the reticon 64 x 64 (E-K 1990/Tanner, 1989). Their small

number of pixels limit the resolution of these systems to small fields of view, or render their

picture quality coarse. Higher resolution imagery has been possible only with image-

intensifier tubes (12T) for short integration times. Image-intensified versions of these systems

are capable of short data integration times (about 10 ns) but are not capable of high frame

rates, so continuous video frames are not possible.

At the present time, the best choice for an array is the Ford A\erospace 1024 x 1024

pixel array, which has 64 outputs and which, at least in theory, meets our goals (Bredthauer,

1989/Sauer, et al, 1990). Some reservations about this array's performance remain, however,

and thzze are currently under examination in the laboratory. In the course of these studies

we have measured the radiometric signature of an aircraft in direct sunlight, to determine

wheth, t or not sufficient energy exists for high frame rates (i.e., for shcrt integration times).

Intuitively, we should obtain a sufficient signal, since a camcorder recording at a I / 1000 sec

rate produces a good quality image.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Our objective is to determine whether or not, using current technologies in solid-state

sensor FPA, we can produce a high-speed (1000 FPS), high-definition (106 pixels) camera to

replace the film cameras used by the Air Force (Snyder and Rowe, 1990). This objective

encompasses many technologies, and requires the investigation of basic physics problems

(Kriss, et al, 1989). No existing system can produce a 10003 system (defined as 1000 x 1000

pixel elements operating at 1000 frames per sec). There are some 1000 x1000 pixel FPAs but,

because of limitations inherent in their architectures, they can't be read out beyond 20 frames

per wecond. On the other hand, some small (12, x 128) arrays can be read out at high rates

(10,000 frames per second in some cases) (McNeill and Raanes, 1990)., If a 10003 system is

to be realized, its focal-plane architecture and data acquisition scheme must be integrated into

the overall system. They are not separate problems to be addressed independently., The type

of FPA architecture influences the design as well as the overall system configuration; for

example as in the relationship between readout time, integration time (Appendix B). The key

problems that must be addressed are:
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- the array's electrical driver requirements for l ioving the charge

efficiently, in terms of current load and power requirements.

- dissipation of power within the FPA. This heating effect causes

thermal runaway.

- meeting the optical resolution of the existing film camera systems.

- optical resolution versus pixel size. As the pixel grows larger, the

manufacturing yield diminishes.

- noise introduced by electrical crosstalk at high video clocking rates.

- Data handling and storage of 10g pixels/sec with a 12 bit A/D

converter resolution.

III. AIR FORCE MISSION REOUIREMENTS:

To better understand how well solid-state optical sensors must perform, we must

evaluate film camera systems currently in use. Film cameras are being challenged by solid-

state cameras because of several technological breakthroughs in the silicon foundries (i.e.

submicron photolithography capability). While current film camera systems meet Air Force

mission objectives, they hold two major shortcomings:

they don't allow real-time viewing of the scene under evaluation

during a mission; the operator can't tell what he is recording; and

data collection with a film camera can produce only latent images; the

film must be developed and processed after flight.

Both shortcomings are overcome through solid-state camera technology. If image quality

(resolution and sensitivity) can be maintained, the solid-state camera is far superior to the

film camera.

A., FILM CAMERA/IDAP CAPABILITIES:

A 16-mm film camera scenario from a sensor point of view is shown in Fig. 1. The

field of view is about 570 (1 radian), with a resolution requirement of I mr. The equivalent

film camera hangs from the wing of an aircraft and monitors the lowering and engagement

of the landing gear. The camera's frame rate is about 200 FPS, with exposure times as fast

as 1/1800 second. The film is developed and processed after the flight, and frames are

digitized through an IDAP system. The IDAP system consists of a film-illumination plane,

relay optics and a CCD Videk camera. The Videk camera has 1035 x 1320 pixels. The overall

resolution is about 260 line pairs across each frame after the entire procedure using the IDAP

system based on film size of 10.26 x 7.49 mm (horizontal F.O.V.. with 10 mm f.l. lens is 570).
B. FORD AEROSPACE 1024 X x 1024 ARRAY:

The 1024 x 1024 pixel array produced by Ford Aerospace has a full-frame readout

structure., This device has 64 parallel video outputs, dividing the array into 64 subsections of
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32 x 512 pixels each. It is a three-phase device, with 15 pm x 15 pm pixels (3 gates of 5 x 15).
We use this array as a baseline for this program of high-speed video. A top view of

the array is shown in Fig. 2.

To operate this array at 1000 frames per second, each video output runs at a 16.7-MHz

output rate, giving a rate of 109 pixels/sec (10003). Present-day analog-to-digital (A/D)

converters operate in this frequency range with up to 12 bits of digital resolution. 12 bits

(4096 ADU) are sufficient to cover the dynamic range of the array. It is expected that the

full well capacity of the array is about 120,000 electrons (e-), with a read noise of

approximately 150 e-. This corresponds to a dynamic range of about 800 to 1000 at best--

about 60 db of dynamic range.

FP 'IO Object

F:PA IFOVScene

i FOV

elements
Ad -Pixel 57"FV

* A IF0V

f Range

Figure 1

32 Video Outputs

Subsection - -

32 xj.... - 4
Pixels - .op h5

1024

V0tt4M  1
32 Video Outputs

Figure 2., Ford's 1024 x 1024 Array
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C. RADIOMETRIC CALCULATIONS.

We will base our analysis of the system's sensitivity on the assumption that a signal-to-

noise (S/N) ratio of 10 is necessary to detect and identify a target correctly. We will also

assume that the integration time will be 100 psec for a 1000-FPS solid-state imager. These
are conservative estimates; a longer integration time (I ms) will improve the S/N ratio.

Specifications and operating parameters for the solid-state imager (see Fig.1) are

shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Solid State Image Specifications

Field of View ~ 570

IFOV I 1mr

Al - A2  .45 - .95 pm

Quantum Efficiency (qi) - 40%

Integration Time - 100 ps

Optical Transmission (TO) - 70%

F/No. (C mount) 1.4

Read Noise (or) 150 e"

The photon flux (p, - photon/sec) collected from a target, as shown in Fig. 1, is

4,-~. T ()
R2

where Lp Target source radiance (source luminance)

A, Source area

A, M Lens area

To  Optical Transmission

R Sensor to target distance.

From the geometry of Fig. 1, this equation can be rearranged:

p = T

where Ad = Pixel area, and

f = Focal length of sensor optics..
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Recalling the F-number for a rotational symmetrical optical system (F/No. ± ), and

rearranging terms:

• ILpAdTo
4P 4u T. (photon/me) (2)

4(f/No.9

The signal-to-noise ratio detected from this radiometric signal flux is

S ,, _ ___ __, (3)
N [, [+

where n = Quantum efficiency
T, M Integration time

ar  = Read noise.

Rearranging terms, and assuming a S/N of 10 is sufficient for identification, the photon flux,

Op, is the only unknown in Eq. (3).

4P - N ~(4)

Because Eq. (4) Is a quadratic in OP, direct substitution of Eq. (2) is not easily

performed. Conceptually, we desire in this analysis the value of the source radiance (Lp) in

Eq. (2), which is necessary for a S/N of 10.

Solving Eq. (4) for : *0, , 3.9(101) Phton , (5)sec

then using Eq. (2), we can determine the necessary source radiance (luminance). From Eq.

(2), and solving for the radiance (luminance), Lp:

Sp4(f/No.)(
Lp (6)
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Substitution of Eq. (5) into Eq. (6), and using other parameters below,

Ad - 15 im x 15 pm (active detector area)

To  - 70%

f/No. - 1.4

Lp is calculated to be

LP - 6.2(101 )  Photon (7)

sec-cM 2 -. r

The value in Eq.(7) is the photon radiance from the source necessary to give a S/N of 10, with

a 100-ps integration time.
This source radiance (luminance) is the number of photons/sec-cm 2-sr that are within

the spectral sensitive region of the detector (A, - A2). Appendix C relates the photon radiance

(Luminance) within various spectral regions to photometric units and radiometric units for

sunlight. Photometric units are used here because the aircraft data was recorded with

photometric instruments. We know the aircraft signature in photometric units (lumen/cm2 ,

Lux, Cd/M 2) (Meyer-Arendt, 1968).

Two spectral regions are of interest: 0.45 to 0.67 pm (photopic response); and 0.45 to

0.95 um (radiometric response). For the 0.45 - 0.95 pm spectral region, the relationship
between candelas and photon/sec-cm 2 for sunlight is 1.83 (1012 ) photon/sec-cm 2 -Sr - I

Cd (from Appendix C). The source luminance, therefore, must be
m

2

6.2 (10!- )  3 d
LS .g (1012)  U12

This luminance (34 C- ) provides a S/N of 10 in a spectral response over the 0.45 -
M2

0.95 um region., This spectral response is used because the solid-state camera spectral

sensitivity extends beyond the response of the human eye.

How does this data compare to data taken on an aircraft? As shown in Appendix A,

Cdthe measured values of luminance are higher than 34 Cd even for the most shaded area of
m

2

the craft (its wheel wells). This data was taken in a worst case scenario, since the craft is on
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the flightline where no reflected light from the ground is illuminating its underside.

When the craft is airborne, as shown in Fig. 3, the earth reflects the solar radiation

with about 18% reflectivity. Assuming a sunlit day, the earth is irradiated by solar flux

(EPSun) of about 80 kLux. This radiation is reflected toward the airplane, and acts as an

extended source. The illuminance on the belly of the airplane, thez-fore, is

F = PpF~~a

m ~k - ,

........ ...... ./ /
.I•. *"Rays

..... .. °° °.. °. / p i 18%

Eirth

Extended Source of Solar Reflected Radiation

Figure 3. In-Flight Scenario

The illuminance of the airplane in flight, then, will be greater than that measured for the

craft on the ground (see Appendix A).

D. PIXEL SIZE TRADEOFF:

We based our radiometric study on the Ford Aerospace 1024 x 1024 array. We have

to examine the effects of pixel size on other performance parameters, since pixel size

influences the dynamic range, minimum detectable source flux, resolution, and dissipation

of power over the focal plane.

The table below relates pixel area to various parameters, and shows the parameter

values for the Ford Aerospace array.
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Parameter Relationship Ford Array

Dynamic Range 32 800
32 Ad (gin2 )

Resolution 33

(max spatial frequency Lp/mm)

A1 (ILM2)

Power Dissipation (watt) 8.9 (10-3) A(pm2 ) 2

Source Luminance
Level for T, - 100 ps, S/N - 10, 1.4(10") 6.2(10s) 34 Cd

ar 150 e- (photon/sec-cm 2-Sr) Ad (pM2) 1.8 (10)  M 2

IV. CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS:

The technology exists to develop a solid-state camera that would challenge the film

camera. The sensitivity of a solid-state camera is greater than that of the film camera;

resolution, however, is less. From the point of view of the overall system, the resolution

currently achievable is great enough to meet the requirements.

Areas of risk are the dissipation of power in the focal plane array, video data-handling

rates, and electrical crosstalk in the drive electronics.

The increased read noise arising from the high clock'ng frequencies will also degrade

the performance of the imagers. The extent of that effect will be known only after the array

is operational.

Radiometry calculations indicate that there is sufficient flux to produce a good signal-

to-noise ratio. If illumination is insufficient, a laser diode illumination technique could be

incorporated into the instrumentation..
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APPENDIX A

Luminance of Plane at Various Lncations in Sunlight.

We evaluated reflected sunlight in various locations around and under a plane on the

flight line. These measurements were performed on a clear, sunlit day. The plane was

pointing west on a concrete flight line.

I. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of these tests were to determine the radiometric signals expected from

stores payloads for various geometrical configurations in sunlight conditions. These

radiometric signal levels would determine if video imagery could be obtained at high frame

rates (short integration times), using solid state cameras in an airborne application. There are

two questions, one of signal-to-noise ratio expected and on the resolution needed. The

resolution question is whether we can resolve a I-in target at 500" (~ 1 milliradian) with a
contrast greater than 5:1. This leads to questions of reflectance of various surfaces and

backgrnund (sky or ground) radiance levels.

II. ARMAM.

The description of the data collection and experiments performed follows. The

airplane was parked on a cement area isolated from any structures or other planes by at least

300 ft. The data in this report are primarily concerned with radiance levels on the under side

of the aircraft, however, other view angles were taken and recorded.

The radioni 'tric measuring instruments used during this data collection were:

Photometers - Luminance Meter - Minolta LS 110
Illuminance Meter - Minolta Model TIH

Radiometer - UDT S370

In addition to the test equipment, we videotaped the procedures and equipment

location relative to the plane's area of interest. The voice channel was used to record data,

and hard copy data sheets were also used. The data were collected from sunrise to midday to

evaluate various levels of sunlight reflected from the appendages of the plane.,

The measurement sequence followed a similar pattern for each location relative to the

aircraft. The sequence was:

1. Define target or region of interest on the airplane.

2. Measure and record sky illuminance at zenith angle with radiometer

(UDT) - both photometric (Lux) and radiometric (mwatt/cm2).

3. Measure and record the illuminance incident (Lux) on the surface or

area of interest with a Minolta illuminance meter (Minolta TIH).

4., Measure and record the luminance from the surface with photometer -

luminance meter (cd/M 2) (Minolta - LS 110).
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5. Position standard sources on surface of interest (reflectance standards

were 16% and 45% reflectance).

6. Measure and record luminance from reflectance standards.

During the data .ollection, a camcorder monitored the location and recorded the data.

This additional data was critical in case of anomalies or misinterpretation of data during the

analysis. Only minimal data analysis was performed in real time because the temperatures and

conditions on the flight line were not conducive to real-time data analysis.

III. DATA ANALYSIS:

The analysis gives quantitative values of reflectance for various appendages located

on the plane. The luminance expected from these surfaces will be used in predicting signal-

to-noise ratios for the solid state cameras.

The relationship between the incident solar sunlight on a surface and the luminance

is

L-u-
L E

where

L - luminance

E - incident illuminance

p - reflectance
This relationship assumes a Lambertian surface, which means it is diffuse and

uniformly redistributes the incident radiation into a hemisphere. This Lambertian assumption

is a worst-case analysis for the radiometric analysis. If the surface is more specular, the

contrast will go up, yielding a large signal-to-noise signature for the camera.

Table A.I shows a summary of the locatior of data collection. The X on the airplane

sketches in the legend locates the surface of interest; the dot (.) and arrow (-.) indicate the
location of the radiometric instrumentation and the direction of observation. All data taken

was for the underside of the aircraft.
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Table A. 1 - Legend

Test Point 1 Test Point 6

1A .D.iP
18- Blue
I C - Pylon _______________ ____

Test Point 2 Test Point 7

missile Rail LGrey Missile Body

Test Point 3 Test Point 8

X 8A - 0.D.

FLsi Tank 8B -Blue
8C -Pylon

Test Poi, it 4 Te,,t Point 9

4A - 0.D.
4B - Light Blue Missile Rail
4C - Dark Blue

Test Point 5 Test Point 10

5A - Light Paint 10A - Tank Bottom
5B - Dark Paint 1lOB -Tank Topl
SC Bare AL
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Photometric to Radiometric Flux from

The experiments used photometric instrumentation while evaluating the various flux

levels off an airplane that result from incident sunlight. The solid state sensors that will be

used in an airborne camera will have a much broader spectral coverage (0,45 - 0.95 pm) so
a conversion factor must be determined. This conversion factor (F7 ) relates lux in the eye's

spectral response to watts/cm 2 in a 0.45 - 0.95 pm spectral response for sunlight (blackbody

temperature - 5900°K). (See Appendix C.)
F,.* 1.8(1o') Lux

mn waif/an2

This conversion factor (Fr ) for sunlight was measured with a radiometer/photometer.

The data taken for various times of the day are shown in Table A.2. The average value of FF

measured is 5.54 (103). The difference between the measured value and the calculated value

of 1.8 (103) is approximately a factor of 7r due to the measurement instrument not having a

cosine diffuser on the radiometric measurements.

Table A.2. Measured Skylight in Photometric and Radiometric Units

Lux/mw Ratio (l03)

Time (a.m.) Lux mw/cm 2  FT

6:35 1.85 kLx 0.532 3.48

6:50 5.2 0.834 6.24

6:59 5.2 1.135 4.58

7:04 7.1 1.37 5.18

7:10 8.2 1.6 5.13

7:17 10.2 1.78 5.73

7:25 11.2 2.1 5.33

7:34 15.46 2.63 5.89

8:06 26.6 3.9 6.82

8:15 29.5 4.2 7.02

F= =5.54

See Figure A. 1 for the configuration of the detector housing using a photometric filter

and radiometric filter

IV. CONCLUSION.

The average surface luminance measured in the experiment is on the order of 1000
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Cd/m 2. Using a conversion factor of * 1.83 (1012) photons/sec-cm2 per Lux, this value

corresponds to a target photon flux radiance of 5.8 (1014 ) photons/sec-cm 2-sr over the 450

nm to 950 nm band. For a camera with an F/2 lens and 95% lens transmission, using

Ed - 1 - .(FM-L

the resulting photon flux at the focal plane comes to 1.1 (1014 ) photons/sec-cm2. Assuming

a detector with 25% quantum efficiency, 1 ms integration time and a 100 pm 2 active area, we

get a signal of approximately 25,000 electrons per pixel. This signal can be scaled according

to the actual surface luminance present. Since most detectors today have full well capacities

of only a few 100,000 electrons, this signal is well within the detection capabilities of today's

technology.

For a plane flying in the air, the signal should be slightly improved since the light

reflected from the ground onto the underside of the plane is not reduced by the plane's own

shadow. Some rough calculations indicate that the surface illuminance on the underside of

a plane flying in the air is about one third of the sky illuminance on the ground (assuming the

eai th to be an infinite Lambertian surface of 18% reflectivity). This is somewhat better than

the values measured in the experiment, thus improving the expected signal by approximately

another 50%.

Incident Rodiotion Incident Rdiation

Cosine DiffuserI

Photometric Filter Rodiometric Filter

Detector Detector

a. Photometric Mode b. Rodiometric Mode

Figure A.I. Radiometer Sensor Head
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APPENDIX B

Contrast Degradation due to Integration/Readout Time Ratio

(T. Graeve)

Let the ratio of integration time to readout time be R (i.e. R:1). For a given array size and
frame rate, a full frame architecture has the lowest R, a fri ne transfer device has a higher R, and
an interline device has the highest R. However, for the latter there is no degradation in contrast

due to charge readout. The following analysis Is therefore valid only for full frame and frame

transfer devices.

For a normal scene, we define the maximum and minimum irradlance incident on the

devices Em, and Emin, respectively. The maximum contrast for this scene then becomes

M Adt,(E. -
CAdt, (E. + En*) + 2tn

where vj is the quantum efficiency and Ad the area of the device. During readout, each pixel
collects an additional charge proportional to the average Irradlance on the column that it is

transfer ;ed through. If this average irradiance is given by a * Emu, where a Is a factor between

zero and one, and the readout time Is t/R, the minimum and maximum signal levels are

Sm - lAdlE. + ;(11 + W)n + iAd.aE

RRS,= iqAtE_ + t1(1 1)n *1d R,

The actual contrast then becomes

CM Z 04E., - Em]

+ 2L E" + " .i+n

For an Emin of zero and no dark current, this equation reduces to

C 1= 1
i+ 2_.

R

In general, the reduced formula can be applied as long as the dynamic range of the incurrent

radiation is greater than 20 dB and the dark current in the device is less than 100 nA/cr, i'.
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Note that this analysis assumes that all random noise sources have been averaged to

zero. The remaining noise sources that average to a DC level are included in the dark current

term. The resulting contrast degradation is superlmresed onto the MTF response of the device

(i.e. it scales down the MTF curve).

Example: Under the following conditions (either equation applies) the contrast becomes:

Emax = 5 . 1014 photons/sec-cm2  1 = 25%

Emln  1 . 1012 photons/sec-cm2  Ad (15 iLm) 2

n = JdAd/q = 1.4 * 104 electrons/sec

(for a dark current of I nA/cm2)

=1 and R = 17 C = 89%

=landR=3 C =60%

A m/and R = 17 C = 94%

=a andR=3 - 0=75%
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APPENDIX C

Conversion Factors Between Photometric Unit arnd Radiometric Units with Sunlight as Source

.45-.67 .24 t * 3.00(10-7) =watt
M2 cm2 - Sr

.45.95 Cd t * 5.47 (10-7) =wat

M2 CM2 - Sr

.45 -. 67 Cd t * 8.41 (1011) photon
m2  sec - cm2 - Sr

.45.9 C t * 1.83 (1012) photon
M2 39C - c=2 - Sr

t Cd _ Lumen 10-4__ Lumen
-2M m- Sr cm - Sr
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Evaluation of Weapon Target Allocation Algorithms

by

Charles E. Fosha, Jr.

The SDI offers extraordinary challenges in the battle

management area. Battle management here is defined as the process

of allocating and assigning weapons to targets in an engagement to

optimize the result. To optimize means to allocate interceptors

in such a way that a Measure of Effectiveness (MOE) function

representing probability of miss or probability of leakage is

minimized. The MOE could also be a function of intercept time,

projected miss distance, importance of target or other measures.

The battle management process may include real time decisions by

the battle manager, as well as autonomous decisions based on a

predetermined criteria in situations where human decision making

is not possible due to time or other limitations. Decisions may

be made on the lowest level (autonomous) or on a higher level

(coordinated). This study deals with the coordinated decision of

dllocating interceptors to targets.

The objective of this research is to evaluate specific target

allocation algorithms and from them attempt to gain insight into

more general underlying principles. The scope of this effort

encompasses defense against ICBMs during the boost phase using

high velocity kinetic kill weapons. A specific battle scenario is

used to conduct the research. This scenario is the launching of

54 missiles from three missile fields. The interceptors are in

orbits whose planes pass nearby the missile fields. This allows

for all aspects of shots and a wide range of closing velocities.

This is a taxing scenario on a boost phase defensive system.

Targets must be identified early during the boost phase, and
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interceptors allocated to those boosters so that the intercept

will occur before the booster burns out. Many complex decisions

must be made in a very short period of time. Taking out boosters

prior to bus deployment is a parato-superior decision. Thus a

kill prior to bus deployment yields the destruction of 2 to 20 re-

entry vehicles (RV). This requires high speed optimization

solvers.

Different algorithms are evaluated from a rather straight

forward minimum cost approach to advanced linear network

configuration algorithms. Since the decision process of

allocation of interceptors to targets is not precise, the role of

fuzzy logic in the decision process is considered.

Two cases are analyzed, the static and dynamic case. For the

static case, for each interceptor, a cost to intercept each

missile is assigned arbitrarily. For the dynamic ca&e, the

Interceptor Manager (IM) engagement simulation being evaluated by

Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC), generated a

cost matrix that was evaluated. Execution time and allocation

cost are the evaluation criteria. Since the algorithms were not

incorporated into the IM, no consideration was given to the cost

in time to load the data for the algorithm or the core memory

required to run these algorithms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The general problem investigated here is the allocation of

scarce resources. This problem has been worked in many different

ways by operations research analysts, so a wealth of algorithms

exist. The particular problem being considered is the weapon

allocation problem. The aspect of this problem that makes it

unique, is that the objective function is dynamic. As weapons are

allocated or targets are destroyed, and the geometry changes, a

new objective function must be computed. New objective functions

are computed for every weapon allocation cycle (WAC). This

research paper will only address the allocation of interceptors

(IVs - Interceptor Vehicles) to targets at one WAC. The objective

function could be to minimize cost, where the cost elements

represent probability of miss, or could be to maximize cost, where

the cost represents the probability of kill. These are equivalent

problems and either case can be solved by the algorithms discussed

in this report. While there may be an excess of interceptors over

targets or vise versa, only one interceptor is allocated to one

target. The allocation of several interceptors to a single

target, in proportion to a probabilistic measure of hit for

example, is not considered in this report.

II. THE PROBLEM AND ALGORITHMS CONSIDERED

A. PROBLEM DEFINITION

The weapon allocation problem can be considered as a directed

graph with a set of nodes N (interceptors and targets) and a set

of arcs A connecting the nodes. Each arc has a flow (1 if that

interceptor is allocated to that target, or 0 if that interceptor

is not allocated to that target) denoted by xij, and a cost cij of

the flow on that arc. Given that, the problem is to minimize a

scalar function subject to linear equality constraints.
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Minimize cij xij

(i, J)8A

subject to (gmixmi -Y Xim) = 0

m m
(m , i)A (n, i) FA

for all i E N (conservation of flow)

1 xij ui

for all (i,j)EA (capacity constraint)

The computation of the cost elements is discussed below in

Section II, C. The arc gain elements are gij - 1 for all (i,j)SA.

The dual of this problem (formulated in [6]) is now stated. A

new variable called the Lagrange multiplier pi, is associated with

the ith flow constraint. The corresponding Lagrangian function is:

L(x,p)= i Cj x iJ + Ipi ( gMi xi - FXim)

m m

(i,j)CA iEN (m,i)FA (i,m)eA

The dual problem is then to maximize q(p) subject to no

constraint on p, where:

q(p) min L(x, p)

1 <x <u,
iJ ii .L

I qj ( pi - gij P.

(i, j)SA
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where:

q ij ( Pi - g~j PJ i min {(c ij + g iJ PJ p- P ) x iji

= (Cij - tij)uij if tij > cij

0 if tij < Cij

and,

tij = pi - g1J PJ for all (i,j)EA

B. THE INTERCEPTOR MANAGER

The IM originate with Coleman Research Corporation and has

recently been modified by FAIC. The program was originally a part

of a larger simulation called SDISEM, for simulation of an SDI

type engagement. The IM starts with interceptors in orbit and

target locations read from a target tape. It then simulates a

battle engagement. For this report, the important procedures are

the existence algorithm, the refinement algorithm and the

allocation algorithm (see Figure 1).

The existence algorithm computes the interceptor time-of-

launch, time-of-flight, time-of-intercept, and AIM vector for each

IV-target pair. The algorithm works by computing all possible

solutions to the pointing problem uniformly spaced over a legal

time of intercept. The cost element for each IV-target pair is

then computed. These elements are generated by computing the

probability of kill. The probability of kill is computed as a

product of the probability that the IV will be close enough to the

target to intercept it and the conditional probability that it

will intercept the target given that it is close enough. The cost

is then computed as one minus this probability or a negative

exponential of this probability. Then one of seven Rules-of-

Engagement (ROE) criteria, earliest or latest launch, earliest or
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latest time of intercept, shortest or longest time of flight, or

lowest cost is computed for each IV-target. These initial IV-

target pairs are refined in the refinement algorithm. The

refinement algorithm predicts the interceptor and target

trajectories to check for intercept. Some of the IV-target pairs

can be rejected by the refinement algorithm where the cost matrix

is set to 1 (probability of kill = 0). For the IV-target pairs

that pass the refinement check, a new cost element is computed.

ASSIGNMENT MANAGER

J INTERCEPT EXISTENCE dx

WEAPON TARGET
MANAGER MANAGER TARO CANDIDATE PIPS

PAIR

01I OS

J REFINIENTdx

WEAPONS TARGES WTARGETS
E li

I CI]
__________ MIN -. b. SOONEST

COST VAMM LAUNCH

ENGAGEMENT COMANC

MANAGER -qu

SCHEDULE IFU & NEXT
ASSIGNMENT EVENT

Figure I Assignment Manager
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Figure 2 gives a time line of the target launch, detect

action, selection and interceptor launch process and shows some of

the parameters which affect the assignment/selection process. The

user inputs which affect the events are included in the shaded

box. The numbers indicate the nominal times which have been used

in most of the scenarios. The time interval indicated in the

cloud break parameter is given in kilometers. The translation to

time is a function of the booster type and trajectory. The time

line is not to scale; for instance, the launch cycle window is 40

seconds long when subtracting the message and IV prep intervals

from the look ahead time for the assignment interval. The look

ahead time for assignment is a parameter which the IM uses to set

aside assignments for subsequent consideration which are too far

in the future.

The weapon allocation algorithm then takes the interceptor

target pairs and by one of three selection criteria, earliest

launch, lowest cost, or a near optimal solution using the modified

Vogel Approximation Method assigns interceptors to targets. The

IM then simulates the flyout and provides statistics of the

engagement. It is the purpose of this research to compare the

approach used in the IM to assign IVs to targets with other

assignment algorithms, using the time to compute the allocation

and resulting cost as figures of merit. Since the new algorithms

considered in the report were not incorporated into the IM

directly, no consideration was given to the cost in time to load

the data for these algorithms or the core memory required to run

the algorithms.
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Figure 2 Assignment/Selection Time Line

C. THE COST MATRIX

The cost is a function of the probability of miss and

the value of the target. The probability of miss is one minus

the probability of kill. One of two cost functions may be

selected; a function that is a power (**) or exponent function,

i.e.,

cost = (1 - Pk) * *VAL

or,

cost = exp(-K*P k*VAL), (k = 1.386, makes cost = .5

for Pky= 5 and val = 1)

where:

Pk = PNear * PKillIPNear

an estimate of Pk is
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Pk = exp(-.5*Err/Divert2)* IVPk(for a given target,IV type)

where IVPk is a predefined number for an IV target pair and Err

is a function of the estimated uncertainty in predicted

position at intercept and the error perpendicular to the

closing velocity at intercept. Divert is the divert capability

of the IV in meters.

D. ALLOCATION ALGORITHMS

1. Soonest Launch or Minimum Cost (SL/MC)

This algorithm finds the soonest launch time or lowest

cost for every IV target pair and then allocates that IV target

pair that has either the soonest launch time or the lowest

cost. Then that IV and target are deleted from further

consideration. The process is then repeated until all targets

are allocated an IV. While this is a fast, simple algorithm,

the latter selections tend to be higher cost, since less costly

shots have been deleted. This is not an optimal selection or

in some cases even a good approximation to an optimal solution.

2. VAMM

The modified Vogel Approximation Method (VAMM) [1] is not an

optimization method, but an heuristic, with the initial solution

often close enough to the optimal that the heuristic from VAMM

will suffice. The method is based on determining the row or

column which effects the change in cost most significantly, and

then allocating resources to the cell that will provide the

minimum cost in that row or column.
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3. Munkres

The Munkres algorithm (2] is a variant of the (Kuhn's)

Hungarian algorithm. This method is based on the fact that adding

or subtracting a constant from all the elements of a row or column

of the cost matrix does not change the optimality of the solution.

A solution that gives a zero cost is an optimal solution. The

Munkres algorithm generates an optimal solution as compared to the

VAMM method which may not.

4. GNET

This algorithm is a generalized network solver, solving the

primal simplex problem, while recognizing efficient data

structures [3]. It provides a guaranteed optimal solution to the

problem.

5. RSDNET

Restricted Simplicial Decomposition for nonlinear networks

[4] is related to the feasible direction methods of nonlinear

programming. For the linear problem, RSDNET returns a NETFLO (61

solution, determined by solving the primal simplex algorithm for

networks. It provides an optimal solution to the problem.

This code was included because of the possibility of switching

between linear and nonlinear cost matrices which will be

considered in future research.

6. RELAX

This code is based on the iterative ascent of the dual

functional discussed above. The main feature of this algorithm

that distinguishes it from the the classical primal-dual methods

is that the choice of ascent directions is very simple, being

based on the lagrange variable. Most of the ascent directions are
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single coordinate directions, leading to the interpretation of the

algorithms as coordinate ascent or relaxation methods. It

provides an optimal solution to the problem. [5]

7. SSPNET

SSPNET stands for successive shortest path assignment

algorithm (9]. This algorithm is more restrictive than the others

in that it only works the assignment problem. If there are more

interceptors than targets, then dummy targets with high cost (- 1)

must be set up. Only one interceptor can be allocated to one

target. This algorithm yields a quaranteed optimal solution.

III. RESULTS

Static and dynamic cases were considered. Cost matrices

for the static cases were generated using a random number

generator. The data for a dynamic case was a direct output

from the IM.

A. Static case

Two subcases were evaluated here. The first level was a

moderate 50 x 50 weapon allocation problem. The second case was a

200 x 200 weapon allocation problem.

B. Dynamic Case

The IM generated a cost matrix from a spike attack of 52

missiles from three separate missile fields. Two-hundred

interceptors were available for the attack. Due to geometrical

r conditions, only 39 or 40 intercepts actually occurred based on

the ROE.
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Table 1 Simulation Results

Cane 1 50 x 50
Optimal Cost = 1.44

Algorithm Time to Execute Total

SL/NC .47 3.07
VAMM .27 1.78
Munkres 2.10 1.44
GNET .34 1.44
RSDNET 0.14 1.44
RELAX 0.18 1.44
SSPNET 0.03 1.44

Case 2 200 x 200
Optimal Cost - 1.67

AignrithM Time to Execute Total

SL/NC 25.99 4.56
VAMM 4.58 2.06
Munkres 114.73 1.67
GNET 10.09 1.67
RSDNET 2.35 1.67
RELAX 4.39 1.67
SSPNET 1.07 1.67

Dynamic Case 200 x 52
Optimal Cost - 16.97

Aithm Time to Execute Total

SL/NC 2.87 17.88
VAMM 2.83 18.67
Munkres 12.67 16.97
GNET 8.94 16.97
RSDNET .98 16.97
RELAX DNC** DNC**
SSPNET* 14.96 16.97

* Expanded to 200 x 200
**Did not Converge
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IV. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

A. FUZZY LOGIC

The word fuzzy seems out of place in this report on target

allocation techniques. Very precise algorithms for computing the

elements of the cost matrix, the optimization function, the result

cost and the interceptor and target pair leave no room for fuzzy

or vague concepts. A definition of fuzzy logic is appropriate

before continuing.

Fuzzy logic defines a minimum set of operations that deal

with vague or uncertain concepts. While the field of probability

and statistics deals with numbers and uncertaintiez, probability

and statistics are not equipped to deal with high variance in Pk's

or target valuations. For example, the value placed on a target

drives the target allocation process. But what is meant by the

statement, "that is a high value target, or that is a low value

target?" The analyst uses certain criteria to include number of

contained RVs, hardening, high or slow boost, and perhaps other

factors to assign a number, in the most elementary case, a 1 or 2,

based on his analysis. Then the future target position

uncertainty is also factored in to derive a cost of attacking this

target. The mathematics of fuzzy logic could be used to provide a

more rigorous algorithm to compute the cost of attacking a target

by an interceptor.

The objective of the weapon allocation problem is to allocate

interceptors to targets (call this the set S) to minimize a

function (call this function f). Mathematically, all of the

algorithms considered here generate a set S which a function f

maps on to the real line. The solution is the set S that does not

violate the constraints (I interceptor to 1 target) and minimizes

the point on the real line. But there are other considerations in
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this problem. For example, if there are an excess of

interceptors, additional interceptors may be allocated to the high

value targets, or to targets where the target position uncertainty

is high. Considerations of communication overload, battle

management assessment, blinding of sensors of other interceptors

during interceptor target impact, and other factors make the

concepts of best allocation more vague. In fuzzy optimization,

best becomes the subjective evaluation of elements that have

degrees of membership in a set, rather than existence in a set.

While the best allocation may be evaluated differently, the

best result is still a real number. The computation of that

number is based on using fuzzy numbers. While this concept is not

pursued in any depth in this report, it should be investigated in

a future study.

B. NEURAL NETS

The weapon target allocation problem is the determination of

weights (in this case 0 or 1) defining the allocation of an

interceptor to a target. The cost of making that assignment is

based on a nonlinear cost function, the probability of miss. This

problem can be solved using artificial neural networks (8]. An

artificial neural network is a set of processing elements called

neurons having a specified transfer function with a specific

topology of weighted interccnnections between neurons and with a

learning law for updating the connection weights. In the learning

mode, the weights are adjusted to give the neural net the desired

property of minimizing the objective function, in this case the

probability of miss.

The drawback to applying neural nets is the learning

phase. The learning phase places a heavy computational load on

the system tasked to train the neural nets.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

While the objective of this study was to evaluate execution

speed of various weapon allocation algorithms, several other

related areas should be measured. These are the ROE, cost

computation, and soonest launch or minimum cost algorithm.

The IM provides for seven ROEs. These are minimum and

maximum time of launch, minimum and maximum time of intercept, and

minimum cost. The candidate IV target pairs are selected by one

of these criteria. These are predetermined criteria that a battle

manager would select before the actual engagement. In this study

for the dynamic case run using the IM, no significant differences

were observed in the value of cost (see Table 2). The largest
variance was in the number of interceptors launched between

earliest intercept and minimum cost.

It is recommended that these ROE be investigated so that a

more definitive explanation can be given to the operator or battle

command as to when or in what situation that ROE should be used.

Since all of the ROE parameters are computed, a fuzzy logic

algorithm should be considered to provide a balance between launch

parameters and launch cost which is a function of future target

position uncertainty.

The elements of the cost matrix did not vary significantly.

If the IV could not reach the target (determined in the existence

and refinement algorithms) the cost matrix was set to 1 (Pk = 0).

Otherwise, the values of the cost matrix were closely packed

around a small number. Given the wide range of intercept

conditions (the impact angle and velocity) a wider range of cost

el-ments is expected. The algorithm used to compute cost should

be investigated.
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Table 2 Allocation Runs from IM

ROE ENAEMENT COST AVERAGE

*VAMMU

1 Earliest Launch 39 0.146

2 Latest Launch 39 0.146

3 Earliest Intercept 40 0.147

4 Latest Intercept 39 0.148

5 Min Time of Flight 40 0.145

6 Max Time of Flight 39 0.150

7 Min Cost 40 0.145

*Soonest Launch

7 Min Cost 40 0.156

3 Earliest Intercept 38 0.158

•*Launch Algorithms

The soonest launch or minimum cost algorithm is a deficiency.

When all cost units are about the same, or all shots equally

probable, this simple algorithm of selecting the minimum cost IV

for each target, then selecting the minimum cost over all minimum

targets and then deleting that target and IV from further

consideration works satisfactorily. But if cost vary

significantly, this algorithm takes the least expensive cost first

and then often finishes up by selecting IV target pairs that have

very expensive costs or low probability of kill.

This study determined that there are many different netwoz4

algorithms that can solve the problem considered. The most

important result of the study is that there are optimal selections
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to the problem that run faster than the approximate methods (see

Table 1).

While additional study needs to look at core memory

Oequirements, and data loading time, time-of-execution time is

most important. The bottom line is that continual optimization

runs stacked between missile warning/space track updates

significantly outweighs the -election of higher resolution solvers

that would run slowly. Another issue that needs to be addressed

is what is the preferred weapon allocation cycle? Another issue

to be considered is,.does incremental allocation save time. For

example, as new targets come into view, should an incremental

reallocation be accomplished or should new targets be included in

the next WAC with a new allocation.

The conclusions are that NETFLO (USED BY RSDNET) should be

incorporated into the IM for additional testing and possible

replacement of VAMM. SSPNET is also a viable candidate if the

assignment problem restriction can be relaxed. The soonest launch

or minimum cost algorithm has serious deficiencies and should be

deleted. Fuzzy logic should be considered in the ROE selection

algorithm.
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Methods Which Accelerate Convergence in
Iterative CFD Solvers

by

John H. George

ABSTRACT

Several methods have been investigated to speed up the

convergence of vector sequences generated in the solution of the

Navier-Stokes equations. These methods include the

generalized minimum residual (GMRES), the conjugate gradient

squared (CGS), the generalized nonlinear minimal residual

(GNLMR) as well as other vector extrapolation schemes. These

methods have been coded, and the GNLMR is being included in a flow

solver.

In addition, new techniques of unstructured grid

generation are being developed based on the generalized Veronoi

diagram concept for gridding complex regions. Several pieces

of this code are already developed.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations [1,5] over

complex multiple bodies, needs many mathematical tools to obtain

a solution. The final optimum solution does not currently

exist, and will always need some user input to decide the

combination of algorithms.

Often, a steady state solution is sought of the fluid motion

around the particular configuration, but in the process, it is

desirable to obtain a time accurate solution. The solution

involves several complex techniques which will now be described.

A transformation from physical space to computational space

(rectangular) is introduced. This allows proper application of

the correct boundary conditions to the body.

The most common method of grid generation is to solve a Poisson

equation for the grid, adjusting the right hand side to avoid

"singularities" in the grid, then piecing together the grids for

each main component. This procedure is used in the EAGLE code,

as well as the GRAPE algorithm.

Any grid generation computation involves a lot of user input, and

cannot be used without some expertise. One way to make the

generation of a grid more user-friendly is to have the code

generate thie i f -,, a given placement of the grid points on the

boundaries. ThL. i7 tle icaea of the method of unstructured
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grids. The use of unstructured triangular grids for grid

generation is an attactive alternative to the elliptically

generated grid. Unstructured grids are often used in finite

element solvers, which are being used by some CFD'ers. The grid

generation can be used with a finite volume formulation of the

flow, which is similar to the finite difference solution.

Steve Kennon (3] has recently developed a "C" code called Sugar2D

which is based on a generalization of the Voronoi diagram and

Delaunay triangulation. Sugar2D does not permit a violation of

the solid boundary in the gridding process, by introducing the

concept of a 'generalized boundary node' . The incremental point

insertion method used by Bowyer and later by Jameson is used to

generate the unstructured grids.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THIS RESEARCH EFFORT:

The problem of speeding the convergence of the flow solver is a

complex problem due to the strong nonlinearities and the large

dimensionality of this class of problems.

One method for improving convergence is to start with a 'good'

grid. In this option, we are exploring the use of the

unstructured grid solvers, such as the generalization by Kennon,

and to incorporate the concept of domain decomposition into the

grid construction.
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On another level, the solutions can be calculated in less

iterations if a more efficient use can be made of the residual

which is calculated at each step. Here, the objective is to use

the methods of conjugate gradient and minimum residual to obtain

a new improvement to the solution that converges in fewer

iterations.

III. ORGANIZATION:

We are investigating the possibility of moving the grid via a

moving grid scheme such as the moving finite element method.

Another possibility is to use a 'Monte Carlo' scheme to add

random points into the original region, along with a

partitioning scheme to block the problem into regions that can be

treated relatively independent (domain decomposition) [4] which

would permit a vectorization of Kennon's gridding concept.

While the unstructured grid has great promise in automating the

gridding of complicated structures, the resulting flow solver

has trouble when using the cor ventional LU splitting, because of

the irregular matrix structure. The use of solvers such as the

conjugate gradient method involves only the multiplication of

the resulting Jacobian by an arbitrary vector. This apromising

alternative to LU solution methods for unstructured grids.

This technique has had good success in complex oil reservoir

simulations.
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Any improvement in the computional efficency of a typical flow

code should have immediate impact on the entire class of CFD

numerical methods, so the next step in this research is to apply

the conjugate gradient class solvers to a typical problem. It

is hoped this research will c:ntinue with funding from the Mini

Grant Program.

The basic premise is that if the equations can be solved with more

accuracy at each step, then the resulting trek to steady state

will be much faster. The same premise should yield better

solutions to unsteady problems by obtaining a more accurate

solution at each step than the LU factorization.

The use of methods to improve convergence of sequences has a long

history and goes back to improving the convergence of power

series and convergence of sequences. For example, the Shanks

transformation transforms a slowly convergent sequence into a

sequence which converges faster. (See Smith, Ford and Sidi SIAM

review '87' for a comprehensive review) [9]. The Shanks

transformation was the first evidence that methods could be

devised to improve the convergence of sequences.

The application to CFD problems is complicated by the fact that

the highly nonlinear interactions cause many problems. The

main class of methods we are looking at involve using the

conjugate gradient method to accelerate an existing code. The

idea is that oscillations caused by complex eigenvalues can
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greatly slow the convergence history. As the problem complex

eigenvalue propagates through the system of nonlinear

equations, by minimizing the new residual using a fixed set of

residuals from past iterations, the determination of the

parameter k is critical as it determines the number of

eigenvalues that will be 'filtered' out of the iteration. The

generalized minimum residual idea is due to Saad and Schultz [7].

A nonlinear version of the generalized minimum residual [2),

with a carefully chosen residual that permits a solution, will be

used on an actual CFD code such as Redcoon.

This summer research has produced several research codes,

1. The GMRES code with an arbitrary fixed number of vectors

needed to "filter" the frequencies that are retarding

convergence.

2. The CGS code converges very rapidly given a good

approximation to the solution.

3. A code to evaluate various preconditioners using the

singular valued decomposition.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The application of the conjugate gradient class of solution to a

real flow solver is the highest priority. To validate the

concept, the use on a actual problem is essential. The

nonlinear generalized residual scheme [2] is the most promising

possibility for speeding convergence.
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The conjugate gradient solvers will be tried on an actual

nonlinear solver to improve the LU splitting accuracy. The CGS

(6] method is an ideal candidate for a quick improvement in the

accuracy of the solution.

A carefully designated unstructured grid generation scheme

using the generalized Voronoi concept will be investigated for

possible use of the concept of domain decomposition to produce a

grid on an arbitrary multiply connected region.

o-
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Designing A Binary Phase Only Filter

Via the Genetic Algorithm

by

Frederick W. Gibson

ABSTRACT

The design of a binary phase only filter for three different binarized test

targets (re-entry vehicle, booster and decoy) is obtained using the Genetic

Algorithm (GA). The GA is a search procedure based upon the mechanics of natural

genetics, blending a Darwinian survival-of-the fittest principle with a random

yet structured information exchange among a population of artificial chromosomes.

Our results show that GAs are able to design binary phase only filters for each

of the three binarized test targets hy searching over a 256 total pixel search

space. The filter designed for each binarized test target is compared against

the other two binarized test targets to determine how well that particular binary

phase only filter rejects the other binarized test targets. Because of its ease

in operation and simple requirements as compared to many other optimization

methods, the GA may find wide application within the field of applied optics.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The Genetic Algorithm has been established as a valid approach to problems

requiring efficient and effective search. This search algorithm offers

potentially good convergence behavior which we apply to the design of a

binary phase only filter.

The Air To Air Guidance section of the Advanced Guidance Division of the

USAF Armament Laboratory at Eglin Air Force base is particularly concerned

with detecting and classifing various types of military targets. The

design of the binary phase only filter via the Genetic Algorithm is a vast

improvement over the Simulated Annealing stochastic search technique6 that

has previously been applied to this optimization problem. Due to the slow

convergence behavior of the Simulated Annealing Algt.rithm we feel that the

search capabilities of the genetic algorithm make the GA a valid alternative

approach.

My research interests have been in the area of applied mathematics and

computer investigation to real life applications. My work as a research

assistant in performing analysis on picture signal processing and educa-

tional software as well as my background in operations research has

contributed to my investigation of the design of binary phase only filters

via the Genetic Algorithm.
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I. OJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Currently, there is no evidence of the design of a binary phase only filter

via the Genetic Algorithm. This algorithm, which offers potentially

improved convergence behavior, has been established as a valid approach

to solving optimization problems. Another search technique, the Simulated

Annealing Algorithm, has been applied to the design of the matched filter

optimization problem and offers a high potential payoff for targeting

weapons applications. It involves computer generation of scale and filter

designed to detect and classify various types of military targets. However,

this search algorithm offers very slow convergence behavior which we hope

to improve.

My assignment as a participant in the 1990 Summer Faculty Research Program

(SFRP) was to determine if the Genetic Algorithm is adaptable to the design

of a binary phase only filter. It was determined that the Genetic Algorithm

designed binary phase only filters capable of distinguishing between each

of the three test targets (re-entry vehicle, booster and decoy). Thus the

Genetic Algorithms was specific enough to be of use in designing filters

for military applications.
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Since the Genetic Algorithm was able to design filters for images of size

16x16, investigation into the development of filters for larger images

(say 128x128 and 256x256) should be undertaken through continued research.

II. Binary Phase-Only Filters

A common technique in pattern recognition is to perform a cross-correlation

between an unknown image and a pattern that is to be recognized. If the

image contains the pattern, then the cross-correlation results in a peak

with optimal signal-to-noise ratio. If the image does not contain the

pattern, then this operation typically results in a low correlation peak.

The correldtion operation is efficiently performed in the frequency domain

by Fourier transforming the image and the pattern and then inverse Fourier

transforming their mutual power spectrum. This approach is known as the

Classical Matched Filter.

In a paper by Oppenheim and Lim 7, they demostrated the importance of phase

information in visual images. They showed that while many images could

be reconstructed from phase-only information, magnitude-only information

was typically not sufficient to reconstruct most visual images. Gianino

and Horner3 used this information to produce a modified matched filter in

which all magnitude information was set to unity. The resulting filter

contained only phase information and was thus called a phase-only filter.
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Surprisingly, the phase-only filter produced by normalizing all magnitude

information is superior (in terms of producing higher SNR correlations)

then the matched filter on which it is based. In addition, phase filters

are especially useful in optical image recognition systems since they pass

100% of the incident energy while matched filters attenuate much of the

input signal.

Most real-world images have very little high frequency energy. However,

the features that we use to differentiate one image from another are often

contained in the "edge" information represented by this small amount of

high frequency data. The phase-only filter effectively performs a high-pass

filter since setting all frequency magnitudes to unity emphasizes the high

frequencies more than the corresponding matched filter. This explains,

in part, why the phase-only filter outperforms the matched filter in typical

pattern recognition tasks.

A Binary Phase-Only Filter (BPOF) is a phase-only filter in which the phase

information is binarized to contain only two phase values. This is typically

accomplished by setting all positive phases to n radians and all negative

phases to 0 radians. The resulting filter preserves little of the original

information: The magnitude information is set to unity at all frequencies

and the phase information is represented by only a single bit at each
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frequency. Nevertheless, BPOF filters are generally as proficient as the

classical matched filter in correlating unknown images with stored patterns.

They are especially useful in optical systems using a binary Spatial Light

Modulator (SLM).

IV. The Genetic Algorithm

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) according to Goldberg8, are search algorithms

based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics. They

crmbine an artificial survival of the fittest among string structures with

genetic operators abstracted from nature to form a surprisingly robust

search mechanism that is suitable to a variety of search problems.

Genetic Algorithms use finite-length codings of problem parameters (ar-

tificial chromosomes) rather than the parameters themselves. By refusing

to adopt a particular problem structure and by exploiting similarities in

codings, GAs can achieve greater breadth of applicablity than would otherwise

be possible. GAs use a population-by-population approach rather than the

point-by-point technique adopted by more traditional schemes. By working

from a population, GAs are less likely to be fooled by false optima.

A simple GA consist of three operators: Reproduction, Crossover and

Mutation.
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Reproduction incorporates the survival of the fittest within the GA. There

are many ways to achieve effective reproduction. Ranking, tournament, and

proportionate reproduction methods have all been used with success. One

simple proportionate scheme selects individual strings for reproduction

according to their fitness, where fitness is defined as the nonnegative

figure of merit being maximized. When this is done, individuals with

higher fitness values have a higher probability of being selected for

mating and subsequent genetic action.

Crossover is a randomized yet structured recombination operator. Simple

crossover proceeds in three steps. Two individual strings are picked using

the reproduction operator. In single-point crossover a cross site along

the string length is selected at random, and positions are swapped among

the two strings following the cross site. For cxample, starting with twD

strings A- 11111 and B- 00000, if the random selection of a cross site

turns up a 3, we would obtain the two new strings A'- 11100 and B'- 00011

following crossover, and these strings would be placed in the new population.

In a binary-coded GA, Mutation is the occasional (with low probability)

alteration of a bit position (the changing of a 1 to a 0 and vice versa).

By itself mutation is a simple random walk through the string space. When

used sparingly in combination with reproduction and crossover, mutation
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is an insurance policy against the loss of important genetic material at

a particular position. The low level of mutation used in most artificial

genetic search is evidence of secondary importance of the operator when

compared to reproduction and crossover.

The images for which we would like to design a binary phase only filter

are two dimensional. Thus, we felt that a two dimensional crossover was

necessary for implementation in the Genetic Algorithm program. Currently

there are no published articles on the two dimensional crossover we are

utilizing in this GAs.

PARENT 1 PARENT 2

vert. & vert. &

hori. hori

cross cross

site site
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Child I Child 2

Our two dimensional crossover produces four quadrants. The crossover sites

are the same in each individual parent (as indicated in the above diagram).

Two children are produced from their parents. The outcome of four

independent coin tosses determines whether the alleles in each quadrant

pass from parentl to childl and parent2 to child2 (no crossover) or from

parentl to child2 and parent2 to childl (crossover). Rather than keeping

the offspring as the new population, we check to see who has the higher

fitness values of the two parents and two offsprings. The two individuals

with the best fitness value are assigned to the new population. This

process is continued until the new population is filled.

The fitness function used in our implementation of the genetic algorithm

is based on the signal-to-noise ratio 4 (SNR) resulting from the cross-

c'rrelation between the reference image and the BPOF represented by an
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individual's GA chrosmosome. The SNR was defined as the ratio of the

correlation peak maximum amplitude to the rms noise response elsewhere in

the correlation plane. The correlation peak is assumed to contain all

pixels at or above 50% of the m, :imum amplitude in the plane.

[R (x, )imax (1)

SNR- -

N rins

. R(x,)Iz (2)
Nm.,- _(NAN (2)

Where NA is the total number of pixels in the correlation plane and NA'

is the number of pixels considered to be in the correlation peak region.

The sequence of steps in evaluating the fitness of each individual in the

population starts with a Fourier transform of the image to be recoynized

and the chromosome for the member of the population to be evaluated. Each

gene in the chromosome represents ane element of a BPOF. The BPOF is

produced from the chromosome by setting the corresponding phase to n radians

if the allele is a one and setting the phase to zero if the allele is zero.

All magnitude information in the filter is set to unity. The reference

image is then filtered using this BPOF and the resulting spectrum is inverse

Fourier transformed (using a two-dinensional FFT) to produce a correlation

in the spatial domain. The SNR in the correlation plane is evaluated as

described above, and this signal-to-noise ratio is used as the fitness
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value for the individual.

V. Analysis of Results

In general, we would expect a filter designed to detect a particular image

to produce a high SNR if a cross-correlation between that binarized image

and the filter is performed. Conversely, appling the filter to an image

that it was not designed to detect should result in a low correlation peak.

This is exactly the type of analysis we performed. That is, we used the

GA to design a binary phase only filter for the re-entry vehicle (see test

data) and performed a cross-correlation between the resulting 'Filter and

this pattern. The binary phase only filter was able to recongnize this

pattern as indicated by the high SNR in the correlation plane (see RV vs.

RV illustration).

The filter designed for the re-entry vehicle was then applied to the image

of the decoy (see test data). Just as we expected this operation resulted

in a peak with a low signal-to-noise ratio (see RV vs. Deco, illustration).

Finally the filter designed for the RV was applied to the booster (see

test data) and again this operation yielded a very low SNR (see RV vs.

booster illustration).
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Binary phase only filters were designed .for the the decoy and booster

images as well. As we expected, applying these filters to the targets

themselves as well as the other binarized targets supported the previous

finding. That is, the decoy and booster BPOF when applied to the decoy

and booster images, respectively yielded correlation peaks with high SNRs.

However, when cross-correlated between the other binarized targets the end

result was low correlation peaks.

In our bar charts we show the comparison of the SNRs of the test data.

The first chart shows the SNR resulting from appling the RV RPOF to the

RV, booster, and decoy images. Notice that the RV BPOF vs RV image produces

a higher BPOF SNR than that of the booster or the decoy. This indicates

that the BPOF produced by the GA can indeed distinguish between an image

of an RV and a decoy or booster.

We also illustrate in the other bar chart the SNR performance of the GA

binary phase only filter, the classical matched filter, the continous phase

only filter (CPOF), and the conventional BPOF. The CPOF has the highest

SNR. However, there is no binarization in this filter. Clearly the GA

BPOF has better performance than the classical matched filter or the

conventional BPOF. Notice that the classical matched filter and the BPOF

perform about the same.
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VI. Recommendations

This preliminary investigation of the design of the binary phase 6nly

filter via the genetic algorithm has shown to be promising and may be the

key to improved convergence for this type of optimization problem. Continued

research for upscale images of size 128x128 and 256x256 should be inves-

tigated using the GAs. Also the presence of noise should be introduced

to determine how well the binary phase only filter designed via the GAs

will perform under this added condition.

Other routines for enhancement of the genetic algorithm should be

implemented. That is, scaling of the fitness values (to avoid premature

convergence), selecting three or more crossover sites at random to yield

more offspring for the new population, and inducement of niche and species8

(sharing among individuals) to help GAs search.

The computer time for generating a population of 100 individuals for 250

generations took approximately 12 hours on a zenith 286 AT system. For

bigger images (128x128 or 256x256) we suggest a larger computer possibly

a VAX system to handle these runs successfully.
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VII. TEST DATA

Below are three images with an embedded pattern centered in the middle.
These 16x6 images are composed of binary a]phebets (zeros(.) and ones(#).
The ones re resents the on position of the pattern and the zeros the off
position. These images are without noise.

fig.1 Re-entry vehicle - the return of a missile or spacecraft
to the earth's atmosphere.

i # # # #
# # ## # ## ## ##.

#..# # ## ## ## ##.

. ...... # # # #

fig.2 Booster : Initial stages of an ICBM.

fig.3 Decoy- a spherically shaped object with the
same radar cross-section as the RV.

l e . .. o. .

## ####### ## #

##.. ###########

##. #########.##

#########. . .
#### ######6### # # .. .."

####6#16



VIII. Figures and Bar chart

The following figure illustrates the correlation between the BPOF produced

by the GA using the RV as a scoring image when applied to this image.

o1.0

RV vs. RV

The next two figures illustrate the result of applying this same filter

to the other two images. Notice that the correlation peak is not as sharp

as the RV vs RV case and the noise floor is higher.
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Two Dimensional Simulation of

Railgun Plasma Armatures
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Manuel A. Huerta
G. Christopher Boynton

ABSTRACT

We report on our work in incorporating a more realistic initial state and rail ablation

into our two dimensional MHD code to simulate the internal dynamics of a railgun

plasma armature. Our code uses the equations of resistive MHD, with Ohmic

heating, and radiation heat transport. All quantities are advanced in time using

an explicit Flux Corrected Transport scheme. Careful examination of our output

has revealed very short lived weak secondary arcs that grow and move very rapidly

to the rear and contribute to heating the rear region. Preliminary runs with a

new initial state show an interesting accumulation of current toward the rear of

the armature. Most of our work was spent in developing and coding our model for

the ablation. The problem of heat transport in the rail was considered in detail

in calculating the rise of rail temperature at the surface, and in calculating the

amount of ablation, The rate of heat flux into the rail is basically aT, where Te is

the effective radiation temperature that the rail sees. This temperature is calculated

ini the two dimensional simulation using various approximations that remain to be

tested. We also include the heat due to the anode and cathode drops. The time

required for the rail to reach the vaporization temperature depends on T,., This is

an extraordinarily high sensitivity to any variations in th,- temperature.,
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I. INTRODUCTION

I have spent the summer working at AFATL/SAH, site A15, together with my

graduate student Mr. G. C. Boynton who was supported under the 1990 USAF

Graduate Student Research Program. Mr. Boynton and I have been working on a

two dimensional simulation of armature plasmas. Our main objective this summer

was to improve our model by incorporating rail ablation. One of our principal needs

is access to computing power to run our programs. Even though our code should

be run on a supercomputer we benefited from abundant access to the VAX 8650

available at site A15 for debugging purposes.

An impressive railgun facility has been built on Okaloosa Island at site A15 and there

is quite a bit of experimental activity on diagnostics of the arc plasma armature.

We found it very useful to interact with people involved with the experiments in

deciding on specific details of our simulation. Our conversations with Mr. Kenneth

Cobb were important in motivating us to look carefully at the heat diffusion in

the rails in formulating an ablation model. Our discussions with Dr. Chia Thio

were specially useful in clarifying the radiation heat transport to the rails. We also

profited from discussions with Dr. Glen Rolader of SAIC who has a lot of experience

with one dimensional simulations.

We model the plasma with the equations of resistive MHD and we use a two

dimensional fully explicit FCT code to advance all quantities in time. Our model

includes the Spitzer conductiit. , ar.d heat cottenctivity in the radiation diffusion

approximation. The physical effects ihat we include in our model are the same as

in the steady, one dimensional model of Powell and Batteh'. Therefore we leave

out viscosity, and othc effects that can be importan in a boundary layer. A

good deal of effort has also been expended an rtvelopi::g gaphical methods that
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allow convenient display of the results. We have published two papers2'3 on this

work. A third one was presented at the 5th Symposium on Electromagnetic Launch

Technology in Sandestin, Florida last April. It should appear in the January 1991

issue of the IEEE Transactions on Magnetics dedicated to EML's. This last paper

shows that our simulation describes the formation of a secondary arc far to the rear

of the armature. This sort of arc is considered by many people to be of importance

in degrading the performance of railguns.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

In our pcevious simulations we took the initial state of the plasma to be closely

related to the equlibrium calculated by Powell and Batteh1 . Our intention was to

show that the rear region of the equilibrium would be disturbed by instabilities so

material would be left behind the arc. We believe this has been shown satisfactorily.

One of our objectives this summer wts to develop a simulation with an initial st4te

more closely related to the experimental situation to use in future simulations.

Rail and insulator ablation are considcred to be among the most important effects

in degrading the performance of railguns. The two main issues are to get the right

amount of ablation, and to describe how the ablated material is entrained into the

main plasma arc. If the ablated material were left behind the plasma arc, as it tends

to be, it would do little to slow down the velocities reached. The ablated material

seems to be entrained by the formation of secondary arcs far behind the main ac.,

Our simulations already produce secondary arcs without ablation. Therefore our

main objective this summer was to incorporate rail ablation into our rimulation.

This should produce larger secondary arcs, and produce them at an earlier time,

than our previous models. This would make the simulations agree more closely ,ith

experimental observations.
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III. WORK ACCOMPLISHED

The availabilty of the VAX 8650 enabled us to do several runs of our original code

and to examine the output carefully. Fig. 1 is a plot of the projectile acceleration vs.

time. The oscillations are due to a longitudinal pressure wave. Near 0.00026 sec the

acceleration dropped to a new average value. This seemed to indizate that we had

lost some curent out the rear of our computational region. Fig. 2 shows the electrical

conductivity a at t=0.0002527 sec. The rear of the plasma is nonconducting, except

that a small increase of a can be seen on the 19th and 20th cells from the rear.

Fig. 3 shows a in the rear region in a greatly expanded scale after 160300 time

steps, or t=0.00025269 sec., Fig. 4 aftc& 160500, and Fig. 5 after 160J600 time steps.

These figures show how a is growing in the rear region. This is caused by a small

secondary arc moving very rapidly toward the rear. Figs. 6 and 7 show the rail to

rail component J. of the current density vector in the rear region in a very enlarged

scale after 160400 and 160500 time steps. A truer pictare of the current distribution

in the entire plasma is shown in Fig. 8 where the current spike of Fig. 7 is hardly

visible 12 cells from the rear. Fig. 9 shows the small secondary arc reaching the

end of our computational region after 160600 time steps. The secondary arc grows

as it moves back. This happens because the secondary arc produces local heating

a bit to the rear. As the current commutes toward the newly conducting region it

must grow due to the conservation of flux in this very fast time scale. We bdlieve

these results are encouraging for our code to describe the larger secondary arcs seen

in experiments.

Our main effort was spent in putting ablation into our code., We divide each rail

into R cells of length Ax,. We calculate the heat flux into the rth cell q(r, t) from
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two sources. We take

q(r,t) (1 - t)qrad ± qsh.

Here c is the reflectivity of the rail. qrad is the radiation diffusion heat flux into the

rail, calculated in the same way as in Ref. 1, evaluated 1/4 of a cell inward from

the boundary of our computational region.

16 3 9T
qrad = -O'SBAT e--,

where yn is the coordinate normal to the rail and A is the Roseland mean free path

for radiation. We can also take

qrad = O7SBTe

where T, is the temperature at depth A from the boundary of the computational

region. q.h represents the heat flux due the contact potential that exists at the

plasma sheath next to the rail. We take qah to be

qh = J V,

where V, is the sheath voltage. Of course one must be careful that each rail cell

gets heat from the plasma cell that is in front of it.

The rails need to be heated from their initial temperature To to the ablation

temperature T,, which we take equal to the vaporization temperature of tha rail

material. We need the solution for the rail temperature at a depth y given the

heat flux q(r, t) at the y = 0 surface. Neglecting heat diffusion along the rails, the

solution for the temperature at a depth y from the surface of the rth cell is

T(y,r,t) = To + fdtq(r,t') t,)exp[,t ,)2 .

rc q v(t - V7- 4v(t - V)
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where c is the specific heat, p the density, v = rc/cp is the heat diffusivity, and K is

the heat conductivity. At the y = 0 rail surface this is

T(r,)= To +-- dt'q(r, t') "

Unfortunately this quantity is a convolution integral that at each time step requires

us to do an integral that goes back to the beginning of time. This is too burdensome

in terms of CPU time. Therefore we deviced an approximation based on the result

T(r,t) = To + q(r, av) 4vt,

where q(r, av) is the average heat flux into the rail, that is exact if q(r, t) is constant

in time, We define

1, - ( (1)
q(r, av) = -

where E(r, t) is the total heat input into the rail element.

New cells appear as the projectile passes and others disappear as they reach the

end of our computational region. They are managed 'in such a way that the heat

deposited in each cell is properly accounted for. We do this by defining an integer

that counts how many cells have been passed by the projectile

It(t) = INT( d(t)

where d(t) is the distance traveled by the projectile and INT is the Fortran Integer

function. If I(t + At) = I(t) then we take

E(r,t + At) = E(r,t) + q(r,t)At

to increment the heat into the rth cell., If Ic(t + At) = I¢(t) + 1 then we take

E(r,t + At) = E(r - 1,t) + q(r,t)At.
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We decide ablation begins when the rail surface reaches the vapor temperature.

Based on the approximation of Eq. (1) we test when

E(r, t) _> [Cop,(T,, - T o) + Lmpm, + cmp(T,, - T,)]( V ivt 4(r) (2)

where te=(r) is the time that cell r has been exposed, and the subscripts s, m,

and v refer to solid, molten , and vapor. We do not treat the change in the heat

conductivity of solid to liquid. After Eq. (2) is satisfied at time t = t, we take it

that ablation begins. Not all the heat flux q(r, t) goes to ablate material because

some heat flux qI(r, t) is lost by diffusion into the rail. The temperature at the rail

surface stays at T and the solution in the interior is

T(y,r,t) = 2T = 00 2 w Y (3)due-, whre = 4v(t - t. )"

From Eq. (3) we calculate that

OT T" - TO
qI(r,t) = -= = tv(t - t,=)

TYhis is an approximation that overestimates the ql(r, t) at early times. Then we

calculate than an element of rail of area A ablates mass at the rate

Am q(rt) - qI(r,)
- A = S'Aiy, (4)

where L, is the latent heat to vaporize, and s, is the ablated mass density which is

to be added as a source of mass to the plasma cell of thickness Ay adjacent to the

wall.

The fluid equations are the usual ones. First the equation of mass conservation,

with ablation,

0p
+ V. (pv) = S, (5)
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is used to advance p in time. The fluid velocities v, and vy in the frame of the

projectile are advanced by the equations for the x and y components of momentum,

o + v .(pvav) = (p 1 + ---T- - o-(P + 2-0B') + p-j/- + So ,, (6)
atZ 5a 2iso + dvt(6

where the ablated mass is added at rest relative to the rails with a velocity vp toward

the rear in the frame of the projectile, and

8(vO V.( pv)v) 1(p '2aPV + .(Pvv) a - (p + 1-o B2)+ aVaY. (7)

The pressure p is advanced from the equation for the energy e per unit mass,

(pe ) + V.-(pev) +pV.v = -V q J2 + J +a ea, (8)
at 0* 0'

and relating p to e using an energy equation. The simplest energy equation is for

the monoatomic ideal gas with -y = 5/3,

P (9)

(-Y -1)p"

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

Our code has shown the potential to describe the main experimental facts. Now

that we have put ablation into it we should be able to get a good description of

secondary arcs. '17his should give valuable insights into the workings of plasma

armatures. We recommend that this work be supported 'in the future.
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Gunner Performance in the ESTING Fire Control lystem

by

William D. Siuru,. PhD, PE

ABSTRACT

A major portion of the results from the flight tests of the

Beam Sight Technology Incorporating Night Vision Goggles

(BSTING) system conducted in September and October 1990 were

reduced and analyzed. A theoretical model of the aiming system

was developed and used as a standard of the comparison for

measurements and calculations performed by the BSTING system.

The ability of the gunner to keep the laser spot on the target

was evaluated from the location of the laser spot recorded by

the Low Light Video system. The ability of the system to

accurately place bullets on target was scored using information

obtained from both Infrared and Low Light Video imagery.

Recommendations are made on how the accuracy of the BSTING can

be improved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Armament Laboratory at Elgin AFB has sponsored

the exploratory development of the BSTING fire control system

as a low cost, stand-alone device to improve the aiming

accuracy of a machine gun mounted on a moving platform. The

BSTING system, developed by the Baird Optical Systems Division

of Imo Industries, was flight tested at the Naval Weapons

Center, Chinalake, California during August and September 1990.

BSTING replaces the tracer rounds with a infrared

laser/range finder mounted on the gun. The gunner wearing night

vision goggles to see the laser beam aims the spot on the

target. A simple fire control system allows the gunner to keep

the laser beam on the target by aiming the gun. A computer

calculates the necessary corrections for the bullet's

trajectory and the motion of the helicopter. The motion of the

helicopter is sensed through a pair of simple rate sensors also

mounted on the gun. The computed corrections drive servos which

positions the laser beam/range finder relative to the gun.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

My research consisted of analyzing the data obtained during the

flight tests to determine the accuracy of the BSTING system

and the performance of the gunners using the system. Evaluation

of the BSTING system consisted of determining how well the
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system computed the azimuth and elevation corrections using

measurements obtained by the stand-alone system. Evaluation of

gunner performance consisted of scoring the "hits on target"

and the gunner's ability to keep the laser beam aimed at the

target.

III. METHODOLOGY

A "truth" model was needed to assess the performance of the

BSTING system and the performance of the gunner using it. The

model was based on the radar data provided by the Range Control

Center Integration and Processing Center (RIPS) at the Naval

Weapons Center.

By using a parabolic fit to the RIPS slant range data, the

time-dependent range to target can be expressed by:

2
R = At + Bt + C (1)
sl

Referring to the figure below, the azimuth rate can be determined.

Incidently, in the BSTING system the azimuth plane is described

by the swept of the line-of-sight of the laser beam between the

gun and target.
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14
ARGET

Az-
R

R ~min
si

'Az V
ac

Az V cos Az /R
ac si

2
Since Cos Az R R where R C - B /4A

min si S1

2
Az-V R /R (2)

ac min si

The negative sign is consistent with the ESTING sign convention.

The range rate is simply

R =2At + B (3)
si

The elevation rate can be determined by referring to the

following figure.

ALT

El =Arcsin (ALT/R
si

and thus
ALT x (2At + B)

El -- (4)
2 2

R x SQR(R - ALT)
S1 sl
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V

The "theoretical" values of R , R , Az and El determined by
sl sl

equations 1 through 4 correspond to values measured by the

BSTING rangefinder and rate sensors. Thus, the theoretical

values of AIMX and AIMY, the aiming corrections in the azimuth

and elevation planes respectively, were determined using the

BSTING algorithms with the "theoretical" values.

IV. SAMPLE RESULTS

An example of the results comparing the "theoretical" computed

range (curve fit to radar data), azimuth and elevation rates

and aiming corrections against the BSTING measurements are

shown in figures 1 to 3.

The plot of the slant range shows the sequence of events

during the BSTING operation. The aiming corrections, AIMX and

AIMY, dre calculated over a two or three second period. After

this, the system servos move the laser beam to implement the

corrections taking about a second. In the BSTING system, the

gunner aims the gun rather than laser beam itself. The BSTING

algorithm determines the relationship between the beam and gun

bore. During the period the servos are implementing the

corrections, the gunner is also repositioning the spot on the

target since the "reticle" has been disturbed by the

repositioning of the laser beam. After the servos have
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completed their task, the gunner is provided a ready signal and

can fire at will. As seen in figure 3, the aiming corrections

are frozen at their values at the completion of calculations.

From the plot of accelerations measured by three accelerometers

mounted on the gun, shown in figure 3, it is usually quite easy

to establish when the gun was fired.

V. GUNNER AND SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The performance of the gunner was measured by the gunner's

ability to keep the laser spot on the target. BSTING system

performance was measured by the accuracy of the azimuth and

elevation corrections, AIMX and AIMY respectively, computed by

the BSTING algorithms using measurements obtained by the laser

rangefinder and rate sensors compared to the AIMX and AIMY

values computed by these algorithm using "theoretical"

measurements based on radar data.

A four milliradian circular error criteria was used. That is the

laser spot was considered "on target" if it fell within a

circle with a radius of 4 milliradians and centered at the

center of the target. Two periods during each pass of the

helicopter were considered. These were (1) while the BSTING

algorithms were performing their computations and (2) after the

"ready" signal was given and che gunner was aiming at the
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target in preparation to fire. During these two periods it was

assumed that the gunner was using the greatest concentration in

maintaining the laser spot on the target. Two ranges were used

in computing the milliradian values, the ranges midway during

the computation period and between the ready signal and firing,

respectively.

The laser spot location was determined from the low light video

data as reduced by the Naval Weapon Center in terms of x and y

coordinates with respect to the center of the target. Since the

laser beam was not observed continuously, scoring was only done

when the light spot was seen. Since the laser spot is more

likely to be entirely off the target than just not seen, the

resulting gunner performance is on the optimistic side.

The results ofthe laser spot "scoring" is summ&rized in

Table I. The first number in the pass code is the month of the

test, the next two are the day and P"X" identifies the

individual pass. The nominal range is the slant range to the

target at the point of closest approach. The velocity and

altitude are an average during the computation period. Range,

velocity and altitude were determined from radar data. The

laser spot scoring percentage represents the ratio of the time

the spot is within the 4 milliradian radius criteria out of the

total time the spot is actually seen.
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TABLE I

GUNNER AND BSTING PERFORMANCE

PASS NOMINAL PARAMETERS SCORING AIM
CODE RANGE VELOCITY ALTITUDE 4 MIL LASER SPOT ERROR

(feet) (ft/sec) (feet) CRITERIA ON TARGET (M AZ/EL
(calc/fire) (calc/fire) (mils)

Note: + aim error means more than calculated

807P3 1700 127 445 11/9.6 71.3 51.6 -4.3/0.7
807P4 1700 128 490 11/9.6 n/a 63.3 -5.2/2.1
807P5 1830 127 510 12/10.5 72.8 54.0 0.4/-3.2
807P6 1750 162 455 11/10 n/a 83.0 7.9/1.2
807P8 1750 125 281 12.5/11 n/a 24.2 -4.5/-2.2
807P17 2900 131 520 17/16.5 81.2 59.2 -1.8/-4.2
807P21 2750 185 512 16/15.5 70.6 55.0 -5.2/5.3

AVERAGE -1.8/0.0
AVERAGE (absolute) 4.2/2.7

808P3 2500 135 535 17/14.7 72.2 n/a -4.7/-2.6
808P4 2550 190 565 17/14.5 n/a n/a -1.5/-0.8
808P7 2500 172 584 17/14.1 73.3 54.3 4.5/5.4
808P9 2550 126 260 16/14.5 53.3 35.5 0.0/-3.4

AVERAGE -0.4/-0.4
AVERAGE (absolute) 2.7/3.1

Note Radar Data Not Available for 904P3, 904P4, 904P5, 904P9,
904016, 904P18, 904019. Slant range determined from curve fit
to ESTING range data and velocity/altitude are nominal values
- therefore results only approximate.
904P3 1350 70 kts 250 10.5/7.6 n/a n/a 1.2/2.3
90494 1450 100 kts 200 11/8.2 36.8 22.0 7.0/10.3
904P5 1400 70 kts 100 9/8 n/a n/a -2.6/13.5
904P9 1500 100 kts 100 9/7.9 27.6 41.9 4.7/8.0
904216 2400 100 kts 100 18/13.6 n/a n/a 7.9/13.3
904218 2300 150 100 14/13 n/a n/a 0.4/-0.4
904P19 2400 70 kts 100 14.1/13.3 n/a n/a -3.1/-0.1

AVERAGE 2.2/6.8
AVERAGE (absolute) 3.8/7.0
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TABLE I (Con't)

PASS NOMINAL PARAMETERS SCORING AIM
CODE RANGE VELOCITY ALTITUDE 4 MIL LASER SPOT ERROR

(feet) (ft/sec) (feet) CRITERIA ON TARGET (%) AZ/EL
(calc/fire) (calc/fire) (mils)

Note: + aim error means more than calculated

904P21 2650 30 425 15.0 75.0 66.7 -1.5/-1.4
904P22 2600 10 580 14.7 79.8 73.9 -4.9/-0.6
904P23 2700 5 450 15.0 33.3 62.5 6.2/1.0

84.3 94.1 8.5/-6.9
904P24 2625 0 640 15.0 Never Completed

Computations
AVERAGE 2.1/2.0
AVERAGE (absolute) 5.3/2.5

905P2 3100 120 280 18.7/17.5 62.3 70.0 -1.1/-3.9
905P3 3200 110 200 18.7/18.1 80.6 78.9 -2.4/-3.7
905P4 '050 120 275 18.0/17.5 68.0 37.5 3.5/-6.9
905P5 3200 170 190 18.7/18.1 64.7 71.4 -0.5/-7.2
905P11 3800 120 90 22.6/22.6 (1) -- (2) ---
905P19 3400 170 90 19.2/19.2 (1) -7.6/0.8
905P27 4900 125 270 30.0/-- (1) -- (2)
(1) Criteria gre~ter than target size
(2) Calculations did not terminate

AVERAGE 1.7/4.2
AVERAGE (Absolute) 3.0/4.5

OVERALL
AVERAGE 0.11-1.5
AVERAGE (Absolute) 3.8/3.2
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The last column of data is the aiming error which is the

difference between the AIMX and AIMY corrections based on BSTING

measurements and corrections determined using radar obtained

measurements. Two average values are presented, the "true" and

"absolute" where signs are not considered.

Radar data was not available for the first seven passes on

4 September 1990 so the calculated corrections are based on a

curve fit to the BSTING range measurements (widely varying

ranges omitted). The results from these passes were not

included in the overall averages. The last four passes were

hovering cases. On a couple of passes on 5 August 1990, the

gunner did not activate the "calculation" button so

computations of AIMX and AIMY were not completed. Also when the

range exceeded about 1500 meters, the 4 milliradian criteria

encompassed the entire target so everytime the spot was seen it

was within the criteria.

For the overall averages, it can be seen that the BSTING system

is providing aiming accuracy corrections within the 4

milliradian accuracy tolerance. The gunner is able to keep the

laser spot on the target usually on an average of 65 percent

of the time during the calculations and 59 percent during the

aim-to-fire period. Again remember these are optimistic values.

When the aiming errors were plotted as a function of slant
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range or helicopter velocity (see figure 4), there did not seem

to be either a velocity or range dependency. Also there is no

obvious variation between dates that would indicate any

dependence on a particular gunner's proficiency with the

system.

VI. HIT SCORING

Both the Infrared Video and Low Light TV data as reduced by the

Naval Weapons Center were used to score the ability of the

overall BSTING system plus gunner to put bullets on the target.

Because of the uncertainty in insuring that both video systems

were observing the same bullet, results from the two systems

were scored independently. As can be seen in Table II, more

bullets were seen by the LLTV system. Again a 4 milliradian

radius circle was used as the scoring criteria with the range

being the slant range at the time the first bullet was fired

("streaking starts" in the NWC reports). Because only bullets

"seen" were scored, the scoring is on the optimistic side. This

was necessitated by the fact that some of the bullets that

impacted the target w.re not seen by either video system.

Between 35 and 50 percent of the bullets seen were scored as

hits.

While tracer rounds were fired during the test program, these

passes are not included here. In the tracer firing tests, the
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TABLE II

HIT SCORING

PASS NOMINAL PARAMETERS NUMBER OF HITS SCORING
CODE RANGE VELOCITY ALTITUDE 4 MIL SEEN WITHIN (')

(feet) (ft/sec) (feet) CRITERIA CRITERIA
(feet) (LLTV/TR)

807P3 1700 127 445 9.6 4/2 1/1 25/50
807P4 1700 128 490 9.6 5/3 0/0 0/0
807P5 1830 127 510 10.5 8/3 4/3 50/100
807P6 1750 162 455 10.0 10/5 6/4 60/80
807P8 1750 125 281 10.0 9/4 5/2 56/50
807P17 2900 131 520 16.5 3/3 2/2 67/67
807P21 2750 185 512 15.5 8/4 3/3 37.5/75

47/24 21/15
AVERAGE 45/63

808P3 2500 135 535 14.0 8/2 3/2 37.5/100
808P4 2550 190 565 14.5 6/2 0/1 0/50
808P7 2500 172 584 14.0 5/4 0/0 0/0
308P9 2550 126 260 14.5 8/7 3/4 0/57

27/15 6/7
AVERAGE 22/47

Note Radar Data Not Available for 904P3, 904P4, 904P5, 904P?,
904P16, 904P13, 904P19
904P3 1350 70 kts 250 7.6 9/7 2/2 22/29
90494 1450 70 kts 200 8.2 10/9 3/2 30/22
904P5 1400 70 kts 100 8.0 6/2 0/0 0/0
904P9 1500 100 kts 100 8.5 8/3 1/0 12.5/0
904P16 2400 70 kts 100 13.5 2/2 0/0 0/0
904P18 2300 70 kts 100 13.0 3/1 0/0 0/0
904P19 2400 70 kts 100 13.5 9/3 2/1 22/33

47/27 8/5
AVERAGE 26/19
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TABLE II (Con't)

PASS NOMINAL PARAMETERS NUMBER OF HITS SCORING
CODE RANGE VELOCITY ALTITUDE 4 MIL SEEN WITHIN (M)

(feet) (ft/sec) (feet) CRITERIA CRITERIA
(feet) (LLTV/IR)

904P21 2650 30 425 15.0 3/1 0/1 0/100
904P22 2600 10 580 15.0 3/0 1/0 33/0
904P23 2700 5 450 15.0 3/1 0/0 0/0
904P24 2625 0 640 15.0 4/2 4/2 100/100

13/4 5/3
HOVER AVERAGE 38/75

905P2 3100 120 280 17.5 1/0 0/0 0/0
905P3 3200 110 200 18.0 2/1 1/1 50/100
905P4 3050 12 67/100
905P5 3200 170 190 18.0 1/0 1/0 100/0
905P11 3800 120 90 21.5 2/1 2/1 100/100
905P19 3400 170 90 19.0 0/1 0/0 0/0
905P27 4900 120 270 27.5 1/2 1/2 100/100

13/9 9/8
AVERAGE 69/89

OVERALL 142/79 49/38 35/48
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BSTING aiming light was left on to obtain range data and thus

the gunners could not help but use the aiming light while

firing the tracer rounds. Therefore the gunner had a definite

advantage over normal firing of tracer rounds for aiming and

they do not represent *a realistic standard for comparison.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Under the conditions of this flight test program, the BSTING

provides accurate aiming corrections (less than 4 milliradians

circular error). The tests were conducted at slant ranges of

less than 1500 meters, velocities of hover to 190 ft/sec and

from altitudes of 640 feet or less. The rangefinder and rate

sensor are providing measurements of sufficient accuracy even

when the gunner is on target only 65 percent of the time.

Even though the BfTING system is conceptually good, refinements

are still needed. These include:

1. Optimization of the filters mainly for best performance. For
instance, currently the range and range rates take too long to
reach their proper values.

2. The gravity drop algorithm needs to be "tuned" for long
range applications. Other ballistic parameters such as Magnus
effect, bullet drift, and Jump may have to included for long
range, long time-of-flight trajectories.

3. Currently, the aiming corrections are frozen at the end of
the computation period. A predictive technique 13 needed to
insure corrections are still accurate when firing is delayed.

4. A method needs to be devised to eliminate the need to
realign the laser beam after the servos have implemented the
aiming corrections, or at least provide faster response and less
perturbation.

5. Research should be done to find the optimum way for gunners
to use the system and a training program developed to train
gunners. While filters are available during the computation
period to smooth out gunner's aimino inaccuracies, during the
firing period the bullet travels the trajectory is dependent on
where the laser beam is pointed the moment the trigger is pulled.
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Robust Eigenstructure Assignment with Application to Missile Control

by

Kenneth M. Sobel

ABSTRACT

Eigenstructure assignment is a method which allows the

incorporation of classical specifications on damping, settling time, and

mode decoupling into a modern multivariable control framework. However,

this method does not consider that the plant parameters are uncertain or

that the plant contains dynamics which are not included in the design

model. New time domain stability robustness results have been obtained

for a non-strictly proper linear time invariant plant which is subject

to simultaneous structured state space uncertainty and norm bounded

unn,odelled dynamics. Sufficient conditions for robust stability are

obtained both for a constant gain output feedback controller and an

output feedback dynamic compensator. The robustness conditions are

explicitly in terms of the closed loop eigenvalues and eigenvectors so

that these new results are especially well suited for a robust

eigenstructure assignment design method. An example is presented of a

robust eigenstructure autopilot design for the yaw/roll dynamics of the

enhanced medium range air to air technology (EMRAAT) bank-to-turn

missile.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Eigenstructure assignment is a method which allows the incorporation of

classical specifications on damping, settling time, and mode decoupling

into a modern multivariable control framework. This method has been

utilized to design flight control laws for aircraft with uncertainty in

the linearized model parameters.

The Flight Control Technology Section of the Guidance and Control Branch

of the USAF Armament Laboratory is concerned with the design of robust

autopilots for bank-to-turn missiles. The design models for these,

missiles are characterized by simultaneous uncertaint, in the

aerodynamic coefficients and by unmodelled dynamics such as neglected

high frequency bending modes. The Flight Control Technology Section has

been working on the application of eigenstructure assignment to

bank-to-turn missile autopilot design by using either state feedback or

loop transfer recovery techniques.

My research interests have been in the area of robust eigenstructure

assignment and its application to flight control design. My work has

included the theory for robust eigenstructure assignment for plants with

structured state space uncertainty using constant gain output feedback.

I have applied these results to the design of a constant gain output

feedback controller for a pitch pointing/vertical translation maneuver

of the AFTI F-16 aircraft.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The earlier work which my students and I have published considers the

robust eigenstructure design problem for plants with only structured

state space uncertainty. The effects on stability of dynamics which are

not included in the design model are not considered. Furthermore, the

sufficient condition for robust stability assumes that a constant gain

output feedback control law is utilized.

My assignment as a participant in the 1990 Summer Faculty Research

Program (SFRP) was to extend the sufficient condition for robust

stability to Include simultaneous structured state space uncertainty and

unmodelled dynamics. In contrast to other approaches which utilize the

frequency domain, our results should be obtained in the time domain.

Time domain results which are explicitly in terms of the closed

loop eigenvalues and eigenvectors are especially well suited to the
design of robust elgenstructure assslgnment controllers.

Our new result indicates that a constant gain output feedback controller

for a plant with unmodelled dynamics should be a low authority

controller. This result concurs with frequency domain results and is a

statement that the gain must be sufficently small at high frequencies to

guarantee that the unmodelled high frequency dynamics do not destabilize

the plant. Thus, a further objective was to extend the sufficient

conditions for robust stability to low order dynamic compensators. This

will allow the gain to be frequency depenident so that larger gains may

be utilized at low frequencies to achieve the control objectives while a

smaller gain is utilized at high frequencies to achieve robustness to

unmodelled high frequency dynamics.

The final objective was to develop an algorithm for robust

eigenstructure assignment which utilizes the new sufficient conditions

for robust stability. This algorithm should be applied to the design of

a controller for a bank-to-turn missile autopilot which is characterized

by state space uncertainty and unmodelled dynamics. The state space
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uncertainty is typically due to uncertainty in the stability derivatives

and control derivatives which appear in the linearized design models.

The unmodelled dynamics typically result from high frequency bending

modes which are not included in the design model. The direct design of

low order dynamic compensators using eigenstructure assignment has some

advantages over other methods which design a high order dynamic

compensator and then utilize model order reduction techniques to obtain

a controller with an acceptably low order.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a nominal linear time-invariant multi-input multi-output

plant described by

= Ax + Bu (la)

y = Cx + Du (1b)

where x c Rn is the state vector, u e Rm is the input vector, y c R r is

the output vector, and A, B, C, and 0 are constant matrices. We shall

refer to Eq.(1) as either the nominal plant or the design model.

Suppose that the nominal system is subject to simultaneous linear

time-varying structured state space uncertainty and unmodelled dynamics.

The linear time-varying state space uncertainty is described by

uncertainties in the entries of A, B, C, and D and is denoted by AA(t),

AB(t), AC(t), and AD(t), respectively. The unmodelled dynamics AH(t)

satisfy
AAt

AH(t) = Ce BA + DA6(t) + EAS(t) (2)

which affects the output via a convolution with tne input. Then, the

plant with uncertainty is given by

= Ax + Bu + AA(t)x + AB(t)u (3a)

y = Cx + Du + AC(t)x + AD(t)u + AH(t)*u(t) (3b)

We shall refer to Eq.(3) as the uncertain plant or the true model.

Further, suppose that bounds are available on the absolute values of the

maximum variations in the elements of AA(t), AB(t), AC(t), and AD(t).

That is,

1Aaij(t) (aij)max ; =1,....n; 3=1 ....n (4a)
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lAb i MI :5 (b ij)max; i=1,...,n; j=1,...,m (4b)

JAC ij(t) I :S (cij)max; i=,.,;j~l,...,n (40)

jAd ijkt) (  _- (d ijmax; i=l,...,r; j=1,....,m (4d)

Define AA+(t), AB +(t), AC+(t), and AD+(t) as the matrices obtained by

replacing the entries of AA(t), AB(t), AC(t), and AD(t) by their

absolute values. Also, define Amax' Bmax' Cmax' and Dmax as the matrices

with entries (ai)max , (b i) max , (c ij) max , and (d ij) max , respectively.

Then,
{AA(t): AA+(t) A x}  (5a)

{AB(t): AB+(t) B max) (5b)

{AC(t): AC+(t) cmax}  (5c)
{AD(t): AD+(t) : Dmax }  (5d)

where "" is applied element by element by element to matrices and Amax
Rnxn c £Rnxm _rxn ,rxm whe-e R is the set of

+ max + , mDmax + a + +

non-negative real numbers.

Further, suppose that bounds are available on the individual terms in

AH(t). That is,

AAt -t (6a)
(CAe BA) rze (a

(T(DA) r0  (6b)

NE A )  r1  (6c)

Consider the output feedback dynamic compensator described by

Xc :Acxc +B cY (7a)

u Ccx c + DCY (7b)

Stability Robustness Problem: Given a dynamic compensator (Ac, B , Cc,

Dc ) such that the nominal closed loop system exhibits desirable dynamic

performance, determine if the uncertain closed loop plant is
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asymptotically stable for all AA(t), AB(t), AC(t), and AD(t) described

by Eq.(5) and unmodelled dynamics described by Eq.(2) which satisfy the

assumptions shown in Eq.(6).

IV. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR ROBUST STABILITY

Sobel, Banda and Yeh (1] have proposed a sufficient condition for robust

stability for the plant described by Eq.(1) when D = AD(t) = AC(t) =

AH(t) = 0. The contributions of our new work include (1) extending the

sufficient condition to include non-strictly proper plants, (2)

extending the sufficient condition to include structured state space

uncertainty in the measurement matrices C and D, (3) extending the

sufficient condition to include simultaneous structured state space

uncertainty and unmodelled dynamics, and (4) extending the sufficient

condition to include output feedback using dynamic compensators.

Theorem (Main Result):

Consider the linear time-invariant plant with time-varying structured

uncertainty and unmodelled dynamics described by

x(t) = (A+AA(t))x(t) + (B+AB(t))u(t) (8a)

y(t) = (C+AC(t))x(t) +(D+AD(t))u(t) + AH(t)*u(t) (8b)

with dynamic compensator described by

Xc(t) Acx c(t) + BcY(t) (9a)

u(t) =CcXc (t) + Dcy(t) (9b)

Let the unmodelled dynamics AH(t) satisfy

AAt
AH(t) = CAe BA + DA

6 (t) + E46(t) (10)

and let the time-varying structured state space uncertainty AA(t),

AB(t), AC(t), and AD(t) satisfy

{AA(t): AA+(t) : A max (11a)
{B(t): AB+(t) :5 Bmax) (11b)

{At(t): AC+(t W C max) (11c)

{AD(t): AD+(t) Dmax (11d)
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The plant and unmodelled dynamics satisfy the following assumptions:

Assumption (I) R(CAe Ba) : r2ePt

Assumption (ii). -(DA) s

Assumption (iii): (EA) : ri

Assumption Liyh x(t) and y(t) are uniformly continuous

Assumption (v). T(u(t)) s I-a(u(t))

Suppose (Ac, Bc, Cc, Dc) is such that the nominal closed loop system is

asymptotically stable with a non-defective modal matrix. Then, the

uncertain closed loop system described by Eq.(8) is asymptotically

stable for all AA(t), AB(t), AC(t), and AD(t) which satisfy Eq.(11) and

AH(t) which satisfies assumptions (i)-(v) if

1+ (Am+8 (DCC)++(B ++B )r"c BC+

'a(c (D1M) Bc~m(MD 1Q)+

L Q)BcC 1

+ (B++Bm)D(D +Dm)jj . (C++Cm)C ]

c M

+---------------------------------------------++

P1 - 0+(D 0 )] -( c )(r /P + ro  + pr 1
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+(B +Bm)D c

[D1+M-l B: c  ] [[D;(C++Cm),C+I(MD1Q) .(r/ f + r + 1.r1)

(1 - j[D (D++D )] -a(D )-(r /P + r + 1.r)]
c m c 2 0 1

(12)

and if

[0(D+D )] + a(D )-(r2 /9 + r + r) < 1 (13)
c m c 2 0 1

where
a -max RePX (Ac)]

I ci

and

~ A+BDcC BC c
A c: BCC AJ

and M is the modal matrix of Acl.

Corollary 1 (Bounded Unmodelled Dynamics): If EA  0, then assumption

(v) is not required.

Corollary 2 (Constant Gain Output Feedback): For constant gain output

feedback u D cY, the uncertain closed loop system is asymptotically

stable if

1 ) (D_ 1t D M- I )+ (Am+Bm(DcC + +(B++Bm)D Cm] (MDIQ) + ]

-+ +1

aT)IJ11m rn c m c m 1M ~

(_[D_1Mw1)+B++BmDo+Dmi] a[D+(C+4C,)(MD Q) +]

+ ---------------------------------------------

[1 -7i[D(D+ Dm)]-T(Dc )(r /P + r + 1'r A
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V1

-[(DM)+(B++B)D+ <1 (14)

[1 - [D (D +Dm)] - a(Dc)*(r2/( + ro + rl)]

and if
3[D(D+Dm)) + a(Do).(r/P - ro + + r,) < 1 (15)

where
= -max Re[X (A+BD CC)]

1

and M is the modal matrix of (A+BD cC).

Remark 1: For constant gain output feedback, Eq.(15) is an explicit

constraint on the norm of the feedback gain matrix Dc. The reason for

this constraint is that AD(t) and AH(t) represent high f,'equency paths

which can destabilize the plant unless the feedback gain is sufficiently

small. This observation is consistent with the results of O'Reilly [2]

who indicates the robustness problem which may result when closing high

frequency plant loops with constant gains. Thus, a robust constant gain

controller must be a low authority controller such that the gain is

small enough at high frequencies so that closing the uncertain Thgh

frequency paths does not destabilize the plant. An alternative is to use

a proper, but not strictly proper, cpmpensator described by the

quadruple (Ac, Bc , Cc 0 c). In this case, Eq.(13) is an explicit

constraint on DC which represents a high frequency path. Thus, althoug,

the proper compensator need not be a low authority controller, we

require that the gain D be small.

Corollary 3 (Strictly Proper Plant with a Strictly Proper Compensator):

Let D = AD = D = . The uncertain plant in Eq.(1) is asymptotically

stable if

1 +(A BmCc
I D M_ 1J m (MD Q) +]
V8 

+Q) ( C 0

+ { D M )+[ ,,] [[OC+MDQ)+].r?/M + r. + r] 1
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where

= -max ReXi (A C)Iiic

and

(A BC
A c BcC A0c

and M is the modal matrix of Acl.

Remark 2: For the strictly proper compensator described by the triple

(A Bc,  C C), there are no explicit constraints on the norms of the

gains. However, Bc and Cc are implicitly constraired via the singular

values in Eq.(16) and A is implicitly constrained via the eigenvalues

of Adc which must be sufficiently far into the left half of the complex

plane. Note that the compensator (Ar, Bc, Cc) has no high frequency

paths due to its low pass characteristic. Our results are consistent

with O'Reilly (21 who suggests that the designer should avoid closing

high frequency plant loops. However, we observe that we can close the

high frequency loops and still guarantee robustness if the high

frequency gain Dc is sufficiently small as shown by either Eq.(13) or

Eq.(15).

Remark 3: When using the compensator represented by the quadruple (A

BC , Cc D c), we can use eigenstructure assignment to assign tr + nc)

eigenvalues. Here r is the number of plant outputs and nc is the number

of compensator states. However, when Dc is constrained to be zero we

lose some of the degrees of freedom in eigenstructure assignment. Thus,

there may be some advantages with regard to eigenvalue and eigenvector

assignment in using a non-strictly proper compensator. There appears to

be a tradeoff between robustness to high frequency uncertainty and the

ability to exactly assign certain eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

Corollary 4 (Norm Bounded Uncertainty: Constant Gain Output Feedback)z

Let (AA(t)) 7i, I (AB(t))4 2, G(AC(t)) ( (AO(t))5y4  and let
u(t)=D cY(t).

Then,the uncertain closed loop plant its asymptotically stable if
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0 1(  + 2( +T (D c ) (C)+ [0(B)+ z 2] (Dc ) )

2

[(OC 2) 3(B)+ 24][(C)+Y3][(O)+74]

C ){[(O)+y4 + (r2/P + ro + 7. 1

[o(D )]2[a(B)+I ][o(C)+7'](r /f + r + .r )

C 2 3 (r2 IP+r0 + 1- 1

1 - j(D ){[5(D)+7] + (r + r + r)
C 4 2 0 1

and if

a(D c)'[C(D) + 74 + r2/P + ro + y.r I < 1 (18)

where
-max Re[ i.(A+BD c)]

i

and M is the modal matrix of (A+BD CC) and x2(M) is the 2-norm cond-tion

number of the motrix M.

Remark 4: We observe from Corollary 4 that robust constant gain output

feedback controllers are characterized by (1) well conditioned closed

loop modal matrices, (2) low norm feedback gain matrices, and (3)

eigenvalues which are far into the left half of the complex plane. This

suggests that x (M).(D c)/cz should be small. Design methods which

minimiza either )2(M), (2(M).5(Dc) or x2(M)/ will not always yield

robust designs.

V. ROBUST EIGENSTRUCTURE ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM

Three Algorithms for Robust Eigenstructure AssLgnMent

The nominal plant or design model is described by Eq.(1) and the

compensator is described by Eq.(7). The composite system used for

computing A c,B ,C c, and Dc for the plant (A,B,C) is given by [4]
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A A ) ( 0 C 0 D Cc]
0 0 0 1' 0 1 Bc Ac

This composite system was used by Sobel and Shapiro (5] to design

eigenstructure assignment dynamic compensators. The composite system

which is used in Eq.(12) to determine robustness is given by

~ r A+BDcC BC C (20)
Acl B c A c (0

The objective function to be minimized, which is denoted by p, is the

left hand side of Eq.(12).

Algorithm 1 (Optimal Solution)

Minimize p(M,A,D1,Q)
M s,A s D1Q

subject to

j[DO(D++Dm) ] + 5(D ).(r /P + r + 1.r ) < 1 and X. 9 Ci
c mc 2 0 1 1 i

where

Ms is a matrix whose columns are v ; i=1,... ,s

A is a diagonal matrix with entries X ; 1:1'....s

and CI is a region of the complex plane.

THe optimization may be over a subset of the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors of Acl where sgn+nc with dim(A)=n and dim(A c)=n c

Computations Required for Each Function Evaluation in Algorithm 1

Initialize: If D is non-zero, then set F equal to the orthogonal

projection solution using eigenstructure assignment [5]. If 0 equals

zero, then use eigenstructure assignment with gain suppression.

For each function evaluation:

1. Obtain the composite matrices A, B, C which are defined by Eq.(19).

2. If D is non-zero, then use eigenstructure assignment to obtain F.

If Dc is zero, then use eigenstructure assignment with gain suppression

to compute

F (0 C] (21)

8 A
C c
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3. If 0 is non-zero, then compute cD and DD as shown in Ref. 7.
c C

4. Obtain the composite matrix Acl from Eq.(20).

5. Compute the eigenvalues of A cl to obtain a and compute the

eigenvectors of Acl to obtain the closed loop modal matrix M.

6.Evaluate p.

A suboptimal algorithm (algorithm #2) and an ad hoc algorithm for a

first order compensator with D=Dc=O (algorithm #3) are described by

Sobel, Yu, Piou, Cloutier, and Wilson (71.

VI. EXAMPLE

Consider the Extended Medium Range Air to Air Technology (EMRAAT)

bank-to-turn missile which is described by Bossi and Langehough (6]. A

sixth order model of the yaw/roll dynamics is considered with state

vector, control vector, and measurement vector given by

x = [,r,Ppl, 6r,8a)T , u = [6r T a]T, and y = [g,r,p,p] T, respectively.

Here 0 is sideslip angle (deg), r is yaw rate (deg/sec), p is roll rate

(deg/sec), pI is integrated roll rate (deg), 6r is rudder deflection

(deg), and 8 is aileron deflection (deg). The state space matrices A,a

B, and C are shown in Ref. 7. The design described in Ref. 6 uses a full

state feedback linear quadratic regulator design for the 4th order

reduced order model which does not include the actuator dynamics. The

optimal eigenvalues for the 4th order model are X1,2 = -24±j18, X3 =
-5.1, and X4 = -14.5. The closed loop eigenvalues for the 6th order

model are shown in Ref. 7 where we observe that the eigenvalues are no

longer at their optimal locations. The open and closed loop eigenvectors

for the dominant modes of the 6th order model are shown in Ref. 7. We

observe that the open loop eigenvectors each have their largest entry in

either roll rate or integrated roll rate. Thus, there is no well defined

dutch roll mode (composed predominantly of yaw rate and sideslip angle)

which is quite different from most other aircraft and missile control

designs which have appeared in the literature. We observe that the

linear quadratic regulator design has caused the largest entry in each

eigenvector to correspond to roll rate. Hence, a small perturbation in

sideslip angle will cause large roll rate motion for both the open loop
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and the linear quadratic regulator design. We note that the design of

Ref. 8 yields a closed loop system which does not exhibit a clearly

defined dutch roll mode. The time responses for the closed loop missile

for a one degree initial sideslip angle are shown in Figure 1. We

observe that the Ref. 6 design exhibits acceptable overshoot and

settling time, but the sideslip angle induces an unacceptably large roll

rate response with a peak value of -50.1 degrees per second.

Next, we design an eigenstructure assignment autopilot by using the same

four measurements which were used in the Ref. 6 design. The desired

eigenvalues and desired eigenvectors are shown below where we can

specify four closed loop eigenvalues because we have four measurements.

1 x 0 0

d x 1 d 0 0
Vdr 00 j 0 Vroll 1 ±j x

0 0 x 1
x x x x
x j LXJLXJ Lx

Xd= -24±j18 Xdod r roll = 1±1

Dutch Roll 1tode Roll Mode

We remark that the desired eigenvectors are chosen to create a dutch

roll mode which is predominantly yaw rate and sideslip angle together

with a roll mode which is predominantly roll rate and integrated roll

rate. The zero eigenvector entries are chosen so as to decouple the

dutch roll mode and the roll mode. The achievable eigenvectors are shown

in Ref. 7 where we observe that we have obtained clearly defined dutch

roll and roll modes. The roll mode eigenvector is characterized by its

largest entry corresponding to roll rate with very small entries

corresponding to sideslip angle and yaw rate. The dutch roll eigenvector

is characterized by its largest entry corresponding to yaw rate with a

very small entry corresponding to integrated roll rate and a small entry

corresponding to roll rate. We would desire that the entry corresponding

to roll rate be even smaller. Nevertheless, this new eigenstructure

design should exhibit significantly improved decoupling between sideslip

angle and roll rate. The time responses for the eigenstructure
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Figure 1. Closed Loop Responfis (LQR)

sideslip angle roll rate

0.5-7 -0
-5

-10

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Figure 2. Closed Loop Responses (Eigenstructure)
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assignment autopilot to a one degree Initial sideslip are shown in

Figure 2 where we observe the significant improvement in the decoupling

between sideslip angle and roll rate. The peak value of roll rate is now

-14.2 deg/sec which compares with -50.1 deg/sec for the linear quadratic

regulator design and represents an improvement of approximately 72%. The

condition number of the modal matrices, which is a commonly used measure

of eigenvalue sensitivity, are compared in Ref. 7.We observe that the

linear quadratic regulator design exhibits a modal matrix condition

number which is 3.8 times larger than the open loop value while the

eigenstructure assignment design has a condition number which is almost

half the open loop value. A comparison of the quantity cond(M).j(F)/a

(which was described in Remark 4) indicates that the eigenstructure

assignment design has a value which is approximately 7 times smaller

than the linear quadratic regulator design. Thus, the eigenstructure

assignment design exhibits significantly improved decoupling between

sideslip and roll rate together with significantly improved sensitivity

and robustness properties.

We now use Corollary 2 to determine if the new sufficient condition for

robust stability is satisfied. The choice for the structured state space

uncertainty matrices Am and B are shown in the Ref. 7.

We use Eq.(14) to determine tho robustness of the design and obtain the

following results: (1) If there is only structured state space

uncertainty we use an optimal value for D1 to show that the closed loop

system is robust to the uncertainty represented by 1.8 times the chosen

A m;(2) If there is only unmodelled dyanmics, then the closed loop system

is robust if ro+ r /P is less than 1.0x1O where D1 is not used. We

note that the sufficient condition exhibits acceptable conservatism

for the structured state space uncertainty. However, the conservatism in

this example for the unmodelled dynamics is unacceptable. Further

research is needed toward the goal of reducing this conservatism in the

new sufficient condition for robust stability of simultaneous structured

state space uncertainty and unmodelled dynamics,

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

Eigenstructure assignment has been used to aesign an autooilot for the
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EMRAAT missile which exhibits a significant improvement in mode

decoupling when compared to an earlier linear quadratic regulator design

described by Bossi and Langehough (6]. However, further research is

needed to further improve the mode decoupling. One approach will be to

optimize over the eigenvalues in order to find a set of closed loop

eigenvalues which will improve the decoupling. Another approach will be

to compare the currently used orthogonal projection with a method which

minimizes the one norm or infinity norm difference between the desired

and achievable elgenvectors. The autopilot design in Ref. 6 considers

the yaw/roll dynamics separately from the pitch dynamics. A decoupled

eigenstructure assignment autopilot should be designed for the combined

yaw/roll/pitch dynamics which has 3 inputs and thus greater freedom in

eigenstructure assignment than either the yaw/roll dynamics or the pitch

dynamics.

The robustness condition in Eq.(12) appears to yield acceptable results

when the model of the missile exhibits only structured state space

uncertainty. However, the conservatism is unacceptable when unmodelled

dynamics are present. The robust eigenstructure assignment algorithms

should be used with a constrained nonlinear optimization to obtain

improved results. Another approach might be to obtain an output feedback

gain matrix by optimizing the quantity {cond(M)'7(F)/}. Both constant

gain output feedback and dynamic compensation designs should be

considered. The designs should be compared with the linear quadratic

regulator design from Ref. 6 for mode decoupling, stability robustness,

and eigenvalue sensitivity.

The robustness sufficient conditions should be extended to include

sampled data control systems. A robust digital autopilot for the EMRAAT

missile should be designed by using eigenstructure assignment. The

robust stability condition for structured uncertainty should be extended

to obtain a performance robustness result. The condition should

guarantee that the closed loop eigenvalues remain within chosen settling

time and damping regions in the z-plane for all AAtk) and ABtk). If

possible, a performance robustness result should be obtained for the
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case of simultaneous structured state space uncertainty and unmodelled

dynamics.

A sufficient condition for stability robustness should be obtained for

an LTI plant with a time delay. Such a time delay might model the time

required to obtain angle of attack from pressure measurements.

Alternatively, it might represent the delay Involved in estimating angle

of attack from velocity and angle measurements.
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MULTIPLE POINT DETONATION MODELING

by

Steven A. Trogdon

ABSTRACT

The HULL hydrodynamics code has been modified to accommodate

multiple point detonations or multiple detonations resulting

from a single impact. The modifications have been made relative

to the physics burn option in HULL. A density criteria is used as

the mechanism to trigger a detonation. The resulting detonation

is instantaneous with the propagation of the detonation front

proceeding at a rate determined by the physics burn option in HULL.

The modifications have been documented in a change rile so that

they can be directly incorporated in the HULL hydrocode. The change

file appears in the Appendix. Comparisons of the multiple point

detonation model have been made with a previously developed model

which could handle only single point detonations. The results were

identical when there was only a single detonation. The multiple

point detonation model predicted significantly more damage than did

the single point detonation model when the potential existed for a

second detonation. The multiple point detonation model represents

a contribution to continuing efforts to study the complex problem

of the lethality of kinetic energy weapons.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The equations of continuum mechanics consist of a system of

coupled partial differential equations which represent basic

expressions for conservation of mass, momemtum and energy.

The HULL (1,2] code solves these equations in an Eulerian and/or

Lagrangian framework and as such provides a useful tool for

assessing, from a deterministic point of view, the potential

lethality of given impact scenarios. These impact scenarios

are often contemplated as occurring under conditions which

preclude experimental verification. The impacting of an

explosive material represents one such scenario. If sufficient

energy is transferred to the explosive during the impact process

then the potential exists for the initiation of a sustained

detonation of the explosive.

The Air Force Armament Laboratory has for some time been

engaged in a comprehensive program to study the potential

lethality of kinetic energy weapons under various impact

scenarios with space targets. These space targets generally

have on board multiple warheads. The ultimate goal is to

destroy the space target. Destruction of the space target may

be conceived of as occurring through an impact process in which

a sustained detonation of one of the warheads occurs. The

sustained detonation may then cause subsequent sustained

detonations of the remaining warheads. If at any one step in

this chain of detonations there is insufficient energy present

to spawn a new detonation then the detonation chain will be

broken and the warhead will be incompletely destroyed. Of interest
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is a determination of those impact conditions which, if met,

will precipitate in the destruction of the warhead. Before

one can answer the destruction question one must be able to

consistently model multiple point detonations or multiple

detonations resulting from a single impact. The implementation,

within HbLL, of a means of modeling these detonations would

therefore serve as a valuable first step in understanding the

effectiveness of kinetic energy weapons.

My research interests have been in the area of partial

differential equations, particularly those differential equations

which arise in various branches of continuum mechanics. My most

recent efforts have been in obtaining an analytical solution to

the unsteady Stokes flow of a fluid issuing from a circular

orifice and usinging symbolic algebra to obtain a solution

to the buoyancy induced motion of a thermally stratified fluid.

My understanding of the origin of the equations of continuum

mechanics, my familiarity with numerical algorithms used to

solve these equations, my background in programming and my

understanding of several computer operating systems proved to

be invaluable resources in enabling me to make a contribution

to understanding the effectiveness of kinetic energy weapons.

ii. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

My assignment as a participant in the 1990 Summer Faculty

Research Program (SFRP) was

4() to perform a literature review of the
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state-of-the-art in explosive. modeling to insure that

the highest levels of explosives understanding was

available for application.

(ii) to provide an appropriate modification of the

HULL code which would allow its physics burn option to handle

the occurrence of multiple point detonations.

(iii) to compare the qualitative features of the

multiple point detonation model with a model which had

only a single point detonaticn.

III. OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH:

a. Pertinent detonation literature was first reviewed to

insure that the highest levels of explosives understanding was

available for application. It was found that there are basically

four popular approaches to modeling detonations. Firstly, there

is the programmed burn approach (1,2]. This approach is one

available option for modeling detonations in the HULL code. This

approach, as the name "programmed" implies, must be completely

programmed. That is, the initiation point of the detonation, the

detonation velocity and the time at which the detonation should

occur must all be programmed by the user of the code. Secondly,

there is the physics burn option used in the HULL code [1,2].

This, method essentially assumes that the propagation of the

detonation front is governed by the steady-state conditions as

outlined by Mader [3] and, except for the modification of Trogdon [4]

to this option, the user must specify the initiation point of
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the detonation. Thirdly, there is the approach of Tarver

et. al (5]. This approach, unlike the two previously outlined

approaches, uses the concept of initiation and growth to model

detonations. The two previous approaches, with the exception

of the Trogdon modification, are models which require programmed

initiation with resulting instantaneous detonation. The Trogdon

modification provides a density criteria to trigger initiation

with resulting instantaneous detonation. The Tarver approach

couples a phenomenological reaction rate equation that governs

the rate of change of detonated (i.e. burned) material with a

programmed burn to advance the detonation front. Lastly, there

is the Forest Fire (6,7] approach. This approach couples a reaction

kinetics equation with the flow equations behind a shock via the

shock jump conditions. The Forest Fire approach is an initiation

and growth model.

b. A simple impact problem was next formulated to serve as

a basis for comparisons to determine if modifications to the HULL

code to accommodate multiple point detonations was working properly.

The revised HULL code was checked to see if a multiple point

detonation was actually occurring in a manner which was physically

consistent and meaningful. The modification used the same density

trigger that was used in the Trogdon (4] modification of the physics

burn option in HULL to accommodate single point d3tonations. A

comparison of results obtained with modifications to the HULL code

to accommodate multiple point detonations was made with the Trogdon

modification mentioned above.

c. By making the comparisons indicated above we were able
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to incorporate a multiple point detonation model in the HULL code

which seemed to be physically consistent and meaningful. These

changes are given in the Appendix. In section IV we give the

explict comparisons mentioned above.

IV. COMPARISONS:

We next make comparisons of results obtained with modifications

to the HULL code to accommodate multiple point detonations with

the Trogdon modification which can accommodate single point

detonations. The impact situations are identical except that

the Trogdon modification can only accommodate a single detonation

while the modifications to handle multiple point detonations can

accommodate the potential for multiple detonations. The density

criteria discussed in (4] has been incorporated in the detonation

modeling to trigger a detonation. In Figure 1 we have, by means

of a raster plot of the density in the respective materials,

depicted the physical problem prior to impact. The problem is

axially symmetric and impact occurs along the axis of symmetry.

Physically, we have a cylindrical tungsten penetrator impacting

a cylindrical arrangement of materials at 6 kilometers/second.

The cylindrical arrangement of materials consists of (from bottom

to top) steel with an adjacent explosive (octol). The explosive

is separated by an aluminum plate. The separator plate of aluminum

was included in order to determine if the multiple point detonation

model was working properly. For the single point detonation model,

there should be an initiation point at the interface between the

steel and the explosive and along the axis of symmetry. There
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should not be a second detonation at the interface between the

aluminum plate and the explosive above it. The explosive above

the aluminum plate will not detonate until the explosive "burns"

through the aluminum. However, for the multiple point detonation

model there will exist the potential for not only an initiation

point at the interface between the steel and explosive but also

a shock-initiated detonation at the interface between the aluminum

and the explosive above it.

In Figures 2 and 3 we have given raster plots of the density

in the respective materials for a single point detonation. In

the left half of the figures we have depicted the density variations

throughout the entire configuration. In the right half of the

figures we have depicted the density variations throughout only

that portion of the entire configuration which is actually

detonated material. In this way we may make direct comparisons

between the single point detonation model and the multiple point

detonation model. In Figure 2, at 4 microseconds, the detonation

front (i.e. shock wave) has reached the aluminum plate. In Figure

3, at 8 microseconds, the shock wave has been transmitted through

the aluminum plate but not as a detonation front since there can

at most be a single detonation point. There is present at 8

microseconds a portion of the explosive above the aluminum plate

which has been detonated. The presence of this material is not

due to a second detonation, but is due rather to the detonated

material below the aluminum plate "burning" through the plate

and subsequently detonating the explosive above the plate.

In Figures 4 and 5 we have given raster plots when the potential
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exists for multiple detonations. Figures 4 and 5 are to be

compared respectively with Figures 2 and 3. In Figure 4, at

4 microseconds, the characteristics of the detonated region below

the aluminumn separator plate is identical to that in Figure 2.

However, as the shock wave passes through the separator plate it

does so as a detonation front. That is, there is sufficient energy

transmitted to the explosive above the separator plate due to the

shock wave below the plate to spawn a second detonation. In Figure

5, at 8 microseconds, the detonation front has propagated into the

explosive above the separator plate and has actually burst through

the back plane of that explosive. This second detonation is to be

contrasted with the results in Figure 3. The damage is much more

extensive3 when there is a second detonation.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. Modeling multiple point detonations of an explosive has

been implemented using the physics burn option of HULL. A

change file has been provided in the Appendix of this report

which will allow these changes to be implemented with any running

of HULL. The research presented herein represents a continuing

effort to study the more complex problem of the lethality of

kinetic energy weapons. The present modeling possesses several

advantages over previous modeling [4] of shock initiated detonations

using HULL:

(i) The present modeling can handle sympathetic

detonations. These detonations may be initiated by debris

fragments or they may be initiated by shock wave

interations resulting from the detonation of some other

explosive.

(ii) The present modeling can handle situations in

which a penetrator initiates a detonation, outruns the

detonation front and initiates subsequent detonations.

b. Several questions arose during the course of the research.

These questions are provided as evidence of the need for future

research:

(i) Does the multiple point detonation model that has

been incorporated in the physics burn model of HULL or

even the previous [4] shock initiated detonation model

actually model reality? Perhaps a way to answer this
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question is to perform a series of experiments to see how

closely results can be matched with reality.

(ii) What is the effect of considering the

shock-to-detonation transition? The modifications to date

to the physics burn model of HULL have assumed that this

transition is instantaneous. To adequately answer the

question of whether or not a space target will be destroyed

one must be able to determine, with known initial conditions,

if sufficient energy is present to result in spontaneous

detonation of the space target's warheads. At present,

the best way to obtain information about the potential

lethality of given impact conditions is to have at one's

disposal codes which utilize initiation and growth

mechanisms to model detonations. One possible way to do

this is to incorporate the Forest Fire burn model in the

physics burn option of HULL.

(iii) The present modeling needs to be carefully

evaluated. The code, at times, appeared to "generate"

undetonated material in regions which were completely

detonated. Although the impact on the physics of the

detonation process could be minimized, this artifact of

the modifications to HULL needs to be investigated to

see if the modeling has been correctly incorporated in

HULL and to see if HULL is correctly advancing the

detonation front.
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APPENDIX - CHANGES TO THE HULL CODE

*I 50928
'KEEPTO TROOBURP BURNI
C
C VARIABLES USED IN TROGDON-SURNI RHO-INITIATION
C

COMMN /BURN/ISURN.irho(193)
C

LA3EL .CGBUaN
-1 70474
*KEEPTO TRCG3URN BURNIIBURN-0
*LABEL TROGSURN
*1 87719
*KEEPTO TROGBURN BURNI
c

.................................*........f****..**. .............

c this is the beginning of trog-burnt rho-initiated detonation

if (iburn eq. 1) qoto 110
c
c dit.ension irho (imaxI in cotron/burn/lburn, irho(imax)
c where imax is initialized in the kool input file
c

c this is the density threshold
c

denc-1.92d0
nsrart-n
nlsave-nl
nrsave-nr
do 100 iscep-2,iq

irho (istep) -0
n-nstart + ( iatep= 1) *nh

nl-n-nh
nr-nnh

c check to see if cell is a candidate for detonation, do not
o detonate cell (is. change mass in cell to burned material)
c unless:
c 1. cell has no burned material in it
c 2. density threshold has been reached
c 3. all surrounding cells (calls to left, to right, above
a and below) have no burned material in them
0
c
C check to see if cell has burned material in it
c

it (xm(n+ib) .9t. 0.0 .or. xv(n+iu) I*. epl) goto 100
den-m (n+iu)/xv (n+iu)

c
c check to see if the density threshold has been reached
c

if (den .ge. denc) then
tntb-0.
tntl-O.
tntrO.
tnta-0.
fact-4.

if (istep .gt. 1) tntl-xm(nl+iu)xm(nl+ib)
If (j .qt. 1) cntb-xm(nb+iu)+xm(nb+ib)
if (j .It. max) tnta-xm(naiu)+xm(na+ib)
if Cistep .It. imaxml) tntr-=(nr+iu)+xm(nr+ib)

c
c calculate mass fractions of burned material in neighboring cell
c

if (tntl go. 0. .and. tntl .It. epl) then
thetal-0.
fact-fact-1.

else
thetal-xm(nl+ib)/tntl

endif
if (tntr go. 0. .and. tntr .it. epl) then

thetar-0.
fact-fact-i.
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else
thatar-xm(nr+ib)/tntr

endif
if (tntb go. 0. .and. tntb .1t. epl) then

thetab-0.
fact-fact-1.

else
thatab-xm(nb+ib)/tntb

endif
il (tnta go. 0. .an. tnta .lt. epl) then

thetaa-0.
fact-fact-1.

elso
thetaa-xm(na+ib)/tnta

endif
C
c calculate average mess fraction of burned material in
c neighboring cells
C

if (fact .eq. 0.) then
irho(istap)-i
goto 100

else
ave-(thetal+thetar+thetab+thetaa)/fact

endif
C

c pick out those cells in the given row which essentially have
c neighboring cells which are unburned
c

if (ave .ge. 0.0 .and. ave .1.. apl) irho(istep)-l
endif

100 continue
c
c detonate those cells in the given row which have satisfied the
c criteria for detonation
C

do 105 istep-2,iq
n-nstart+(istep-i)*nh
if (irho(istap) .ne. 0) then
xmu-xm (n~iu)
xvu-xv(n+iu)
den-xm(n+iu)/xv(n+iu)
xm(n+ib)-xm(n+ib)+xm(n+iu)
xm(niiu)-0.dO
xv(n+ib)-xv(n+ib)+xv(n+iu)
xv (n+iu) -O.dO

write(*,l) istep, J, t, den
1 format(ix,'i - ',i3,3x,'j - ',i3,3x,'time - ',a14.6,3x,'density,

' - ,f5.3)
write(-,2) xmu,xmv

2 format (10x,'mass - ',el4.6,3x,'volume - ',e14.6/)
endif

105 continue
n-nstart
il-nlsave
nL-nrsave

110 continue
c ................................... ****...
c this is the end of trog-ournl rho-initiated detonation

-.......... .. tt .......-......................
c
.LABEL TROGBURN
*KEEPTO TROGBURN BURN1
*1 88264

IF (XKO(NB+IU) .LE. 0.) GO To 6010
-LABEL TROGBURN
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APPLICATION OF A TURBULENT COMBUSTION
MODEL TO LIQUID FILM COOLED ROCKET ENGINES

by
William M. Grissom

ABSTRACT

A 3-D turbulent spray combustion model developed for internal combustion
engines (Los Alamos KIVA) was modified for a liquid film cooled rocket. The
transpiration of vapor from the liquid film on the combustion chamber walls
required modification of the boundary conditions.

A previous model of liquid film cooling by the author was modified to
include transient heat conduction into the wall. The heat conduction was modeled
by a 2-D finite difference formulation of the diffusion equation. For an epoxy
combustion chamber, transient wall conduction is insignificant after the first second
of a rocket firing. However, for a metal combustion chamber the times are
significant and transient wall conduction should be modelled.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I spent the summer of 1987 at AEDC developing a model of liquid film
cooling in rocket engines. Hand calculations gave good comparison with the data
in existing test reports. During the summer of 1988 I returned to AEDC and
developed a computer code which eliminated many of the approximations used in
the hand calculations. The code was thoroughly tested against existing data and
found to predict liquid film lengths and wall temperatures downstream of the liquid
film within about 20% (Reference 1).

I have a background in heat transfer and fluid flow, with academic training in
mechanical and aerospace engineering. My Master's thesis dealt with spray cooling
of heated surfaces (Reference 2). My Doctoral research used Rayleigh and Raman
scattering for combustion diagnostics. Presently I am working on droplet sizing in
rocket injectors, begun as a minigrant following my summer 1988 tenure at AEDC.
This experience contributed to my being assigned to the current task.

Since my last work at AEDC two summers ago, tests on a liquid film cooled
rocket engine were completed. No detailed temperature data was taken, so that a
direct comparison with my liquid film model was not possible. However, extensive
plume spectroscopic measurements were made.

To analytically predict the plume radiation requires that the temperatures
and species at the nozzle exit plane be determined by a flow raiodel. While 1-D
kinetics codes such as JANNAF's TDK are routinely used at AEDC, these fail to
consider radial variations. Most rocket engines have multi-element injectors which
distribute the propellants evenly over the combustion chamber. However, the TRW
TR-201 rocket tested has a single pintle injector on the axis, giving significant radial
variations. This is compounded by the addition of fuel vapor at the walls.
Therefore, a 1-D model would not be expected to accurately model this engine.

Los Alamos Lab's KIVA code, developed over the past 10 years, models 3-D
turbulent combustion in fuel sprays. It was developed for internal combustion
engines. D.W. Lankford of AEDC modified the KIVA code to simulate rocket nozzles
and obtained favorable comparison with the simpler TDK code (Reference 3). In
his work a uniform flow of combustion products was input to the model. The spray
combustion subroutines in the model were not used.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

Before modifying the KIVA code, it was necessary to explain a change in the
plume observed 15 seconds after beginning one test It was initially thought that the
most likely time lag of that magnitude would be transient heating of the combusidon
chamber walls, which might gradually alter the liquid film length. To give a
definitive answer required that I extensively modify my liquid film cooling model to
account for conduction into the wall. This modification took half of the 10 week
period.

The second half of the research period was spent in continuing Dennis
Lankford's work on modifying the KIVA code to simulate the TRW TR-201 rocket.
This involved modifying the boundary conditions to include the mass, momentum,
and energy of the vapor and activation of the spray combustion subroutines.

III. TRANSIENT WALL HEATIN(

Initially, a 1-D finite difference model of the wall conduction was developed.
Using the nomenclature of Figure 1, the discretized energy equation is:

p c(A&y)~ &I kA rA T I-~I
a t ~aylin- Ayloutj

Using simple Euler differencing for the time derivative:

Tin - Tin-1 - R(ATin - ATout)

where: R = oat/(Ay)2  "Fourier's Modulus"
CS- Jk/(pc) "thermal diffusivity"

The superscripts refer to the time step, either n for the present time or n-1 for the
va!ue at the last time step.

At first, simple Euler differencing was tried for the spatial derivatives, termed
the "classic explicit" method. However, this required excessively small time steps
for accuracy. The well known "Crank-Nicolson" differencing was found more
efficient. This uses the average of the value at the previous and present time steps
(Reference 4):

ATin = k(T n +Tn - )i+, - k(Tn+Tn-1),
Similarly for aTout. The energy equation then becomes:

(Ti_ + bTi + Ti+,)n = di

where: b = -2(1+1/R)di fi(_Ti_,+b 2TiTi+,)n-,
b2 =2(1-1/R)
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Since the temperature in term d are known from the previous time step, d is
a constant However, the three temperatures on the left side are unknown and must
be solved simultaneously, making this is an implicit method.

At the first node (i= 1) Ti. I =To is known, giving,

bT1+cT2= d, ; where: d1=(-T ,+b2T-T 2)n-1-Tw

The outside wall is assumed adiabatic, so the en gy balance at the last node
(i = N) becomes (after some &!gebra):

TN i + bNTN = dN

where: bN - -(I+2/R)
dN - -TN i + bsTN
b3 - I-2/R

The system of equations is then:

bT + T2 - di
Ti + bT2 + Ts - d2
T2 + bT3 + T4 - d3

6 
0

TN_ i+bNTN - dN

The well known 'Tomas algorithm" readily solves this "tri-diagonal" system
of equations. Similar to Gaussian elimination, the Ist equation is solved for Ti and
substituted into the 2nd, giving:

Ti = aiT2 + ci where: ai- -1/b , ci= di/b

T2 = a2Ts + C2 where: a2= - 1 C2= c
ai+b ai+b

Generalizing, the a and c coefficients are found recursively on the "forward march"
as:

= - _1_ and c= di'ci-1  for i= 21 ai_.+b 1 ai_.+b to N-I

Substituting into the last equation:

(aN-TN+cN-i) + bNTN = dN
or

TN = (dN-cN_. )/(aN-i+bN)

The other temperatures are found recursively on the "backward march" as:

Ti = aiTi+,+ ci  for i= N-1 to 1

Note that the ai coefficients are constants which can be pre-calculated.
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In the present application, the wall temperature is initially uniform at room
temperature, To. When the engine starts, the wall is covered with liquid coolant at
the saturation temperature. The analytical solution for an infinite wall is
(Reference 5):

a =i ,- e-q 2dq - erf(q)IJ'o

where: 6 - = y/(2 a7it)
Tw-To

Initially, the heat does not penetrate far into the wall. If a fixed grid is used,
the nodes beyond the penetration depth do not appreciably change. This requires
that an inordinate amount of time be spent calculating zeros. A more efficient
approach is to concentrate the calculations in the area of steep temperature
gradient, ignoring those points beyond the penetration depth. This is done by
beginning the simulation with a thin grid zone, a power of 2 factor thinner than the
total wall thickness. When the temperature rise at the last node becomes noticeable,
the grid is doubled in size. This continues until the grid covers the entire wall
thickness.

While the reduced grid is used, a constant temperature condition is
maintained at the outer node. In this case the temperature at the last node is
calculated as:

TN - (dN-cN_,)/(aN_.+b)

where: dN= (_TNi+b2TN_2To)n-i

The 1-D conduction model was written in Microsoft QuickBASIC. The
program allows several plotting choices. A time plot gives the temperature profiles
versus time. A nondimensional plot gives the temperature profiles in the
nondimensional variables 0 and ,q above. This causes the profiles to collapse to
the single error function curve until the temperature penetrates to the outer wall, A
final option is to plot the total heat flux (per area) into the wall:

Qtot = foqwall dt

where: qwall = kwall(To-T)/Ay

which asymptotically approaches the heat stored in the wall at steady state:
Qtotlt- = PCpTwall(Tw-To)

where Twall is the wall thickness. Initially, the heat flux into the wall follows the

analytical solution (Reference 6): qwall = k(Tw-To)/J (nact) , which is also plotted.
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Using 20 nodes and setting the time step such that R= 1 gave excellent
agreement with the analytical solution. Setting R> 5 caused oscillations.

After checkout, the program was ported to FORTRAN and extended to 2
dimensions for coupling with the existing liquid film evaporation code. The grid
nomenclature is given in Figure 2.

The axial differencing was done explicitly using values from the last time

step. This simply adds a term dax to the previous d term:

dax = -2(ay/AI) 2 (Tj_-2Tj+Tj+1 )

where A is the axial node spacing. The axial boundary conditions are taken as the
liquid coolant temperature at the left (due to the coolant manifold), and adiabatic at
the right side. The adiabatic condition is forced by using a fictitious column of
nodes set equal to the temperatures at the last axial node.

The net heat flux (per area) into the liquid film is: Qtot=Qconv + Qradqwall
where Qconv and Qrad are the convective and radiative heat fluxes from the
combustion chamber and qwall is the heat flux into the wall calculated from the
wall temperature profile, as above.

In the author's previous liquid film evaporation model, initial heating of the
liquid to the saturation temperature was treated simply by augmenting the latent
heat term. A more correct treatment is to calculate the initial temperature rise as:
dTliq/dx = QtOt/(MliqCp) , where Mliq is the local liquid mass flow rate per
circumference. After the liquid film reaches the saturation temperature, Tv, the
evaporation rate per area is: mv = Qtot/. The difference is that initially there is no
evaporation, and therefore no transpiration decrease of the convective heat flux,
resulting in calculated liquid film lengths about 2% shorter than with the approach
of Reference 1., Additionally, the transpiration term in Reference 1, Sec. 2.1.2
should be changed to read:

h/h 0 = [Iln(1 +H)1/H ; where H=Cp/1 [AT+ (Qrad-qwall)/h]

Given qwall at each axial position, the liquid film length is calculated by the
previous liquid film code in subroutine "liquid".. Where the liquid film exists, the
wall temperature equals the saturation temperature. Downstream of the liquid film,
the wall temperature is set to the freestream gas temperature. Actually, the wall
temperature rises gradually, as given by the gaseous film cooling code of
Reference 1, however, axial conduction was found to be negligible, so that this is
unimportant.

It was difficult to obtain a stable solution, as coupling between the wall

conduction and liquid film evaporation codes was very strong near time = 0. It was
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necessary to wait 0.01 sec before allowing interaction. The liquid film length was

then updated every 8th time iteration. The resulting solution is shown in Figure 3.

Initially the wall heat flux is infinite, so that the liquid film does not
evaporate. However, after 0.2 seconds the wall heat flux becomes negligible and the
liquid film length approaches the steady-state value. These results can be
qualitatively verified by a simple hand calculation.

When qwall= 0 .091(Qconv+Qrad) , the liquid film will be 10% longer than
the steady state value (where qwall = 0). Solving the previous analytical expression
for the time when this occurs: t- OcAT/gwall ) 2/ (Wa)

For the TRW TR.201 engine this gives a time of 0.44 sec, which is the same order as
Figure 3. Changes in the transpiration term were neglected in this analysis.

The property values used above were: Tv=419 K, TO =300 K,
k=0.568W/m.K, and o=7.0 10-8m 2 /s. k was calculated by assuming equal
volumes of phenolic resin (k=0.35W/m.K) and S102 glass (k=1.5W/m.K)
(Reference 7). Another source (Reference 8) quotes k=0.374 W/m K at 1200 F.
a was given for a phenolic/glass composite in Reference 7, along with notes stating
a density of 1.93 kg/m3 and an average resin content of 50% (phenolic/asbestos).
The heat fluxes in the TR-201 rocket are: Qconv= 1.67 MW/m 2 (avg) and

Qrad = 0.7 1 MW/m 2 .

The comparable time would be 18 sec for a chamber with steel walls
(k= 52 W/roK, = 1.44 10'6m 2 /s). Of course, the heat would have penetrated to
the outer wall by this time, making this simplified analysis invalid, however the
computer code would still be valid.

The conclusion is that conduction into the chamber walls is negligible for the
present rocket, so that the original steady-state liquid evaporation code is sufficient.
However, for other rocket engines the transient wall heating may be significant.

IV. DROPLET VAPORIZATION MODEL

Presently, the KIVA code includes both heat convection to a droplet and mass
transfer of vapor away from the droplet. The mass transfer rate depends upon the
vapor pressure at the droplet surface. Increasing the surface temperature increases
the vapor pressure and resulting mass transfer rate, but decreases the heat
convection. Since the heat convection rate must equal that required to vaporize this
mass flow, the droplet surface temperature results implicitly.,
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While this approach is needed for slow evaporation in a cold free stream gas
(Reference 9, Problem 21.), the high heat fluxes in a rocket engine assure that the
droplet surface will stay at the saturation temperature. Therefore, the problems of
mass transfer and determining the vapor pressure need not be considered. Note
that this same assumption was made in the liquid film cooling analysis.

In general, internal heat conduction in the droplet must be considered. The
simplest approach is to assume a solid sphere, with conduction defined by the 1-D
spherical diffusion equation. This can be solved by reformulating the finite
differencing of Section III for spherical coordinates. To account for internal
circulation in the droplet, the thermal conductivity is increased by a factor which
depends upon the circulation velocity (Reference 10). For large circulation
velocities (Pe, >200), as would exist in an injector spray, this factor asymptotes to
2.72. However, a much simpler approach termed the "infinite conductivity model"
is to lump the droplet temperatures to a single temperature, Td, and is suggested
Initially.

The heat transfer coefficient to a moving sphere is given by "Frossling's
Equation" (Reference 9, Equation 13.3-1):

Nu = 2.0 + 0.60 Pr . .3s Rey

where Nu = hoD/k, k and Pr are the thermal conductivity and Prandtl number of
the gas, and Re is the Reynold's number based upon the droplet diameter.

The vapor generated decreases the heat transfer coefficient through
transpiration, by a factor:

h = ;nI.1± where: B=
ho  B

Parameter B is termed the "Spalding Transfer Number". This correction is
somewhat obscure when derived from "film theory', as in Reference 9. It is more
easily understood when derived from Couette flow theory as in Reference 11.

Time has not permitted implementing these changei in the KIVA code. It is
also necessary to modify the KIVA code to handle both fuel and oxidizer droplets.
However, it might be noted that some rocket models assume that the oxidizer is
instantly vaporized so that only fuel drop!nts exists.
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V. KIVA CODE MODIFICATIONS

The last four weeks were spent working with G.W. Lewis, a Sverdrup
programmer, modifying Los Alamos Lab's KIVA code for liquid film cooling in
rockets, an effort begun by D.W. Lankford of Sverdrup. This section outlines the
code modifications and results to date.

The liquid film length and vaporization rate versus axial position is
calculated in subroutine "Cool". Cool requires the free stream gas density,
temperature, and axial velocity near the wall, but outside the boundary layer. Since
it takes some program logic to define this position, it was decided instead to supply
Cool with the bulk gas "mass flow" Gch=Pv, which is the overall mass flow rate per
chamber area. The mass flow is readily determined from the flow rates measured
during a test. For simplicity, the temperature on the axis was used for the free
stream temperature. These assumptions are most appropriate when the free stream
flow is fairly uniform across an axial section, which must be verified when the
engine simulation is complete.

The liquid film affects the KIVA code through the transpiration of vapor from
the surface. The vapor affects both the mass, energy, and momentum balances at
the outermost cells in the grid. Only the effect upon the momentum balance was
studied here. D.W. Lankford previously modified the mass and energy balances.

Since the liquid surface velocity, Us, is very small, the transpiring vapor
carries no appreciable axial momentum. However, it must be accelerated from Us
to the axial velocity at the last grid cell, U. The mass flux of vapor from the wall is
pVw. Applying Newton's 2nd law, this requires a shear stress at the last cell of
pUVw. In addition, there is a shear stress at the wall, rw, which must also be
balanced, so that the total shear stress acting upon the last cell is r'cell =,rw+pUVw.

Without vapor transpiration, 'w is calculated from the "law-of-the-wall":

UI = 2.51n[YVU*+ 5.5
U*

where y is the distance from the wall, U*= (,rw/p)X is termed the "shear velocity",
and v is the kinematic viscosity. U* is found implicitly and r w calculated as
rw=pU, 2 . To avoid an implicit solution, the argument of the logarithm is
approximated in the KIVA code, resulting in an explicit expression (Reference 12):

U = 2.191nY-U]+ 0.79
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With vapor transpiration, a "modified law-of-the-wall", given by Cebeci and
Bradshaw (Reference 13), applies. It can be written as:

U = U* 2 (F 2 - 1)
Vw

where: F= Vw 1.251n Y-i*]2.65] + [1+1,.8Lw

which reduces to the standard "law-of-the-wall" as Vw.O.

This "modified law-of-the-wall" must be solved implicitly. While it converges
by simple iteration for some valut s of V., the Newton-Raphson method gives stable
solutions for all values of Vw. In functional form, the modified law is U=f(U,). The
problem is to find the value of U* which makes f(U*) = U, where U is the correct
axial velocity at the last cell. The projected value of U* is calculated as:

U*I i+1 = U*I i+ u ,i

where:
f, _ 2U*(F2-1) + F[8.3-(I O108V 2.51nY-U*]]

where Ui is the value of U calculated using U* . This implicit solution is calculated
in function 'Tauwall".

A simpler approach is to use the value of T'w calculated in subroutine "Cool".
This calculation assumes a developing boundary layer and is less general, however,
it is advantageous in that this approach decouples the liquid film calculation from
the KiVA code. Both approaches were found to give similar results for the wall
shear stress.

A representative simulation result is given in Figure 4 for the temperature
contours with and without liquid film cooling. These are tentative results since the
program is still under development. Presently, methane replaces the actual vapor
constituents and no reactions with this methane are allowed. Still the simulation
shows some interesting trends. Notice that the temperatures in the core gas flow
are hardly affected by the presence of a liquid film, while the temperatures next to
the wall are significantly cooler. This is expected since the velocity plots show
smooth streamlines. Another expected result (not shown) is that the boundary
layer is much thicker when using film cooling.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

Continued development of the KIVA code is needed before realistic
simulations are obtained. Presently the simulation is started with the products of
combustion, obtained from an equilibrium code. Instead, the spray combustion
and chemical kinetics subroutines need to be modified and actuated. Additionally,
the actual vapor should replace the methane presently input in place of the vapor.

Long period velocity fluctuations in the downstream direction were observed
in the cells adjacent to the wall. This problem arose even without film cooling,
using the standard "law-of-the-wall". It may be due to an interaction between shear
heat generation and the gas density. Presumably it does not arise when the KIVA
code is used to simulate diesel engine combustion chambers, as intended. The
much higher wall shear stresses in a rocket engine may drive the code into a region
of instability. This problem needs further study.

An important input to the spray combustion subroutine is the droplet size
distribution. However, no data exists for the pintle injector used in the TR-201
rocket. Presently the author is continuing work begun on a minigrant from 1989 to
obtain such data. However, this work is limited to atmospheric pressure. Since the
back pressure is known to significantly affect the drop size distribution, it is
suggested that a pressure chamber be built to allow testing with varying back
pressure. This is being considered as a follow-on minigrant project.
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NQMENCLATURE

Cp = specific heat per mass
D = diameter of combustion chamber at position x
G = free-stream mass flow per area = pgUg
m v = total coolant evaporation rate per surface area
Pe, =Peclet no in liquid = DUs/a,
St = Stanton no - h/(G Cp)
Tv = saturation temperature of coolant
aT= Tg-Tv
U= "shear velocity" = (rw / p)<
x = axial distance from injector
y = distance from chamber wall

Greek Symbols:.
= thermal diffusivity = k/(pc)

I = latent heat of vaporization of coolant
* = I + Cpl(Tv-Tc)

r = liquid coolant mass flow rate per circumference
p -mass density
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FEASIBILITY OF MEASURING PULSED X-RAY SPECTRA
USING PHOTOACTIVATION OF NUCLEAR ISOMERS

by

Carlyle E. Moore

The photoactivation of nuclear isomers as a possible method of measur-

ing the spectra of pulsed bremsstrahlung has been examined. Potential target

nuclei include 77Se, 79Br, 107Ag, lllCd and 115In. The method has been found to be

suitable, in principle. Its successful implementation hinges on the accurate

mearurement of the fluorescence yield from each isomer and the availability of

complete and reliable data on the nuclear parameters involved. At present, unfor-

tunately, the available data is incomplete and there appears to be a lingering

controversy over the dominant gateways in 111Cd and 115In. These difficulties must

be removed if the method is to be applied with confidence.
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Excited nuclear states can be produced by a number of mechanisms

(including electromagnetic excitation), the lifetime of the state being generally of

the order of 10 -9 sec or less. The decay rate depends strongly on the angular momen-

tum I and if there is a large difference in I between the excited state and all of the

lower states (Al - 3), transitions to these states are highly forbidden and the
2

lifetime of the excited state turns out to be relatively large . Such long-lived excited

nuclear states are called Isomers. They have life-times ranging from a few seconds

to several hours.

10)ION S101

Ptotf.Sa

- -"*ahd $lot *
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pGoo statewo
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of isomer production in (a) single gateway

isotope (b) multiple gateway isotope.

Nuclear reactions of the type

X + X--- y + Y

(particle x is incident on the nucleus X, creating the nucleus Y together with particle

,- y) are described compactly by the notation X(x,y)Y or, simply, as (x,y) reactions.
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Photoactivation of nuclear isomers proceeds via (y,y') reactions, which may be

represented schematically as shown in Fig. 1. The nucleus is excited from its

ground state to an excited state (also known as an activation or "gateway" state) of

width r by absorption of a photon y. It subsequently decays to the metastable state

m (isomer) with emission of the photon y'. The isomer then decays by a process of

delayed fluorescence, emitting a signature photon which may be used to identify

the isomer.

U. OBJECTIES

A proposal is under consideration to build a facility at AEDC to test space-

bound military equipment in a nuclear-weapons environment, with a view to

ensuring its survivability against nuclear attack. The major threat comes from

release of X-radiation, which can result in degradation of performance or even

permanent damage. Simulation of nuclear- weapons radiation would be achieved

by exposing the equipment to intense flash X-ray sources. These are generated by

injecting high- energy pulsed electron beams into standard converter configurations,

where they produce continuous X-rays (bremsstrahlung) together with characteris-

tic line radiation. In order to implement this testing program, it would be necessary

to measure the spectrum of the pulsed bremsstrahlung on a shot-by-shot basis, for

end-point energies up to 1.5 Mev.
8,12A new technique, based on the photoactivation of nuclear isomers, has

recently been reported for the absolute calibration of pulsed X-ray spectra. The

purpose of this Report is to examine the feasibility of using this technique to

calibrate the spectra of pulsed bremsstrahlung on a shot-by-shot basis. It should be

pointed out that it is possible, using a Monte Carlo model, to make predictions of

the spectral distribution of the radiation from records of the time-dependent voltage

and current. However, the spectra produced by these flash sources suffer from a

lack of reproducibility and it is therefore desirable to have a direct, reliable method

of extracting the spectrum on a shot-by-shot basis.
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111, THEORETICAL DISCUSSION

It is assumed that the excitation of the gateway levels proceeds entirely

via resonant absorption. The possibility of non-resonant excitation has been con-
4-6

sidered by a number of authors . These investigations were inspired by large
discrepancies between the measured cross-sections and the values calculated on the

basis of resonant absorption alone. A number of mechanisms of non-resonant excita-

tion (e.g. an inelastic photoelectric effect, inelastic Raman scattering) were

postulated but the cross-sections calculated on the basis of these processes were

much too low to account for the discrepancies. More recent
7-12investigations , moreover, have found no evidence for non-resonant activation.

We consider a target of cross-sectional area A which is irradiated with

bremsstrahlung radiation of end-point energy E . The number N of nuclei whicho r

are excited to the gateway state r is given by

E E0r
N - N a (E) dO - N I a(E) ( dE (3.1)

r j r j r dE
0 0

where N is the number of target nuclei, a (E) is the cross-section for excitation of the
r

gateway state r by absorption of a photon of energy E and 4 is the photon flux, i.e.

the number of photons per unit area. The cross-section a (E) is given by the Breit-

Wigner formula 3
r

2 g r 0 r
a (E) = - 0 (3.2)

r 871 (E - E )2 + (r/2)2
r

in which it is assumed that the absorption will take place with appreciable probabil-

ity only if the energy E of the X-ray photon is close to the energy E of the gateway
r

state. In equation (3.2) the following symbols are used:
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E Energy of the X-ray photon

X Wavelength of the X-ray photon

E Energy of the gateway level rr

g Statistical weight (21 + 1)/(21 0+ 1)

I Angular momentum of the gateway state

I Angular momentum of the ground state

r Total width of the gateway state (h/2nr = 6.58 x 10 ev/r)

r Partial width of the gateway state for decay to the ground state0

Since the width r is very small (: 103 ev) in comparison with the range of energy

over which the X-ray intensity is likely to change appreciably, we may assume that

d>/dE - U(E) is constant in the vicinity of the gateway energy E and replace U(E)
r

by U(E ). We then obtain from equation (3.1)

E

N - N U(E) dE (3.3)

r r r
0

and using (3.2), we get

N =N-g r U E (3.4)
r 8 x 0 r (E - E ) + (r/2) 2

-0 r

where the limits of integration have been formally extended to - and +o, respec-

tively. On evaluating the integral, we get
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N r N 2gbo0r U (E (3.5)
r

r

where b is the branching ratio r /r and U(E) = d-'dE is the spectral photon dis-
0 02

tribution (measured in photons/kev-cm , say). The isomer population N is obtainedm

by multiplying N by the branching ratio bm- r /r, where r is the partial width of

the gateway level for decay to the isomer state. We shall now introduce the fluence

F(E) = E U(E), and write

N N N r F(Er) (3.6)

m g r r

1X2g bbr) - r (3.7)

r r

The quantity
=(i%2 g b1b (3.8)

is the integrated cross-section for the excitation of the isomer state m via the

gateway state r. We have tacitly assumed that the isomeric state is pumped by a

single gateway state r. For a multiple gateway isotope, we make the generalization

P = N r F(E ) f N a U(E ) (3.9)

r r

where the isomer population is now denoted by P.
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We mention, in passing, that while isomeric states can be created by

direct resonant excitation (without contribution from higher levels), the absorption

cross-section for such processes is negligibly small, in view of the fact that the

isomer states have extremely long lifetimes (small line widths r) relative to other

excited states. As can be seen from equation (3.8 ), the cross-section is proportional

to the width r.

M EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Photoactivation of nuclear isomers has been studied experimentally by
4-6

various authors, with widely differing results. For the purpose of examining the

feasibility of using this technique to measure the spectrum of pulsed bremsstrah-

lung, we refer to recent studies by two groups based at the University of Texas at
8-11 12

Dallas and at Sunol , California, respectively. The bremastrahlung source used in

each case was the DNA/PITHON nuclear simulator at PHYSICS

INTERNATIONAL, operating at end-point energies in the 0.8 to 1.6 Mev range.

The experiments conducted by both groups incorporated the same basic design

feautures: (i) a sample holder which allowed several targets to be irradiated simul-

taneously (ii) a device for rapidly transferring the sample to the counting chamber

(iii) the counting system, comprising a detector and its associated electronics.

Details of the experimental set-up used by these groups may be found in the

References listed.

The number of counts recorded by the detector must be corrected for a

number of factors:

t transit time of sample

T actual counting time

q fraction of isomer states which decay with
emission of a photon

E efficiency of the detector

Sfraction of solid angle subtended by detector
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When counting begins, the number of isomer states remaining is Pq e ", where 0 is

the decay constant. The number of states which decay after a further time T is Pq

e'Pt(1 - e'-AT). Hence the number of counts C is given by

C =PqeQ e (1 - e- T) (4.1)

It is also necessary to take account of self-absorption within the sample. This effect,

together with the solid angle 4 was estimated using Monte Carlo calculations.

V. ANALXSIS

Calibration of the bremsstrahlung spectrum U(E) can, in principle, be

achieved by measuring the isomer population P produced by irradiating a number of

different targets with the same pulse. The population of the j thtarget is given by
n.

P- N. _ 7jr U(E.j) ; j - 1,2,...s (5.1)

r,-l

where s is the total number of targets and there are n. gateway levels in the j th

target. Successful calibration depends on the availability of complete and accurate

data on the nuclear parameters describing the target nuclei chosen.

We have already alluded to the fact that experimental determinations of

activation cross-sections have produced results covering a wide range. There is also

some disagreement regarding the location of the dominant gateways in certain

nuclei. For example, Anderson et alllhave recently proposed that the 396 key

isomer in Cd is pumped predominantly by the gateway at 1190 key, and not by the

one at 1330 key, as other workers have maintained. It might be useful to review the

techniques employed, with a view to shedding some light on this tangled situation.

The isomer population of a given nucleus X has been written as
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P(X) = N(X) (X) F(E ) (5.2)

r

where the summation is taken over all the contributing gateway levels. Equation

(5.2) may be rewritten in terms of a relative fluence

F(E)
11 (E ) (E ) (5.3)

E 0 F 71(Br)o 761

i.e. the fluence is normalized by the value at the 761 key activation level in 79Br.

The relative fluence q is clearly a function of the end-point energy E d with the X-ray

energy E as a parameter. The graphs of q E(E ) are obtained from the TIGER CODE

calculations. The activation probability ratio is given by

- P(X) N (Br) 1 'n (E (5.4)
R (Br) N(X) 4 761(Br) / E r E

rr

This formulation can be used to examine the onset of certain activation levels as the

end-point energy increases. It was applied by Anderson and Collins 9 to the activa-
77 10,11 111d

tion of Se and, subsequently, by other groups to 1 1n and Cd. The approach

taken by these groups is typified by the case of 111Cd. The ratio R(Cd) was plotted

versus end-point energy Eo, as shown in Fig. 3a. A straight line was fitted to the

data and intersected the E axis near 1.2 Mev. From this it was concluded that the

396 key (48.6m) isomer in Cllcd is pumped predominantly by the 1190 key excitation

level and not by the 1330 key level, as others 5have maintained. On this assumption,

R(Cd) was then plotted against 1 1 1 9fnd a straight line through the origin was drawn.

From the slope of this line, the quantity 4 1 1 9 0(Cd) = a 1 19 0 (Cd)/1190 key was deter-

mined, and hence the integrated cross-section a (Cd) was estimated to be (9.8 +

1190
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2.5)x1029 cm 2-kev. Ref. 11 quotes measurements by a number of authors, ranging

from 5.8 to 35 (in units of 10"2 cm -kev), for the activation cross-section "through a
5level near 1200 key", though in most cases a gateway of 1330 key is assumed . An

identical procedure was used l 0in the case of 51n, resulting in an estimate of the
-29 2cross-section o 1078(In) - (18.27 + 2.7)xlO cm -key. It should be pointed out that as

the end-point energy increases, abrupt changes in the behaviour of the activation

probability ratio R should be observed as new activation channels become open. In

Fig. 3a there are, unfortunately, no measurements of this ratio below about 1.3 Mev

which would indicate the opening of an activation channel at 1190 key. The

analysis hinges, apparently, on the a R assumption of a monolithic gateway in
13this vicinity. Earlier measurements by Boivin et al , on the other hand, suggest

activation levels at 740, 1120 and 1330 key. the cross-section for excitation of 1 11Cd m

through the 1330 key level being 3 to 4 orders of magnitude higher than the others.

Therelativeluencesq 740(Eo )'n 1120(E 0)andi 133 0(E )mustofcoursealsobetakeninto

account in deciding whether, and at what end-point energies, the 1330 level may be

considered dominant.
12By contrast, these same nuclei were examined by Prussin et al , using

the same DNA/PITHON shots. Their activation probability ratios, both measured

and calculated (using their own cross-section data and the TIGER code predictions)

are shown in Fig. 3b. This group used a much wider range of end-point energies (0.9

to 1.5 Mev) and their results purport to show the threshold behaviour of the activa-

tion probability ratio, especially in the case of Cllcd, where there is an abrupt

increase around 1330 key. The cross-sections used were calculated from nuclear

parameters, where available, or determined by direct measurement, using the
13,1results obtained by Boivin, Cauchois and Heno. '4For some nuclei, both calculated and

measured data were available for a few levels only; for the remaining levels,
"adjusted" cross-sections were computed, using the average ratio of the calculated
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and measured values. Available nuclear parameters (and the calculated cross-

sections) for 77Se, 79Br, 107Ag, Cllcd and 115In are listed in Table 1.

In order to obtain the X-ray spectrum of a given pulse of radiation, we use

the equation

P. fN. 7 . U(E.);j=I, 2,.s (5.1)
j j/ .jr r

th

where there are 9 targets in the sample and the j target has n activation levels.

Some assumption must be made about the functional form of the spectral distribu-

tion function U(E). We consider first- the curve-fitting formula

UM - ClE'l+ + E+ E2+ c k-2 (5.5)
U( ' 1E 2 3 4 .. k

k-i
Inserting (5.5) into (5.1), we get

n.

P N a. E. k-2 Ck (5.6)i _. j jr jr C

k-I r=I

s

or P. (5.7)

k=l

n.
J

where ak N. '.Ek 2  (5.8)
jk j/ r j r

r=l
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Equation (5.8) may be written in matrix form as

P=AC (5.9)

and the matrix C (hence the coefficients c) may be found by matrix inversion:

C-A P (5.10)

However, Prussin et al1 2have cautioned that if a power series is used, large errors in

the experimental values of the isomer populations P. and in the activation cross-

sections can lead to unphysical oscillations in the spectral distribution function. In

some cases these problems can be alleviated by using the method of singular value
18decomposition

12Another technique suggested by Prussin et al is based on their observa-

tion that the X-ray spectra derived from the TIGER code, when plotted as log U vs.

E, consist of a number of connected straight line segments, i.e. the graph of U vs. E

may be approximated by a number of connected exponential segments. Each seg-

ment of the spectrum may therefore be represented by

U(E) - U (5.11)1 2

where a 2 E2  1  (5.12)
1 2 1, t2 1l

and E1 and E2 are the end-points of the segment. The end-point energies are ar-

bitrary, and may be chosen from the gateway energies of the nuclei which have been
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activated. We then obtain a set of coupled non-linear equations in which the un-

knowns are the U(E ). These eequations may be solved by the Newton-Raphson

method 1 8 .

The idea of modelling the X-ray spectrum as a set of connected exponen-

tial segments is an interesting one, especially in view of the fact that there are some

nuclei which have only a single activation level for end-point energies less than a

certain value. For example, 79Br has a single activation level at E r =761 key for end-

point energies in the 0 - 1.8 Mev range. In such a case, measurement of the isomer

population P yields the intensity U(E ) directly. Thus if two targets are irradiated

simultaneously by a pulse of radiation whose end-point energy is such that only the

gateways E1 and E2 , respectively, are excited, then equation (5.12) could be uscd lo

obtain U(E) at any intermediate energy E (E 1< E < E . Examples of this technique

are shown below:
a1 a

U(E) - U 2 5 0 U 4 2 3 (250<E<423) 423 <<439
k / 761 <F6<787

423- E E- 250 761 /

a1 - 173 a 2  173/ I I
I I

al a2 I U
1 2 1kU(E) - U423 U761 (423<E<761) 2 (key)

4230 7612e
77-Se 1C7"Ag 79-Br

761 -E E -4237 E a Figure 2. Exponential segmentation
-1 338 2 338 of x-ray spectrum.

The function U(E) depends strongly on the end-point energy E and it is apparent0

that this method is not suitable for finding the intensity at small X-ray energies for

large end-point energies. For example, if the end-point energy .I Fig. 2 becomes

77sufficiently greater than 423 key, the activation channel at 439 key in Se is
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opened, thus violating the requirement that each nucleus should have only one

gateway. Another drawback is that for a given shot the spectrum can be measured

only over a limited range. Nonetheless, the method has the virtue of simpt'city and

may be particularly useful at low end-point energies (- 0.5 Mev) where oniy a few

(possibly two) nuclei can be excited and numerical methods of solution aie inap-

plicable.

V1. RECOMMEDATIONS

We have examined the photoactivation of nuclear isomers as a possible

method of measuring the spectra of pulsed bremsrahlung on a shot-by-shot basis.

A number of potential targets have Seen identified and a catalog of available data

on the relevant nuc)e r parameters compiled. Once the fluoresence yield from each

nucleur has been measured, all that remains is to choose a suitable model for the

f nctional form of the fluence F(E) and to carry out the required numerical or

analytic solution. The main obstacle to the implementation of this procedure is the

lack of complete and accurate data on the integrated ci css-sections for th produc-

t;or of isomers via the various gateways. A number of direct measuremerts of these

cross-sections have been made over the years but the results obtained span such a

wide range as to render them unreliable. Perhaps a special effort should be made to

obtain an updated listing of nuclear p. 'pmeters (mean lifetimes i, nuclear spins I
77 87 107andI , and branching ratios b andb ) on such promising targets as Se, Sr, Ag,

111 115 o mCd, In. In perticular, the contro rer.y surrounding the dominant gateways 'n
1l1Cd and 115In must be resolved. If the 1078 key level in 11in, the 1229 key level in
87 Sr and the 1330 key level in illCd are indeed predominant, then together with the

761 key level in 79Br, they offer a simple and effective way of measurng the fluence

directly at these energies. The photoactivation of nuclear isomers can be used

successfully to measure the X-ray spectra, but the key to doing sv is tne availability

of complete and reliable data.
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Table 1. Available Nuclear Parameters on 77Se, 79Br, 107Ag, U1Cd. ll5In(Level energies in kev, half-lives in ps and cross-sections in Mev-1tb)

E Source T b b I I a
r 1/2 o m o r

77-Se
250 TOI 9300 6.8E-1 3.2E-1 0.5 2.5 1.97E-3
439 TOI 23 5.6E-1 1.2E-2 0.5 2.5 8.14E-3
521 TOI ? 8.9E-1 4.2E-3 0.5 1.5 ?
824
911
1005
1187

79-Br
761 NDS 1.2 3.4E-1 3.5E-2 1.5 3.5 6.OOE-2

107-Ag
423 NDS 30 9.5E-1 2.1E-3 0.5 2.5 1.95E-3
787 NDS 0.27 6.4E-1 1.6E-4 0.5 1.5 2.17E-3
950 NDS 1.3 1.2E-1 9.7E- 0.5 2.5 5.22E-3
1250
1325

111-Cd
740
1120
1330

115-In
597
829
934 NDS 57 9.9E -1 2.4E-3 4.5 3.5 6.70E-5
941 NDS 15 8.5E-1 1.5E-1 4.5 2.5 1.01E-2
1078 NDS 0.86 8.6E-1 1.4E-1 4.5 2.5 1.27E-1
1465
1495

NDS: Nuclear Data Sheets; TOI: Table of Isotopes (Taken from Ref. 12).,
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Combustion of Carbon Particles in the Plume gf g Flare
by

Olin Perry Norton

ABSTRACT

A burning flare produces a plume which contains a substantial quantity of solid
carbon particles. As the flare products mix with the surrounding air, these carbon
particles will burn. The rate of combustion of these carbon particles is expected to
have a significant influence on the infrared emissions of the flare plume.

The gases in the plume contains six species which can attack a solid carbon surface.
The list includes the stable molecular species CO2,H2 0, and 02 and the radicals
OH, 0, and H. Based on published reaction rates for these species with solid carbon,
the rate of burning of the particle is found as a function of the composition and

temperature of the surrounding gas. Also, the increase in temperature of the particle
due to these reactions is found.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

During the summer research period, the author worked with a group of scientists
and engineers at Arnold Engineering Development Center whose mission was to
develop a computer model of a flare. Such flares are intended to produce infrared
radiation and act as decoys, thus the primary purpose of this model is to correctly
predict the emission signature of the flare. Existing computer programs, originally
written to model rocket plumes, were used as much as possible. The flow field
program calculates the mixing and reaction of the plume gases with the surrounding

air. The infrared radiation program uses the results of the flow field calculation to
calculate the infrared emissions from the plume. The radiation program will include
the emission due to particles in the flow, but the flow field program is not able to
handle reacting particles in the flow.

Since the author's background is in combustion, it was decided that the summer
research effort should focus on the chemical reactions of carbon particles in the
plume of the flare. Typically, a flare is made of fine magnesium particles dispersed
in a solid fluorocarbon. The NASA chemical equilibrium code by Gordon and McBride

(1976) was used to estimate the composition of the flare products. The result is a
mixture of magnesium vapor (39% mole fraction), solid carbon (30%), liquid
magnesium difluoride (24%), and the remaining 7% or so is composed of an

assortment of other species. The flare is clearly fuel rich, so additional exothermic
reactions will take place when the flare products mix with the surrounding air. The
burning rate of the solid carbon particles will be important in determining the
temperature distribution, and thus the infrared emission, within the plume. Further,
the solid carbon particles may be the dominant emitting species within the plume,
since the other particulate species (magnesium difluoride and magnesium oxide)

are poor emitters. Clearly, an accurate flare model should include these reacting
carbon particles.

Although no reliable data were available, the author's colleagues at AEDC believed
that the carbon particles were less than d micron in diameter and had approximately
the same properties as soot.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

A number of species in the plume might react with solid carbon. After first identifying
these species, the literature was searched to find expressions for the rate of reaction

of each species with carbon. Then, using concentrations and temperatures typical
of the plume, the rate of carbon loss due to each reactant could be found. This
identified the species most important in removing carbon from the surface.

Next, a differential equation was written for the change of radius of a carbon particle
as a function of time. The radius diminishes due to the chemical removal of carbon
from the surface until eventually the radius reaches zero. Thus, numerically solving
this differential equation determined the lifetime of a carbon particle as a function of
initial diameter.

The chemical reactions are generally exothermic and thus release heat at the particle
surface. Equating this heat generation to the heat lost by conduction to the
surrounding gas gives an equation for the temperature of the carbon particle, which
will be higher than the surrounding gas. If this temperature difference was significant,
it could greatly effect the radiation due to the particles. This temperature rise was
estimated for typical plume conditions.

I1l. GASEOUS REACTIONS WITH SOLID CARBON:

a. A literature survey was performed to identify the gaseous species which oxidize
or gasify the carbon surface and to estimate kinetic rates for these reactions. When

1' reading the results of this research, given below, one should keep in mind the many
sources of uncertainty which afflict experimentalists in this field. To begin with, the
carbon used in these experiments may come from a variety of sources, such as soot
particles, carbon black particles, graphite particles, carbonized filaments, or the char
particles which remain after a coal particle is pyrolized. The solid may not consist of
pure carbon; according to Haynes and Wagner (1981), soot particles may contain
up to 10 mole percent of hydrogen. When dealing with gas-solid reactions, the rate
often depends on active sites on the surface. Obviously, the number and activity of
these sites will be highly variable depending on the crystalline structure of the solid,
which crystal plane is exposed at the surface, and impurities. To express the reaction
rate per unit surface area, one must know the particle surface area. Soot particles
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consist of agglomerates of tiny (10to 20 nm.) spheres and coal chars contain internal
pores, so knowing the actual surface area is not trivial. Finally, particularly when
measuring the reaction rate of some radical species with the surface, the gas will
contain more than one species which can react with the surface. Thus, there is a
problem of identifying which species is responsible for the reaction.

In the course of the literature survey, six species were identified which will be present
in the plume and will react with solid carbon. The stable molecules 02, C02, and
H20 meet these criteria, as do the radicals OH, 0, and H.

The reactivity of 02 with a solid carbon surface was calculated using the formula of
Nagle and Strickland-Constable. Radcliffe and Appleton (1971) and Park and
Appleton (1973) have successfully correlated measurements of soot oxidation rates
to the predictions of this formula. The use of this formula is also discussed in a review

article by Haynes and Wagner (1981). Alternative rate expressions for this reaction
are given by Feugier (1972), Lee, et al. (1962), and by Blyholder, et al. (1958).

The reaction rates of C02 and H20 with solid carbon were computed using
expressions given by Kuo (1986). Kuo used his expressions to compute the erosion
rate of graphite rocket nozzles. Alternate expressions for the rates of these reactions
are used by Bradley, et al. (1984).

The rate cf reaction of a carbon strface with the hydroxyl radical OH has been
measured by Fenimore and Jones (1967), Neoh, et al. (1981), and others. For the

calculations C'scribed herein, this rate was estimated by first calculating the collision
rate of OH with the surface, using kinetic gas theory, and then assigning a constant
collision efficiency of 0.28 (Bradley, et al., 1984). Thus, the reaction rate of OH with
the surface was found.

The same procedure was followed for the reactions of 0 and H. Although some
measurements of the collision efficiency are found in Rosner and Allendorf
(1965,1968,1970) and Wright (1974) for the 0 radical, and in Rosner and Allendorf
(1970) for the H radical, here the approach of Bradley, et a!. (1984) is followed. A
constant collision efficiency of 0.5 was assumed for 0 and an efficiency of 0.036 was
assumed for H.
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b. The expressions discussed above can be used to find the rate of carbon loss
from a surface if the concentrations of the reacting species and the temperature
were known. To allow the presentation of some preliminary results, the NASA
equilibrium code described by Gordon and McBride (1976) was used to estimate
these properties in the plume. At any point in the plume, the gas will consist of a
mixture of a certain fraction X of flare products and a fraction (1-X) of outside air.
Thus, given a value of X, the equilibrium code can be used to find the species
concentrations anid temperature of the mixture. This calculation was performed for
values of X (called the mixture fraction) varying from 0 to 1. Then, for any location
in the plume, these results can be used to find the local concentrations and
temperature. The answer is only approximate, since chemical equilibrium is
assumed.

These concentrations and temperatures were used to find the rate of carbon loss
from a surface as function of the mixture fraction X. The results of this calculation
are shown in Figure 1. The results indicate that the maximum reactivity occurs when
the mixture consists of 30% flare products and 70% outside air. Furthermore, the
most important reactants are 0, C02, and 02.

IV. PARTICLE LIFETIME CALCULATIONS:

a. When the gas reacts with solid carbon, a carbon particle will decrease in size until
its diameter equals zero. This defines the lifetime of the particle, which is a function
of the initial particle diameter as well as the composition and temperature of the
surrounding gas. If the lifetime of a particle is very short, compared to a characteristic
flow time, then the finite time required for the particle to burn is unimportant and thus
need not be included in the flare model. On the other hand, if the particle lifetime is
comparable to or larger than some appropriate flow time scale, then the finite particle
burning rate will have an important effect on the plume. Thus, the reaction rates
discussed above will be used to estimate the particle lifetime.

The burning of a particle (or droplet) in an oxidizing atmosphere is treated in a number
of texts on combustion, such as Glassman (1977). There are two processes which
must occur for the gaseous oxidant to react with the particle. First, the reactant must
diffuse to the surface, and then it must react with the surface. Depending on which
process is the slower, one can distinguish two limiting cases of particle combustion.
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Rate of Reaction with Carbon Surface
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Figure 1

A mixture fraction of 0 corresponds to pure air and a mixture fraction of 1 corresponds
to pure flare products. Intermediate values correspond to mixtures of flare products
and outside air., The composition and temperature of the gas around a particle are

a function of the mixture fraction for an equilibrium mixture. Here, the kinetic
expressions for the rate of removal of carbon from a surface are evaluated for each

species which reacts with the carbon. Note that different species are important in

different regions of the flame.
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The kinetic limit occurs when the chemical reaction at the surface is the slower
process. In this limit, the rate of burning of the particle can be found by assuming
that the oxidant concentration at the surface is equal to its value in the bulk fluid, and
then evaluating the kinetic expression for the surface reaction rate. The previous
section described how to find these rates.

If the kinetic rates are made faster and faster, eventually the oxidant will be consumed
at the particle surface faster than it can diffuse to the surface from far away. This
situation describes the diffusion limit of particle burning. The reaction rate is found
by assuming that the oxidant concentration at the surface is zero, and that at infinity
the oxidant concentration is equal to its value for the bulk fluid. For a spherical particle,

the rate of diffusion of the oxidant from infinity to the surface is found by solving the
S. diffusion equation in spherical coordinates. The reaction rate of the particle is found

by evaluating the diffusive flux of oxidant to the surface. Thus, the burning rate of
the particle is found in the diffusion limit.

Evaluating the diffusion limited rate requires one additional piece of information, the
diffusion coefficient of the oxidant relative to the gas mixture. First, an approximate
formula given by Kuo (1986) was used to find the binary diffusion coefficient for each
pair of species in the mixture, and then an approximate formula given by Welty, et
al. (1969) was used to find the diffusion coefficient of the oxidant in the mixture.

Thus, one can evaluate a kinetically limited and a diffusion limited reaction rate for
the particle with each reacting gas species. The smaller of the two rates controls the
overall reaction rate. For these calculations, a formula given by Kuo (1986) was used.
The reciprocal of the kinetically limited rate was added to the reciprocal of the diffusion
limited rate, and the reciprocal was taken of the sum.

K, Finally, the overall rate of carbon loss by the particle was found by performing the
above calculation for each reactant, and adding the results. Thus, a total rate of
carbon loss is found for a particle of a given diameter in a surrounding gas of given
composition and temperature. By applying a mass balance to '- - carbon particle,
the rate of carbon loss can be converted to rate of decrease of diameter. Thus, if
the surrounding gas properties are taken as constant, the result is a differential
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equation for the diameter of the particle as a function of time. This equation was
solved numerically using a Runge-Kutta solver found in Press, et al. (1986). The time
required for the particle diameter to vanish defines the particle lifetime.

b. Again using the NASA equilibrium code end the mixture fraction X to define the
surrounding gas properties, the above procedure was used to find the lifetimes of
particles of different initial diameters for several different values of X. The results are
shown in Figure 2.

Two points can be made. First, some numerical experimentation (not shown here)
shows that a particle would have to be 10 microns or so in diameter for the diffusion
limit to be important. Thus, if the particles in this plume are of submicron size, the
reactions will be kinetically limited. Secondly, Figure 2 shows that even small particles
can have a lifetime of several milliseconds, even in the most reactive region of the
plume. Taking 200 feet/second as a representative gas velocity, a one micron
particle would travel about a foot in the time the particle requires to burn. Thus, it
would be desirable to Include the finite reaction rate of the carbon particles in the
flare model.

V. PARTICLE TEMPERATURE CALCULATION:
i

a. The chemical reactions at the particle surface should generate heat, which will
elevate the particle temperature above that of the surrounding gas. The particle
temperature can be found from an energy balance, equating the heat released by
the reactions to that transferred by conduction from the particle to the surrounding
fluid.

There is one main difficulty in this procedure. The species that react with the carbon
are known; the products of the reactions are not. Experimentalists have measured
the rates at which certain species attack the carbon surface, but they do not
necessarily know what reaction occurs. Even if the products of the reaction could
be measured, one would have to distinguish between the products formed directly
at the surface as a result of the surface reaction and products formed by subsequent
gas phase reactions.
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Figure 2

As a function of mixture fraction, the time required to burn up a particle is shown for

particles with initial diameters of 5.0, 1.0, and 0.2 microns.

1
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The following table shows the products which were assumed for the reactions of
the plume gases with solid carbon. The enthalpy change, A H, of each reaction is
the negative of the heat released, and was found from thermodynamic tables in the
combustion text by Strehlow (1984) at a temperature of 2000 K. Note that the
products of some reactions are radicals which will doubtlessly react further.

Reaction A H

Joules/gram of carbon

C + 0 2 -4CO2  -33034.
4

C+CO 2  -2CO +13234.

C + H20-CO + H2 +11054.

C + OH-4CO + H +5937.

C + O -CO -31155.

C + H--CH +30207.

Thus, for each reactant, the heat release rate is given per gram of carbon removed.
Using the results of the previous section, the rate of carbon removal is known, thus
the heat release rate can be found. An approximate formula from Kuo (1986) was

used to find the thermal conductivity of the gas mixture, so the conductive heat loss
to the gas was found. Equating the two yields an implicit equation for particle
temperature. (Implicit because the surface reaction rates are evaluated at the particle

temperature.) A root finder based on Brent's method from Press, et al. (1986) was

used to solve the implicit equation and find the particle temperature.

b. The temperature difference between the various size particles and the surrounding

gas as a function of the mixture fraction X is shown in Figure 3. One might conclude
from this result that if the carbon particles in the plume are of submicron size, then
the temperature difference between the particle and the gas will not be important.
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Temperature Difference between Particle and Gas
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Figure 3

As a function of mixture fraction, the temperature difference between the particle

and the gas is shown for 5.0, 1.0, and 0.2 micron particles. In the region of the plume

where the reaction rates are greatest, the particles are hotter than the gas. Note that

the effect vanishes as the particle size becomes smaller.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. The flare model could be modified to include particle burning effects. The current
program treats the solid carbon as if it were a gas. That is, the program computes
an average carbon concentration (mass/volume) and ignores the fact that the mass
is in the form of particles. The program needs kinetic expressions for the reaction
of the carbon with other species in terms of this average carbon concentration. If an
average particle diameter were known, then the particle surface area could be found
from the average carbon concentration, and this could be used to find the kinetically
limited reaction rate.

Further, if one assumes a particle size distribution function, the size distribution is
completely determined by a few parameters of the distribution. For example, the
log-normal distribution Is determined by three parameters, the particle number
density, some mean diameter, and the standard deviation. In a complex flow where
the size distribution varies from point to point, one could allow these parameters to
be functions of location and derive equations for their variation. The solution of these
equations over the flowfield would specify the distribution parameters, and thus the
distribution, at each point.

Thus, the existing model could be modified to include reacting particles.

b. The present results do not indicate any significant temperature difference between
the particles and the gas. The paper by Bradley, et al. (1984) makes particularly
interesting reading in this respect. Bradley, et al. compute the reaction rate of fine
graphite particles in a hydrocarbon-air flame. They found that their computed particle
temperatures did not differ much from the gas temperature. However, their
experimental measurements showed that the actual temperature was significantly
higher. The computed particle burning rates agreed well with the measurements,
so they felt that their kinetic expressions were approximately correct. Bradley, et al.
concluded by speculating that the carbon surface catalyzes the recombination of
OH in the flame, and that this process is responsible for the anomalous temperature
rise. This suggests that the present work should be extended to include
recombination reactions.
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c. The actual size ofthe carbon particles in the plume is unknown. Some experimental

measurements would help the modeling effort.

1 1

b
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Noise Reduction in Rocket Test Videos using Mathematical Morphology

by

Richard Alan Peters II

A A

Video images of rocket tests are noisy., Thermal processes in the image sensor, imperfections

in the recording medium, atmospheric distortion, and various environmental factors degrade the

imagery. Blurring (lowpass filtering) individual frames of a video reduces high-frequency noise.

However. it also degrades features such as edges that have high frequency components., Image noise

and image features are not separable with linear filters if their frequency components overlap, and

they usually do. Since most meaningful image features have shape and many types of noise do

not, shape sensitive operators possibly could separate features from noise. Moreover, noise that is

not correlated between frames could, in principle be detected and eliminated through a multifiame

analysis.

Mathematical morphology includes shape-dependent, nonlinear filters that are effective noise

reducers for two-dimensional imagery. We extended these filters into the time-domain for multiframe 4

noise reduction of video imagery. We examine the opening transform, the open-close transform, the

rolling-ball transform, and the rank filter (all are morphological operators) as spacetime operators. 4

We show that these transforms reduce image noise effectively without degrading other features

substantially.

"I

4'
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I. INTRODUCTION

Engineers at Arnold Engineering and Development Center routinely make videotapes of rockets

firing. The videos include x-rays of rocket engines burning and visible-light or infrared videos of

rocket plumes from either stationary or flying rockets. They are used for performance evaluation A

and diagnostics. The utility of the videos is limited, sometimes greatly, by noise contamination.

Noise is introduced into video imagery in a number of ways. Thermal noise is ever-present in

image sensors. It appears as a relatively low amplitude uniform or quasi-gaussian noise field. In

low light conditions this is exacerbated by a low signal to noise ratio, since the amplitude of the

thermal noise remains constant while that of the scene is low. Photo-multipliers may introduce shot
-4

noise that appears as bright spots in an image. Sometimes there is electromagnetic interference with

adjacent test equipment. This may cause periodic patterns in individual image frames or flashing

(amplitude modulation) across several frames or both. Atmospheric turbulence and haze distort

images of distant rocket plumes. Vibration or nonperiodic motion of the camera or rocket test

platform introduces motion blur and interframe jitter into the video. The scattering of x-rays also

causes noise.

In the past, to reduce noise in rocket test videos, engineers have used linear filters on single frames.

These effectively reduce some types of noise. If the noise and image features exist in different spatial

frequency bands, (e.g., high frequency noise added to an inherently fuzzy image) then a linear filter

can be designed that will completely remove the noise. If the image is bro.cband in spatial frequency

ano the noise spectrum overlaps it but is narrowband, then a band-reject filter can eliminate the

noise without severely degrading the image. This situation sometimes occurs with electromagnetic

interference or mechanical vibration. In most situations, however, the spatial frequency ranges of

both the true image and the noise are broad and overlap one another; a linear filter that suppresses

the noise degrades the image.

We examine the reduction of noise in time-sequences of video images. We restrict our examination

to sensor noise and noise caused by atmospheric turbulence. We make two assumptions. Firstly,
we assume that the noise in the sequence is uncorrelated in space or over time. That is, we assume
that the pseudo features caused by noise are not contiguous over many pixels in spacetime., An
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equivalent assumption is that true (non-noise) image features have contiguous support of multiple

pixels in space-time. (By support, we mean the specific pixel locations which a feature occupies; by

contiguous support we mean that the feature occupies a set of pixels that are connected together).

In other words, a true feature exists on several adjacent pixels in a single frame and it persists across

a few frames. This is not to assume that the feature is stationary, but only that the time sequence of

spatial support neighborhoods overlap from frame to frame for a few frames. Secondly, we assume

that the true features in the image can be approximated morphologically., These assumptions support

the use of morphological operators for noise reduction.

Morphological operators, introduced by Matheron (6] and Serra [8], (9], [10] in the 1960's, are an

extension of Minkowsky's set theory applied to image analysis., There are, in the general literature,

a number of good tutorials on image morphology [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [9]., We refer the novice to any

of these papers for the fundamentals.

Morphological operators can be used for noise reduction because of the following property: When

applied to an image, a morphological operator returns a quantitative measure of the image's geo-

metrical structure. This measure can be used to construct a synthetic image containing regular

approximations of the features in the original. A "regular" feature, in this sense, is a feature that

can be reconstructed uniquely by the operator.. The synthetic image is a smoothed version of the

original image. But, the smoothing is nonlinear. Unlike a linearly smooth image, the morpholog-

ically smooth image contains sharp edges. The residual, i.e. the difference between the original

image and the smoothed version, contains all "irregular" features such as noise and edges that could

not be approximated by the operator. With a few assumptions about the differences between noise

and edges, one can remove much of the noise from the residual image. Adding the "cleaned-up"

residual back to the regular features yields a relatively noise free image with many edges intact and

unblurred.

In the residual from a single image, one can discern between noise and edges on the basis of relative

amplitude and support. One assumes true edges have greater amplitude and larger, contiguous

spatial extent in the residual than does noise. To reduce the noise in a time-sequence of images, we

extend morphological operators - and this assumption - into three dimensions (2 spatial dimensions

and time).
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We use three dimensional morphological operators to extract the regular spacetime structures

from the image sequence. This smoothed sequence can be used directly as a noise reduced image

sequence or the residual sequence can be modified and recombined with it. We examine both of

these approaches using the following operators extended into spacetime: the opening transform, the

open-close transform. the rolling-ball transform, and the rank filter. We show that these operators

produce image sequences that are noticeably cleaner (i.e. contain less noise) than the original.,

H1 OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The analysis of a video of a rocket test is often hampered by the extremely noisy quality of the

images. Current methods of noise reduction usually degrade non-noise image featurei. My goal

as a participant in the 1990 Summer Faculty Research Program was to devise a new method for

video image-sequence noise reduction that would leave important image features intact., I wanted

the technique to be robust in the sense that many different people should be able to use it without

understanding all the details. I wanted it to be relatively insensitive to the control parameters so that

others could apply it to diverse data sets and achieve good results without much experimentation.

I also wanted to write software to implement the procedure for a Unix workstation without special

hardware. As this report will demonstrate. I believe that I met these objectives.

4
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III. VIDEO IMAGE SEQUENCE NOISE REDUCTION

The video image sequences that we analyze are a series of digital images either 640 or 512 pixels

horizontally by 482 pixels vertically. Pixels are 8 bits monochrome with 256 shades of gray. Zero

represents black; 255 is white. For visible or infrared light the image sensor is a video camera

using either a CCD array or a vidicon tube. In some cases the incoming light is amplified with a

photomultiplier.

In vidicon tubes and many CCD cameras objects are photographed every 1/60th of a second

in alternate frames. The frames are interlaced by row to form a single image. Each single image

consists of 2 frames taken 1/60th of a second apart. Thus, the image of an object moving rapidly

in the horizontal direction (with respect to the camera's focal plane) will be distorted;, in a single

image the object will appear in two places, pulled apart and interlaced on alternate scanlines. If the

object's image is not moving very rapidly, this distortion will not be noticeable.

Apart from interlace, distortion, noise is introduced into video imagery in a number of ways.

Our work focused on reducing sensor noise and reducing noise due to atmospheric disturbances.

Thermal noise in image sensors appears as a relatively low amplitude uniform or quasi-gauuian

noise field that is added to the image of the scene. It is the result of quantum effects in the sensor.

In low light conditions the image of the scene is dim and the thermal noise is exacerbated since the

signal to noise ratio is small. That is, the amplitude of the noise remains constant while that of the

scene is low. Typically, in a single pixel, thermal noise varies within a time interval much shorter

than 1/60th of a second. The result is that the noise in successive frames is completely uncorrelated.

Photo-multipliers introduce shot noise that appears as bright spots in an image.,

Videos of flying rockets are made from a distance of many kilometers. Thus, atmospheric turbu-

lence and haze distort the images. Atmospheric turbulence makes stars appear to "'twinkle." The

same process affects the image of a distant rocket plume. Individual points in the plume become

darker or lighter over time, if not randomly, then with a process too complicated to model. Since

both camera and rocket are moving, these points traverse a number of pixels across successive frames.,

Atmospheric haze will distort an image sequence., It can attenuate an image uniformly, across all

its pixels, or it can attenuate some regions more than others. Such attenuation, whether uniform or

[
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patterned, is dynamic over time.

In trying to reduce noise, one makes implicit assumptions about its characteristics. Then one

proceeds to remove everything from the image with those characteristics. This may or may not be

correct; some features may be removed, some true noise may be left. (It has been said that one

person's noise is another person's feature.) We assume that the noise is uncorrelated, both spatially

and over time. That is, any pattern that appears due to noise in a single frame does not exist

near-by in an adjacent frame nor does it have the support of many contiguous pixels.

IV. TWO-DIMENSIONAL MORPHOLOGICAL NOISE REDUCTION

Morphological operators are a class of transforms defined on a complete lattice [7] (which is,

essentially, a finite-dimensional euclidean space together with a partial order relation in which every

nonempty subset has a supremum and in infimum). On a complete lattice, any operator that satisfies

1. Shift invariance - The results of the following must be identical:, (i) translate a set in space

and apply the operator. (ii) apply the operator and translate the result in space.

2. Size invariance - The results of the following must be identical: (i) expand (or contract) a set

in space then apply the operator. (ii) apply the operator then expand (or contract) the result.

3. Local knowledge - The support of the operator is finite. If an operator is applied to two sets

that are identical within a given region and different outside of the region, the results of the

operator must be identical sufficiently deep inside the region. (A sufficient distance is the

length of the longest line segment that can fit in the support of the operator. It could be

smaller than that.)

4. Upper semicontinuity., - If a given infinite sequence of sets, I,, converges to a specific set I

through inclusion (i.e I0 C_ 1, C ... C I,,. I), then the operator applied to the sequence,

M(I,) must converge (also through inclusion) to M(l).

is a morphological operator. This definition is broad; it includes shift invariant linear filters. We

are interested in a nonlinear subclass of these transforms that includes openings, closings, and rank
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filters. Our complete lattice is either £ = 2 or C - R together with an order relation defined by

set inclusion (A C B) defined on P{C}, the power set (set of all sets in) 6.

Morphological operators are defined in terms of set inclusion. Both the image and the operator

are defined as sets An image can be represented as a surface in a three dimensional space. Two of the

dimensions correspond to the spatial dimensions of the image; the third corresponds to gray-level.

That is, an image defines a surface above a plane. The altitude of the surface over a point (z, y) on

the plane is given by the gray-level of the pixel p(x,y) from the image. The region space bounded

by the surface (and the plane) comprises the image set. This region is called the "umbra" of the

image [[11]]. (In rigorous definitions, the plane is considered to be an infinite distance below the

image surface. The region of space bounded by the image, therefore extends to -oo.)

The morphological operator is defined by another image surface (and umbra) in 3-space called a

"structuring element". A useful structuring element (SE) is small relative to the image. In general,

an SE can be of any shape or connectivity. The most useful SE's for our purpose are compact and

simply connected. Examples include right circular cylinders with a flat or hemispherical tops.

Consider an image (umbra), I, and a structuring element, S, One point in S is designated as the

origin of S. Let Sp represent the translation of S so that its origin coincides with point p in 3-space.

The opening of I by S, I o S, is the union of all translates, Sp, such that Sp is contained in I.,

That is
Ios= U (P.

It is the best approximation of the image that can be made by translating and merging SE's subject

to the constraint that the approximation is a subset of the original. The opening transform of an

image is a smooth version of the image., Smooth, that is, with respect to the structuring element.,

But, unlike a linear smoothing, the opening will retain any edge that can be created by overlaying

SEs. This includes the edges between uaiform regions with support larger than that of the SE. Some

of the details, however, will be missing. Features that are brighter than their immediate backgrounds

and have smaller support than the SE will be eliminated from the transformed image. If only the

noise in an image has this characteristic, then the opening is a good noise reduction transform. One

must exercise care to select a structuring element that is small enough to approximate important

features yet large enough to exclude most noise.
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The difference between I and its opening, loS, is called either a "tophat transform" or a "rolling

ball" transform. (The former is used if the SE has a constant graylevel, the latter, if the SE has

more than one graylevel.) That is

tophat[I] = I - (1o S) (2)

The tophat transform contains every bright feature (actual or noise) that cannot be approximated

by unions of translations of the SE. This includes any bright area whose support is smaller than

that of the SE, such as bright thin lines, curves, and corners.

The opening and tophat transforms can be used together to reduce noise in an image while

retaining edges and thin bright areas. Consider the following statements: (1) Spatially uncorrelated

(white) noise will tend to form spikes - very small regions that are brighter than their nimediate

surroundings - in an image. Therefore, much of it will be in the tophat transform as small isolated

regions. (2) If the noise has a gaussian amplitude distribution, most of it will have lower amplitudes

in the tophat transform. (3) True features can have any amplitude in the tophat transform. The

most important of these have support of more than a few pixels, since features with low amplitude

and small support will be indistinguishable from noise in the image.

If these three statements are true, then the tophat transform can be processed to separate features

from noise. Statement 2 implies that much of the noise can be eliminated from the tophat image

simply by thresholding it. Statements 1 and 3 suggest that eliminating small isolated regions in the

tophat transform will discard noise and retain important features. We have found that the following

is quite effective at isolating the most important features: Threshold the transform at a level that

visibly excludes most of the noise pixels. (This sounds quite subjective, and the exact choice of

threshold is. But, in most cases the correct range of thresholds is quite obvious.) Perform a binary

opening on the support of the nonzero values in the thresholded image. This removes isolated regions

and leaves those with more extensive support. Typically, a 3x3 square or plus, or a 5x5 quasi-disk is

an appropriate SE. Subtract the threshold from the nonzero pixels that remain and add the result

back to the opened image. The result is a relatively noise-free image with sharp edges intact.

As before, let I represent an image umbra and S, a structuring element. Let IC represent the

4
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complement of the umbra. That is

IC= (p E 3I p f 1 (3)

The symmetric set, 3, of S is S reflected in its origin. That is

6-{-pE ip ES} (4)

The closing of I by S, I o S, is the union of all translates, 9P, such that 3p is contained in IC.

That is
10s= U 3 (5)

The closing is the dual with respect to complementation of the opening. It is the opening of IC in

euclidean 3-space by the symmetric SE, 9. It is the best approximation of the image that can be

made by translating and merging symmetric SE's subject to the constraint that the original image

is a subset of the approximation. Like the opening, the closing is a smooth version of the image,

with respect to the structuring element. Unlike the opening, the closing discards features that are

darker than their immediate backgrounds and have smaller support than the symmetric SE.

The difference between the closing of I 1s S, and I is called either an inverted tophat transform

or a inverted rolling ball transform. That is

inverted tophat[I] = (I • S) - 1 (6)

The inverted tophat transform contains everything that cannot be approximated by unions of trans-

lations of symmetric SE's. This includes any dark area whose support is smaller than that of the

SE, such as dark thin lines, curves, and corners.,

An opening alone smooths out only bright small areas. To smooth away both bright and dark

areas requires an opening followed by a closing. This is called an openclose transform and is defined

openclose(I] = (10 S) 0 S (7)

The openclose transform can be used with the tophat and inverted tophat transforms to eliminate

most bright and dark noise from an image as follows:
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2D NOISE REDUCTION ALGORITHM

1. Select a structuring element, S, somewhat larger than the smallest important image features.

To be most general it should be either a flat or hemispherically topped circular cylinder. We

have gotten the best results from shallow hemispheres where the gray-level at the center is

from 6 to 12 gray-levels larger than at the edges.

2. Perform an openclose on the image, I, using S. Call the result OC.

3., Compute a tophat transform, TH = I - OC. Set any negative pixels to zero.

4. Compute an inverted tophat, IT = OC - I. Set any negative pixels to zero.

5. Threshold TH at b to eliminate most bright noise. Call this TH1.

6. Open the support of TH1 with a 3x3 square or plus, or a 5x5 quasi disk SE to eliminate small

bright regions. Call this TH2.

7. Subtract b from all nonzero pixels in TH2. Call this TH3.

8. Threshold IT at d to eliminate mos' dark noise. Note that IT is a "negative" image., A bright

spot in IT represents a dark spot in I that could not be approx;mated by S. Thus, when

thresholding IT we retain values greater than the threshold, just as with TH., Call this IT1.

9. Open the support of IT1 with a 3x3 square or plus, or a 5x5 quasi disk SE to eliminate small

dark regions. Call this IT2.

10, Subtract d from all nonzero pixels of IT2. Call this IT3.

11. Add TH3 to OC.

12. Subtract IT3 from OC + TH3

The result of all this is a smooth image with crisp details. In practice the result can be quite

dramatic.
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Another morphological transform used for noise reduction is the rank-filter. In an nth-order rank

filter, all the pixels in a neighborhood are sorted into descending order. The nth largest value is

output. If there are N pixels in the neighborhood where N is an odd number, and n = [N/21, then

the operator is a median filter. Median filters will remove isolated noise pixels from an image. They

are especially good for removing salt and pepper noise without affecting step edges. When the noise

is fa;rly dense gaussian or uniform white noise, however, the median filter tends to blur the image

somewhat. We have found the 2D algorithm given above to be more effective at preserving edges

than the median filter.

V. THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPACETIME MORPHOLOGICAL NOISE REDUC".'ION

The definitions of the morphological operators given in section IV app':" to n dimensions. There

we took n = 2 as a special case; here we take n = 3.

A time sequence of images, if stacked in time order, forn a three-dimensional set. Two of the

dimensions correspond to the two spatial dimensions of the images. The third dimension of the

space corresponds to time. Each point in the 3D space has an intensity value associated with it that

is the gray-level of the pixel.,

Our goal is to reduce noise and leave true features unaltered. If wc assume that true features are

coherent over (at least short) time periods, then they form trajectories in spacetime. The shape of the

trajectory depends on the motion of the feature. (In the following, we refer to motion with respect

to the image plane.) A stationary particle forms a line parallel to the time axis. A particle moving

with constant velocity forms a straight line not parallel to the time axis. The angle between the

particle line and the time axis is proportional to the velocity of the particle. A particle moving with

constant acceleration traces a parabolic curve. A particle with rotational motion in the image plane

forms a spiral in spacetime. A particle with rotational motion orthogonal to the image plane forry,s

a sinusoidal trajectory in spacetime. Objects (connected, rigid groups of particles) form generalized

cylinders whose axes parallel the trajectories of the constituent particles.

As discussed in sections I and III, we assume that noise is uhtcorrelated over time and in space.

Whereas true features form coherent trajectories in spacetime, noise does not. We use this lack of
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coherence to eliminate the noise a much as possible

In our experiments, we used the following as spacetime operators: 3D median filter. 3D opening.

3D closing, 3D openclose. 3D tophat. A median filter in spacetime acts much like the 2D median. It

will eliminate sparse salt-and-pepper noise while preserving step edges In spacetime. however, the

edges include event boundaries - the sudden appearance or disappearance of objects. If the spatial

support of the object is larger than the structuring element, if it has sharp edges and if it appears

or disappears quickly. then the median filter will preserve the object.

To con3truct an intensity distribution, a 3D opening translates a structuring element to each

point of spacetine and adjusts the intensity of the SE so that no pixel in the SE is brighter than

its corresponding spacetime pixel. This obliterates any bright events whose spaetime support is

smaller than the SE. A closing is smular to the opening except that it adjusts the intensity of the SE

so that no pi~el in the SE is darker than its corresponding spacetime pixel. This removes any dark

areas with spaetine support smaller than the SE. To remove both light and dirk noise requires

either an openclose or a closeopen.

A tophat or rolling ball transform is the pointwise difference between the original image sequence

and the opening. It. of course, contains all bright events with small support. i.e. noise and thin

features. An inverted tophat or inverted rolling ball transform is the pointwise difference between

the closing and the original image sequence: it contains all dark events with small support Through

a process analogous to the 2D algorithm, we use the openclose and the tophat for noise reduction

3D SPACETIME NOISE REDUCTION ALGORITHM

I. Select a structuring element, S. somewhat larger in maximum 2D spatial extent than the

smallest unportant image features. The time extent of the SE should be at least three frames.

Select this minimum if there is much rapid motion of features. Select a larger time dimension

is the features ar moving less slowly. For noise reduction. the SE should be either a constant

gray-level spheroid or a spheroid that is brighter in the middle than at the edges. We have

gotten the best results from oblate spheroids (a sphere squashed in the time dimension) with

a gray-level at the center that !s from 6 to 12 gray-levels larger than at the edges.

2. Perform an openclose on the image sequence. I. using S Call the result OC

3 Compute a tophat transform. TH = I - OC. Set any negative pixels to zero.

4 Compute an inverted tophat, IT = OC - I. Set any negative pixels to zero

. Threshold TH at b to ehnunate most bright noise. Call this THi

6 Open the support of THI with a 3x3x3 cube, a cube without corners (a 3D plus), or a 5x5x5

quasi disk SE to eliminate small bright regions. Call this TH2

7. Subtract b from all nonzero pixels in TH2. Call this TH3.

8 Threshold IT at d to eliminate most dark noise. Note that IT is a -negative" image. A bright

spot in IT represents a dark spot in I that could not be approximated by S Thus, when

thresholding IT we retain values greater than the threshold, just as with TH Call this ITI

9 Open the support of ITl with a 3x3x3 cube. a cube without corneis (a 3D plus), or a 5x5x5

quasi disk SE to eliminate small bright regions Call this IT2

10 Subtract d from ai nonzero pixels of IT2 Call this 1T3

11 Add TH3 to OC

12 Subtract IT3 from OC + TH3 15-14



We have tested various 3D spacetime morphological operators on a very noisy image sequence of

a rocket firing. We used oblate spheroids as SE's. Those we tried included:

1. 5x5x5 median

2. 7x7x5 opening

3. 7x7x5 tophat enhanced opening

4. 7x7x5 median

5. 7x7x5 openclose

6. 15x15x5 median

7. 15x15x5 openclose

8. 15xl5x5 tophat enhanced openclose

9. 15x15x5 tophat

10. 15x15 operclose on each frame individually

On the image sequence we used, we got the best results from the 15x15x5 tophat enhanced

openclose. The 15x15x5 openclose without enhancement did a very good job as we!!. The noise was

mostly eliminated; that was obvious by inspection. Examination of the tophat transform showed

that it contained mostly noise; there was little or no indication of the coherent image features within

it. The cleaned-up time sequence was very smooth both in space and time. Interestingly, the 15x15

openclose applied frame by frame with no time dependence resulted in imagery that was smoother

spatially than the original. But, the time sequence was "jumpy" or "jittery". As a result, the

sequence still looked quite noisy. The 15x15x5 median filter removed noise but also tended to blur

the image more than the enhanced openclose. The smaller filters did noticeably clean up noise, but

did not smooth the sequence as well as the larger operators.
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VI RECOMMENDATIONS

Three dimensional spacetime morphological operators are very useful for the noise reduction of

time-sequence video images of rocket tests. The tophat enhanced openclose operator with an oblate

spheroidal structuring element is especially adept. Median filters also clean noise well but tend to

blur features more than the enhanced openclose. In some cases the openclose without enhancement

works quite well

This report only scratches the surface of 3D morphological operators for time-sequence image

enhancement and analysts. In particular, more study done on structuring element shape. Time axis

cylinders, and solid and hollow paraboloids, hyperboloads, and hourglasses would make excellent

velocity-tuned or acceleration-tuned filters that would permit the extraction of particles moving in

particular directions or with particular velocities. This could be of great assistance in the analysis

of fluid flow

Also new morphological operators that take advantage of a third dimension can be devised and

should be explored. For example. an minmax operator that takes the nmnimum over a time interval

of the maxima from the spatial neighborhoods in each time slice of the interval. Such an operator 4

would track bright and dark moving particles. Coupled with the velocity-tuned structuring elements,

these filters could be quite sensitive and highly selective
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VIII. APPENDIX: COMPUTER PROGRAM MORPH3D

To carry out this research, I wrote two computer programs to perform morphological image

processing. One was for 2D morphology of single still images. The other was for 3D morphology of

image sequences. The following is a "man page" description of the 3D program.

morph3d <FileList [>LogFile] -m eldiolcir [-i gjb] [-s gib] [-o sf] [-t nnn (mmm]] [-r medlnnn] [-z]

[-f slope inter] [-1] -k SEFile I 3x3x3 I 5x~x5 I plus I auto xxx yyy zzz [vvv]

where:

" FileList is an ascii file containing the filenames of the individual frames of the image sequence.

Each frame must be a sun rasterfile of identical format. (Type <FileList so the file is read in

through stdin.)

" Out is the pathname of a file for a log the program's activity. If this is omitted, the log is

displayed in the csh window. (Type >LogFile so the file is output through stdout.)

" The letter following -m indicates the morphological operation:

e - erode

d -dilate

o - open

C - close

r - rank filter

t - top hat transform (image minus opening)

b - top hat transform (closing minus image)

one of these letters must be specified; there is no default.

" Switch -i indicates that the next letter tells the image type: either g for a gray-level image or

b for a binary image. If-i is not included, the default is gray-level.
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" Switch -s indicates that the next letter tells the structuring element type: either b for a binary

SE or g for a gray-level SE. If-s is not included, the default is binary.

* The letter following -o, either s or f, indicates that the operation is either a set operation or a

function operation. (See reference.) If -sf is not included, the default is set operation.

" -t nnn [mmm] indicates that a threshold of value nnn from below (and mmm from above; if

unspecified mmm == 255) will be used on the input if the following 2 criteria are true: the

input is a gray-level image AND the operation is a set operation. If the two criteria are true

and -t nnn [mmm] is not included, the operation is treated as a function and set proc,xsing

(FSP) operation (See ref.). If the criteria are not true and -t nnn is specified anyway, it is

ignored.

" Switch -r is meaningful only if-m r is specified., Then the field following -r indicates the order

cf the filter. If the letters 'med" are in the field, a median filter is used. If the field contains

a number, nnn, then that value is used. If -m r is specified and -r med-nnn is not, the rank

filter defaults to a median filter.

" The presence of swi.tch -z tells the program NOT to zero-pad the boundary of the image. With

this option, the output image has a border of zeros inside it the width and height of the SE.

That is, the transformed area of the output image is smaller than the actual image dimensions.

This is, in a sense, a more accurate result than the zero padded default. To zero pad the input

permits the program to transform the border region, but it does this on the assumption that

the original scene was black outside the image. This, of course, is almost never true. Thus,

the border region is inaccurately transformed. Use this switch if accuracy is more important

than having an image that is "colored in" out to the boundary.

* Switch -f tells the program to scale the output of the operation by multiplying each output

pixel by slope and adding inter. Instead of the words "slope" and "inter', the user supplies

two floating point numbers (or integers).

" Switch -1 tells the program to display the log file info in the stderr window as it computes in

addition to dumping it to stdout.
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* Switch -k indicates that the next field 'is one of 5 things:

1,1 "3x3x3" - specifies the structuring element to be a 3 by 3 by 3 cube of white pixels.

(Don't use the quotes " on the actual command line.)

2. "plus" - specifies the SE to be a 3 by 3 by 3 "+" shaped set of white pixels.

3. "5x5x5" - specifies the SE to be a 5x5 quasi sphere (cube without corners) of white pixels.

4. "auto xxx yyy zzz (vvv]" - the program makes an SE. The self-made SE is a sphere

with support covering xxx pixels horizontally, yyy pixels vertically, and zzz pixels across

frames. xxx, yyy, and zzz must be odd. If specified, vvv is the gray level of the center

pixel, If is not given, the level defaults to WHITE (255). If "auto" is specified the SE

type is set to gray. The -o switch can be used to indicate a function operation (for full

generality) or a set operation (in which case only the support of the disk is important -

the gray-levels are ignored).

5. If the field following -k is not one of the above, then the string, called SEFILE in the

usage example, is taken as the pathname of a structuring element file. If the user has
an environment variable called SEPATH, the program appends SEFILE to it for the

complete pathname.

A structuring element file is an ASCII file of integers separated by spaces. The first three

numbers, z, y, -, are the horizontal, vertical, and frame dimensions in pixels of the smallest

box that will cover the structuring element., z, y and : must be > 0. The next three numbers,

i, j, k are the horizontal, vertical, and frame coordinates, respectively, of the SE origin., The

origin is expected to be in the covering box. The front upper left hand corner of the box

has coordinates (0,0,0); the back lower right is (z- l,y - I,: - 1)., Following the first six

integers are z x y x - integers separated by spaces. These numbers are the SE elements. Their

interpretation depends on the morphological operation being performed.

Ngative SE elements are ALWAYS treated as logical DON'T CAREs. That is, when the

operation is in progress, image pixels under negative SE elements are ignored. Thus, the

support of the SE is limited to those elments that are nonnegative. This permits the creation

of odd-shaped and multiply connected SE's.
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If the input sequence is flagged binary, -i b, (i.e. pixels grouped as zero and not zero), and the

SE is flaged binary, -s b, then the SE is used to perform a hit-or-miss transform. In this case,

zero SE elements cover the "miss" support and nonzero (positive) elements cover the "hit"

support. The gray-levels other than this are ignored.

If the input sequence is flagged -i b and the SE is flagged gray (-s g) then the nonnegative (both

zero and greater than zero) SE elements determine the support of a"hit-only" transform. That

is, the nonnegative suport is used as a standard "set"-type SE for set (binary) morphology.

(Of course, the other gray-level info is ignored.)

Note: If the input is flagged -i b, then the flag [-o s-f] is ignored.

Here are the possible gray-level image sequence flags and the resulting interpretation of the

SE elements:

-i g -s b -o a Function-set morphology on support of strictly greater than zero SE elements.

-i g -s b -o f Same as above.

-i g -s g -o s Function-set morphology on support of nonnegative (greater than or equal

to zero) SE elements.

-i g -s g -o f Function-function morphology on support of nonnegative SE elements.
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On the Hazard of Combustion, Chamber Oscillations in a Large Freeiet. Test-Cell

by

John M. Russelland Grant. M. Watson

ABSTRACT

The Aeropropulsion Systems Test Facility (ASTF) at the Arnold Engineering Development

Center (AEDC) is to be used to test the powerplant for the National Aerospace Plane (NASP). The

NASP powerplant isan airbreathing hydrogen fueled engine and is to be tested in a 'freejet' mode,

L!e. not. all of t i inlet ai. in the test, cell is to be ingested by the engine. Some of that air-the

"freejet spillage'-will flow past the engine to simulate the environment, in which the engine will

operate, Unplanned releases of hydrogen into the test cell (which may result from a flameout or

leak in the fuel line) willallow it to mix with freiet spillage air and, if not disposed of, expose-the

facility to any of several potentially destructive combustion phenomena, One concept, for a hydrogen

disposition system (HDS) involves burning the hydrogen at an array of flameholders installed in the

test, facility tor that purpose.

The present report. focuses specifically on tith hazard of combustion chamber oscillations in

the region dowstream of such an array of flameholders. Combustors in rocket engines and rainjets

anld afterburners in turbojets commonly experience such oscillationsduring development and, if

not controlled, can destroy the device in which they arise. The physical proccesses involved in

combustion chamber oscillations and theories for modeling them are reviewed, The usual trial-and-

error approach for the development of combustion chambers for engines is not feasible when the

device at risk is th& ASTF. Technologies for suppressing such oscillations (e the use of acoustic

liners, baffles. and water spray) are reviewed. One conclusion of the report is that an HDS concept.

based'on afterburning without any artifices for the suppression of resonant combustion introduces a

credible threat to the ASTF and that further study of oscillation suppression devices in this geometry

is called for.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The present concept for the National Aerospace Plane (NASP) features an, airbreathing pow-

erplant fueled by hydrogen. The reliability of sud a powerplant is a.strong function of the kind

of testing it is subject. to during its development. Testing of the powerplant, under conditions that

simulate the high altitudes and supersonic speeds in which it is designed to operate is essential to

such development. Of the various engine testing facilities in the free world, the one that conies

closest to fit.tingthe needs of the NASP engine development program is the Aeropropulsion-Systems

Test Facility (ASTF) at the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) at Arnold Air Force

Base in Tennessee.

The ASTF feat.ures two test, cells. The one in which the NASP engine is to be tested will he

a -free jet." cell as distinguished from a "direct connection" cell. In a direct connection cell, all the

air that enters the cell passes through the engine. In a free jet facility, air passes both through-and

around'the engine. The air that. flows around the engine in a free jet facility is sometimes called

"freciet spilig' ".and we will apply that term in this document."

If during.esting of the NASP powerplant. unburned hydrogen is discharged into the engine

exhaust or the free jet spillage air, following perhaps, a flameout or a rupture of a fuel line, the

resulting mixture of combustible gases may be explosive, Now t lie ASTF facility cost oil the order

of 64,10. million to build. The engincers who plan the testing of the NASP engine in the ASTF must

therefore design a Hydrogen Disposition System (HDS) to render the gases down reani of the test

engine nonexplosive under all credible contingencies,

Three broad classes of lIDS concepts have been considered by personnel at AEDC (L STEPuENS

& JORDAN (1988)), namely Inerting, Plant, Bypass, and Afterburning. Inerting the explosive gases

by injection of nitrogen or carbon dioxide can be effective, but the cost, of procuring these gases in t lie

amounts required is great. as is the cost of installing suitable pumping apparatus. Inerting by steam

would eliminate much of the cost of procuring inert gases but the inerting action of the steam may

be defeated by the dehumidifyiug action of the machinery in the ASTF exhaust plant. A reversion

of the exhaust gas from an inert form to an explosiveform in the exhaust plant would expose the

machinery there to an unacceptable risk. The concept of Plant Bypass involves installation of a scoop

(ownstream of the vest engine to collect the most hazardous gases and exhaust them separately from

the free jet spillage. This option is also prohibitively expensive.

Afterburning is an HDS concept in which piloted flameholders. torches. or other incendiary

devices are installed downstream of the engine to burn off the combustibles in a controlled fashi'on.

In this concept, a portion of the test, cell between the test engine and the exhaust )lant operates

like the afterburner of a jet engine (or. possibly. the combustor of a ramijet). STEPHENS & JORDAN
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(1988), for example, favorafterburning over other HDS-concepts on.thegrounds-,that it-requires~the-

least radical'facility inodifications lo install and available ~techno-logy iqgpr ,o~ece~htie

cornbuiabiegases in the test cell can indeedbe ign -ei lid~a"trito~i4y,

The hazard .ofad sin&l catastrophic detonationis, perhaps, the mnost, obviousdstiiuctive coon-

bust-ion phenonienonto consider, but it, does not, exhaust time class of destrictive~cob-nibustion'r~laed

hazards to which t-he ASTIF mnay be exposed. even with,,iburnoffsysteni in~stalled. To see how other

destructive combustion related- hazards may arise even witlua hiydrogel' burhoffsysteni installed, we

refer to an article by OLSONT(1960) in a contribution-to the Princeton Serie.s-on~High Speed Aerody-

namics and 'Jet, Propulsion. Volunmc X1 (titled Design and Porforrnahwo of Cyas Turbine Powerplants)

*'Aparticnlar clams of vibration known generally as coimbustion oscillations ,honild be mentioned,

here. Comibnstion oscillations are essentially periodic fluctuations in-coinhustor pressure-tltat, are

maintained by the combifstion process.

These oscillations rhay occur occasionally and nnexpectedly in duicted burners of various

kinds. although they are miost often encountered in rockeitu-. rainjetq-,~ and afterbutrners-,

They are to be (list ingu ished fromn rongh burninig, or intertnittent explosions somnetimes resilting
front imnproper fuiel-air mixtures,

'lhe- amplituides of-combtistion oscillations are often quite high, equal Ia, or greater than the

operating pressure of the system. Freqoaencies. too, are after quoite high, frorn-hundrects to thout-

sanids of cycles per s;econd. giving rise to tortninology such as cungging'. 'howling', 'cemn'

Iscreeching', and so forth. Tlhese high ainplitude.s andi high frequnencies together with e-nhanced

combustion temiperatures andi heat transfer rates. ttsnally produtce catastrophic failutre of (lhe ('oin-

hustion device."

(i114. p) 3,14). In a pap~er titledl -DrivingStanding Wsaves by [fear Addition". BL.Mc'IVR (4952)

w.riteos:

-,Ii most case-;. a-given coin bustor that exhibits one or mnore of thes;e instabilities can be

mnodified by a uniiber of trial and error miethods, and the instabilities clitinated withint the design

range of operating conmditions. ror~exaiple. chugginig rockets are quieted byivIcreasing the pres, Ire
drop across the injectors-, squealing in afterburners ii :mbdued by increasing tile velocity past thle
flamie holders.

The art of coinbustor design iii its present state allows the designer itt inoo cases to -enre' a

specific burner of instabilities when they arise but cam in ito way guarantee that a new design will
be free of thein.

(bL.. p 2). Mlany quotations of similar gist may be found in papers and review articles by other

authors. Partictularly noteworthy in this regard are the reviews by Ross & DATNER (19354). Pu rNANt

(1964). the reference book edlited lby HARRJE &, REARDON (1972). atnd (7ULIot (1989).

The case for devoting someC resources to the analysis of combustion chamber oscillations in)

designing the apparatus for the planned testing of the NASP engine in the ASTF may bestuinmai'ized
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* as follows. When the only hardware exposed to the risk of combustion chamber instablity -is ajet or

rocket engine, the tiial-and-error approach to combustion chamber development is feasible. When-

,the hardware at risk is a- facility, as expensive as the ASTF however, the trial-an d-error approach

* is out, of the question. A sat-isfactorydesigin ust inspire confidence that thme hazard of destructive

combustion chamiber plinomona in general, and conmbustion chamber oscillations in lparticular, has

lbeen.reduccd -to-a reasonable minimum before testing of the NA SP-engine-in the- ASTF commenc-es.

T'hree points emerge fromn our s-,udy of the literature-on this subject:

(i) Acoustic waves-oflarge amplitude can be destructive to combustion chambers:4

-(ii) Acoustic waves-can p)ropagat() through any gas. including lburnt. gas dlownstream of an array of

flaameholders- in a hydrogeuxhurnofi'system.

,(iii) Like any ot-hor~gas filled container, a combustion chamiber dlownst-ream of an array of fiarnelold-

ers is an acoustic resonator. An array of fiamepholders forms p~at. of the internal boundary of

that resonator. UInlike a. smnooth rigid wall. however, the fiamecholders (and the flames attached

'to tlmn) may reflect. acou.5tic waves so as-to increaise their energy (&i section VII below). -In the

absence of effective damp~ing iiiechianisms, these energy increases can he cumulative and lead,

after suifficiently manny cycles, to a large amiplitude p~otet~iiially destructive oscillation.

Thiese points indicate that comibustion chamiber instability is due as much to the boundary con-

(lit-ions of (-he resonator in which -it arises as to the combust ibility of t(lie gas as such.

The avoidance of destructivo comnbu.4tioii chamnber instahilty is a requiremient that an accept-able

dlesign of a hydrogen biirnoff systemi for the ASTF mutst satisfy. The rest, of this docunient-is mecant

to -support- efforts to mneet- his requirement.

11. OBJECTIVES

Thme objectives of our research effort this sumimer w~ere:

1. Study the literature on dlestructive p~henomenla analogous to that,- of an afterburning hydrogen

dlisposition system for the C- I test cell of the ASTF and describe ini-broad outline their physical

mechanisms.

2'. Classify the various hazardous phenomena that can occur and assess their relative credibilities

as a threat, to the ASTF.

:3. Reconmmend measures to mnitigate thme hazards to the ASTE from (dest-ructive comnbustion phie-

noniena.
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III. APPROACHES TAKEN AND NATURE OF THE RESULTS

There are many similarities between the action of a combustor or afterburner- in a- jet engine

and the action of a -Hydrogen Disposition System for the ASTF-based on the afterburning concept.

Both systems involve injection of conbustible material into a moving airstream in a duct, deliberate

ignition of the combustibles, and anchoring of the resulting flame at bluff body flameholders. Ramjet

combustors and afterburners on turbojet engines normally featifre stibsonic flow in the interior of

the chamber and a choked nozzle at the outlet. In this respect, the flow in cell C-I of tile ASTF

differs from jet engine flows, since in the ASTF there is not supposed to be choked flow at, the outlet,
4-

Besides the diffe'ence associated with the choked nozzle, jet engine flows are also of smaller scale

and typically of lower Reynolds number than is the intended flow inthe ASTF.

Despite these limitations in the analogy, we assumed that ,the class of internal flows in jet

propulsion devices-more nearly represents the flow likely to occur in cell C-Lin the ASTF than does

any other class of flows for which a mature literature is available.

We began our reading this summer by consulting several of the twelve volumes of-the Princeton-

Series on Hi h Speed Aerodvamics and .Jet Propulsion, published by the Princeton University Press

in the late fifties and the early sixties, Besides providing lucid expositions of the relevant fluid

dynalics, we found citations of many useful primary sources. especially those published by the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Once we had learned the customary terminology

in the field, we were able to look up more recent contributions in the indexes, especially the

Iniernational Aerosiace Abstracts. The reference lists in the documents we found led us to still

more sources in the usual way. The technical library~at the Arnold Engineering Developnent Center

has an excellent, collection of documents published by agencies of the U.S. government and the NATO

Advisory Group for Aeronautical Research and Development. In the few cases where a document

we needed was not in the library collection, the staff obtained it, through interlibrary loan.
In view of the obiectives stated above, we have not tried to generate any results in the nature of

calculations or measurements of our own. An attempt to produce such results before fully mining the

rich literature that is available on the subject would have been premature. Our approach stenned

from a recognition that, in developing the necessary technology for the Uydrogen Disposition System

for the ASTF, our hosts at AEDC must continually update their assessment of which phenomena

pose the greatest threat to the safe operation of the facility. Our contribution (or "'result") is

an argument that combustion instabilities belong in the class of phenomena that deserve serious

attention.

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF COMBUSTION CIAMBER OSCILLATIONS

Consider a container in the form of a right circular cylinder. If the container is filled with gas.
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then many possible -modes of vibration of the gas are possible. If the particle motions associated

with one mode are all parallel to the axis of the-cylinder, then that mode is called longitudinal. Lon-

gitudinal modes are often called organ-oive modes. If, alternatively, the-particle motionsassociated

with a mode are all perpendicular to the cylinder axis, then that, mode is called lateral. Lateral

modes may be divided into various classes. Thus, lateral'modes may be',axisymmetric with no. swirl, 'A

In such modes, the particle motionsare radial and the instantaneous surfaces of constant pressure

are coaxial cylinders interior to-th vessel. Such lateral modes-are called rad. In another class

of lateral mode, the instantaneous pressure on any circle centered on the cylinder axis and lying

in a cross seetional plane varies sinusoidally with respect to the azimuth, angle. The simplest such '4

nonradial lateral mode is one in which thepattern of disturbance pressure can be made stationary

by viewing it relative to a suitably spinning reference friame. S,:ch a feature of the motion suggests

the term spiauinz mode and this term is common. In using t heterm '-spinning mode", however,

one must. not surmise-that there is any mean swirl, necessarily associatedwith it.

A given spinning mode may be used to define a second spinning mode by reflecting the first

th rough a plane of symmetry that passes through the cylinder axis. The superposition of such a pair

of spinning modes is sometimes called a transverse or sloshing mode. The literature on combustion

chamber instability imputes considerahle destructive potential-to the first transverse mode (see

chapter V below). For a given-combustion chamber geometry, the fundamental longitudinal mode

is typically of muchlower frequency than the first transverse mode, Such differences in~frequencies

gives rise to differences in nomenclature. Thus, an experimental study of combustor screech would

typically apply to a transverse oscillation and one on rumble in an afterburner would typically apply

to a longitudinal oscillation,

Some acoustic lodes ill cylindrical geometry are neither longitudinal tior lateral, The locus of

points where the instantaneous pressure is, a maintum may, for example, have the shape of a coil

spring or helix. For present. pur'poses, we will call such modes helicoidal.

The scientific literature on the coupling of heat addition with acoustic phenomena is old and

a review of nineteenth century work on the subject may be found in a chapter titled "Theory of

Resonators" in volume II of RAYLEIGH'S Theory of sound (1896). Thus, for example, RIJKE (1859)

reported an experiment in which organ pipe waves were generated by heat addition at a wire gauze

situated at. a cross section of the pipe. If a mean axial draft is maintained in the pipe and if the

gauze is situated about one fourth of the length of the pipe inside the inlet. then the pipe will

radiate sound spontaneously. The RIJKi, tube phenomenon is not sensitive to the precise manner

in which heat is added to the moving gas at, the gauze. Thus. sound is produced if heat is added

during the transient cool down of an initially hot gauze (el. RAYLEIGH (1896, p 232)). or if the
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pipe is a combustion chamberand the gauze is its flameholder (BAILEY (1957)). Sound canalso be

produced if thegauze is heated electrically. According to RAYLEIGH "...by keeping the gauzehot

by the current from a powerful galvanic battery. RIJKE was able.to obtain the prolongation of'the

sound for an indefinite period" (iii.). RAYLEIGH (1896, pp 226-227) quotesa passage from an 1878

article by him.in Volume XVIII, p 319 of Nature, in. which he proposed that- an acoustic wave may

gain energy each cycle if the time dependent addition of heat is in phase with the passage of the

high density portion of the wave. Many subsequent authors refer to the above criterion for sound

generation as Ravlei lh's criterion.

.Combustion chamber oscillations of the organ pipe type can be modeled by theories that involve

only one space dinension, namely the axial coordinate. Such theories are less complicated'than are

theories of lateral oscillations. The reminder of this report will contain discussion of both types of

oscillation.

V. ON THE SELECTIVE AMPLIFICATION OF LATERAL OSCILLATIONS TO DESTRUC-

TIVE AMPLITUDES

Several authors have reviewed the literature on combustion chamber oscillations in general and

lateral oscillations in particular, As we mentioned in chapter I above, we have found the reviews by

Ross &- DA'I'NER (1953),and PUTN.M (196')) to be especially useful as is the introductio,1 to the

reference book Liquid Propellant Rocket Combustion instability, edited by lIAltRJ & REAItDON

(HARRJE & RE,%RDON (1972)). Subsection 1,2.2 of that work was written by T,A. COULT.S and is

titled "Classification". CourLT,'S divides combustion chamber instabilities into three broad classes.

namely "low frequency, chug". "high frequency" instability or "resonant combustion", and "inter-

mediate frequency, buzz". CouIurAs describes the high frequency kind as "the most destructive"

(ibid.. p 17). Section 1.3 of the same chapter is called "Historical survey" anduis written by D.T.

HARRJE. IJARiE writes that ',..resonant combustion is perhaps the most. dramatic way to destroy

an engine (irnout in a matter of milliseconds)..." (ibid., p 34).

In a paper titled "On Strong Transverse Waves Without Shocks in a Circular Cylinder", MASLEN

& MOORE (1956) supply a theoretical argument in support of the hypothesis that transverse oscil-

lations typically reach higher amplitudes than do longitudinal ones. On page 583 of this paper, they

point out that

•"In a plane wave. the mechanism by which a pressure pulse steepens into a shock is well

known-the high pressure portion of the pulse has an elevated speed of sound. and hence overtakes

the low pressure portion ahead of it. A pulse moving transversely in a cylinder is also subject to

the steepening effect: however, steepening is complicated by the scattering effect of a continuous

reflection at a curved wall."
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The ultimate result of such wave steepening in one dimension is, of course, the formation of a shock.

Now compresssible flows may be irrotational and isentropic. The velocity fieldsof those that, are

may be represented as the gradient of a velocity potential ;. If one refrains from making any small

amplitude assumptions. P satisfies a nonlinear partial. differential equation called "the full potential

equation". The full potential equation reduces to the (linear) acoustic wave equation'in the limit

of infinitesimal amplitude signals propagating through a gas nominally at rest. MASLEN & MOORE

(19-56) define an amplitude parameter e for the disturbances and seek a Solution of the full potential

equation in the form of.a perturbation aeries, i.e.

-441 + (2l (2. -) + C 7(3) + .. l

in which ;( t,;t2),... are new unkniowu functions that, are independetit of . Since MASLEN ,

MOORE were interested in modeling transverse modes, they also took the ; 1?a3, n {I,2.3..

to be independent of the axial coordinate x. If one substitutes the series (1) in place of ; in the

(nonlinear) fill potential equation and appeals to the linear independence of distinct powers of c. then

one may condude that the coefficients of like powers of e on tie two sides of the resulting equation

must balance separately. In this way MASLEN & MIOORE decomposed the original nonlinear equation

for p into a sequence of linear equations for the ,tP,), 1 E {1. 2,3. .... ). rhis technique, in which one

substitutes a trial solution il the form of a series in powers of a small parameter c into ail exact

equation and balances coefficients of-like powers of c, is tie unifying theine of what mathenuaticians

nowadays call perturbation theory. This aspect of the technique applied by MASLN &N MOORE is

orthodox.

'rile equalion for €11) is Ihe (hologeleous) acoustic wave equation. The e(qution for each higher

order solution )1, n E {1,2, 3 .... ) is an inhomogoneous elupation whose lomogeneous operator is

tlhe acoustic wave operator and whose inhonogenous part involves tle functions ," I-l ,tn-1."

1P(1 anld their derivatives. fly appropriate allowance for anplitude lependence of the frequency of

a listurbance, MASLEN & MOORE found that shock free solutions of finite amplitude (i... of order

C or higher) could indeed be found. Thus, they write (jbiL., p .390)

"The cylindrical mode can not be regarded as a train of distinct pulses, but is rather an

interference pattern, in which the scattering effect of the wall overcomes any tendency for compo-

nents to steepen into shocks such as occur in a plane mode of oscillation."

(eiphasis ours). The significance of this result in the context of jet engines is summarized by the

following passage (ibL. p .386)

"So far as the internal aerodynamics of a jet engine are concerned, the pos.sible permanence of

strong isentropic waves is likely to be important in the following sense: if the combustion proccess

is able to provide energy to drive an oscillation in any mode. then large amplitudes will tend to
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be associated with modes having small inherent damping. Thus, perhaps. transverse oscillations,

may commonly be more-severe than longitudinal, the latter being subject to shock losses."

Trhis argument of MASLEN & MOORE is persuasive as-long as the passage of a shock does not initiate

combustion of the shocked gas. If it, does, the possibility arises that- a strongshock can initiate rapid

enough combustion of the gas behind, it for, the-energy released by the combustion- to drive the shock

in the manner of a (detonation wave. CLAYTON. RoaGEao. & SOT-TER (1968) reported tests of a,

liquid fuieled rocket combustion chamber in which --a steep fronted high amplitude pressure -wttve

swept, "about. the combustion chamiber-axis (hitring a destructive liquid rocket resonant combustion

miode. .. " . The ratio of the pressure ( it the hlot, side of the wave to the pressure onl the cold side

was ais large as twenty, q value typical of one (dimensional dlet onation-.waves in gases. Trhe nominal

chamber pressure was 300 psi. so-the inside wall of the combustion chatuber near the injector plate

was subject. to transient, pressures on the order of three tons per square inch.

In the controlled experiments reported by CLAYTON, ROC;ERO. k- SOTTER (1968), thle flow

in an -initially smnooth running engine is dlisturb~ed by "ain electrically initiated bomb pulse". wvhich

"p~recipitatedl the resonant. combustion miode" (iblid, p 12,53). According to these authors, "-it was

later demonstrated, 4i,1 .,I - different. but similar engine that, was spontaneously resonant, that thle

violent sustainled oscillatory tmode observed was not forced by the character of the initiating technique

itsel'ibid. p) 253). ('LAYTroN t ;L. report, resul ts obtained in a variety of chamber geotiiet ries.

In one peomietry. which these authors call a "stepped chamber". an annular groove is cttt into the

cylinder wall just. dlownstream of thle injector plate. Onl page 1258,of their p~aper. CLAYTON. !11a.

rep~ort. that.

'-The stepped chaunher restili. itidicate. hiowev'er, that ,.hockt, are not alwaysk present for the

spinninig inode, hk this case. an as yet ill defined propellaitt wall relatiotiship was appareti thy

varied which thent did not allow the devet,nnmemt of a -;evere steel) fronted wave. For the sake of

distinguishing the latter phenomenta fromn the destructive mode exhiibited hy the-'Aiandard chamber.

we call the stepped-chauer imode inondestructiv c-event though it mnay still ho an undesirable

oscillation from am operational viewpoint."

V.The groove, inl Whlat. ('LAYTO.N. (It al. call the "-stepped chamiber" is similar to "-acoustic slots"

described by T.A. COULTs. C'.L. OBERG. & 3.M. SENNEF in HARRJE. &, REARDON (1972,§~8.3.6).

Section 8.3 of this reference book is thirty-one -page long and is titled "&'oustic Liners". Article

8.3.6 "Further Acoustic Absorber Applications"' begins onl page 426. C'ouL'As. et al. repeatedly

cite a report by OBERcG titled "-Final Report-Litiar Mlodumle Ascent Engine Acoustic Cavity Study"

(Rocketdyne Report number R-7935. August 1969) as a case history of the successful use of acoustic

slots to suppress combtustion chamiber instability. It appears that acoustic liners in general andl

acoustic slots in particular are artifices that often supjpress combustion chamber oscillations when
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they arise unexpectedly in development programs.

To summarize the point of this chapter, one interpretation of the results of MASLEN & MOORE

(1956) and CLAYTON. et. al.,(1968)is that the energy of an unstable combustion chaiber oscillation

may be selectively accumulated in all- isentropic lateral mode up to an amplitude at which the

high temperatures associated with isentropic compression in the wave begin to induce significant A,

enthapy release by combustion. Such additional enthalpy release may result in wave steepening

and shock fornation such that losses associated with irreversible processes in the shock are more

than compensated for by the associated enthalpy released by combustion. The result may be a high

amplitude detonation-like wave. An essential ingredient for tie formation of such a wave. namely,

the selective accIIIulation of wave energy in a transverse mode, may be removed and the instability

.suppressed if sone kind of acoustic absorber is present to dissipate wave energy in the core region

of the combustion dmmber.

Vl EXCITArION OF LATERAL OSCILLATIONS,IN COMBUSTION CHAMBERS BOUNDED

UPSTREAM BY AN ARIAY OF FLAMEHOLDERS

ROGERS , MARBLE (1955,1956) report the results of a very perceptive study of the phenomenon

of screeching combustion in the region of hot gas downstream of a premixed flame attached to a

flaneliolder in a rel cangilbr duct. These authors niasured the t itno dependentlt pressures at various

places on the chamber wall with electrical traisducers. They also took high speed notion pictures

ofrthe niatural plume ilUmuination and' made still pictures by the spark schlieren technique. The duct,

had a cross section four inches in height and one inch in span. The flameholder was two dimensional

and spanned the duct. It was symmetrical about the duct, centerline and had the cross sectional

shape of an isosceles triangle (with apex angle 20 = .13' and apex pointing upstream). The axial

length of tlhe Ilameholder was h = :3.5 in, Its base b was therefore 2h tan ;z 2,757 in. so the

portion of the duct cross sectional area blocked by the flameholder in front view was 68.93%. The

combustible gas was a mixture of vaporized industrial paint thinner anld air. With the aid of this

apparatus, ROGERS & MARBLE correlated screech limits with f arameters such as equivalence ratio

o (fuel to air ratio for the actual mixture divided by fuel to air ratio of a stochiometric mixture), tile

combustor inlet total temperature, the conibustor miass flow rate, and the combustion chamber inlet,

MACIH number. ROGERS & MARBLE point out that "the most direct indication of screech is the

[time averaged] total pressure loss across the conbustion chamber". They illustrated the transition

into and out of the screech regioii by plotting the combustion chamber total pressure loss ratio as a

function of o and found a hysteresis effect: the lean screech limit for increasing o was higher than

the lean screech limit for decreasing o. The lean screech limit for decreasing o was, in turn. lower

than the lean blowofT limit of the flame. ROGERS & MARBLE also found that the difference in o
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between the lean blowoff limit and the lean screech -limits decreased- if the temperature of the fresh

gaswas increased.

As interesting as these measurements of thie tme averaged flow are, they reveal less about the

mechanism-of combustion chamber instability than do the results of highspeed photography and

measurement of time dependentwall pressures. The flow about a flameholder, like-the flow about

any other bluff body with salient edges. exhibits a low-speed region of recirculating fluid in its wake.

This low speed fluid consists mostly ofhot burnt gas and is sandwiched between regions of fast

moving fresh gas. There is a turbulent mixingylaer between these regions which, like most mixing

layers, exhibits what are now called "organized vortices" (cl. BRowN & ROSHKO-(1974)). Rocas
& MARBLE observed that the size of these -;ganized vortices was much greater in screeching flow

than in smooth flow. In screeching flow,the organized vortices shed at the lips of the flameholder

were shed asymmetrically about the duct centerline and the shedding frequency measured by analysis

of the motion picture films matched the frequency of the dominant, oscillation of the wall pressure

(measured by transducers). In the abstract of the second paper. ROGERS & MARBLE wrote:

"The following mechanism of exciting the oscillation is suggested. A- iode of transverse os-

cilation is excited as theresult of periodic transport of combustible material. associated with the
vorticea, into the hot wake of the flamneholder, The vortices, in turn, are generated at the flamti-
ilder lips by the fluctuating transverse velocity. When the ignition time delay lies in the proper

range, the phase relationship betweet-oscillations in transverse velocity and comubustion intensity

is such that the oocillation is amtplified,"

A review of combustion chamber oscillations by PUTNAM (1964),includes a sympathetic discussion

of ROGERS & MARBLE'S proposed mechanism. We have not found any literature published in the

intervening thirty-four years which challenges it. Its chief limitation seems to be its qualitative

nature: it, does not, for example. supply any quantitative method for the engineering prediction of

screech.

The work of ROG ERS k MARBLE (1955,1956) offers more insights into the mechanism of excit-

ing lateral oscillation than do other reports we have consulted. One would do well to note, however.

that other investigations have confirmed that transverse oscillations of significant amplitude arise

spontaneously in ducts through which premixed streams of combustible gas flow and in which the

gas is burned in flames anchored to flameholders. Among the most frequently cited investigations of

this phenomenon are BLACKSHEAR. RAYLE, & TOWER (1955) and KAs! ,N & NOREEN (1955). A

paper by TRUMAN & NEWTON (1955) reports results of a variety of tests of screech of t lie sort under

discussion and notes that a sensitive parameter in correlating the onset of screech with geolmetric

features of the combustor is the ratio, Ah/Ad, of the area of the flameholder array (Ah) to that of lie

duct (Ad). Specifically TRUMAN & NEWTON report that screech always occurred if Ah/.ld > 0.8
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and never occurred if Ah/Ad < 0.3. In a one-page article' in the Canadian Aeronautical Journal,

WISNIOWSKY (1957) reports results of some development work on screeching combustion in jet

engine afterburners. WISNIOWSKY reports that an engine with a screeching afterburner may pro-

duce slightly higher thrust than one with smooth burning. The passage which follows echos tie

observations of both 'RoGERs '&MARBLE and TRUMAN Q NEWTON:

"The experiments sholed further that the reheat, flame holder or stabilizer plays a most impor-

tant part in exciting transverse gasoscillations. Its size was found to be critical. In other words.

screech can be excited only when the stabilizer blocks a sufficiently high percentage of the tail pipe

cross sectional area. The shape of the stabilizer is also very important since some configurations

are more prone to screech than others with the same-blockage area, The transverse gas oscillations

which cause screech were found to originate close to the stabilizer trailing edge. It is assumed that

vortex shedding from this edge is the origin of these oscillations. The discovery of the important

role of the reheat flame stabilizer opened the way for successful work on the second objective of

the investigation-the prevention of screech."

For other references prior to 1964, the reader is referred to the review by PUTNAM (1064).

VII. REFLECTION OF INCIDENT ACOUSTIC WAVES BY AN ANCHORED FLAME

Consider a nominally steady two dimensional flow of a premixed stream of combustible gases in

a duct, Suppose that. son initial ignit ion source is provided, liat i, st at ionary blnff body is sit tiated

on the centerline of the duct, and that the transverse size of the body is small compared to the duct

width. Then for some values of the equivalence ratio o, a stationary flame front attached to both

dhe body and the side walls will formh, Such a flamne front, has the slape of a' V" with apex pointing

upstream, The results of an extensive series of experiments on flames of this kind were reported

by S:CuRIcK (19'l8), who also formulated a theoretical model for predicting the flame shape and

t he changes of thermodynamic properties of the gasesacross the flame. A synopsis Of SCURLOCKWS

theory may be found in EMmONs (1958. §G.8). A modification to allow for certain compressibility

effects neglected by SCURLOCK was published by TswEN (1951).

MARBLE & CANDEL (1978) and MARBLE, MALLADI. & C'ANDEL (1980) have fornmlated a

theory of the response of a SCURLOCK-type flame to an acoustic wave that. propagates one dimnen-

sionally along the duct axis and impinges on the flame. The mathematical formalism of these works

is similar to that of SCURLOCK (as summarized by EMoNs). but with the time dependent terms

retained. Of considerable interest are computations of the coefficients of reflection and transmission

for the acoustic waves. If. specifically. P+ and P- represent the complex amplitudes of travelling

acoustic wave disturbances propagating in the direction from the cold fluid to the hot fluid and

from the hot to the cold fluid. respectively, and if the subscripts '1' and '2" denote propagation in

the regions of coldgas and in hot gas. then the reflection coefficient R of a acoustic wave incident

4
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on the-flame fromn the hot side may be defined by R =Pt/PC. MARBLt, MALLADI, & CANDEL

(1980) present curves of the magnitude and phase of R versus nondimensiofial frequency and~find

that for a particular set of parameters the IRI curve, has a peak valie-of between seven~afid, eight.

E~vidently, a wave originating in the hot. gas downstream of the flame and reflected hack iihto it

may lbe significantlystronger after the reflection. fIn this way the~flamie acts as an energy boosting

reflector. One feature of the theory Of MIARBLE. MALIIADI, & CANDEL (1980) that is especially

worth noting is that the energy boosting action of the flame is effective even if the blockage-ratio

(the ratio of the frontal area of the flanieholder to the total-duct, cross sectional area) is arbitrarily

small. An experimental confirmation of some of the features of the theory Of MARBLE, MALLMM.

V CANDET, (1980) was p)ublishe d by PoiNSOT, t~a. (1986).

V111. ON LONGI'um[NAL OSCILLATIONS

The contrast lhetween'longitudinial and, transverse comb~ustion chamber oscillations, is summa-

rized well by a quotation from CULIC'S 1989,Ipaper 'Combustion Instabilities iii Liquid Fueled

Propulsion systeis-all Overview":

,Perforated liners effectively attenuate the htigh frequency oscillations related to radial and
tangential acoustic modes. Low frequency instabilities, often called 'rumble'. tend to be more
troublItIle,e Liners are i ntfect iv e at lowv Crqu encit's and thie prcohlein of rumbnle is solved or
reduced in practice by careful control and coordination of the. (listribution of injected fuel and
the 1oale Opening, It is a costly process to develop thie syste"I [afterburner), inevitably requiring
several designs of the injection systemt and the flamneliolders, and expensive full-scale tests in
alt itutde ,Ai utation test facilities."

This 'luot ationl exeinplilh's; two facts thiat. the designers of t he lIDS nteed to be aware of:

1. Two methods of supprosion may be needled. one to eliminate screech (a lateral instability) and

the ot her to eliminate rumble (a longit udinal one),

2. Full-scale testing is an integral part. of t he development of a combustion chamber.

Thte second statement, shows how thle 1levelopmnent of an lIDS must differ from the development

of an afterburner: while an afterburner can be tested at ftull scale before it. is installed on an airplane,

the lIDS can only be tested at full scale by installing it in the ASTF.

Now longitudinal oscillations are not known for their destructive ability (see chapter V), and

the prospect. of flamieholder dlestruction resulting from rumble may be low. Through our study of
the literature. however. we have dliscoveredl nondestructive failures that may result during rumble
that (to not result fronm screech, and longitudinal oscillations may cause other problems that can

be considered a failure in the HDS. For example, PUTNAM S& DENNIS (1956) performed a set of

experiments- that, resulted in the conclusion that longitudinal combustion instablities may cause
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premature blowout ofthe flame. Longitudinal wave motion n i alsorestilt in intermittent blowout

and reignition 6fUthe flame, s observed by BLACKSHiEAR (1956):

"As the lean blowout [low fuel-to-air ratio] was approached, the-flme emitted a low-frequency

noise at 87 cps. The average heat-release rate dropped abruptly. A survey taken with the photo-

multiplier probe showed the flame to be intermittently extinguished for all positions greater than

7/8 in. downstream of the flameholders."

In an article titled "Reheat, Buzz: an Acoustically Coupled Combustion Instability. Part I.

Expirinient". LmANHORNE (1988) observed two regimes of oscillatory flow. In the first., called

"weak buzz", hots spots associated with burning retain theiridentity over a relatively long axial

portion of the duct and the amplitudes of the pressure oscillations are relatively low. This regime

corresponds to an equivalence ratio of o < 0.65. In the second regime. called "established buzz".

hot spots retain their identity over a relatively short axial distance, the pressure oscillations were of

relatively larger amplitude. and the coupling with the acoustic modes in the duct was direct. This

regime corresponds, to p > 0.65. According to LANGHORNE (1988) (iid., p '427) "Cine filn of this

shows that the flame alternately fills the duct then contracts, leaving only a kernel of flame on the

gutter." Later, (ibid., pp 430-431), LANGIJORNE remarks that in his configuration 4, "a significant

increase in o (above 0.65] caused sporadic, large amplitude events which caused blowoff"

In sunmary, longitudinalcombiistion chamber oscillations are a real threat to the safe handling

of hydrogen gas in test, cell C-I, While rumble may not cause des.ruction of the flameholders or

exhaust duct, blowout of the flame is a real possibility. If this does occur, a comlitbstible mixture of

hydrogen and air may enter the exhaust plant, Therfore.,thle developnent of an HDS must include

some certification that. it. is free of rumble.

IX. ('LOB\,Al MODELING OF COMBUSTION CHAMBER OSCILLATIONS
L4

A clear exposition of the basic theory of coibustion chamber oscillations may be found in article

:.5,1 (written by W.A. SIRIGNANO),of HARRJE & REARDON (1972) and references cited therein.

CULUCK (1989) offers a more recent account whose scope includes not just liquid fuel rock ts (a

restriction of HARRJE & RE.iRDON (1972)) but also thrust augmentors and ramijets. This seventy-

three page article contains fifteen pages of references* and is the most attractive presentation of

the subject we have consulted so far. The reader is referred to this work (especially chapter 2)

for a discussion of how both the field equations and the boundary conditions for acoustic waves in

a chamber are modified by contributions from phenomena associated directly and indirectly with

combustion. One passage especially bears repetition in the present context:

* The references are classified into four catagories: liquid rockets. thrust augmentors. ramiet

engines, and passive and active control of combustion instabilities.
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"~Combustion instabilities may be -regarded as the unsteady motions of- a~dynaniical system
capable of sustaining oscillations over a broad range -of frequencies. The term 'combustion insta.
bility' is usefully, descriptive but slightly misleading. In most instances the combustion processes
themselves arestable-uncon trolled explosionsor other intrinsic instabilities are not usuallyat, work,

The presence of an instability in a combustiou chamber is-established -by observiftg either the gas
pressure or accelerations of the enclosure. Excitation and sustenance of an oscillation occurs, IUicl
'because of coupling between the combustion processes and the gas dynamical inotions, both of
-which alone may be stable. If the fluctuation of energy release responding to a pressure distur-

bance causesi a-further change of presqsure in phase with thle initial dismirbance. then the result

may be an instability. Thus-one may vi~w the behavior as that of a stable open-loop system

(the gasdynamuics) made unstable by a positive feedback loop. the gain being associated with tile

comlbuistion processes.

Owing to thle internal coupling between cotmbustion procemses and ittisteady motion. anl

observer perceives an unstable motion as- 'slecteV The amplitude of the inotion grows, out

of the noise withot thme-need for an external influence. Two fundamnental reasons explain tile

prevalence of instabilities in combustion systems:

i.) An exceedingly small part of the available energy is sufficient to p~rodulce unacceptably large
unsteady motions;

ii.) Thie processes tending to attenuate unsteady niotions are weak, chiefly -becautse combustion

chtamnbers are nearly closed.

Tlie.e two chmaract erist ics nre coli muon to all corn blmst ion tSys, ellu anld i mply thIiat the. possI bil ly
of instabilities occmrring'during developncim t, of a niew device 11u1st be recognied anld aniticipated.

Treatinig coinbustion- instabilitiesi is part of tite nece-ssary price to he paid for high performnance

chlemiical propulsion systems."

X. SOME METHODS OF SUPPRESSING CONMBUSTION C4HAMBER. OSCILLATIONS

According to the introductory chapter of HARRJ & RrARDON (1972) there are several design

approaches for suplpressing combustionm imit abilities in te case of liqumid ftied rockets. Thus if

baffles (iLe rigid surfaces parallel to the mnean stream velocity) are placed on the injector plate of

a liquid rocket combustion chamber. the resulting mnodification of the boundary condlitions often

suppresses the lower miodes of lateral oscillations including the first transverse niode.

A second approach to suppressing oscillations inivolves the use of a liner in the combustion

chamnber to increase the p~ort ion of the energy of an incident acoustic wave that is absorbed during

reflection. One, standard concept for an acoustic liner amiounts to an array of HELM11OLTz resonators

(. RAYLEIGH (1896. chapter XVI), INGARD (19533), BLACKMAN (1960),. NG & SHIGNANo ( 197:3).

TANG. et al. (1973), and section 8.3 of HARRJE S& REARDON (1973)*). These authors describe

what appears to be a inature technology for the design of acomstic liners. As an early example

SThe authors of section 8.3. titled '-Acoustic liners'. were: B.T. ZINN (Georgia Tech). 'r. To.xo~x
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of thesuccessful use of an acoustic liner,. a jet engine afterburner that had:been prone to screech,

(apparently a combustion chamber oscillation in the transverse mode) was improved by- installation

of an-acoustic liner-of the above type (see, forexample,,the review by PUTNAM -(1964. §H..L2) of

work done in -the fifties by membersof the Lewis Laboratory Staff).

A third method for the suppression of-conibustion oscillations is water injection. Although this

method is not used in jet engine afterburners, it is a ,proven acoustic suppression technique, used

at AEDC and elsewhere. MARBLE & CANDEL (1975)-argued that. for evaporating droplets, ihe

magnitude of the attenuation, is related to the liquid volatility and the frequencies suppressed are

related to the liquid mass, fraction. The droplet radius may also play an important role in acoustic

attenuation (MARBLE & CANDEL (ij.j)). Two additional references on acoustic attenuation are:

MAIRBLE (1969) and MARBLE & WOOTEN (1970). Water injection appears tobc a very viable

method for the suppression of rumble in test, cell C-I.

The references we have consulted support the view that combustionchamber oscillations are

a common phenomenon that may well occur in a conbustion chamilber , with smooth "walls and no

'hafles. The task of predicting-the successful suppression of combustion chamber oscillations by

damping devices seems to be easier than is the task of, predictingthe-spontanieotus occurence of

oscillations.in the absence of those devices,

XI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Our study of combustion instabilities this sumimer has led to the following, conclusions:

CI. The history of combustion instabilities in development programs for jet and rocket engines

indicates that a prototype devic, will be bedevilled by such instabilities unless means to suppress

them are incorporated.in its design ab initio.

C2. The discharge of flammable gases from a test engine into the air stream of the ASTF cell C-I (in

the configuration that has been proposed for testing of the NASP powerplant) raises a credible

threat of destructive combustion instabilities in the region downstream of the sudden expansion.

C3. Hydrogen disposition systems based on the concept of afterburning do not, in themselves,

alleviate the threat stated in C2, even if they achieve complete burning of the excess-hydrogen.

The threat, will-remain as long as acoustic waves in the chamber are weakly damped and there

is a mechanism to couple acoustic oscillations with time dependent energy release by burning.

(Princeton), B. PHILLIPS (NASA Lewis). G.D, GARRISON (Pratt & Whitney), 'P.A. COULTAS and

C.L. OBERG (Rocketdyne). and J.3. SENNF (Bell Aerospace).
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These conclusions lead to the following recommendations:

R1. In planning the program to develop the HbS system for NASP, engine testing in the ASTFV,

allocate suifficient resources (Mnd, allow sufficient time) to come to grips with the problem~ of

combustion instabilities.

W2. In, carryingout the analysis for the lIDS, plan from. the start to incorporate at, least one design

feature either to reduce the excitation. or to increase the damping,of transverse acoustic waves

and'other acoustic wave-, that~.have historically bedevilled dlesigns of rocket~ and jet, engines.
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Laser-Induced Fluorescence of Nitric Oxide
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Chun Fu Su

4

Preliminary computational models of the laser-induced

fluorescence spectrum of nitric oxide have been developed for two

different electronic transitions:

B211 (v'-7)-X2 17 (0"-0) and D2 (v'-0)-X 21 (v"-1).

Laser-induced fluorescence spectra of nitric oxide at room

temperature and at high temperature (up to 623K) with, various

pressures have been recorded. Comparison of the experimental

results with predicted spectra will be presented herein.
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I. INTRODUCTION: Y

The NO molecule is a stable, free radical diatomic molecule.

It is a key molecule in the chemistry of the upper atmosphere and

a dangerous pollutant. It hai also been detected in interstellar

molecular clouds. In addition, this molecule is a natural

constituent in combustion systems and arc-heated flow fields. No

doubt, the NO molecule is important and interesting for both

basic research and diagnostic applications.

The development and application of laser-induced

fluorescence as a diagnostic technique has been underway for

approximately twenty years. This experimental method can be used

to make non-intrusive measurements in combustion systems and arc-

heated flow fields. These measurements can be used to determine

the species density and temperature as well as to assign the

transitions. Assignments and determinations can best be obtained

by measuring a component, such as 02, N2, NO, OH.., inside the

combustion system or arc-heated flows.

Study of laser-induced fluorescence of nitric oxide was

therefore decided on as the subject of the research project.

Single photon excitation rather than multiphoton excitation was

used. The ArF excimer laser system, Lambda Physik EMG 150 MSC,

installed at AEDC was used for this project.

II. OBJECTS OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

For the overall research project, several individual tasks

were done. In particular, they were:

4
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1. Development of computational models of electronic

transitions;

2. Observation of rotationally resolved laser excitation

spectra at different temperatures and at various

pressures;

3. Observation of vibrationally resolved laser excitation

spectra at different temperatures and at various

pressures.

III. RESULTS

1 Comoutational models

According to calculations of relative intensity, the B2H

(P"-7)-X 2l (0"-0) transitions dominate at room

temperature and the D2E (P'-O)-X 2l (Y"-1) transitions

will be important at high temperature. The transitions

of the former are AA - 0 while those of the latter are

AA - 1. Therefore the calculations of energy levels,

transition frequencies, and relative intensities for the

two cases will be different. The rotational transitions

of the former are P11, Q11, R11, P22, Q22, and R22,

whereas those of the latter are P11, Ql1, Rll, P22, Q22,

R22, S21, Q12, R21, P12, 012, and Q21. For line

strengths, Honl-London factors(l) are used for the

former and the formulas of Dieke and Crosswhite(2) are

used for the latter. Consequently two different codes

are needed for these models. They are PPTEST. and

DPTEST. Both are stored at AEDC. The outputs of these
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two codes were used to help make rotational assignments '!

at room and high temperatures. The procedures for these

two codes will be explained in detail in a mini-grant

report.

2. Laser Excitation Spectra

a. Rotationally resolved laser excitation spectrum at

room temperature A,

In order to understand the effect of pressure on the -

spectrum, various pressures were used. The laser

was scanned from 192.8nm to 193.8nm to generate the

electronic rotational transitions. A spectrometer

set at 208nm and also a PMT with a band pass filter

were used to record the rotational spectra. The

spectra at pressures of 0.5 torr and 10.0 torr

recorded by the PMT are shown in Figures 1 and 2,

respectively. It is easy to find that the four

groups of transitions were only slightly affected by

pressure, and the transitions marked with (*) were

significantly affected by pressure. The four groups

are due to the B21[ (v'=7)-X 211 (v"=0) transitions.

The predicted spectrum with Voigt line shape is

shown in Figure 3. Comparison of these three

figures indicates that the observed and predicted

spectra are consistent. The spectrum in the same

region has been reported previously by Wodtke et

al(3). For convenience, the predicted transitions

with wavelengths are listed in Table I. The line
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strengths of the Q-branch transitions are inversely

proportional to the rotational quantum numbers;

these lines, therefore, are weak in this wavelength

region.

The spectroscopic constants previously determined(4)

were used without any change for our models. They

are listed in Table II.

b. Rotationally resolved laser excitation spectrum at

high temperature

Mixtures of NO and N2 were sent through an electri-

cally heated tube to the cell. The NO in the

mixture was approximately 5% or less. Various

temperatures were reached, and the rotationally

resolved laser excitation spectra at different

temperatures were recorded. The recorded spectrum

at the highest temperature 623K is shown in

Figure 4.

Comparing Figure 4 with Figures 1 and 2, indicates

that the four groups aforementioned were slightly

changed whereas those with mark (*) were changed

more. In order to understand more about the

observed spectra, the predicted spectra with Voigt

line shape were calculated for the D2E (Y'=O)-X 2l

("=1), transition. According to the predicted

spect'um shown in Figure 5, most of the transitions

with mark (*) shown in Figure 2 were due to this

electronic transition. For this electronic
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transitio4, in addition to the Pl1, Qil, R11, P22,

Q22, and R22 transitions reported-by Andresen et

al(5), the PI2, QI2, Q21, S21, R21, and 012

transitions are also important S. indicated by

Scheingraber and Vidal(6). Th assumed

spectroscopic constants for these two electronic

states are listed in Table II, and the predicted

'transitions with wavelengths are listed in

Table III.

c. Vibrationally resolved fluorescence transitions at

room temperature

For fluorescence spectra, besides the rotational

transitions, the vibrational transitions between two

electronic states are also important. In order to

understand the effects of pressure and temperature

on the vibrational transitions, vacuous pressures

and temperatures were used in this research. The

laser wavelength was fixed at any of the observed

lines listed in Table I. The spectrometer was

scanned slowly from the laser wavelength to 330nm to

record the vibrational transitions. A rotational

transition at the fixed input laser wavelength was

excited, producing the vibrational fluorescence

spectrum. The vibrational spectra at pressures of

1.0 torr, and 10.0 torr at laser wavelength set at

193.30nm are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.

Of the transitions listed in Table I, one or more of
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four transitions R11 (29 29h - 30 30h),

P11 (26 26h - 25 25h), K22 (28 27h -4 29 28h), and

P22 (25 24h - 24 23h) were excited. The

vibrational fluorescence spectrum shown in Figure 6

is consistent with the previously reported one(7);

however, some expected vibrational transitions are

still weak in Figure 6 due to pressure effect. The

high pressure vibrational spectrum shown in Figure 7

shows more vibrational transitions and stronger

intensities. This is not surprising, because

increasing the pressure increases the molecular

density, and hence the intensities.

d. Vibrationally resolved fluorescence transitions at

high-temperature

The process used to heat the cell is the same as

mentioned previously. The vibrational laser induced

fluorescence spectra at different temperatures were

recorded. The one at 623K with laser wavelength

fixed at 193.30nm is shown in Figure 8. It is

obvious that the spectrum has even more transitions

and even stronger intensities than that at room

temperature. Because the rotational quantum numbers
shown in Table I are moderately high, the population

in these rotational energy levels should not be

large at room temperature. When the temperature is

increased, however, the population in these high

energy levels will be increased. Moreover, the
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population in the rotational energy levels of the

other vibrational state (P"i-) would be increased at

high temperature. Consequently the transitions

intensities will be increased.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS:

Comparison of the experimental results recently obtained at

AEDC with published reports (3,5,7) shows that the laser system

works properly. Several experimental projects can be finished at

AEDC in the near future using this laser system.

1. Fluorescence spectra of rotational and vibrational

transitions at higher temperatures. So that the basic

experimental results can be extended to temperature

regions of interest to DoD. Those results will provide,

useful information for basic scientific research.

2. Fluorescence spectra of arc-heated flows at ANDC.

Determination of temperature and molecular density is of

importance for the mission of AEDC. Fluorescence A4

spectra can be used for determination of temperature and

molecular density. When finished, these experimental

results will provide useful information for both basic

research and diagnostic applications.

3. Besides nitric oxide, the laser system can be used to

investigate the spectra of other molecules, such as OH,

that AEDC is interested in.

4
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Table I. Predicted Rotational, Spectrum for the B;2] (jv' = 7)-X 211 (y"0
transitions of Nitric Oxide -between, 192A8 and,'193.8 n

lower rotational -energy level wavelength (nm)

R,11(29,29 1/2) 192.985
P11(26 26 1/2), 192.'993
R22(28 27 1/2) 1931015
P22(25 24 1/2) 193.031

R11(30 30 1/2) 193.128
P11(27 27 1/2) 193.136
R22(29 28 1/2) 193.151
P22(26'25 1/2) 193.165

R11(31 31 1/2) 193.273
P22(28 28 1/2), 193.284
R22(30 29 1/2) 193.289
P22(27 26 1/2) 193.305

R11(32 32 1/2) 193.428
R22(31 30 1/2) 193.434

P11(29 29 1/2) 193.437
P22(28S 27 1/2) 193.451

R22(32 31 1/2) 193.584
R11(33 33 1/2) 193.586
P11(30 30 1/2) 193.595
P11(30 30 1/2) 193.601
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!table II. Assumed, Spectroscopic Constants of Nitric Oxide.

Units are in cm-!

B2 11(VI 7) state D;E(v' -- 0) state
Te: 45868.53 Te: 53030.0
We: 1037.45 We: 23200
WeXe: 7,47 WeXe: 22.90
WeYe: 0.073 WeYe: 0
Be: 1.031 Be: 1.987
De: 4.9 x 10"6 De: 5.8 x.10-1

X211(VII = 0) state X211(z.S' = 1) state
Te: 123.16 Te: 122.95

PWe: 1904.4 We: 1904.4
WeXe: 14.19 WeXe: 14.19

WeYe: 0.024 .WeYe: 0.024
Be: 1.696 Be: 1.686
De: 5.3 x 10" De: 5.3 x 10-1
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Table III. Predicted Rotational Spectrum for the D2 ](v' =0)-X21(v" = 1)
transitions of Nitric Oxide between 192.8 and 193.8 nm.

lower rotational-energy level wavelength (nm)

Q11(35 35 1/2)+Q21(35 35 1/2) 193.142
Q22(37 36 1/2)+Q12(37 36 1/2) 193.157

R22(31 30 1/2) 193.179

P22(43 42 1/2)+P12(43 42 1/2) 193209
P11(41 411/2) 193.211
S21(23 23 1/2) 193,213

R11(28 28,1/2)+R21(28 28 1/2) 193.222
Q11(34 34 1/2)+Q21(34 34 1/2) 193.223
Q22(36 35 1/2)+Q12(36 35 1/2) 193.246

R22(30 29 1/2) 193.268
P11(40 40 1/2) 193.293
S21(22 22 1/2) 193.293

P22(42 41 1/2)+P12(42 411/2) 193.298
R11(27 27 1/2)+R21(27 27 1/2) 193.300
Q11(33 33 1/2)+Q21(33 33 1/2) 193.301
Q .2(35 34 1/2)+Q12(35 34 1/2) 193.332

R22(29 28 1/2) 193.354
821(21 211/2) 193.370
P11(39 39 1/2) 193.372

R11(26 26 1/2)+R21(26 26 1/2) 193.375
Q11(32 32 1/2)+Q21(32 32 1/2) 193.378
P22(41 40 1/2)+P12(41 40 1/2) 193.385
Q22(34 33 1/2)+Q12(34 33 1/2) 193.417

R22(28 27 1/2) 193.439
521(20 20 1/2) 193.445

11(25 25 1/2)+R21(25 25 1/2) 193.447
P11(38 38 1/2) 193.449

Q11(3i 31 -1/2)+Q21(3i 31 1/2) 193.450
P22(40 39 1/2)+P12(40-39 1/2) 193.469
Q22(33 32 1/2)+Q12(33 32 1/2) 193.498
R11(24 24 1/2)+R21(24 24 1/2) 193.517

S21(19 19 1/2) 193.518
Q11(30 30 1/2)+Q21(30 30 1/2) 193.520

R22(27 26 1/2) 193.521

P11(37 37 1/2) 193.523
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An Alaorithm for Defining the Shape

of a Plume Exhaust'ina from a Rectangular Nozzle

by

Kevin W. Whitaker

ABSTRACT

Investigations into facility modifications required to

support future propulsion system testing are currently being

conducted at the Arnold Engineering Development Center.

These investigations have identified a need for tools which
will assist in the analysis of facility components. With

regards to new diffuser designs, there is a need to describe

the shape of a plume issuing from a rectangular nozzle. In

this report a simple modeling technique is derived for

rectangular nozzle plumes under static conditions. The

model is based on detailed flow fields of round nozzle

plumes. Subsequently, an attempt is made to extend the

method to cover nonzero flight speeds at which the external

stream affects the mixing rates and the shape of the plume.
Detailed construction of a plume model for rectangular

nozzles is described in terms of scaling an axisymmetric

plume, application of conservation of mass, and a spreading

procedure to simulate static and nonzero flight speeds. It
has been shown that a single calculation of an axisymmetric
plume can provide the basic solution for the plume iisuing

from a rectangular nozzle. Further w6rk needs to be

conducted on generalizing the algorithm and developing a

computer program utilizing the algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, studies are under way at the KArnold

Engineering Development Center (AEDC) to determine the test

facility modifications required to support future propulsion

system testing. Motivation for these studies is the desire

to conduct experiments in high supersonic flight regimes on

components such as inlets, exhaust nozzles,, combustors , or

even entire engines. The studies are addressing many

modification concerns andi due to the complexity involved,

it is anticipated that some degree of subscale facility

modeling will be required prior to specifying and initiating

full-scal! facility modifications.

One area of concern is the design of a diffuser section

appropriate fcr the testing of high speed propulsion

devices. The diffuser is a critical component in the test

facility and thus will require a concerted design effort.

The diffuser must capture the exhaust flow to protect the

test cell walls but do it in such a way so as to prevent
recirculation. Reclrculating exhaust flow could allow

unburned fuel and oxidizer to accumulate in the test cell

resulting in a potentially explosive situation. To insure a

wide range of testing conditions,, the diffuser must also

provide some degree of pumping. This pumping will dictate

the test cell pressure and, due to facility layout, must be

controlled from downstream. The downstream control
requirement imposes an additional condition that the

diffuser cannot choke.

Since a diffuser must capture the exhaust plume in a

manner described above, certain parameters of the plume flow

must be known for the design process. The spreading rate

and shape of the plume at any downstream location are two
*4
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important parameters. Typically, for round, exhaust nozzles
these parameters can be determined from readily available,
empirically derived formulae. However, the exhaust nozzle
geometries of future propulsion systems are very likely to
'be non-traditional, perhaps having rectangular, triangular,
or trapezoidal exit planes. Simple shape prediction
formulae do not exist for these nozzle geometries like they
do for axisymmetric geometries.

In order to describe the flow fields produced by these
potentially new nozzle geometries, high-level computational

fluid dynamics (CFD) analyses must be performed. This
typically dictates a need, for a considerable amount ,of
super-computer time. However, at this point in the facility
modification studies it is neither desirous nor prudent to
expend large amounts of money on such super-computer
simulations. This is especially true in conjunction with
the design of any subscale testing facility. Thus a need
has developed for first-cut plume analysis tools which can

be used in the preliminary stages of diffuser design.

This need for a simple tool to define the shape of a

non-axisymmetric plume resulted in the author being selected
for the 1990 U. S. Air Force Summer Faculty Research,
Program. The author's professional interests are in
compressible aerodynamics and experimental techniques. He
has had industrial experience with exhaust nozzle design and
his academic research has been oriented towards developing
user-friendly design tools for propulsion systems.
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II. OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The objective of this research effort was to develop an

algorithm capable of describing the shape of a plume issuing
from a rectangular nozzle. The motivation behind this

effort was the urgent need for design tools which can be

used in the preliminary phases of test facility

modifications. It appears that prior to initiating

full-scale modifications, a subscale facility will be
constructed at AEDC to perform preliminary tests and tools

are needed to support its construction. Specifically, this

research effort addressed the need for tools to assist in

the design of a subscale facility diffuser.

Any tools developed to support the construction of a

subscale facility must satisfy some specific requirements.
The design tools must provide quick solutions with

reasonable accuracy, be easy implemented, and possess the

capability to handle a wide rarge of flow field geometries.

To avoid the costs associated with super-computer -

simulations, it was decided to make sure any tools developed
would be amenable to implementation on a personal computer.

4

4

14
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III. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT

Two facts can be stated in regards to plumes. First,

characteristics of plumes issuing from round nozzles are
well documented. The second fact is that plumes from

non-axisymmetric nozzles are not well documented.
Therefore, the approach taken for this research effort was
to derive a transformation to map a non-axisymmetric plume
into an axisymmetric plume. This transformation could then
be incorporated into an algorithm which would allow existing
plume information to be used to describe non-axisymmetric

plumes.

Paralleling the infrared plume signature work performed

by Chu and Der Ei], a procedure to accomplish this objective
was developed for the summer work effort. The first step
was to derive a transformation algorithm and validate it
with a simple geometry. The simple geometry selected was a
rectangular nozzle with no external flow and will be
referred to as Case i. The second step was to extend the
algorithm developed for Case #1 by including external flow.
The third step was to investigate the feasibility of

generalizing this algorithm further, incorporating an
inclined exit plane or unsymmetric external flow - both of
which are possible in future propulsion systems.

. CASE #1

Extensive experimental investigations have verified that
the plume issuing from a rectangular nozzle becomes
axisymmetric at some point downstream from the nozzle exit.
In fact, it becomes similar to a plume issuing from a round
nozzle with the same exit momentum. Beyond this point, the
plume can be treated as axisymmetric and available,
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empirically-based shape description formulae apply. It is

in the region between the nozzle exit and the location where

the plume becomes axisymmetric that a new shape description

algorithm must be derived.

Consistent with this phenomenon, a plume model was

constructed for a rectangular nozzle and is illustrated in

Figure 1. The rectangular nozzle plume was synthesized from

two semicircular sides attached to a rectangular section in

between. Justification for this was obtained from

experimental observations of rectangular nozzle plumes at

static conditions [2-6]. In the model the width of the

rectangular section decreases and the diameter of the

semicircular sections increase as the plume develops axially

so that the transformation to an axisymmetric plume is

correctly reproduced.

The problem at hand is to determine the flow properties

in the rectangular and semicircular sections of the plume

model. Plenty of data exist on round plumes so it is

advantageous for the algorithm to make use of this

information. It was hypothesized that the flow properties

in the semicircular sections could be obtained from a round

nozzle plume if they were properly adjusted through a

transformation, or scaling factor, that allows for the

difference in mixing rates between the axisymmetric and

non-axisymmetric plumes. If the flow properties in the

rectangular midsection of the plume are assumed to be

constant along straight lines connecting the two sides, then

the width of the midsection could then be determined from

conservation of mass. Thus, the three essential elements of

the shape description algorithm which must be derived are

the distance at which the plume becomes axisymmetric, the

scaling factor as a function of the downstream distance, and
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Figure 1. Rectangular Nozzle Without External Flow
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the width of the rectangular midsection. The derivation of

each of these will be subsequently discussed.

It must be noted that due to the simplicity of the plume

model it does not apply at the nozzle exit unless the exit

has truly semicircular sides. This seemingly would result

in a discontinuity at the exit. However, two approaches may

be taken to solve this problem. The first is to alter the

exit geometry to fit the model, keeping the same exit area.

This is obviously not desirable since the physics of the

problem are altered from the outset. The second approach is

to compute the first station slightly downstream of the exit

and then interpolate back to the nozzle. This approach is

very easy and has found tobe more than adequate.

As mention above, the plume from a rectangular nozzle
becomes axisymmetric at some point downstream of the exit.

A simple formula for determining this location can be

derived utilizing an inductive approach. Consider a nozzle

of height "d" and width 'w". Let the width be fixed and let
the height vary through 0 < d w to change the aspect ratio

(AR x w/d). It seems reasonable to assume that the location

where the plume becomes axisymmetric (designated Xa) varies

with the nozzle height. For example, as the height

approaches the width (driving the aspect ratio to unity) the

location moves towards the nozzle exit. A simple expression

for Xa is:

Xa = CF (M)

where C is a constant and F is a function of the rectangular

Aozzle height and width. Such a function should decrease
monotonically with increasing nozzle height and must also be

bounded. The simplest nondimensional expression for F is

14
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w/(w+d) which decreases from unity to one-half as d

increases from 0 to w. Thus a simple formula for Xa, after

normalizing it with respect to the nozzle width, is:

Xa/w' - C(w/(w+d)) (2)

or in terms of aspect ratio:

Xa/d - C(AR 2/(l+AR)) (3)

Based on experimental data presented in References 2 and 5,

the constant C is best set to 12. Notice that the constant

C in Equation (3) is the only empirically .determined
quantity for this modeling technique. It is also

interesting to note that from another point of view,

Equation (3) can be obtained by assuming that the distance

at which the non-axisymmetric plume becomes axisymmetric is

linearly proportional to the product of the nozzle's

hydraulic diameter and aspect ratio.

The next step is to derive the scaling factor

(transformation) which will allow the semicircular side

sections to be described using a basic round nozzle plume.

For convenience the basic plume to be used will have an exit

diameter equal to the height of the rectangular nozzle (d).
Flow properties of the basic plume can be obtained either

experimentally or computationally using formulae found in

Abramovich [7] or Pai [8]. The scaling factor can be

defined as the multiplier which, when applied to the radial
and axial coordinates of a data point on the basic round

nozzle plume, gives the corresponding location on a

non-axisymmetric plume.

To derive the scaling factor, a specific plume location
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will be considered and then the process will be- generalized.

For simplicity, the location where the non-axisymmetric

plume becomes axisymmetric will be selected because it is at

this point where only the semicircular sections are involved

(the rectangular midsection has vanished). At Xa given by

Equation (3.), the plume from a rectangular nozzle becomes

round and is identical to the plume from a "phantom" round

nozzle of unknown diameter but possessing. the same exit

momentum. Assuming the same average momentum per unit area,

the phantom round nozzle must have the same exit area as the

rectangular nozzle and thus an exit diameter (D) of:

D = Kd (4)

where K u 2(AR/r)0 ' 6 . But since the basic round nozzle
plume has a diameter of d, the phantom round nozzle plume
can simply be obtained from the basic plume through

similarity, i. e., multiplying the radial and axial

coordinates of each data point of the basic plume by a

factor of K.

However, what really needs to be determined is the

diameter of the rectangular nozzle plume semicircular

sections at Xa. Since the rectangular nozzle plume and 4

phantom round nozzle plume become the same at Xa, all that
is required is the diameter of the phantom plume at Xa.

This is obtained from the basic plume. By taking Xa and

dividing it by K, the corresponding axial location on the
basic plume is obtained. The diameter of the basic plume at

this axial location is then multiplied by K to obtain the

diameter of the phantom plume and hence the diameter of the
rectangular nozzle plume semicircular sections. This same

-scaling factor can also be used to determine flow properties
of the non-axisymmetric plume knowing the flow properties of
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the basic plume.

What has been derived at this point is only the value of

the scaling factor at Xa. The procedure must be extended

now to cover the entire range between the nozzle exit and

Xa. In other words, the scaling factor as a function of the

axial location, X, is needed. This can-be determined using
experimental data (References 2-6) and known boundary

conditions.

The rate of change of the scaling factor with respect to
the axial distance must vanish at Xa. This is because after

Xa the plume is axisymmetric and the scaling factor is
constant. At the nozzle exit the scaling factor is unity

and its rate of change depends on the initial behavior of

the plume. The initial rateof change of the scaling, factor

at the mnozzle exit was approximated by the tangent of the
nozzle wall angle, which was assumed to be zero. The

scaling factor is derived from a cubic spline passing
through the two end points and the two end slopes. The

generalized scaling factor G as a function of the axial
distance X is:

G = 1 + E3(X/Xa) 2 " 2(X/Xa)3](K-1) (5)

All four conditions which define the spline are based on

geometric and physical considerations of the flow. The only

empirical quantity, Xa, is adjusted through the constant C.

This approach lets the basic round nozzle plume take care of

the turbulent mixing while using the scaling factor to
describe the inviscid plume development. The physical

meaning of the scaling factor is that at some downstream

station X with scaling factor G, the semicircular side
sections of the non-axisymmetric plume from a nozzle of
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height d can be viewed as having the diameter of a cross

section of an axisymmetric plume issuing from a phantom
round nozzle with exit diameter Gd. As discussed, this is

obviously true at Xa.

With a method derived to obtain the diameter of the

semicircular side sections, a technique to determine the

width of the rectangular midsection is now required. This

will be accomplished using the conservation of mass

principle. Assume that the portion of the plume in the

midsection expands truly two-dimensionally, i. e., the mass
inside the dividing stream surface per unit width of

midsection remains constant from station to station although

the height of the plume increases. Meanwhile, mass is

continuously being transferred from the two edges of the

midsection to the semicircular sides as the width of the

midsection gradually deceases to zero. At Xa all the mass

has been transferred to the two semicircular sections.

Now consider the width of the rectangular section (WI')

at a certain station where the scaling factor is G. It has
been shown that the diameter of the semicircular side

sections is similar to an axisymmetric plume originating

from a phantom round nozzle with exit diameter Gd. Assuming 4

that the mass flow per unit area in the exit planes of the

phantom and rectangular nozzles is uniformly distributed,

the mass flows originating from these nozzles are then

proportional to their exit areas. It follows then that the

mass flow in the two semicircular sections is proportional
to the exit area of the phantom round nozzle and that the

total mass flow is proportional to the exit area of the

rectangular nozzle. Since the total mass flow is conserved
within the dividing stream surface of the plume, the mass

flow that still remains in the midsection is proportional to
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(AR-wG 2 /4)d2. Since the midsection expands two
dimensionally, this mass flow is the same as the mass flow
contained in a segment of width W'd. Equating these two
expressions and solving for the width of the rectangular

midsection:

W'/d - AR - wG2 /4 (6)

This now completes the algorithm to define the shape of
a plume issuing from a rectangular nozzle with no external
flow. Equations (3), (5), and (6), along with a basic plume

having a diameter equal to the height of the rectangular

nozzle, form a closed set of equations.

* CASE #2

The next case to be considered involves a rectangular

nozzle with external flow. This was selected to be
representative of a plume issuing- ;rom a nozzle at a nonzero
flight speed. An example of the geometry considered is

shown in Figure 2. It is assumed in this discussion that
the core flow is at a higher velocity than the surrounding
external flow. This assumption makes sense intuitively

because the magnitude of engine exhaust velocity is always
larger than the magnitude of the vehicle velocity.

Physically, once the flows pass the exit of the nozzle

the lower-velocity surrounding fluid will mix with the
higher-velocity core flow. The end result will be a lower

average momentum at any given cross section (at least

compared to the situation with no external flow). If an
average momentum is assumed over any cross section, no
distinction will exist between the two flows. Thus, the
procedure outlined in Case #1 will apply. The only
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modificatlon which must be made is in the scaling factor,4 A
change in momentum per unit area must be accounted for.

The scaling factor In this case is still a function )f

aspect ratio and axial distance, as seen before, but all;o
must include the ratio between the external and core mass

,flows. For simplicity, the exit area of the core flow and

the exit area of the surrounding external flow were assumed
to be equal. Following the procedure for defining a scaling

factor in case #1, the following modified scaling factor was

obtained:

H 1 + V.1(X/Xa)2 - 4.3(X/Xa)3](K-1)(b/2d)2 (7)

The algorithm procedure is now identical to Case #1 if
Equation (7) is used in the place of Equation (5). The
Equations (3)., (6) and (7), along with a basic plume of
diameter d form the closed set to be used. (Notice that the

basic plume diameter is based on d and not d'.)

* CASE #3

An attempt was made to expoand this approach for defining
a shape description algorithm to non-axisymmetric plumes

where the dore. was not surrounded by a symmetric uniform

flow or where the exit plans was inclined. This was not

successful primarily due to the time constraints of the

summer program. It was, also found that there was

insufficlent experimental data needed to validate some of
the constants which result when defining a scaling factor.

It is believed, however, that solutions can be obtained for

these more complex geometries.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

Further generalization of the algorithm beyond what is

presented in this report is obviously necessary. Only

simplistic geometries and flow conditions have been

addressed. The algorithm needs to be much more robust in

order to accommodate the many possibilities posed by future
propulsion systems. For example, one item not even

addressed was the temperature of the plume for both static

and nonzero flight speeds.

An aspect hindering further development is the l4ck of

experimental data for the various nozzle geometries to be

considered. A considerable effort needs to be directed

towards collecting data so that algoritbms can be validated.
If the necessary experimental data are not available in the

published literature, simple experiments will need to be

conducted.

The algorithms developed to date need to be incorporated

into a user-friendly computer program. Such a program could

be easily developed for a personal computer. It would need

to be modular, however, in order to allow for the easy

change-out of algorithms as new ones are developed. 4

It is suggested that further algorithm development

continue, addressing these as well as other items under the

auspices of an AFOSR Research Initiation Grant (an integral

part of the Summer Faculty Research Program).
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Sjrain Enhlainq, Binder Blends

= Use in Rocket ProQ~ellants
by

Daniel Lee Fuller

4.

Rocket propellants were prepared by polymerization of the

hydroxy terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) with isocyanates and

copolymers of HTPB and amine terminated polypropylene glycol

(ATPPG), isocyanate. The binder composition was modified both by

varying the isocyanate to hydroxyl ratio and by varying the

percent of ATPPG. Mechanical properties were determined using an

"Instron." We reported the maximum stress, maximum strain,

initial modulus, stress at rupture, and elongation at rupture for

thesepropellant systems.

4.

'I
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most catastrophic failures of rockets using solid

propellants occur within seconds after ignition. One of the

principal causes is due to cracks that have developed in the-

propellant grain. These cracks increase the surface area of the

propellant thereby increasing the burning rate of the fuel.

The gas cannot escape rapidly enough through the nozzle resulting

in an increase in the pressure within the rocket chamber. A

characteristic of a solid propellant is that the burn rate

increases as the pressure increases, The higher pressure

resulting from increased combustion causes the propellant to

bUrn faster and faster. The pressure rapidly builds tothe point

at which it exceeds the strengthof the chamber -containing the

propellant resulting in failure of the rocket.

The Rocket Propulsion Division of the Astronautics

Laboratory (AL) at Edwards Air Force Base is particularly

concerned with the prevention of crack. development in

propellants. Today, solid propellants use in elastomeric binder

in order to impart elasticity to the propellant. Presently, most

binder systems have mechanical properties, specified by stress-

strain measurements, that only meet the minimum required

performance criteria for satisfactory use in a rocket propulsion

system.

My interest has been in the area of property-structure

relationships of polymers and- the modification of physical and

194 '



chemical properties of polymer systems by the use of additives.

My experience as a consultant working on novel problems and. my

overall knowledge of chemistry, especially polymer science,

contributed to my assignment to the binder formulation unit of

the Rocket Propulsion Division.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The objective of this project was to improve the mechanical

properties of the HTPB/isocyanate propellants through strain

crystallization. Polymers of hydroxy terminated polybutadiene

(HTPB) which have been chain extended with isocyanates are

commonly used as binders in solid rocket propellants. HTPB

propellants normally have strain capabilities only slightly

better than requirements. The irregular appearance of markedly

reduced strain capability with HTPB propellants causes motor

failures as well as increases costs for both motor, development

and motor manufacture. Irregular sharp reductions in HTPB

propellant failure strains may partly be due to the fact that

HTPB\isocyanate binders have strain characteristics which are

quite sensitive to surface conditions. Certain. surface condi-

tions can cause the elongation capability to decrease by 50% or

more. With decreased rupture strain cracking problems begin to

occur. The decreased strain capability seems related to the ease

of transverse crack propagation that is a characteristic failure

mode for HTPB/isocyanate propellants under tension. Thus, if

propellant cracks become more easily initiated under low stress

19-5
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conditions, rupture failures occur at low stress values primarily

because of facile transverse crack propagation rather than by

change in bulk propellant properties. This dilemma could be

attributed to the absence of significant strain crystallization

character in HTPB elastomers. Without substantial strain

crystallization traits HTPB chain extended with isocyanates

should display strain capabilities governed by rather capricious
V

4

surface effects that would vary the ease of crack initiation.

This would follow since the energies required to propagate cracks

is low in HTPB binder systems. The propellant system we

proposed to examine consisted of a polybutadiene matrix with the

inclusion of various proportions of polypropylene glycol (PPG).

It was hoped that the PPG segments would add strain crystallizing

character to the binder system. It was also conceivable that

separate microphases of butadiene and PPG could result in

elastomers where crack-tips might be deflected in crossing from

one microphase regime to another. In this way crack propagation

might be inhibited.

My assignment, as a participant in the 1990 Summer Faculty 4

.4
Research Program (SFRP), was to determine whether incorporation

of amine terminated polypropylene glycol (ATPPG) into the

HTPB/isocyanate system would improve the mechanical properties of

the propellant. Several prepolymer blends were evaluated over a

range of cure ratios based iron systems stress-strain behavior.

The mechanical properties were measuredby an Instron tensile

test machine to measure the tensile modulus, percent elongation,
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and tensile strength. Test samples were in the configuration

known as Class C dogbones.

ATPPG was chosen, rather than hydroxyl terminated PPG,

because of the isocyanates greater reactiVity with amines than

with hydroxyl groups. This difference in reactivity allowed the

amine terminated polyethers to chemically react with isocyanate

groups using the HTPB as a solvent. The isocyanate terminated

polyethers then cured slowly with the HTPB resulting in random

copolymers.

Variation of the isocyanate to the total -OH and -NH2

functionality influences final tensile strength, modulus, and

rupture strain properties of the propellant by controlling the

overall extent of polymerization. Throughout the remainder of

this report the total -OH and -NH2 functionality will be simply

referred to as the -OH functionality. Since propellant physical

properties are a composite of rubber binder characteristics,

modified by polar and nonpolar interaction with the ionic

(ammonium perchlorate) and-metallic (aluminum) solid fillers,

optimum -NCO/-OH ratios were searched for by varying -NCO/-OH

ratios in four values ranging from 1.0 to .775. The desired

values of physical properties were' roughly 100 psi tensile

strength, 500 psi modulus, and rupture strains as great as

possible, but, hopefully greater than 30 %.

Both difunctional and trifunctional ATPPG were formulated

into propellant and tested. As the proportion of polyether was
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varied, the mechanical properties of the simple AP and Al

propellant processing and physical properties were observed to

change. Early chemical processes were considered to range from

diisocyanate end capping of the amine terminated PPG (D-4000 and.

-5000) followed by chain extension through the HTPB prepolymer

hydroxyl groups. The organic system at this stage should have

been larger prepolymer molecules containing both HTPB and PPG

segments. Once solids were added and the final isocyanate

curative incorporated, diisocyanate cure provided rubbery

propellants. An excess of HTPB was utilized resulting in a

random copolymer containing domains of PPG embedded in a

polybutadiene (PB) matrix. Optimum mechanical properties were

searched for by utilizing 0, 10, 20 % proportions of D-4000 or

T-5000 in the formulations at cure ratios ( -NCOI -OH + -NH2) of

0.775, 0.85, 0.925, and 1.0. The trifunctional amine terminated

PPG (T-5000) not only should influence the system in a similar

manner to D-4000, but in addition should be capable of bringing

about chemical cross-linking. The cross-linking of elastomers is

a critical factor in controlling the mechanical properties of

polymers. We, for this reason, chose to examined T-5000's

influence on mechanical properties of solid rocket propellant

systems by varying the composition of the T-5000 in the

formulation by 0%, 10%, and 20%.

III. Method

To achieve our objectives, the procedure used was based on
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the following techniques. Screening the propellant systems would

be based on propellant formulations rather than gumstocks. The

necessity of working with the less time efficient composite

propellant rather than gumstock has been demonstrated previously

at Aerojet Tactical Systems Co. A brief portion of their study

is given in Table 1. The study shows that addition of 90%

solids (AP plus Al) changes the mechanical properties of the

binder significantly but, unfortunately, unpredictably.

Table. 1.

Comparison of Mechanical Properties of HTPB/TDI Gumstock and
Propellant at 250 C.

Solis, Plasticizer am, em, cb, Eo

Wt, % psi % % psi

0 DOA 18 454 463 10
70% AP DOA 123 23 24 768
20% Al

At Edwards Air Force Bases's AL, previous studies have

delineated the essential components for solid rocket propellants.

In this investigation, the formulation employed was a result of

their experiences. The components of the formulation and the

function of each component is given in Table 2.

To determine the optimum ratios of -NCO/-OH and of R-

45M/ATPPG, in order to obtain improved mechanical properties, a

number of propellant systems were studied. The ratios examined

are given in Figure 1.
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Figure 1.

Compositions of Solid Rocket Propellants Prepared in This
Investigation.

1.00 o o o o o
Equivalent

Ratio: 0.925 o o o o o
-NCO to -OH

0.85 o o o o o
0.775 o o o O o2

I I I I I

20 D 10 D 0 10 T 20 T

Percent Amine Terminated PPG
(D: D-4000 T: T-5000)

IV. RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

At any given % ATPPG, the values of Ea, 0m, 0r, Fm increase

with greater values of -NCO/-OH ratios ; whereas, the maximum

elongation and elongation at rupture decay with increasing values

of -NCO/-OH (Tables 3, 4 and 5). Inspection of the data in

Tables 3, 4, and 5 shows a general trend that the values of Eo,
-4

am, rt, Fm obtain a maximum at 0 % ATPPG regardless of the

-NCO/-OH ratio. The em and Cr for the 0% ATPPG are less than 10%

ATPPG regardless of the curative ratio.

A possible explanation for these trends in the tensile

properties could be that in the preparation of the propellant half

of the isocyanate curative needed to obtain the -NCO/-OH ratio is

being used. In these recent experiments at least a fourfold excess

of isocyanate was present for reaction with the ATPPG. As a

consequence, the ATPPG would have an average repeat unit of one and
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Table 2.

Baseline Formulation for Solid Rocket Propellants Prepared in
this Study.

Ingredient Function %Wt.d Structure/Formula

BINDER SEGMENT

R-45M Prepolymer Variable Hydroxy-terminated
Polybutadiene

D-4000 Prepolymer Variable Linear Amine-terminated
Polypropylene glycol

T-5000 Prepolymer Variable Branched Amine-
Polypropylene Glycol

TDI Curing Agent Variable Toluene Diisocyanate

IPDI Curing Agent Variable Isophorone Diisocyanate

Flexzone-6H Antiozodant 0.2 N,N'-Diphenyl-phenylene
Diamine

DTBH Antioxidant 0.06 Ditertiary Butyl
Hydroquinone

DOA Plasticizer 2.0 Dioctyl Adipate

HX-752 Bonding Agent 0.2 Diaziridine Derivative
Isophthalic Acid

PRIMARY FUEL SEGMENT

AP, 2004 Oxidizing Agent 46% Ammonium Perchlorate
Ave. 200 Micron-Size

AP, 10Lj Oxidizing Agent 21% Ammonium Perchlorate
Ave. 10 Micron Size

Al, 61 Reducing Agent 20% Aluminum
Ave. 6 Micron Size

be endcapped with the isocyanate rather than be chain extended

into an ATPPG/isicyanate polymers with a large number of

repeating ATPPG units. As binder cure proceeded, the much less

reactive hydroxyl groups of the excess R-45M ,;ould react and the

endcapped ATPPG would be randomly incorporated into the R-45M

matrix. Compared to a homopolymer of R-45M, which would have a

o9
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relatively uniform .tructure, the random copolymer of R-45M, and

ATPPG would have substantially less order. This might cause the

ATPPG, to function as an internal plasticizer with resulting lower

values for propellant tensile stress. if this concept is correct,

the properties of these propellants might be improved by reducing

the quantity of dioctyl adipate plasticizer. This could have two

advantages. The first is that the quantity of rubber binder

network could be increased by 2 percent. The second advantage

could be that plasticizer migration from the binder into liner

anid/or insulation interfaces would be eliminated.

Another consequence of the early isocyanate addition as

described above is that the viscosity of' the organic binder

increases. When overdone this can result in difficulties in

blending the solids, AP and Al, into the uncured organic binder,

hence, requiring longer stirring cycles with the danger of

shearing and damaging the polymer binder molecular structure.

Table 3

Summary of Mechanical Properties of Propellants
Formulated with a -NCO to -OH Ratio of 1.00 and Various % ATPPG.

ATPPG Maximum Maximum Initial Stress Elongation
Force, Strain, Modulus, at Rupture, at Rupture,

% lbs. in./in. p.s.i. p.s.i. in./in.

20 D-4000 14.75 0.231 679.7 56.38 0.32
10 D-4000 21.56 0.247 942.7 90.86 0.32
0 ATPPG 35.73 0.222 1435.5 109.14 0.23

10 T-5000 24.27 0.194 1232.7 125.27 0.257
20 T-5000 23.37 0.194 1186.7 114.7 0.214

Since unacceptably soft propellant cures were achieved,

mechanical properties were not obtained for ATPPG solid
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propellants with an -NC0/-OH ratio of 0.775 or 20% D-4000 with a

-NCO/-OH ratio of 0.,85 (See Table 5). Too low a proportion of

Table 4

Summary of Mechanical Properties of Propellants
Formulated with a -NCO to -OH Ratio of 0.925 and Various %

ATPPG.

ATPPG Maximum Maximum Initial Stress Elongation
Force, Strain, Modulus, at Rupture, at Rupture.,

% lbs. in./in. p.s.i. p.s.i. in./in.

20 D-4000 4.78 0.517 78.8 19.65 0.741
10 D-4000 14.67 0.270 548.7 52.33 0.403
0 ATPPG 23.46 0.35 1038.,0 119.49 0.398

'10 T-5000 14.27 0.369 375.6 67.31 0.434
20 T-5000 8.44 0.343 247.0 37.89 0.421

curative could be the cause for the soft propellants. Data in

Table 6 for baseline (no ATPPG) propellants showed the IPDi

curative yielded solid propellant having somewhat greater rupture

strain (73.5 % versus66.9 %) and maximum stress (98 psi versus 83

psi) as compared to solid propellant formulated with half TDI and

half IPDI curative. As observed earlier these propellants

exhibit exceptionally good strain capabilities that are likely

due to the new processing method that was used.

Table 5
Summary of Mechanical Properties of Propellants

Formulated with a -NCO to -OH Ratio of 0.85 and Various % ATPPG.

ATPPG Maximum Maximum Initial Stress Elongation
Force, Strain, Modulus, at Rupture, atRupture,

% lbs. in./in. p.s.i. p.s.i. in./in.

20 D-4000 "To Soft To Machine"
10 D-4000 5.13 0.787 31.3 29.36 0.788
0 ATPPG 16.09 0.575 440.9 82.74 0.67U

10 T-5000 8.61 0.781 101.5 45.27 0.865
20 T-5000 4.25 0.319 49.6 24.41 0.589
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Table 6

Summary of Mechanical Properties of Propellants Formulated with
a -NCO to -OH Ratio of 0.85 Using Different Isocyanate Curatives.

Isocyanate Maximum Maximum Initial' Stress Elongation
Force, Strain, Modulus, at Rupture, at Rupture,
lbs. in./in. pis.i. p.s.i. in./in.

IPDI 18._24 0.711 440 98.2 ° 0.735
TDI/IPDI 16.09 0.575 349 82.7 0.669

IV. RECOM*MDATIONS

An important goal for the Astronautics Laboratory is to

obtain a R-45M solid propellants having superior strain

capabilities. Such solid propellant would provide significantly

fewer motor failures resulting in savings of money and, probably,

some human lives. Obtaining superior strain capability is a

severe technical challenge since the physical properties of HTPB

solid rocket propeilants are dependent on control of a multitude

of variables.

Abrasive mixing of the oxidizing agent, AP, into liquid HTPB

prepolymer, which contains allylic hydroxyl groups, might lead

to oxidation of the hydroxyl groups needed to chain extend the

HTPB. Loss of even one percent of the hydroxyl groups would

significantly reduce the ability to achieve high molecular weight

HTPB polymers, thereby resulting in a loss of desired physical

properties. The manner of addition of the oxidizing agent, AP,

appeared to influence the physical properties of the solid

propellant especially when conditions led to a mixture that

became "dry-gritty" in texture. This raises the question of the
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optimum approach to attain mix time and the manner of AP

addition for obtaining the preferred mechanical- properties.

The reason for the current approach came out of an old

-advertising, brochure by Atlantic Richfield Company (ARCO) during

the period that they owned the R-45M prepolymer production

facility. In their brochure they provided an account cf gumstock

studies with both pure R-45M and a 50-50 R-45M ai.. .PG 3000

mixture cured by TDI at a 1400F temperature. An -NCO/-OH ratio

of one was employed. The mixed R-45M and PPG gumstpck had both

maximum tensile strength and rupture strain at least three times

greater than for the pure R-45M gumstock. If this magnitude of

change could be made for solid propellant, all industry problems

with low strain capability for workhorse propellants (primarily

for large booster applications) would be solved. With a very

large margin of surplus strain capability even relatively large

errors in formulation, processing, and quality control might

routinely yield propellant having adequate strain capability.

However,, substantial problems loomed for translating the

ARCO results to solid propellant. First, cure at 1400 F did not

seem feasible for reasons of manufacturing safety, the likely

prospect of having poor long term propellant aging qualities, and

high motor grain stresses derived from thermal grain shrinkage by

cool down to normal operational and storage temperatures.

Further, R-45M propellants due to high -OH functionalities of

abou'. 2.3 employ -NCO/-QH ratios less than one to avoid an
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overpopulation of Crossinks. With the chemical reactivity of
the R-45K -OH groups less than about one tenth that of the PPG

-OH groups the low -NCO/-OH ratios would, leave some of the PPG as

plasticizer rather than-as rubber network contributing to binder

strength and strain capability., Another factor discovered during

the effort reported here was that the PPG's viscous interactions

with propellant solids, AP and Al, produce greatly higher

processing viscosities that lessened propellant castability.

Chain extension, increasing prepolymer molecular weight by

reaction of a fraction of the propellant Curative -prior to solids

addition during propellant processing, is a process often proven

to provide substantial propellant strain capability enhancement.

The availability of difunctional and trifunctional amine

terminated PPG's D-4000 and T-5000, provided the appearance of a

solution to the envisioned chemical and propellant processing

difficulties. Addition of half of the -desired quantity of

diisocyanate curative to a mixture of R-45M and ATPPG in

-NCO/-NH2 ratios large enough to ensure 'that most of the ATPRG

would quickly become isocyanate terminated (due to high -NH2

group reactivity with -NCO groups) followed by a slower chain

extension reaction with the remaining excess of R-45M -OH groups

would ensure incorporation of short PPG segments in random

fashion into the R-45M binder network. Several questions could

be asked about such a process. Primary among these questions is,

" Will the random short block PPG incorporation provide similar

enhanced strain and strength as with gumstock?" In the mixed
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gumstock almost pure R-45M binder network would iikely be

terminated by long blocks of :PPG due to the differential -OH

group chemical reactivities of the two prepolymers. Other

questions could be about the strength and direction of binder to

solid filler interactions and how important processing methods

are to propellant strain capabilities. Thus, the approach

reported here contained the hope that incorporation of PPG into,

the R-45M binder network was the: important influence rather than

the block sizes and/or block order of polybutadiene and PPG

polymer segments.

After the work reported here the random short segments of

PPG incorporation into a R-45M bin er network did not enhance

propellant capabilities, further efforts should be directed at

investigating both internal and terminal PPG long block segments

chemically attached to the R-45M binder networks. Techniques not

conceived of prior to this effort make such binder chemical

structures now seem feasible in a propellant processing

environment.
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A Development-of Molecular Modeling Technigues to Study Intem l ula
Forces Found Between-Solid Rocket Oxidizers and Their Bindinej Afents,

by

ShannonG0. Lieb

ABilRAI

In light of the many failures- of solid-rocket motors due to improper adhesion
of the oxidizer to the binding agent, this study was embarked upon with. the idea of
modeling the nature of binding to a solid ionic surface at the molecular level. This

approach should yield ways of improving the method of mixing the oxidizer and'
propellant and should give a better understanding of the concept of binding itself.
With this general goal in mind, the SpeCific system of ammonium perchlorate
(oxidizer) and hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene (binder) are made the model
system to study. These materials are commonly used in these roles and are well
characterized in ,terms of their thermodyriamic and spectroscopic properties. These
ingredients are essential to modeling thteintcr- and intramolecular forces needed to
carry out molecular mechanics calculations O -this system. Appropriately small
prototype systems must. first be studied to tes, "the parametrization scheme to be

used in the large scale problem. Once the essential interactions, are characterized,
the scaling up -to the complex system of long-chain binders adhering to a solid

surface requires a partitioning of efforts into two paits. One part is the study of the
lattice statistics of a long chain aldene adhering to the ammonium perchlorate
surface. The second is the investigation of the most energetically stable interactions

between the binder and oxidizer. Together these approaches yield a molecular

description of the oxidizer/binder interaction.
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L INMrRDUCrIO'

In the past decade the development of semiclassical quantum, mechanical
calculations-refered to ismolecular.mechanics has been developed -to deal:with large
scile molecular systems (Le., 50-3000 atoms or more). These systems can not be

approached by ab initiO calculations with present computer technology; therefore,

molecular mechanics has been developed to confront these large scale problems.

This approach can;.be chairacterifed: asan appropriate mixture of'highly accurate ab

initiO calculations on prototype systems, experimentally established parameters of

inter- a d-intramolecular force: fieldS and chemical, intuition. This approach has-been

used extensively in the areas of biochemistry (Protein structure and reactivity) and

pharmaceutical industry (drug design, and interaction) in an attempt to understand

fundamental molecular mechanisms. In alittle-more than adecade ago, the advent of

the application of molecular dynamics to protein structures, was viewed as
intractably complex by many chemists and not a development that would-contribute

significantly to the knowledge of protein chemistry by many biologists. Since that

time the literature has exploded with dynamic simulations which have greatly

enhanced our understanding of protein function. Conformational changes in proteins

account for its binding activity, information transmission and other important

functions. The development of proteindynamics is not the thrust of this research but

only an example of the- utility of the application of properly guided chemical intuition

to the solution of large-scale molecular problems via a dynamics presentation (albeit

Newtonian mechanics). A good overview of protein dynamics, structure and

thermodynamics is-given in a review volume by Charles Brooks, et. al. (1) bearing

that title.

The problem at-hand is one of elucidating the meaning of the term adhesion at

the molecular level. Organic binders have been formulated in the past along with

oxidizing agents -to make solid rocket propellants. In order to get a more efficien:

motor, one needs to bind these two ingredients together. Presently there is no

molecular level description of the intrapropellant binding process. In order to

understand adhesion defects and circumvent problems relating to them, an in depth

understanding of the binding phenomenon is desirable. Beyond that, if the action-of

adhesion at the molecular level is understood, possibly new propellants could be

developed that no longer require bonding agents. With the development o' large

scale molecular dynamics programs like CHARMM, AMBER and BIOGRAPH, the

appropriate time for this type of investigation seems ripe. These programs have
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been developed for the- study of protoin dynamics but are general in, the, sense that-
they have large internal libraries defining the parameter files that doscie the
fundamental:interaction potentials between atoms. My own experience is with the
program C.HARMM developed by Martin Karplus of lrvard:University (bience, th
name Chemisry HArvard Molecular Mechanics). Thedata library can be accessed
and modified to, include, new atoms and, their associated parameters (to be described,
later) so ,that the program can attack new problems with the bame fundamental,
algorithms for solving Newton's equations of motion.

The objective of this introduction is.to state the problem of adhesion and to
point to the present tools at hand for possible solution to that problem - molecular
mechanics and dynamics. With that in mind, the following, sections will develop
more.Of the detail in plan of attack, the results at present and what needs to be
done;

Studies of hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) in relation to their
,binding properties have been carried out using various, experimental measurements
including thermodynamic (2,3), rheologic (4,5) and spectrophotometric (4,6). The
recurring hypothesis is that binding is due primarily to hydrogen-bonding at the ionic
surface with the hydroxy terminal group of HTPB. Hydrogen-bonding is indicated as
the major source of binding for carboxyl-terminated, polybutadien- (5) as well. Using
this hypothesis as a starting point, the development of methods to understand the
interactions available to the binder with~ammonium perchlorate (AP) have been put
in place. There are many possible attractive interactions possible and the goal is to
list and prioritize these interactions and then build a model that either confirms or
suggests alternate possibilities.

In general, there appears to be two paths to follow so as to clarify the issues
at hand. One path is the examination of the various confornational interactions of
HTPB with AP through a statistical model. This is A "static" model in which
different conformational energetics are examined and appropriately weighted 'Via
Boltzmann statistics. The description, of the interaction of the two dimensional
lattice provided by the AP with the various states, availableto the HTPB is based on
the generalization of the two dimensional Ising model refered to as Potts models
(7).
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The second path is a "dynamic" model which investigttes the time evolution
of'a, molecular system. This approach can be investigated with the use of the,
program CHARMM. Incorporated in this program are the parameters which
describe the interaction terms of each individual atom's intramolecular and
intermolecular forces. Those interactions which are missing because of a novel
system can, be added to-the libraryof parameters. This prgram~carrieS Out not only
a (local) minimization of the structure which is presented but also carries out an
"annealing" process; whereby, the molecular system is subjected to large, random
kinetic energy inputs Which force the molecular geometry into other conformations
Which maybe near to the proposed local energy minimum, but separated by a large
-conformatiOnal- energy barrier. This allows for a search of the global minimum of the
proposed structure. Because the intermolecular forces are approximated as
harmonic oscillators .there is no. dissociation of the molecule by inputting kinetic
energies tthat correspoid to 1000 Kelvins. In order to simplify the study of the
dynamics of the system, there is a molecular dynamics simulation with stochastic
boundary conditions. This method allows the partitioning of the molecular system
into several-regions based on their spatial disposition with respect to a primary, area
of interest. There is areaction region and a reservoir region. Further there is a
buffer region which forms the interface between the reaction zone and reservoir, The
reservoir supplies the stochastic forces to be applied to the reaction zone through
the buffer region ctoms. The buffer region atoms are tied to the reaction region
'boundary, but are codnected through a harmonic potential. One can then apply the
simplified Langevin dissipative and random~forces' to simulate the dynamics of the
condensed phase with a small fluctuation around the mean temperature.

Up to this point the objectives have been stated as a definition of the problem
in terms of what constitutes the "model" molecular system for solid rocket
propellant (i.e., HTPB and AP) and a brief account of methodologies that can be
applied in an attempt to answer the question of "What is the nature of adhesion at
the molecular level?". Now we must turn to the question of what are the essential
input parameters to explore the statistics and dynamics of our model system. Since
the studies that are suggested are interested in the'molecular motion of the nuclear
framework of the molecules in question, the approach of molecular dynamics is one of

classical dynamics and the understanding of classical potentials and/or forces. That
does not preclude the use of quantum mechanical calculations to aid in the
determination of the parameterization, but it means that the quantum mechanical
effects have to be incorporated into a classical mechanics regime. In particular, the
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forces between atoms within a molecular unit (intermolecular) are rpresented as
harmonic stretching ,and bending motions -and ,as torsional- motions. These three
internal mode motions thereby need their motions,characterized-by -harmonic force
constants as derivedfrom norma ,coordinate anaysis of fundamental'fiuenciesvia

infrared spectroscopy. The torsional mode parameters can be6esimated from serhi-

empirical computational packages like MOPAC (available at the Kirkiand AFB
supercomputer on the CRAY2) or from ab initio calculations (e.g., CADPAC also
available at the aforermentioned supercomputer) of smaller prototype systems
containing appropriate chemical aspects of the larger molecular system. The forces

between molecular units (intramolecular forces) are typically, characterized by
electrostatic (Coulombic) forces plus London dispersion forces generally either in
the form of the Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential or the exp-G potential in which the

repulsive portion of the potential (i.e., r .12) is replaced by a somewhat less steep
exponential term. These dispersion potentials require two parameters to describe
the well depth and an effective interaction distance (8). These parameters are
evaluated for all atom pairs and are only effective for interactions that are more than
four-bonded neighbors away or non-bonded, but spacially neighboring atoms, The
Coulomb potential has two parameters as well. The first is the dielectric of the

media and the other the partial charge associated with each atom. The partial
charge can be obtained by a Mulliken:population -nalysis of an ab initio quantum
mechanical calculation of the molecule in question or of an appropriate prototype.

' Finally, I would like to note that there is available in the molecular dynamics
simulations :the availability of solvent interactions. These could -be useful in

determining the detremental or useful aspects of leaving behind solvent molecules
when a binder is applied to the oxidizer. Also, some have conjectured, that humidity
has played a role in the deterioration of proper binding. If water molecules are

entered into the "reaction" zone of the dynamics simulation, its positive or negative

(or neutral) effects can be evaluated.

III. METHODOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT

The computing facilitities available to me now (at the Edward's AFB
Astronautics Laboratory and Kirkland AFB) do not have a copy of CHARMM or its
equivalent for the dynamics calculation, but there is the latest version of molecular

mechanics authored by N.L. Allinger, et.al. (12) called MM2. The intermolecular

potential terms are the harmonic stretching and bending vibrational modes , their
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coupling ad'torsional modes. -Theexplicitrepmsentation of thesepooial- ternsis
-.ias, follows -. The stretching mode potential has the

E = 13882 0 +c3( A Q1] 1

Where ks is the harmonic stretching force constant, -1 represents the equilibrium
(minimum energy) internuclear separation and cs represents the cubic stretching
term Whose value is presently set at -2.00. The lengths are in Angstroms and ks
has the units of mdynes/Angstrom. The. bending potential has the
form:

Es= k (9 Ro)Al +:.OxlO 8( 0')2] (2)

where ke is the harmonic bending constant in units of mdynes/Angstrom-radians 2

and Oo is the equilibrium bond angle in radians. Finaly, the torsional potential Which
includes terms up to three fold bond rotational

terms:

Em =- (1 +cos o) ) + j(1- cos 2o ) + V3 (1 + cos 3o) (3)

where the Vi 's are the parameters that are either set to- zero or evaluated relative
to the rotational energy barrier about a bond. This energy is expressed in kcal/mole.
As for the intramolecular energy terms, the van der Waals forces are those forces
between atoms that are either more than 3 bonds distant or. spacially near one
another without the benifit of a bonding interaction. The van der Waals force in this
case is mimicked by an exp-6 potential of the

form:
if P<3.311

Ed = e 2.9xlO5 exp(- 1.)- 2.25 P6] (4a)

if P>3.311

Evdw = e* 336.176 P2  (4b)

where P is the inverse of the reduced internuclear distance; i.e., P = r*/R. The value

of R is the instantaneous internuclear separation and r* is the interaction range
parameter refered to earlier. The other parameter, e*, is the van der Waals well
depth. These parameters for all pair-wise interactions are assessed by an atom-
atom interaction potential which uses simple combination rules to evaluate two
different atoms approaching one another. Specifically, r* equals the sum of the
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individual van der Waals atomic radii and e* is the geometric mean of the. atomic

"hardness" parameters. The coulombic interaction term is
simply:

qq2  (5)

where qj is the charge-of the i-th atom and ic is the appropriate dielectric constant.
There are many specific, attendant details which are addressed in reference 12.

In order to parameterize MM2, experimental data and quantum mechanically
calculated values must be gathered together. To this end I have prepared Table I

which contains crystallographic, thermodynamic and spectroscopic values for
ammonium perchlorate. The Schoenflies symmetry symbols used to identify the

vibrational frequencies come from the normal mode analysis in which the 9
vibrational modes arereduced to a nondegenerate, Ai, and. triply degenerate, T22, set

of stretching modes and a doubly degenerate, E, and triply degenerate, T22, set of
bending vibrational modes. Because the stretching and bending T2 modes are of the

same symmetry there is a mixing of these two modes in the normal -coordinate mode
analysis. The best normal mode coordinate force constants are determined by
minimizing the square of the residual of the calculated versus experimental

fundamental frequencies. After the determination of the best normal mode force

constants, the normal mode coordinate force constant matrix was back transformed

to give -the internal coordinate force constants. These resultant force constants are
found to be ks = 6.658 mdynes/Angstrom,.k - 3.469 mdynes/Angstrom-radian 2 and
krg = 1.610 mdynes/Angstrom-radian for the -perchlorate anion and ks = 3.481
mdynes/Angstrom, ke = 1.441 mdynes/Angstrom-radian 2 and kro 0.532
mdynes/Angstrom-radian for the ammonium cation.

The theoretical evaluation of the harmonic frequencies throught the CADPAC
package at Kirkland AFB supercomputing facility has yielded the results on Table II.
Unfortunately at this moment, the second order Moller-Plessant (MP2) calculations
do not work properly on the CRAY2 at Kirkland. However, the present results are

due to a geometry optimized SCF calculation which utilizies the polarized 631G*
basis functions provided by the library contained in the CADPAC program. To that
basis was added an f-orbital basis to the Cl atom as suggested,'by E.D. Simandiras,

et. al. (16) to improve the harmonic frequency analysis of the bending modes. This
simple addition changed the bending frequencies from 100% too low to 7% too high

for the E mode and 9% too high for the T2 "bending" mode. The best results for
prediction of harmonic frequencies (16,17) have been obtained by further refing the
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SCF calculation by invoking MP2 corrections. Although the frequencies found by,
this method are above the observedfundamental frequencies, that is to be expected
because one needs the first overtone frequencies to. correctly extract the harmonic
frequencies from the fundamental. As noted in Table M, the iMulliken population
analysis shows that the Cl charge is 1.589 and the, oxygen charge- is -0.647.
According to the analysis-of reference i3, the total charge on the perchlorate anion

should be -0.34 which is one third the value of the charge used in the SCF
calculation. This can be corrected by placing an ammonium ionat an average N-- Cl
crystal distance and allowing the charge to redistribute among all the atoms of the
neutral formula unit. Several orientations of the ammonium ion relative to the
perchlorate anion wili be applied. This procedure is ready to be put in place as soon
as the implementation of MP2 is properly installed.

The other half of this study is the development of a model of,the hydroxy-

terminated polybutadiene which will interact with the ammonium perchlorate surface.
Anther facility of the CADPAC program is the setting up of a point charge lattice

and allowing the user to evaluate the interaction of a molecule with I point
electrostatic field. Some model systems thatvseem appropriate prototypes are the
comparisons of ethanol to methane interacting with lattice point charges or ethylene
to methane and even 1-hydroxy 2-propene compared~to methane interactions with a,
point charged lattice. These comparisons should give some insight into the relative
bonding strengths and thereby the relative configurational energies of interaction
between the binder and the lattice. One can extend this to the HTPB system using
the semi-empirical package MOPAC (available at the Kirkland supercomputing
center) which has the same point charge lattice option available to it, refered to as
"sparkles".

To understand the most probable conformation of HTPB, one can apply the
same considerations as is used in the Ising model (7) to develop a statistical

distribution understanding of conformational energies and associated geometry.
This has been done by Paul Flory (20). His methodology is one of picking the
energetically accessible energy minima to characterize the entire potential surface
available to the torsional states of a polymer. The approximation of nearest
neighbor interactions along the polymer chain is in direct analogy with the one

dimensional Ising model. The number and relative energies of the torsional potential
minima (rotational isomeric approximation) determine the dimension and
statistically weighted values of the matrix representing the partition function of the
monomer unit of a polymer. Once the partition function is created, all thermodynamic
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values are, accessible as -well as. average length of the polymer and its spacial
distribution (hence the configuration). Through experimental methods of light
scattering and viscosity, one- can infer the second moment of the chain length (ie.,
<r2>, the average squared end-to-end length of the polymer). From this one has
some bench mark calculations to perform, to see if the approximation scheme has
validity. With thissort of conformational analysis .along-with the information as to
interactions between the polymer with itself and With the AP surface, the range of
expectedbinding configurations should be morelimited.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

The basic outline of attack is laid out. There exists a problem both of
technical interest as well as theoretical interest. The accomplishments of this
summer lie in the generation of enthusiasm over the solution to this problem of
adhesion. The tools of computational chemistry are available for use in this novel
problem and we have begun to use them. Specifically, I would recommend the
pursuit of the analysis of the prototype systems in -order to gauge the important

aspects of the large molecular problems posed by the HTPB interface with the AP
crystal. The development of the "static" statistical mechanical picture in
conjunction with the classical dynamics picture that CHARMM (for instance) can

provide will undoubtedly provide -insights into the query of "What is adhesion?".
The purchase of a, graphics workstation along with the molecular modeling software
that aids in "seeing",the results of the dymanics simulation will provide a powerful
tool in the elucidation of this problem. There cre-experiments that probe the surface
interactions of the binder with the oxidant. These must be investigated as well.
Experiment and theory must develop together if proper grounding of theory in

experiment and guidance of experiments through theory are to emerge.
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Iabld f

Experimental. data summary of NH4ClO04

CrystAllogrAphic data a)
Madelung constant, 3.3134
Electrostatic energy 149.4-kcal/niole
Total lattice energy 143.8 kcal/mole
Average Cl--O radius 1.86 Angstroms

Goldschniidt radius Polarizabilities

NH4+ 1.43 Angstroms 2.00 Angstrorns 3

Q647 2.36 Angstroms 5.09 Angstroms3

C104 charge -0.34

AHOf,98 -70.6-kcal/mole

A&Sof,298 -165.93 cal/mole-K
Cp,298 30.61 cal/mole-K

Infrared and Raman Spectroscopic Data(c):

mode symmetry NH4O C104-

Al 3213 cm- 1  937 cm- I

E 1685 cnv1  463 cm1

T2 3268 cm7' 1078.cm- 1

T2 1410 cm-' 633'cm- 1

Rotational Barrier of NT41+jDM~J4C14(d): 0.4 kcal/mole

(a) see reference 13
(b) see reference 14
(c) see reference 15
(d) see reference 15 and 19
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IableH

Summary of CADPAC SCF geometry- optimization calculation, of, C10 4- using

63 1G* basis plus, an f orbital basis on Cl

Atomic -Populatio ns charge
Cl '15.41143 +1.58857
o 8.64714 -0.64714
o 8.64714 -0.64714
o 8.64714 -0.64714

o8.64714 -0.64714

-Molecular Geometry (Angstromns)
atom pair- calculated .experimental(a)
0l-70 1.439 1.445
0--O 2.350 1.360,

Harmonic Frequencies
calculated experimental(b)

mode frequency (cr 1 ) frequency (cm tl)
Al 1033 935
E 494 462
T2 1247 1102

T2692 628

(a) the averaged Cl--0 and 0--O bond distances in reference 18
(b) see reference 1
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Design and Analysis

:of Reaction Wheel Actuators for ASTREX

by

Tom C. Pollock and Johnny E. -Hurtado

ABSTRACT

Reaction wheel actuators have been designed for the ASTREX experimental

article. The reaction wheel torquers are PMI servodisc motors outfitted with reac-

tion wheels. The type JR25 series will be employed to provide controlled fine point

maneuvering while a JR16 series will be used to actively suppress vibration of the

structure. Software has been written that aid in the design and analysis of reaction

wheel torquers. Designer helps to design and size the reaction wheel. Analyst helps

to analyze the response of the motor and wheel pair in the time domain. Myfrf is

a Matrix, executable function which analyzes the response of the motor and wheel

pair in the frequency domain. User guides have been written which explain the in-

putto the codes and their algorithms. In addition, the necessary mounting brackets

have been designed and documentation regarding the assembly of the reaction wheel

actuators has been provided.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been a continued growing interest in the control of Large

Space Structures (LSS). Often, control is meant to include enabling these structures

to perform fine point maneuvering-and active vibration suppression. Two types

of actuators used in providing control are cold gas thrusters and reaction wheel

torqueri,

The Astronautics Laboratory of Air Force Systems Command (AFSC) has re-

cently completed construction of the Advanced Space Structures Technology Re-

search Experiments (ASTREX) facility. ASTREX is to 'serve as a testbed for

validating and integrating emerging space structure technology in fine p.int ma-

neuvering and vibration suppression. The facility-is uniqueas the nation's testbed

for large-angle slewing and real-time vibration suppression of realistic space models

because of several key features. These key features of ASTREX include its size, its

spherical air bearing system,-an advance real-time control computer, and a 3-mirror

Space Based Laser (SBL) beam expander structure.

This report will begin with a statement of the objectives of this research effort.

Next, sections discussing the approaches taken in realizing each of the listed objec-

tives and their results follow. Finally, recommendations to this research effort will

be given.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

As suggested earlier, future mission performance of many LSS require that they

be able to execute fine point maneuvering. And because these structures typically

exhibit light structural damping, are very large and highly flexible, active control

to suppress vibration following a maneuver will likely be required.
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The primary goal of -this research effort was to design reaction, wheel torquers

to provide fine point, maneuvering and'vibration suppresion for the ASTREX ex-

perimental article. The design was to be complete. That is, appropriate DC motors

and driving amplifiers were to be selected, reaction wheels were to be sized and

designed, the response of the motor and wheel pair-the motorand wheel pair con-

stitute a reaction wheel torquer-was to be analyzed, and any neccessary mounting

brackets were to be designed.

The approach taken to completing each design stage listed-above and the results

of that approach is presented in the following sections.

IIl, COMPONENT SELECTION

a. The selectionof adequate DC motors was largely based upon the rated

torque that a motor was able to provide. It was estimated that for ASTREX

to execute fine point maneuvering, 20 ft-lbs of torque about each axis would be

necessary. For vibration suppression, an estimate of 2-3 ft-lbs of torque about each

axis would be necessary. Also, motors which did not, have any cogging associated

withtheir performance were regarded as being more desirable. The amplifiers used

to drive the motors would be based upon the motors themselves.

b. The PMI JR25 series and PMI JR16 series motors were selected for this

research effort. The JR25 is able to provide roughly 10 ft-lbs of rated torque at

33 amps and 3000 rpm. Two of these motors in series would be able to provide

the torque neccessaryto execute fine point maneuvering. The JR16 is rated at 2.7

ft-lbs of torque at 9.55 amps and 3000 rpm. This motor would be able to provide

the torque neccessary for actively suppressing vibration. Moreover, motors by PII

boast to be zero cogging because of their servodisc design. The suggested driving

amplifier for the JR25 series motor is a model RXA 180-50-70 by PMI. A transformer

(model T-125-10) and choke (model CH-35-70) .ccompany this model amplifier. For
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the JR16 series motor, an AXA-180-10-30, also by ,PMI, is the suggosted driving

amplifier. This amplifier comes equipped with an internal, transformer and, choke

(660 p - Henry inductance).

With the motors and amplifiers selected, focus was .then shifted to designing

and sizing the reaction wheels. The motors would then be outfitted with these

wheels ,resulting in a reaction wheel torquer.

IV. DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

a. In this section, we consider the approach taken to designing the wheels

for the reaction wheel torquers. The software Dejigner was written to aid in this

design. The power ofDesigner lies in tsability to conceive-many wheels of different

dimensions and then compare and contrast them in one sweep. The approach taken

by Designer is outlined below. A user's guide tothis software, which contains a more

detailed algorithm, has been left with the VSSS at the Astronautics Laboratory.

With a motor selection having been made, there are certain motor constants

and parameters which '.,ecome important in designing the reaction wheels. A listing

of constants and parameters (along with their units) is given below.

Kt :torque constant (oz in / amp)

Kb back emf constant (volts / krpm)

-Rt terminal resistance (ohms)

Kd viscous damping constant (oz in / krpm)

L, :armature inductance (Henrys)

Irotor : inertia of the rotor (oz in sec 2)

maxacc : maximum no load acceleration (krad / sec2 )

shlen : motor shaft length (in)

shdia : motor shaft diameter (in)

diamh : diameter of the motor housing (in)
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The particular constants and parameters which are important to -this part of the

,Y), design, stage-is asubset of this list.

To begin the design, amaterial 'for the wheel is chosen. Three equations are

used in sizing the wheels. The first equation, estimates a designing frequency while

the other two, equations compute the volume and inertia of a wheel 'piece'. I say

'piece' because the wheel is broken into components and the volumes and inertias

of, the components are calculated and summed.'

For a DC motor modeled as a first order system, the time constant is given by

T = R
KtKb

where J is the inertia of the wheel and rotor (oz in sec2 ), and Kb has dimension

volts / rad / sec. The cut-off frequency (or designing frequency) is then

W l= (rad/sec). (2)

'This frequency sets a particular moment of inertia (J) of the wheel and rotor.

By treating each component of a wheel as a ring, the volume and inertia of

each component is calculated by

Vol = t (R2 ' - R, (3)-

j -mass(R2
2 + R1

2) (4)

where t is the thickness (in), R 2 is the outer radius (in) and R1 is-the inner radius

(in). Mass is simply the product of the density and volume. Two basic wheel

geometries are offered in Designer. These are a rimmed and a disk wheel. The disk

wheel consists of a hub and disk, while the rimmed wheel consists of a hub, web,

and rim. The two wheel geometries are shown below
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Fig.la Disk Wheel Fig~lb Rimmed Wheel

The approach taken is to consider the maximum and-minimum values of partic-

ular dimensions which describe the wheels, andthe number of perturbances desired.

The inertias of the different wheels -resulting from all the possible permutations of

dimensions used to describe the wheels are then computed. After this, the list of

possible wheels is reduced by throwing out those wheels whose inertias are smaller

than that set by the design frequency. Following this reduction, the four wheels

with the smallest inertias are retained, for they will result in frequencies closest to,

but not greater than, the design frequency.

In the case that there is a 'better' wheel residing close to the four wheels

remaining after the-above pass, the program Designer investigates solutions in the

range near each previous solution. A 'better' wheel is defined as one with an inertia

closer to that-as defined by the designing frequency. With this second-pass we hope

to locate any local mimima which might describe a more desirable wheel.

Only the 'best' wheel, as defined above, of each second pass is retained for the

final output of the program. The output contains enough information so that a

wheel selection can be made.

b. The results of executing Designer to design wheels for the two motors is

presented here.
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For the JR25 series motor, a design frequency of 8- Hz w.s used. The inertia

of the resulting wheel for this frequency is 1.99 oz-in 6eP2 . The designed wheel is a.

rimmed wheel of the following dimensions-all dimensions in inches.

Hub inner dia 1.236 Web inner dia 3.7

outer dia 3.7 outer dia 11.6

thickness 2.472 thickness 0.125

Rim inner dia 11.6

outer dia 12.0

thickness 0.75

For the JR16 series motor, a design frequency of 9.8 Hz was used. The inertia

of the resulting wheel for this frequency is 0.25 oz in sec 2 . The designed wheel is a

disk Wheel of the following dimensions-all dimensions in inches.

Hub inner dia .625 Disk inner dia 1.875

outer dia 1.875 outer dia .475

thickness 1.25 thickness 6

With the motor and wheel now known, we may discuss the response of the

reaction wheel torquer to various commanded input.

V. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS of TORQUER RESPONSE

a. In this section, we consider the approach taken to analyzing the time-re-

sponse of the reaction wheel torquers to various commanded input. The software

Analyst was written to perform this analysis. Because it is desirable to be able

to drive a reaction wheel torquer in either voltage or current command, this soft-

ware was written to accomodate the two modes. The approach taken by Analyst

is outlined below. A users guide to this software, which contains a more detailed

algorithm, has been left with the VSSS at the Astronautics Labo'eatory.
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The approach taken begins with noting that, as with Designer, certain motor

parameters and constants becomeimportant when analyzing the, time response of

the torquer. Those that are important in this discussion are a subset of those

paramaters and constants already listed. The mathematical model of the 'wheel,

and motor pair is a coupled set of first order ordinary differential equations. The

first equation relates the applied voltage to the armature current and motor shaft

speed. This equation reads,

V = iRt + Li + Kbw '(5)

where V is the appled voltage (volts), L is the inductance of the armature and

.any choke in series wi'th the motor (Henrys), -i is the current through- the armature

(amps), and w is the shaftspeed (rad / sec). The second differentialequation relates

the torque produced to the shaft speed and reads

Torque, (6)

where J is the inertia of the wheel and rotor (oz in sec2 ). But the torque is related

to the armature current by

Torque = Kti, (7)

thus

Kti = Jc ± Kdw. (8)

Casting, equations (5) and (8) into a state spaced form yields

[-Rt/L -Kb/L I .f[V/LiKtb-' /iJ -KdiJ] tu LK~/J AdjJ ~ J(9)

Equations (9) represent those used when driving the motor in a voltage command

mode. They may be integrated forward in time for a given applied voltage as a

function of time to observe the time response of the current and wheel speed. For
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analyzing the response due to an appliedcurrent as a function-6f time,.we investigate
v* Eq's-(5), and (8). Equation,($) requires-some rag t beco--

Eqs-51 a(10)erer9- c-)

Equations (5) and (10) are those to be used for analyzing-the response, due to-an

applied current.

Note that when in voltage "mode, the lead' an& lag characteristics of the motor

and wheel pair may be obtainedfrom analyzing the response to a, sinusoidal input.

The -value by whichthe current leads or lags the commanded voltage is determined.

by noting the time at which these functions cross the zero axis. The -bandwidth and

systim damping mcy be obtined from analyzingthe response to a step input. The

rise time of the motor, and wheel is first determined. The rise- time is determined

by noting the time at which di / di is zero. The bandwidth is then given by

B T,= 0.3 (11)

where B is the bandwidth (Hz), and T, is the rise time (sec). This equation is

valid for systems in which the percent. overshoot (P.O.) is small (less than 10%).

In, addition to the bandwidth calculation, thesystem damping is computed. First,

the square of the natural frequency of the second order system is obtained from

-2KdRt ""KtK .(12)
'S JL (

The damping coefficient is then computed from

KdL + JRt
Cf = L(13)

JL

The system damping factor is then

Cf (14)

12w1
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Notethat when in current mode, the lead and lagcharacteristics of the motor

and wheel pair--with respect toa, commanded currrent--may be obtained from

analyzing the response to a sinusoidal input. The value by which the voltage leads

orlags the commanded current is determined in two ways. The first method inves-

tigates, the zero crossings of the functions. A second method is necessary because

the voltage signal may- be- biased and thus a 'zero crossing' is no longer valid. The

second method compares the times at which the signals reach~a minimum value.

The rise time and bandwidth calculation is not performed if the commanded
current is a step. Analyzing the response of the motor and wheel pair subject to

this type of input is done mostly to observe V (t) and w,(t) for a 'bang-bang' type

of commanded torque.

b. The timeresponse of'the JR25 and JR16 series motors outfitted with their

respective designed wheels is discussed below.

As mentioned earlier, the JR25 series motor was selected to enable the AS-

TREX structure to perform fine point maneuvering. Recall that the designed wheel

for this motor is arimmed wheel with a inertia of 1.99, oz in sec 2. The results from

Analyst suggest that the bandwidth of this reaction wheel torquer is 19 hertz. Also,

the apparent operating range is from 5 o 21 hertz. We define the operating range

as the range of frequencies for which the lead or lag angle is less than 45 degrees.

This operating range and bandwidth seem suitable for enabling ASTREX to per-

form fine point maneuvering, The system damping for this second order model is

0.7052. For a typical, second order model, the suggested damping factor os 0.7071.

Recall that the JR16 series motor was selected to actively suppress vibration of

the ASTREX test article. The designed wheel for this motor is a disk wheel with an

inertiaof 0.25 oz in sec 2. For this reaction wheel torquer, ,the results from Analyst

suggest that the bandwidth is 125 hertz. The apparent operating range is from 9.5

to 206 hertz. This range and bandwidth seem suitable for suppressing many high
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frequency vibrations following a maneuver. This. system is -over damp~ed, for the

system dampingfactor-is 2.39.

Shown below are graphs reflecting the output ~of Analys.t for the, two reactioni

wheel torquers. Figure-2a shows the response of the JR,25 series uiotor and wheel

pair when subjected to a, sinusoiudal voltage commanded, input of 10 hertz. Note

that the current'leads the voltage at this frequency by -10.7 degrees. 'Figure 2b,

shows, the response of the JR16 series. motor and Wheel, pair when subjected to a

sinusoiudil, current commanded input-,of 100 hertz. At this frequency, the current

tagsthe voltage by 16.9 degrees. these two figures are typical output of the software

A4naly~st.

tIAx MM~ -in Voltage ,Cewtwel
Continue(fo ? AI.L01413 27666 Torque 29. ox-in

1.513 lb-ft

voltage

Moiar Tyjpe JP2S, Choim 8.862 henrysi esaPPII voltage 1.81
DriVi ng, Frequencyg Z s 1.66 Rz arnsature current 4.46
current. is'A4 voltage hoi 16.7 degree* shatt spend 16 rim
w~heel nownt at inertia x *199M

Fig.2a Time Response'(JR25)
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Fig.2b Time Response (JR16)

In the next section, we introduce the frequency domain analysis of the reaction

wheel torquers.

VI. RESPONSE in the FREQUENCY DOMAIN

a. In this section we consider the approach taken to analyzing the frequency

response of the reaction wheel torquers. The Matrix, executable function Vfyfrf

was written to analyze the frequency response in a voltage commanded mode. The

approach taken by Myfrf is outlined below. A user's guide to the function, which

contains a more detailed algorithm and explaination, has been left with the VSSS

of Astronautics Laboratory.

As with Analysis and Designer, certain motor constants and parameters are

important in discussing this analysis. Again, the list of important constants and

parameters is a subset of the list previously given. The state space model used in
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this function is one -in which the armature current and-.shaft wheel speed are the

states, the applied voltage is the input, and- the current is, the output. That is,

{ }(15)
i=-[1 01{ i}. (16)

Here, i is the current through the armature (amps), W is the shaft speed (rad / sec),

J is the inertia of the reaction wheel and rotor (oz in sec 2), L is the inductance of

the armature and any choke in series With the motor,(Henrys), and V is the applied

voltage (volts). Note that in Eq.(15), Kb and Kd are expressed in terms of radians

per second and not in krpm. Basically, Myfrf takes the state spaced model and

computes the frequency response over a user specified range of frequencies. The

input to the function includes the inertia of the reaction wheel, the inductance of

any choke in series with the motor, the maximum frequency (Hz) of the desired

range, and a 6 x 1 vector containing certain motor constants.The output of the

function includes plots and data of the absolute value of the response, the gain

(db), and the phase (degrees) as functions of frequency. The series of commands

issued to execute the function MAyfrfare given in the user's guide.

Shown below aie graphs reflecting the output of M3yfrf for the two reaction

wheel, torquers. Figure 3a shows the phase portrait of the JR25 series motor and

wheel pair. These phase-portraits are useful because the bandwidth of the reaction
p.

wheel torquers are readily obtained. Note that the operating range of the JR25

series motor and wheel pair agrees with the results obtained in .Analyst. Similarly,

figure 3b shows the phase portrait of the JR16 series motor and wheel pair. Again,
r

note that the operating range of the JR216 series motor and wheel pair agrees with

the results obtained in Analyst. These two figures are typical output of the function

myfrf.
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torque6rs. We include. drawings of the final .wheels andnetessary mounting,,brackets.

Detailed drawings of all parts and a thorough discussion of the assembly. procedure

is outlined in~a design document-left, with the VSSS-at the.AstronauticsLaboratory.

The final designed -wheels for the'reictionwheel torquers are-shown below. Note

that these- figures, show mounting, hubs and plates designed to attach- the wheel to

the the motor shaft.

Fig.4a Small Wheel'(JR16)

Fig.4b Large Wheel (JR25)-
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The'figuires below show a typical mhounting base and'the'cdesigned'knail torquer

assembly mounted on, the secondary mirror of ASTREX,.

AF

*SiCONVARY -
MIRURRASA-1

*RI6,ASSIMSUES FOOTPRINT or
2316 N32 A5311

...........

A-2

SECTION A-A
TWO ORACKIT A-1 'AND SOUR
FASTENERS ABE NOT SNOWNFOR CLARITY.

Fig.5a Small- Torquer Assembly Mounted on Secondary, Mirror

7,

Fig.5b Typical Base
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~VIIL SUMMAY

A complete design oi reaction *heel torquers for the- ASTREX experimental

article has 'been performed. The, reaction wheel torqvers were desifned& to enable:

ASTREX to perform~fne point maneuv~ers and'actively suppress vibration. Software

was written to aid in the- design and'analysis of the torquers. Complete documen-

tation. of the, software and assembly procedi~ce has, been left with .the VSSS at the

Astronautics Laboratory, Edwards AFB.

IX. REFERENCES

'Van de Vette, J., Feedback Control System, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood

Cliffs, N.J., 1990.

'Bogart, T.F., Laplaci Transforms and Control Systems Theory for Tec/znoi-

ogy, John Wiley &Sons, New York, 1982.
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ComponentDesign ,for theoMilti-Body

Dvhanics Experiment

by

Roger-C. Thompson,

ABSTRACT

An experimental facility is currently under development for the study of the

behavior of multi-body systems, In the initial phase of the project, the operational

characteristics were established and the parameters for the design of the components were

determined. Conceptual outlines for the structure, interconnections of the components,

and the complete design and specification of the elements were -to be achieved during this

phase of the project. A detailed layout of the experiment was produced- such that

individual components could be sized for the final design and fabrication. Several

problems were encountered in finding suitable components due to the high performance

requirements set for the facility. The drive units have been specified for the shoulder and

elbow joints, and the mounting system for the shoulder motor was completed. Additional

tests were performed on the air cushion flotation system because the mass of the elbow

structure will be substantially higher than predicted by the initial estimates. An analysis

of the performance of the structure with larger mass elements was completed; from the

results, it was determined that the frequencies of the structural vibrations would be shifted

in range, but the frequency spread would not change significantly. The flexible elements

can be scaled such that the first mode frequency remains the same (0.5 Hz).
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. INTRODUCTION:

The principal mission of the Astronautics Labpratory is to investigate-and verify

concepts that wil be employed-in. future space vehicles. Therefore ,the Vehicle Systems

branch of the Astronautics Laboratoryis acutely aware of the ned,fdr a thorough analysis

of the 'behavior, modeling, and control methodologies to be applied, to large flexible

spacecraft. Consequently, the Astronautics Laboratory is developing a wide variety of

experimental research facilities for testing, concepts and components that will be an

integral part of the future technology for, spacecraft in general and large space .structures

in particular. Among these facilities is an experiment indynamic interaction of multiple

bodies connected by flexible components. The simplest structure that displays the

behavior associatedwithmulti-body dynamics is a two-link flexible manipulator, and this

is what has been chosen for the new facility.

Because the environment of space cannot be duplicated on the -Earth's surface,

experiments have been designed to examine very specific subsystems or simplified

motions. Typical test articles have typically consisted of simple structures such as a rigid

central body with flexible elements attached, not multi-body structu es. Examples of

these simpler experiments supported by the Astronautics Laboratory include the

Draper/RPL experiment and the JPL Antenna experiment. The Multi-Body Dynamics

Experiment is the latest entry in a steady progression of research efforts aimed at

developing new technology in predicting and controlling flexible vehicles. Other recent

experiments (Refs. 1-3) in flexible manipulators are true multi-body structures, but the

purpose of the experiments is to control the-flexibility of manipulators alone. The facility
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at the Astronautics Laboratory will be used to investigate the -fundamental behavior of

multi-body spacecraft

The initial phase of the experiment design has been completed (Refs. 4-5); the

conceptual configuration of the apparatus is known, and the baseline operational

parameters have been determined. The second, phase of the project is to design the

structural components such that the projected characteristics of the experizmmt' can be

achieved. The nature of the multi-body behavior is .that the motions of each component

interact with all of the other elements in a complex, and difficult to predict, fashion.

Consequently, the design of the experimental structure must beaccomplished in parallel;

each component, cannot be specified separately because it will affect'and' be affected by

the design of the other components. This iterative process is the second phase of the

project, and the assembly of the research, facility is the final phase.

My research interests are in dynamics and control of large flexible structures,

Although most of my research is analytical in nature, lam very interested in developing

an active program of -experimental research in dynamics and control. My background,

which includes industrial experience in machine design and fabrication was a contributing

factor in my assignment to this project. The association with related Air Force research

facilities and personnel will, assist the formation of experimental research capabilities at

the Pennsylvania State University. The objective is to provide an experimental program

that will complement similar research programs at the Astronautics Laboratory.
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JI. OBfJ iVES:,

The objective, of the Astronautics Laboratory is to pro-u a suitable mechanism

for various studies in multi-body dynamics. The simplest apparatus that exhibits the

dynamic behavior common to multi-body structures is a two-link flexible manipulator.

It is a structure on which many different experiments (with different goals) can be

accomplished. The long-term goal for the project is to test all aspects of multi-body

behavior. Individual' topics to be, examined will include, butnot be limited to, coupled

motions, sensor/actuator dynamics, control/structure interaction, and time-optimal control

technology.

The-objective of the 1990 Summer Faculty Research Program (SFRP) was to

develop thespecifications and detailed design of the components that imake up the Multi-

Body Dynamics Experiment. Because the overall dynamic behavior of the structure is

dependent upon the interactions between each element, the baseline structure design must

be iteratively refined until complete specifications are achieved. A more typical approach,

in which each component is developed separately would not be as effective as the parallel

process that was adopted.

The estimated date for completion of the experiment extends beyond the ten week

period allotted to the SFRP. Therefore, the design process will be completed at the

Pennsylvania State University, and the experiment :should be operational by the end of

1990.
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IL BASELINE CONFIGURATION:

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory determined estimates of the global operational

characteristics of the Multi-Body Dynamics EXperiment based upon the criteria

established by the Astronautics Laboratory (Ref. 4). In the preliminary design report,-the

authors proposed that the structure be supported on a cushion of air above a highly

polished, extremely flat and level granite table (Fig. 1). The air cushion will reduce

frictional-forces to a minimum and simulate the freemotion in a plane. A summary of

the original system performance criteria are:

Flexible arm length: 1 m Beam mass: 0.5 kg1

.First mode frequency: 0.5 Hz Shoulder motor torque: 31.4 Nm

Elbow motor torque: 6.2 Nm Angular velocity: 3 rad/s

Angular displacement 1350

The baseline configuration was immediately altered to improve the capability of

the apparatus. The angular displacement limit, an the shoulder joint was discarded

because it would hamper investigations of the coupled behavior of motions at high

angular rates. The remainder of the design recomniiendations were accepted as the design

criteria for the project.
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IV. COMPONENT DESIGN:

A. Shoulder/Elbow Joints

The majority of activity during the 1990 SFRP was in developing the shoulder and

elbow joints. The operation of the experiment depends almost entirely upon the

motorized hubs of the two-link manipulator. Each hub must rotate smoothly, with a

prescribed torque, throughout the range of motions that are available. In addition, the

mass of each joint must remain within assigned limits in order to maintain the dynamic

characteristics of the experiment.

The combined-constraints of low mass, small size, and high torque were difficult

to achieve. The original concept for the structure included direct drive, frameless DC

motors with hollow shafts. It was anticipated that the frameless, hollow-shaft style of

motor would have substantially less mass and rotor inertia than is found in their-framed,

solid-shaft counterparts. After examining several manufacturer's catalogs, it was obvious

that a motor with the required characteristics could not be found.

To-achieve high torque at low speed, the magnetic field strength of a motor must

be increased; more magnets must be used and/or the magnets must be larger. and heavier.

Consequently, the mass of the motor increases substantially for a modest increase in

torque. A second disadvantage of the higher field strength is that the motor exhibits a

motion at low speed known as "cogging." The ferrous rotor tends to align itself with the

closest magnet and to resist being displaced from that alignment. Rather than rotating

smoothly at a constant speed, for a constant voltage, the rotor slows as it leaves alignment

with one magnet and speeds up -as it approaches alignment with the next magnet. When
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the motor Voltage is redUced to zero, the: rotor slows until it -isagain i alignment with

a magnet; this motion may include a short reversal of direction as the rotor speed

approaches. zero.

Obviously, these characteristics are completely unacceptable for this experiment.

The high, mass of the motors alone. (up to 20 kg) precludes their use in this experiment.

Because the investigations to-be performed with this structure will rarely require more

than one revolution from a direct drive motor, cogging torques will be a significant

problem; the flexible modes will be disturbed and precise positioning of the beams will

not-be possible. To reduce the mass and to achieve the desiredtorque, a gear reduction

unit must be-included, After an extensive search -of manufacturer's literature on high

reduction, low mass, and low backlash (freeplay) gear drives, only one acceptable model

was found for each hub. Both motor units-have zero-cogging, and the continuous stall

torqueis equal to the maximum torque-required foi the experiment.

The mass of each motor is, however, higher than estimated- in the original design

criteria. It was then necessary to determine how the increased mass would affect the

dynamic performance of the structure. A simple analysis, via the NASTRAN structural

analysis program was performed; from the.results, it is clear that the natural frequency

spread was not widened for the 0.5 Hz, design, but the modal frequencies for higher

modes of the 1 Hz design were pushed intolerably high. Because the 0.5 Hz design was

chosen as the target structure, the increased mass was deemed acceptable. Consequently,

the two drive units were placed on order in. July, 1990.

Selection of the motors solved most of the problems associated with the operation

of the hubs; however, the size and shape of the gear reduction units presented an
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additional problem. The gear reduction units are "harnonic" drives which are very

adcurate, have zero backlash, and tey-1iave low inertia. The diameter of the drives are

within the size constraints, for the test-bed, but the length is very disproportionate-. If the

shoulder motor were to be mountdd "conventionally" on the surface of the-table, as shown

inFig. I, the shoulder hub would be very large-with a large inertia,, and the experiment

would be subject to twisting -torques from having the center of -mass so far, above the

table. Itbecame apparent that the shoulder motor must be mounted below the surface of

the table, However, this required that a large center hole be cut into the table, and there

was great concern that the granite table might be irreparably damaged by the cheat and

vibration fromthe drill. Nonetheless, the design requirements demanded that the motor

be mounted, below-the table's surface, and this-operation was performed successfully in

late July, 1990. With this change in design, the-center of mass of the components could

be lowered nearer to the surface of the table and the shoulder hub size could be

minimized. A diagram of the revised structure is shown in Fig. 2 indicating the

individual elements of the structure and their relative connections.

B. Air Flotation System

The increased mass of the elbow motor could present a problem for the air

cushion flotation system; the largest mass lifted in the pad design test was 3.6 kg. The

lifting capacity of the original test.article was checked again for higher mass loadings, and

the tests were carried out on the granite table to be used for the Muiti-Body Dynamics

Experiment. A 5.4 kg mass was successfully lifted without any modification to the pad

design; larger mass loadings were not attempted because the 5 kg load should be larger
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than the-total mass of the elbow hub. It was Observed that the peissure must be1eulated

carefully because too high a flow rate will initiate chatter in the piate. Miniature, inline

flow regulators can be placed. in the air lines immediately before each pad to maintain a

proper flow rate.

Although it was not necessary to modify the plate. design to increase lifting

capacity, the flotationpads could be altered toreduce their mass. The pressure required

to lift 5.4 kg is less than 3 psi, so the flotation pads will not be subject to a measurable

mechanical stress due to the pressure. Consequently, the modified pad design consists

of a thinaluminum backplate, for stiffness and flatness, with an acrylic distribution plate

bonded to the aluminum, (Fig. 3).

C. Miscellaneous Components

The remainder of the components to be specified are the hub elements that connect

the flexible beams to the motors. At the close of the SFRP, preliminary sketches of these

elements had been completed, but the work could not be finished until a- method of

attaching the hubs to the flotation pads could be found. The type of attachment would

determine the height above the table for the hubs which, in turn, would dictate the

dimensions of the hub elements. Ideally; the pads should be allowed to swivel relative

to the hubs to maintain a uniform "contact" with the granite table in the event that the

hubs were to "twist" out of plane due to the flexible torsion/bending coupling iz,duced

by the applied torques. Any tilt of the flotation pads would cause a loss of the air film,

and the resulting friction would disturb the experiment. A spherical joint was needed that

Would swivel with low friction and allow the unrestricted passage of air. A suitable
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swivel joint was not found before the endof the SFRP; however, the design, work was

continued at the PennsylvaniaState-University, and, anacceptable ball joint was acquired

in late September, 1-990. As of the writing of this report, the design of the hub elements,

being continued at Penn State- is nearing completion.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The Multi-Body Dynamics project is proceeding into the final stages. Many of

the components have been designed and ordered; a few key components remain to be

completed. The 1990 SFRP was very productive with regard to solving many of the

potential problems associat d with meeting the performance demands of the experiment.

Principal among these was the motor specifications, shoulder motor mounting configura-

tion, dynamic response with higher mass values, and the flotation system scaling. The

hub design. is nearing completion through a continuation of the summer work at the

Pennsylvania State University, and these components should be finished by mid-

November, 1990. The completed specifications will be sent to the Astronautics

Laboratory for fabrication. Final assembly should begin near the end of the year.

One element of the structure that has not been fully addressed is the rotary

coupling. During the summer, the size of the coupling (number of terninals) needed for

the experiment was determined and a product with excellent performance characteristics

was found, but the cost of the rotary coupling was prohibitive. By reducing the

performance of the device, the price may be brought within the range appropriate for this

facility. An alternative to using a rotary coupling is to provide enough length in+ the

sensor and elbow motor wiring to allow the structure to rotate a small number of times
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(3-5)aboutthe shoulder without binding:orperturbingte experimen At the end ofeach

test, the, structure Would have .to be "unwound." This alterative is not asati-ative as

using a rotary coupling, but the inconvenience would be -partially offset by the cost

reduction. At the very least, the wind/unwind approach could be used for a short period

of time until a better solution is-found.

At the conclusion of his-project, the existence of-the facility and its performance

characteristics will be announced through, the publication of paper(s) that describe the

structure and:the results of the initial experiments.
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CONTROL DESIGN OF: ASTREX TEST, ARTICLE

by

Hung V. Vu

Joseph P. Baldonado

Hung M. Nguyen

ABSRACT

A scaled-down control system of ASTREX (Advanced Space Structures Technology

Research Experiments) test article was successfully designed. The control system

consisted of a scaled-down ASTREX test article, a PID (proportional-plus-integral-plus-

derivative) controller, electrolytic tilt sensors, and stepper motors. MATRIX/SystemBuild

and MAX00 (products of Integrated Systems, Inc.) were used for real-time control. The

results were satisfactory. It was found that -in order to control the stepper motors

effectively, the real-time controller must have sufficiently high sampling rate.
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L. INRODUMION

Many flexible Structures, such as flexible spacecraft and large space structures (LSS),

'have been designed using passive and active vibration control [1-!2]. Active control, in

particular, provides -new powerful tool for the vibration engineer. Control-structure

interaction (CSI), also called by, various names,,such as, flexible structure control or

structural control [1-6]"is becoming increasingly important-as the lightly damped structures

require more precise and'less tolerant to Vibrations.

The-Astronautics Laboratory of Air Force Systems Command (AFSC) at Edwards Air

Force Base has recently completed construction of the ASTREX (Advanced Space

Structures Technology Research Experiments) fAcility, whichis a testbed for validating and

integrating CSI technology [7].

The authors' research interests have been in the area of theory and application of CSI

technology. As a result, there is agoodmatch with.the Astronautics Laboratory. The first

author has been conducting research in CSI and teaching in the areas of structural dynamics

and control, and the second and third authors are graduate students working towards their

master's degrees in the above-mentioned fields.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

An ASTREX test article (Fig. 1) has been constructed recently at the Astronautics

Laboratory. The test article is supported near its center of gravity by a spherical air

bearing. The air bearing, which provides full 3-axis rotational freedom to the test article,

sits at the top of a test-article support system (Fig. 2). This system includes a double

gimbal cable follower unit which is actively controlled to follow attitude motions of the test

article.
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1. Secondary mirror. support
2. Tertiary mirror support

3. Primary irror support
4. Rod assembly

5. Hub
6. Tracker

7. Propeller
8. Non-structural deAd-mass.

67

Fig. 1 ASTREX test article
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Pneumatic components Electronics, power supplies'

and computer

Jc I*

Fig. 2 ASTREX test-article support system
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The original ASTREX test article (without, actuators andsensors).is quasi-balance,

.but when ittis subject to a disturbance in the form ofmass loading of actuators an4 sensors,

it requires a feedback-control system or an automatic balancing system to maintainthe

desired configuration. The design requirement. is' that the control system will.have to

perform the fine tuning (the coarse tuningcan-be done'by dead mass).

In order to have a well design control system for the relatively complex andhuge

ASTREX test article, it was decided that a scaled-down model of the article and the

corresponding-control system should be built first because the scaled-down model would

be easier to work with. Moreover, the scaled-down model is advantageous for presentation

purposes since it is portable.

The primary objective of this research project is, therefore, to design a functional

control system which consists of a scaled-down ASTREX test article, actuators, sensors,

controller.

III. CONTROL-SYSTEM DESIGN

Electrolytic tilt sensors are selected because of their relatively lower cost (compared to

gyro sensors), and stepper motors are chosen as actuators because they provide precise

positioning. Since the mathematical models (or the dynamics) of the plant, actuators, and

sensors are not known, PID (proportional-plus-integral-plus-derivative) controller, using

the second method of Ziegler-Nichols tuning rles [8], is the best candidate. The controller

was designed and physically implemented using MATRIXx/SystemBuild and MAX_100

(products of Integrated Systems, Inc.)

Since the axis that is parallel with the gravity needs not be controlled, only two axes

must be controlled. The control system uses two sets of independent controllers, actuators,

and sensors as two parallel sub-systems (Figs. 3 and 4). It consists of the Max_100, a
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stepper motors driver, a function generator tWo stepper motrs, and two sensors. The

reference angles and PID controllers:are created inside MATRIXx/SystemBuild;(Figs. 5

and 6). For each motor, the error signaL(outpUt of the summing junction) controls the

rotation direction of the motor, and the PID-controiler output either enables or disables the

motor. The speed of the motor is determined by the clock rate (frequency of the pulse

train) which is generated by the, function generator.

Using MATRIXx /SystemBuild, on the VAX systemj the block diagrams are first

created, then saved in a real-time file, then converted to a FORTRAN file, then

downloaded into the MAX_100, and finally converted into a machine-language file. Real-

time operations is then subsequently implemented.

The angle signals, measured by the tilt sensors, are fed into the MAX-100 where they

are compared to the reference signals by means of summing junctions (Figs. 3 and 5). The

outputs of the MAX_100are two sets of similar but-independent signals. Each set consists

of one enable/disable signal and'one direction signal. A high enable/disable signal enables

the stepper motor and a low disables-it; a high directionsignal rotates the motor in one-

direction and a low reverses it.

SReference Output
Angle IAnge 1

PLANT

SReference +:tar PI Output
Angle 2.', Angle 2

Fig. 3 System block diagram.
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PLANT

Stepper Motor I -Stepper Motor 2

Clock Fuc
Stepper Motor Driver Gen.

Enable Dir. ,Dir. Enable

MAXJ0 FORTRANFi!

Real-Time File

VAX
MATRIXx

SystemBuild

Fig. 4 System block diagrani with the MAX_100.
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For simulation, let us assume that the signals from the, sensors are decaying

sinusoids as shown in Fig. 7. The simulated sensor signals have different frequencies(0.5

Hz and 1 Hz), and one decays faster than the, other. A zer reference is chosen for both

sub-systems. The two PID controllers and-.the,two-super blocks, frost2 and ftst3, are

identical, respectively. The simulationresults are shown on Fig. 8. The first motoris.

disabled atabout 24.5 seo. while the second atabout 41 sec. In both cases, the signals that

control the rotation directions of the motors are not zero after the disabling times, but this is

of no concern since the'motors are already been disabled. (The results from real-time

control were observed to be close to that of simulation.)

Discrete Super-Block Sampling Period 1st Sample Ext.ln ExL.Out
final2 0.0100 0. 0 8

10

20

303

L -10 0 10 20 30 40

Fig. 7 Simulated sensor signals
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Fig. 8 Enable/disable and direction signals: (a) first motor, (b) second motor
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IV.,

The scaled-down control system of ASTREX test article was successfully designed.

The PID controller, electrolytic tilt sensors, and, stepper motors provided satisfactory

results. Itwas found'that a significant limitation of the MAX_100 in controlling the stepper

motors is its slow sampling frequency. This problem can be solved'by using a real-time

controller with higher sampling frequency, such as.the AC- 100.

V.* RECOMMENDATIONS

As a recommendation for the follow-on basic research,.which is a continuation of the

1990 summer research, the following tasks are proposed to be investigated, using the

scaled-down controlled system of ASTREX test article:

1) To obtain a good-mathematical model of the plant, actuators, and sensors, which

includes the .full 3-axis rotational freedom to the test article and the control-

structure interaction aspects

2) To replace the PID control law by an optimal control law, considering Luenberger

observer (dterministic) and Kalman-Bucy filter (stochastic)

3) To determine the optimal locations for actuatbrs and sensors

After having a better understanding of this proposed fundamental system, the

knowledge and results gained can then be applied directly to more complex systems, such

as the full-scale control-system of ASTREX test article.
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IDENTIFICATION AND C0NIROL OF.FLEXIBLESPACEC

by

Trevor Williams

The first objective of this research was to investigate how to identify the structural

parameters of flexible spacecraft from vibration test time-response data. A study carried

out on the ASTREX testbed structure revealed that natural frequencies could be estimated

quite accurately. Care needs to be taken, though, to prevent numerical sensitivity issues

from leading to overestimates for damping levels.

A second topic of research was that of sensor/actuator placement for flexible spacecraft. A

new simple technique was developed for solving this important problem and tested, in

prototype form, on a model of the Astronautics Laboratory grid structure. The new method

appears to be readily generalizable for application to any sensor/ktuator combination

envisaged for the ASTREX structure.

Finally, the performance of various widely used control schemes was investigated and

compared, and certain very simple generic properties discovered when these are applied to

flexible structures. The conclusions obtained have important implications for vibration

suppression control system design.
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Many important practical difficulties arise inthe dynamics and controloflarge flexible,

spaccraft. In particuiar, suchstructures typically have a great number 6flightly-damped,

closely-spaced natural frequencies. Thismakes itdifficult to conet lyidentify a

mathematicalmodel for the dynamics of such a vehicle from vibration-test data.

Additionally, questions such as where sensors and actuators should bepositioned in order

to give the best performance, andwhat controllaws shouldbe usedfor slewing and

vibration suppression, are very difficult tosolve.

The Air.Force Astronautics Laboratory at Edwards AFB-has been very active in carrying

outresearch into such questions. Notably the ASTREX test article which has recently

been completed there is one of the best laboratory'testbeds available for conducting

investigations into the practical problems that arise in the identification and control of

flexible spacecraft.

My research work at Kingston Polytechnic, NASA Langley, Research Center and the

University of Cincinnati has applied my background in Electrical Engineering to the

problems of identification and control of largeflexible spacecraft. It was therefore felt that

my assignment to the Astronautics Laboratory would be beneficial both to me, in that it

would provide exposure to practical experimental problems, andtothe Laboratory, in that

my background would complement the Mechanical Engineering background of the other

researchers.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The first objective of this work was that originally stated, namely to investigate how to

identify the structural dynamics of flexible spacecraft from vibration test time-response

data. The purpose of this research was to compare the results obtained in this way with

those given by more well-established frequency-domain methods, for instance fast Fourier
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transforms (FFr)and the Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA). The ASTREX

testbed structure was to'be used for the study, as FFT and ERA results had already been

obtained from it, allowing meaningful comparative studies to be carried out.

An additional topic which was decided upon for research in the latter part of the tenure was

that of sensor/actuator placement onrflexible spacecraft. In particular, it would be very

useful to have a relatively simple, yet reliable, technique for deciding which of several

possible locations should be used in order to give good.closed-loop response.

Finally, a question concerning the performance of linear optimal reguiators under

comparatively high-gains arose as a result-of discussions with Astronautics Laboratory

personnel on experiments involving the grid structure there. As this question may have

great significance for future practical implementation of optimalcontrol laws, it was

deemed worthy of study also.

III. TUME-DONMN IDETFATO

Most well-established techniques for identifying the dynamicsof flexible structures are

based in some way on the frequency-response of the system. In particular, fast Fourier

transforms are inherently frequency-domain quantities, while the Eigensystem Realization

Algorithm operates on the given data to give impulse responses, which are equivalent to

frequency-domain transfer functions. These established methods have already been applied

to the ASTREX structure to estimate its natural frequencies and damping ratios, so it was

decided that it would be of interest to try a time-domain method for comparative purposes.

The technique chosen was that of Kalman filtering, which is mathematically equivalent [1]

to least squares estimation on the input and output time histories. (Another method that

was originally intended for application, that of [2], was not compatible with the single-
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inputASTREX test data available.) The implementation of this estimation technique that

waswritten during the tenure (program FLEXID, Appendix 1) was based on iterative use

of Matrix-Xfunction RLS; the iteration terminated when no further significant

improvement was achieved in the squared residual errors. This least squares procedure

produced estimated coefficients for the numerator and denominator polynomials of the

discrete-time transfer function between input and output. The roots of the denominator

were then converted from discrete to continuous time to give the desired natural frequency

and damping ratio estimates.

It Was observed that using time-domain data for a complicated structure with, as many

vibrational modes as ASTREX presented difficulties not experienced in the frequency

domain. For instance, if the datawere used raw, the identified model invariably contained

an unstable, and so:physically impossible, structural mode. Filtering the data over a finite

range of frequencies (see Figure 1 for raw and typical filtered ASTREX data) overcame this

problem and led to quite satisfactory frequency estimates. The damping ratio estimates

produced were somewhat high though, typically being a few percent instead of the true few

tenths of a percent. This appears to be a result of the numerical sensitivity that can often

occur in the roots of a polynomial when these all lie just inside the unit circle, as arises for a

discrete-time model of a lightly-damped flexible structure. Similar conclusions were given

in the Jet Propulsion Laboratory report [3] on time-domain identification of the flexible

antenna testbed structure under study there. It should be noted that time and equipment

constraints prevented the collection of ASTREX data with input forcing functions

optimized for the least squares identification technique. It is probable that this refinement

could lead to significant improvement in the damping estimates.
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IV. SENSOR/ACTUATOR PLACEMENT

A question that has received a great deal of attentionis that of decidingWhere on-a given

flexible structure control sensors and actuators should beplaced. This problem is

particularly important for complex structures such as ASTREX, as physical intuition is no

longer adequate for the task. The type of approach that has been taken' by many authors is

to place sensors so as to make structural modes as observable as possible, and actuators so

as to make them as controllable as possible. However, close consideration of the

properties of control systems shows that this technique does not necessarily lead to good

closed-loop performance. For instance, if the control objective is to minimize vibrational

effects on the line-of-sight of a spacecraft antenna, placing sensors and actuators in the way

just described-does not reflect this control objective, and ,,4wil not necessarily-helpto

achieve it.

A new placement method that overcomes this problem has recently been developedby the

author [4]. The approach taken is to choose those sensor and actuator positions which

make the resulting transmission zeros ofthe system as highly damped as possible. These

zeros closely reflect the performance achievable by the closed-loop system, so this method

places sensors and actuatorsin such a way as to improve the closed-loop response (for

instance, line-of-sight) as much as possible. The new algorithm is very efficient

computationally, involving only calculation of a set of vector or matrix norms. It outputs a

'figure of merit' for each possible sensor/actuator location, allowing these to be ranked in

order of utility. The algorithm as presently developed (program PLACENC, Appendix 2)

is specifically for high-authority/low-authority applications; however, the modification to

placement of arbitrary sensors and actuators appears to be quite straightforward.

Figure 2 shows the root loci that result for the Astronautics Laboratory grid structure from

placing a low-authority sensor/actuator pair at the optimum position as determined by the
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new algorithm. It can-be seen that all-'ptonS of, theroot loci have been shifted away from

the imaginary axis:this stability augmentation is the propertywhich leads to the desird

good closed-loop performance.

V. LINEAR OPTIMAL REGULATORS

This Work was motivated by experimental results obtained by Astronautics'Laboratory

personnel on their flexible grid structure. The experiment consisted of applying state

feedback so as to minimize the effects of structural vibrations on the line-of-sight of a laser

reflector mounted on the grid, and worked very successfully. The observation that

motivated the present research was that all peaks of the Bode plot of frequency response

amplitude of the closed-loop system had very nearly equal heights. Given the fact that this

data was from a real experiment,,this-suggested that the idealized optimal frequency

response of a flexible structure should have peaks of exactly equal amplitude. This

question was therefore investigated, by carrying out simulations of the effect of a linear

quadratic regulator (LQR) [5] on various flexible structures. It is interesting to note that the

general properties of LQRs acting on flexible structures have not been studied extensively;

[6] by the author is one of the few references on the subject. Furthermore, when LQRs are

studied they are usually analyzed in state-space rather than frequency-response terms.

Thus, the question studied here appears not to have beennvestigated to date.

The result of this investigation was that an LQR applid to a flexible structure does indeed

produce equal frequency-response peaks as control gains are incrpased, at least for the case

of collocated sensors and actuators. Figure 3 shows typical results-for a uniform beam

example. It seems likely that this result hlas,physically meaningful energy interpretation.

Furthermore, it is very reminiscent of H. control techniques, and so should lead to further

connections between these two disparate but very widely-used approaches to control

system design. It is also interesting to contrast the LQR results with what is observed
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,(Figure 4) when the UniformDamping Control-approach of [7] is applied-to the same

example. Increasing the gain in 'his apprach leads to inc gly different peak

amplitudes and, it appears likely, increasingly inefficient useofcontrol energy. This

observation has important implications for the choice of-control strategy in practical

vibration suppression applications.

VI. S

a. The time-domain structural identification and sensor/actuator placement techniques

discussed in Sections Il' and IV have been implemented, and fully documented, as Matrix-

X user-defined functions FLEXID and PLACENC, respectively. They are therefore

available for immediate use in:a fully machine-portable form.

b. The new low-authority control sensor/actuator placement algorithm is numerically

stable, very efficient computationally, and gives results which rw gqod physical sense.

A future development that would be of great interest would be to generalize it to allow

arbitrary types of sensors and actuators. It would then be well suited to the difficult

problem of deciding where on the ASTREX structure sensors and actuators should be

placed. This question must be resolved before control experiments can be carried out on

the structure.

Further work is also merited on the implications for control law generation of the LQR

frequency-response properties discussed in Section V. In particular, these results highlight

the strong connections between traditional optimal control and the more modem H control

techniques, both of which have been used extensively. Additional study of the

experimental results previously obtained for the Astronautics Laboratory grid structure, as

well as of the energy interpretation of the theoretical results reported here, should be of

great importance in designing good vibration control strategies for the ASTREX structure.
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// (yf,frnat,zeta,infco,var)-flexid(y,u-nmode,fsamp,fmin, fmax)
//.Appdix,
// DESCRIPTION:
//
// FLEXID identifies the natural frequencies, damping ratios and
// influence coefficients of a flexible structure from sampled -data
// .single-channel"'input and output time histories./
// The method used is to iterate over the Matrix-X function RLS
// (recursive least squares), at each step estimating the coefficients
// of a discrete-time transfer functi6n to fit the measured data.
// These coefficients are then used as the' starting data for the next
/ iteration; convergence is tested by examining, thedecrease in the
// squared measurement residuals from one step to.the next.//
// The results obtained by this algorithm are strongly influenced by
// the filteringapplied to the output data. (In particular, ASTREX-data
// was found to give riselto extreme difficulties if not filtered at all).
/1 Caref'ul consideration should be given to the values selected for
// nmooe, fmin and fmax.
//
// INPUTS:
//
// y: Measured output time history of system
//
// u: Applied input time history
//
// nmode: Desired number of modes in identified model
// (Note that nmode is an UPPER LIMIT on the number
// of valid modes that will be obtained, as spurious
// non-conjugate-pair poles are sometimes produced.)-//
// fsamp: Sampling rate of measured data
/L
/ fmain: Lowest frequency in filtering range of interest
//
// fnax: Highest frequency in filtering range of interest
// (Note that this should be no greater than fsamp/2)
// Entering a value of 0 for fmax prevents filtering
//
// OUTPUTS:
//
1/ yf: Filtered (and detrended) system output/1
// frnat: Natural frequencies of all valid estimated modes
/
// zeta: Damping ratios of all valid estimated modes//
// infco: Approximate influence coefficients of all valid modes
//
// var: Estimated variance of measurement residuals//

clear yf frnat zeta infco var//
// Detrend input and output
'- //

ud-detrend(u);
yd-detrend(y);

//
// Filter ottput, if desired, in cDecified range of frequencies
//

yf-y;
if fmax > 0 then bl-fmin/fsamp; b2=fmax/fsamp; bands-[bl b2 11; ...
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i r-fwin (bands, 32); s-diag(ones(31,l),l)'; s(-32,:)-ir(-32:-l,:l);..
yf-filp(sd,yd);

/1Sit #p parameters for iterative use of recursive least squares

nOmones(1l, 2*hmode.l,); dO-nO; eO-O; de-i;

-/Iterate over RLS until istimates are converged (tested by residuals)

for idum w 1:20; while abs(de) > O.0l eO;..
(n~d,eJ-ris(yf,ud,nO,dO);
de-eO-.e;_ nO-n; dO-d; eQ-c;

//Save estimated variance'of measurement residuals

nsamp-size (y); ;nsamp-nsamp(1).; var-e/nsamp;

//Convert discrete-time poles into natural frequencies & damping ratios,

pdwtoots~d'); pc-fsinp*log(pd)';
omcgarabs(pc); fruOinega/(2*pi);
ze-redlC-pc) ./omega;

/1 Compute (discrete-time) influence coefficient for each mode

for iwi:(2*nmode); polei-pd(i);..
nummO; for jcoeffwl:(2*nmode); nurnm(num+n(jcoeff)l)*polei;..
den-i; for jpoleai:(2*nmode),; if jpole o i then..
den~den*(polei-pd(jpole));
ic(i)-2*abs(num/den);

indwsort(fr); fr-fr(ind); ze-ze(ind); ic-ic(ind);

//Save only one set of data for each valid conjugate pair

ipick-l; jsave-i;
while ipick < (Z*nmode); if abs(fr(ipick)-fr(ipick+i)) < le-lO..

then frnat(jsayie)-fr(ipick); zeta(jsaVe)-ze(ipick);..
infco(jsave)-ic (ipick); ..
ipick-ipick+2- jsave-jsave+l; ...
else ipick-ipick+i;

retf
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1/ (weight,irank,dpoles,dzeros,chat)-placenc(omega~zetaibhi,chi,bio,damp);

// DESCRIPTION: Appemdixk2// Apni

// PLACENC addresses the question of damper placement for flexible
1/ structures. Given a set of possible damper locations on the
// structure considered, the routine computes a numerical measure
// of how effective a damper placed at each would be in improving
// closed-loop system performance. This ranking is then used to
1/ actually place the required dampers, and the resultig, poles,
// zeros and damping matrix computed./1
// The basic approach used is to make the zeros of the damping-
// augmented system as damped 'as possible. This also ,indirectly
// guarantees that the poles of the-system are quite well damped,
// so the entire root loci of (-structure + dampers) are shifted
// into the left half-plane. The aim is to ensure good performance
// and spillover protection when a high-authority outer loop is
// applied to the damping-augmented system.
/

// For further details, see Williams, 1990 Astrodynamics Conference.
//
// Warning: PLACENC has not yet been fully tested and developed.
// Note also that the high-authority sensors are assumed for simplicity
// to measure only displacements./1
// INPUTS://
// omega: Natural frequencies (rad/s) of given structure
//
// zeta: Damping ratios of given structure
//
// bhi: Control influence matrix (in a mass-normalized modal model) for
// the specified high-authority actuator stations
//
// chi: Measurement influence matrix for the specified high-authority
// sensor stations
//
// blo: Influence matrix 'for all possible low-authority damper locations
//
// damp: Set of damper strengths (in e.g. Ns/m) to be actually used.
//
// OUTPUTS:
//
// weight: Weighting of all possible damper locations. The size of this
// parameter is a guide to how useful the corresponding damper
// location is for improving overall closed-loop performance~//
// irank: Ranking of all possible damper locations, based on the weighting
// parameter described above
/
// dpoles: Poles of the structure augmented with optimally-placed dampers
//
// dzeros: "Zeros" of the structure augmented with optimally-placed dampers
// Note that these are not actually the transmission zeros of the
// system (indeed, there are generically none for a non-square system),
// but rather the left-half plane finite optimal root loci terminii.
// These can be shown to be the zeros of a squared-down system.
//
// chat: Damping matrix of the structure plus optimally-placbd dampers
//

//
clear weight irank dpoles dzeros chat

//

,/ Determine the numbers of structural modes and HAC sensors and actuatots
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// sz~h)-n-ml;mn()
p-size(chi); pu-p(l);

iiSimilarly, find the 'number of possible damper locations to be studied

mlav-size(hlo); Mlacwmnlac(2);

IICompute QR decomposition of HAC B; hence find ~Its orthogonal complement

[q rJ-qr(,bhi); qb2u4_(,,m+l:n);

/1Similarly for HAC C matrix

(q rJ-qr(chi'); qc2-q(;,p+l~n);

//For each possible damper location, estimate its closed-loop effectiveness

for l-l:mlac, xi-qc2P*blo(:,i)*blo(:,i,)'*qb2;
weight(i)-sqrt(nori( xi, 'fro )-)I

/1Find rankintg-(1 best, ... ) for all candidate LAC damper positions

ind-sort(-.weight); iranka-sort(ind);

//Sort .spec'f led damper strengths into descending order

//dsorta;.sortv(-damp); blsort-blo( :,ind);
mdam-iz(damp)-; mdamp-max(mdamp);

/1Set up damping matrix resulting from placing the given dampers optimally

chat-diag('2*zeta. *omega);

for'l-imdamp, chatuchat+dsort(i)*blsot(:,i)*blsort( :,i)';

/1Construct a state space model for damped structure

an(-chat -diag(omega)**2; eye(n) O*eye(n)J;
ba(bhi; O*bhi); cw(O*chi chi);

/1Form the appropriate composite squared -down system

If pm then as-('a -b*b';O~ia -all; bs-CO*c'; -c'); csn(c O*cJ;..
else as-j[a O*a;-cI*c -all; bs-(b; O*b]; cs=(O*b' -b'];

dsmO*eye(min(p,m));
si-(as bs';cs dsj;

//Compute the poles- and zeros of this damped system

dpolesi-sortvt-eig(a), 'nagn');

dzer6i~sortv(zeros(ss,4*n));
nzeroisii1e(dzeros); nzeros-nzeros/2;
dzeros-dzeros(l:nzeros); dzer os--sortv(.-dzeros,'magn' );

retf
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INVESTIGATING THE LOADING RATE EFFECTON THE CRACK

GROWTH BEHAVIOR IN A COMPOSITE SOLID PROPELLANT

by

Hsien-Yang Yeh

Minh D. Le

ABSTRAT

The crack growth behavior in a highly filled composite solid propellant was studied

through the use of a centrally cracked strip biaxial specimen. The specimen was tested

under a constant crosshead speed at room temperature. In this study, three different

crosshead speeds and two different crack lengths were considered. During the experiment,

a video camera was used to monitor the crack growth and a tape-recorder was used to

record the load as afunction of time. The raw experimental data (crack length, load, time)

together with a response surface equation (relating the normalized stress intensity factor to

the two half crack lengths) were used to calculate the instantaneous crack growth rate and

the associated stress intensity factor. The experimental data were analyzed to investigate

the effect of crosshead speed on the crack growth behavior in the material.
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I. INTRODUC-ION:

When cracks occur inrocket motor grains,;theymay significantly alter the subsequent

motor performance. Consequently, as performance requirements are advanced, it becomes

critical to incorporate fracture mechanics concepts into the evaluation of the structural

integrity of motor grains.

Over the past decade, attemptshavebeen made to develop mathematical models for

predicting fracture behavior in rocket motors but model validation has been inhibited by lack

of an extensive data base for validating general crack effects. In particular, the near tip

behavior of cracks in solid propellant material during Opening and extension of the crack

needs to be quantified experimentally. Based on the above consideration, it is clear that the

concepts and procedures tr crack-growth study are of fundamental importance. Thus, we

choose the subject "investigation of the loading rate effect on the crack growth behavior in

a composite solid' propellant" for this ten-week summer faculty research program.

My research interests have been in the area of application of linear elastic fracture

mechanics to study the failure phenomena about composite materials and ceramic insulators.

My work on the structural integrity of composite materials and ceramic insulators

contributed to my assignment to the fracture study about the composite solid propellant of

the propulsion division.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

In the past decade, many experimental studies were directed primarily toward the

characterization of crack growth behavior in solid propellant (Refs. 1-3). Based on linear
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elastic fracture mechanics, these experiments have examined the functional relationships

between the. crack growth rate aid the stress intensity factor.

My assignment as a participant in the 1990 Summer Faculty Research Program

(SFRP) Was to investigate the loading rate effect on the crack growth behavior in a

composite solid propellant.

III. APPROACHES AND RESULTS:

A. Approaches

In this study, the crack growth behavior in a highly filled composite propellant

was investigated through the use of a centrally cracked strip biaxial specimen. The

length of the specimen was 8.0 in., the width was 2.0 in., and the thickness was 0.2

in. The geometry of thu specimen is shown in Fig. 1. A razor blade was used to pre-

crack the specimen. Two crack lengths of 1.0 in. and 2.0 in. were used. The crack

was centered'and located on the horizontal centerline of the specimen. Prior to the

experiment, the specimen was conditioned at room temperatpre for at least one hour.

It was then placed in an Instron testing machine and pulled! at a constant crosshead

speed of 0.1 in./min. until the specimen fractured. Following these procedures, three

different crosshead speeds (0.1 in./min., 1 in./min., and 10 in./min.) and two different

crack lengths (1.0 in. and 2.0 in.) were considered. Each case was repeated three

times and a total of 18 specimens were tested. During the experiment, a video

camera was used to monitor the crack growth and a tape recorder was used to record

the crack growth data on a tape for future data reduction. In addition, a strip chart

recorder was used to record the load and the time during the test. After the test, the
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.data recorded on -the tape was played back and shown, on-a televisionscieen to

measure the crack growth as a function.of time.. The raw. data.obtained from the test-

were-the-two half crack lengths,, a, and'a, which were measured from the center of

the specimen, the time t, and the loading rate. These data were used to calculate the

crack growth rate da/dt, by two different methods, known-as the secant method and

the total polynomial method. In the secant method, the, crack growth rate was

computed by calculating the slope of a straight line-connecting two adjacent "a" versus

"t"'data points and assigning the average crack growth rate at a point midwaybetween

each pair of data points. The total polynomial method involved fitting a high order

polynomial to a set of data and the coefficients of the polynomial function were

estimated by the method of least sq,;ares. The structural mechanics test reduction

program MECH 500 was used to perform'the above calculations.

TCo determine the stress intensity factor at the crack tip it is necessary to

relate the load on the specimen to crack and specimen dimensions. A three-

dimensional finite element computer code, TEXGAP-3D (Ref. 4), was used to

determine the stress intensity factors as a function of-the crack lengths for a given

load applied at the boundary of the specimen. The calculated mode I stress intensity

factors, Kfr and K., at the right side and the left side tips were normalized with

respect to the applied load. A nonlinear regression analysis program was conducted

to generate two response surface equations, relating the dependent variables, KI,-and

KI,, to the independent variables a, and a,. On top of that, the leftover composite

solid propellant was used to run several dogbone uniaxial tests under three different

loading rates, with and without side notch. These raw experimental data were
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directly'input to the IBM personal computer and the, corresponding stress-strain

curves were plotted by using the least square curve'fitting technique.

B. Results

The comparison of the various stress-strain curves under different loading rates

is shown in Fig. 2, it indicates clearly that the composite solid propellant material is

getting stiffer -under the higher loading rate. Fig. 3 shows that with side notch, the

fracture strains are independent of the various loading rates. The stress

;ntensity factor of the composite solid propellant material under various loading rates

are calculatedand listed in Table I Fig. 4. shows -clearly that crack initiation load is

increased with the increased loading rate but, decreased With the increased crack

length.

Crack g owth rate determination requires analysis of discretedata relating the

instantaneous time, t, to the corresponding crack length, a. The general problem

encountered in determining crack growth -rate is evaluating, the -derivative of a

function- a = f (t),:which ,is known only, at certain data points. In addition, the

inherent non-homogeneous nature of a highly filled composite solid propellant will

inevitable-cause a considerably higher scatter in the measured data. Therefore, ti

isanticipated that a smooth and steadily increasing relationship between the crack

growth rate da/dt, and the time, t, is difficult to obtain and that different methods of

da/dt calculation and different time increments for measuring the crack

length may result in different solutions.

The results of the data analysis, plotted as the stress intensity factor KI, versus

the crack extension Aa, under different loading rates, are shown in Fig. 5. This figure

4
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shows a similarity to the R-curve, observed from metallic and composite materials.

These -experimenta, data show that at the beginning of the- testthe--cracktip radius

continually increased with increasing applied load and no crack extension took place.

When the applied load reached a critical value, a stable crack growth under an

increasing load was observed. The amount'of the increasing load was related to the

positive slope of the R-curve. As the stable crack grew continually, the relationship

between the crack extension and the K1 changed successively. This was indicated by

the continually changed slope of the R-curve. At some value of the crack length, the

transition from stable crack growth to unstable crack growth was observed. The

unstable crack growth region was characterized by a continual decrease in the applied

load with a continual increase in the crack length and a relatively constant value fo

the stress intensity factor KI. However, in this region, the crack was not driven at

constant velocity, instead it propagated at an accelerating rate.

The plot of the crack growth resistance data K, and Aa on a Log-Log scale

under different loading rates is shown in Fig. 6. The data indicate that an acceptable

correlation exists between LogK and Log Aa. The straight line relationship between

LogKI and Log Aa implies that a power law relationship exists between these two

parameters. Based on these experimental data, it is observed that a shifting

factor may be used to relate the straight lines from LogK vs Log Aa plots for

different loading rates. This shifting phenomenon is similar to the shifting of the

mechanical properties data in the temperature-time plots of viscoelastic materials.

In Fig. 7, the data exhibit a relatively large scatter, especially in the early stage of

crack growth. There. are many factors that may contribute to -the scatter of
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experimental data. When-a highly filled composite propellantmaterial it-strained,

the different size and distribution of the filler particles, the-variatiohin the. bond

strength between the particles and the binder, and the different cross-like density of

polymer chains can all produce a highly non-homogeneous local stress field. Since

crack growth behavior is controlled by the combination of local stress and local

strength in varying combinations, it~is expected that the crack growth data obtained

from a number of tests will show a considerably larger scatter even though the testing

conditions remained identical.

Finally, the functional relationship between the. stress intensity factor K, and

the crack growth length rate A were determined by using a linear regression analysis.

The results show that a power law relationship. exists between K, and A which is

consistent with the theoretical results obtained by Schapery (Ref. 8) and Knauss (Ref.

9) in their study of fracture of linear viscoelastic materials. Mathematically, it can

be written as

da = CIVK (1)
dt

where C, and C2 are empirically determined constants. It is expected that their

values will vary from test to test as well as from one A calculation method to another.

In addition, the test data obtained from individual tests were analyzed to determine

the values of the exponent and the intercept of Equation (1). The constants C and

C2 are not independent but are mutually dependent and related through the equation

LogCj = A + Bq (2)

where A - -LogA and B = LogK,.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS:

"The principal conclusion which may, be derived from the results of, this work, under

theconditions considered in. this study, are

,(a,) for notched specimen, the composite, solid propellant material shows stiffer

property under the higher loading rate; however, the fracture strains are

independent-of the various loading rates.

(b) the crack initiation load is increased under higher loading rate but decreased with

larger existing crack length.

(c) by shifting the higher rate "curve"t toward the right side, a master "curve" in the

LogKI vs. Log Aa plot may be obtained' this implies that the crack growth

resistance concept developedfor rate insensitive materials could be used to study

the fracture behavior of the rate sensitive materials.

(d) a power law functional relationship exsts between the stress intensity factor K,

and the crack growth-rate 6, as shown in equation (1). where C and q are

mutually dependent constants and can be determined from experimental data.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

(a) This experimental study provides useful information in the mechanical design of

the composite solid rocket propellant. However, the higher loading rate will

stiffen various composite propellants to a different level. The mutually dependent

constants C, and C2 are materials related, thus, for the composite solid propellant

with different ingredients, the constant C,(or C2) can only be determined by
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expernmenti.

(b) There are many fadtors that -may contribute to the scatter of experimental

data. However, through this experimental study of the crack initiation and

growth behavior in a- solid propellant, it was observed that the proper and

precise determination of crack:initiation plays an extremely important role in

the'biaxial fracture tests. The uncertainty of determining the exact location- of

crack initiation would provide a large scatter experimental data. Even though

'the theory of fracture mechanics has been studied and developed by many

excellent scientists and engineers for several decades, the studies of the

criterion for crack propagation are far from matured. Being one of the

fundamental problems in the theory of fracture and damage mechanics, the

determination of a precise fracture initiation and growth criterion forgeneral

cracks is one of the key, subjects that need to be settled as soonas possible.

From 1963 to the present, there are criteria of maximum tangential stress,

maximum strain energy release rate, S-theory, T-theory, J-integral, etc., and

some empirical criteria obtained from experimental results. As different

hypotheses are used in the formulation of each of these criteria, the results for

a given problem can be somewhat different depending upon the criteria used.

This also leads to limitations on their applicability.

It is thus suggested that to advance the fundamental research of the crack

growth behavior in a composite solid propellant, it is imperative to modify and

improve these criterion for crack initiation and propagation through analysis

and comparison.
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(c), The advanced fiber reinforced laminated composite materias show great,

potential in developing the weight sensitive engineering structures such as

aircraft and space vehicles, etc. HoWever, one of the common strength

reduction and failure problems of the filamentary laminated composite

materialis due to delamination., This experimental research technique can be

used-to observe and study the delamination growth in filamentary laminated

composite materials.
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Table I. Stress Intensity Factor for Notched Uniaxial Tests

Test Loading Rate Tensile Stress KI  Average
(in/min) at Crack, Percent

Initiation Increase
(PSI)

001 0.1 15 25.05

002 0.1 15.4 25.72

003 1.0 20 33.40
21.7

004 1.0 17 28.39

005 10. 32' 53.44
97.36

006 10. 28 46.76
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WALSH FUNCTION ANALYSIS OF IMPULSE RADAR
by

CIH .- _AN CHEN

ABSTRACT

A conventional radar is with extremely narrowband, while an impulse radar is with ul-
trawideband; The impulse radar has a potential to achieve the goals such as resolution,
riseime and bandwidth. As experts in this field indicated: we have to think about
ways of increasing range resolution or widen the bandwidth of the signal. However
the tools for analyzing impulse radars are not quite ready. It is known that the math-
ematical tools for conventional radars are based on' Fourier theory which is not very
suitable for impulse radars, because it can not cope with a short time situation and it
always has Gibb's phenomenon and it is comparatively slow in processing. Following
Harmuth's suggestion, instead of using Fourier theory, we-apply Walsh functions for
impulse radar studies. An operational- matrix is -used for integration; by use of -which
ordinary differential equations and simple partial differentialequations are solved by
Walsh analysis . The final goal is to attack the Maxwell equations in order to solve
impulse radar problems.
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Intruducbtion

The difference between a,,conientinairadar and an impulse radar isthe relative
bandwidth ., The former is with extremely narrowband , while the latter, ultrawide-
band . What the conventional radar needs to be improved is -resolution, rise time and
bandwidth. The impulse radar has a potential to achieve those goals. As experts -in-
this! field indicated we have to think about Ways of increasing range resolution or
widen the bandwidth of; the signal[lj2,3].

The ,objective for using, impulse radaris 'for improving target identification based
on target echo characteristics; however, it is known that the mathematical tools for
conventional radais are based on. Fourier analysis which is powerful in many as-
pects[3]. However, Fourier methods are not very suitable for impulse radars. The
reasons are as~follows:

* Fourier analysis-is a steady state oriented approach: it, therefore, can not cope
With a short rise time situation;

* No matter how many termof Fourier series being taken, there is always the well
known Gibb's phenomenon involved;

* Altnough the fast Fourier algorithm is available, it is still too slow for on line
operations.

Therefore, pioneers, for example, Harmuth[4], suggested that Fouier oriented ap-
proaches should be modified or even abandoned in studying impulse radars. Instead,
Walsh functions, block pulse functions or other square-shaped orthogonal functions
should be explored for impulse radar studies.

1 Objective of this Research Effort

The objective of this research is to solve Maxwell equations via Walch functions for
applying to the impulse radar problems. before reaching that goal, some preparation
works should be done.

* Solution of time-invariant systems via Walsh functions is established. An opera-
tional matrix is formulated and tested. The principal investigator'seartier work
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is generalized. Not only problems of stateequations with 'higher dimensions
are solved, but also solutions ,for higher order systems with multi-input-oijtput
problems are formulated.

* Solution of Simple partial differential -equations via Walsh functions by using
double Walsh series is given. This implies that the technique can be extended
naturally to solving transmission line problems via Walsh functions. The ul-
timate objective of the research is to solve Maxwell equations via orthogonal
functions in general and by Walsh functions in particular. This report is the
preliminary studies.

2 Walsh Functions in Dynamic Systems Studies

Rademacher developed a set of square functions of unit high with periods equal to 1,
1/2, ..., 1/8 etc, the number of cycles of the square wave of Xk(t) is 2. Obviously it
is a set of odd functions;about t= i/2. Of course, Radamacher function is imcom-
plete. A year later, that was 1923, Walsh developed a complete set known as Walsh

h- functions[6,7].

Walsh functions,for communication analysis can be traced back to 1969. Har-
muth's paper in-Spectrum and his book "Transmission of information by Orthogonal
Functions [5) were well known.However, not too much progress has been made since
that time. On the other hand, Chen and Hsiao[8,9] initiated-a series studies of the
Walsh function.in its dyadic order to organize an operational. matrix for integration.-
Let us start the investigation with the dyadic ordered Walsh function.[10

A function f(t) that is absolutely integrable in [0,1) may be expanded as a Walsh
series

f(t) = co; o't) + c1'1(t) + ... + c, 0,(t) + ... (1)

where en are-called coefficients of Walsh series, while O,,(t) are czled Walsh functions
which are derivable from Rademacher functions r,(t) i.e.,

0,(t) = (rq(t))*(r,-I(t))b(rq2(t))C... (2)

in which abc is the binary expression of n and q = (lo92n) + 1 which (.) means taking
the greatest integer of ".". For example,

09(t) = (r4(t))1 (r3(t))°(r2(t))°(r(t))1  (3)
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now we find the Walsh coefficients for a sine wave:

f(t) = sin(7rt) 2- _ c ,,(t) (4)
ri=O-

in which cn can 'be evaluated by

C,= jo $,(t)f(t)dt (5)

and we obtain the following

co = 0.637, c1 = c2 = 0, c3 = -0.263

c4 = 0, cs = -0.126, c,,"- -0.0573

Fig.3 shows the Walsh approximation of the sine wave.

If we take the-integration of #i(t) curves, what will happen? Simply apply Eq.(5)
to each 0'-(t) or by inspection and easily obtain a set of triangular curves as shown in
Fig.4. Then we canfind the Walsh coefficients for each triangular curve and get:

J o0ot + (- - ) 1)  + (- )0 2 + )042 4 8 16

J0d =ii= ~ (1-03 +6

4 (6)

we can rearrange (5) into a matrix form as follows:

f Oodt ( () (-1) 0 (--) 0 0 0 00
5dt i 0 0 0o 0 0 01

fq02dt - 1 0 0 0 0 0 O) 0 02
f 3 dt 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 03

- 1 8 16i~
f 04dt F 6 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0b4

sdt 0 ±L 0 0 0 0 0 0 i5
fq06dt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
f07dt 0 0 0 L 0 0 0 0 07

(7)
In a compact form

)(8) = P(s) (8) (8)
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It-can be easily verified that theupper left conner of Ps is P4xand PX8 would:

become the upper ,eft corner of P 6 .16 etc. In (6a); Psgs is called the operational
matrix for 8 terms taken. In general, if we take. m terms,. the corresponding matrix
would be writtemas follOws

2- T T

'rum
PX, n T T -I (9)

Ol

where, n 2z and z is an integer number. We can use Eq.(9) to solve a time invariant
differenti. -equation, considering the, following simple one:

• =-4x, z(O)= 1 (10)

we would like to solve Eq.(10) by using the-Walsh operational matrix Eq.(9)

First of all, We assume i has a Walsh expansion with m=4 undetermined coeffi-
cients:

4

i=E On= C't (11)
The Walsh series expansion of x is obtained through integratibn

x(i) = c' J (t)d(t) +xO
= C'P, + x(o) (12)

Substituting (9) and (10)'into (8), we have

C, [I I+4P'j- (7
1 1 0 - 4

--- 0_ 1 0 02

0 0 1 0

Finally we obtain the solution,

= C14D(t)
80 64 40 32

V- - ¢0~(t)- -y,(t )- -y€ 2(t) - yst)(14)
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X= c'P(t)
20 6 810

0-1()- ,),(t) .- 15)t

The exact and Walsh solution curves are shown in Fig.5.

3 Double Walsh Series for Solving Partial Differ-
ential Equations

Before our trying to solve Maxwell equations vis Walsh functions, we start from the
investigation with a simplest partial differential equation. To solve a partial differ-
ential equation should be a natural extension of the solution for 6rdinary differential
equation via Walsh functions.

Let us consider the following simplest partial differential equation. with constant
coefficents.

" "r ay bu(16)

when x = 0, y(o, t) = (t)

and
when t =0, y(x,0) =g(x)

where y(x,O) means "~,)=[0Y(x,t)],=o (17)

The transform method for approaching this problem is quite straightforward; for ex-
ample, the Laplace transform, method is used: we take the t domain Laplace transform
for Eq.(13):

StY + Ct'9Y = Ctay + £tbu (18)

Evaluation and considering x as constant yields

sdY(x'S) + dY(x.S) _aY(x,s) = y(X,0) + bU(x, s) (19)

wheres s can be considered as a ,parameter and the above equation become an
ordinary differential equation. We can solve it either by transforming it with respect
to x and an algebra equation will be obtained; or by using the classical method,
i.e. finding its complementary function and particular integral respectively; and then
taking the inverse Laplace transform with respect to t to get the final solution.
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Fig.S. Walsh series solution of a free system
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The reasoning and thinking of the Walsh approach-is -assumed to 'be simila~r to
that of the'Laplace -transform ,approach. That, means to use the Walsh series twice or
double Walsh series to deal with- the partial differential- equation problem.

A unction y(x,t) can be represented by a Walsh series with respect to t as-follows:

00

v(z, 0) E M00(t)*d) (20)
0

where Oi(t); is the i-th- order Walsh function. 'If we truncate Eq.(20) to the first n
terms, we have:

"-I

Y (X, t) = Z i M (t)4(t) (21)
0

The coefficient functions yj(x) of equation Eq.(1O) become

- iX = JO (z, t)#Oj(t)dt (22)

Likewise, a Walsh series -approximation -of yj(z) gives

rn-1

Y()= E Oi(zT)Yqi (23)
0

where Oi(t) are Walsh functions with respect to x, and yij are coefficients obtained by
the following:

=j L (x)yi(xT)dx Oi j~(x)y(x, t)Oi(t)dxdt (4

Combiing equations Eq.(10) and Eq.(12) gives

n-1 mn-1

Y(X, t) = E E qO(x-)Y 1i4(t) (25)
0 0

This equation can be written into the following matrix form:

YX )= tTm) ()Y'(t) (t) (26)

where

4 (m)(t) = o(x), M~x), ... , 4 .. (X)]T (28)
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and coefficient matrix 'ymxj- is as follows:

Y 0o1o ... 3fOM,-i
YOO Yi o ... Yo,n-I

(Sym-o ym-ij "' i,-I

Equation Eq.(26) is the double Walsh series approximation of.y(x,t). 0(,) and
0(,) can 'be integrated from 0 to I and we arrive at:

101 §( )(t')dt' = (3,,0),.(t) (30)

§ ¢)(x')d-' = Pmxm)4O(m)(X) (31)

where P(mxm) and P(nxn) are operational matrices of integration. The general form
of the operational, matrix isEq.(9), while m=4, the-matrix become:

4 a0 0 04
P(X)0 ~0 ) (32)

0 0 0

which is the upper left corner of Eq,(9).

We will apply Eq.(26) withcEq.(30) and Eq.(31) to solvepartial differential equa-
tions.

4 Recommendation

Our ultimate goal is to solve Maxwell equations via Walsh analysis . Before doing
that, we, have to solve simple time varying differential equation and simple integral
equation first. We expect that various operational matrices can be derived and should
be investigated.

Recently, Lewis[12] established a method replacing the solution of a two -variable
partial differential equation with the solution of a solution of a linear algebraic gen-
eraized 2-D sylvester equation . That is an natural extension of Chen and Hsiao'
Walsh function analysis and it is possible to generalize the technique to higher dimen-
sion domain in order to solve the Maxwell equations.
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Harmuth [5;11] also strongly recommended ,another set of orthogonal functions-

block, pulse functions and the. auther develops them for irrational functions, of the s

variable[1]. This implies that the paitial differential equations can be solved by the

block pulse functions appro4ch.
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HIGH oXYGEN/CARBON RATIO FUEL CANDIDATES FOR CLEAN-AIR

FIRE FIGHTING FACILITY PROJECT

William W. Bannister

Abstract

This project will evaluate performance and burn

characteristics of isobutyl acetate [IBA] and ethoxyethyi

propionate [EEP] as high oxygen/carbon ratio [high 0/C] low

smoke candidates for replacement of JP-4 and other

hydrocarbon fuels in firefighting training facilities. The

tests will compare the following characteristics of IBA and

EEP with JP-4: relative fire safety of the test candidates;

extinguishabilities by 3% Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF),

and other extinguishing agents; qualitative and quantitatire

analyses of smoke generation; and qualitative and

quantitative analyses of air and fire pit water pollutants.
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BURN CHARACTERISTICS TESTS OF HIGH OXYGEN/CARBON RATIO FUEL

CANDIDATES FOR CLEAN AIRFIRE FIGHTING FACILITY PROJECT:

PHASE I. PRELIMINARY SMALL SCALE TESTS [TEST PLAN]

SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

A. SCOPE. This project will evaluate performance and burn

characteristics of isobutyl acetate [IBA] and ethoxyethyl

propionate [EEP] as high oxygen/carbon ratio [high O/C] low

smoke candidates for replacement of JP-4 and other

hydrocarbon fuels in fire fighting training facilities. The.

tests will compare the following characteristics of IBA and

EEP with comparision to JP-4: relative fire safety of the

test candidates; extinguishabilities by 3% Aqueous Film

Forming Foam (AFFF), and other extinguishing agents;

qualitative and quantitative analyses of smoke generation;

and qualitative and quantitative analyses of air and fire

pit wai-er pollutants.

The tests at the Sky X Fire Research Facility at Tyndall

AFB (TAFB) will consist of five (5) small scale four foot

diameter pan burn tests which shall investigate the fire

safety, extinguishability, and relative smoke emission

aspects of IBA and EEP, alone and in mixture with JP-4. (A

sixth small test fire will be conducted by a contractor who

shall undertake to determine components of smoke and vapor

emissions from burning IBA for subsequent use in qualitative

and quantitative analyses of large scale IBA burn tests.)
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B. BACKGROUND. In current DOD (and civilian) fire training

exercises, large (500 gallons) volumes of JP-4, or other

hydrocarbon fuels are ignited in large (8,000 ft2) open

fire -pit facilities. For extinguishment AFFF is mixed with

water to 3% or 6% concentrations and applied to the fire

using the Air Force's front line P-19 firefighting or other

vehicle, or with simpler handline equipment; or with powder,

water fog, or halon extinguishing agents.

Such fire training exercises are quite realistic,

matching conditions routinely encountered in large scale,

three dimensional fires with heavy thermal and smoke

outputs. Severe environmental problems exist, however,

especially in terms of air pollution from billowing smoke

plumes. Increased pressures to curtail such training may

therefore be encountered in the form of local, state and.

federal statutes and guidelines.

A variety of simulated training devices and structures

have been designed to provide smoke-free fire training

capabilities, including computerized games; computerized

propane burner facilities with controls by which training

staff can input evaluations of the level of fire fighting

effectiveness and thereby reduce intensities of the propane

flames; and smoke abatement buildings (with scrubbing

devices to wash smoke from the air, but with limited scale

fires by comparison with open field facilities). All of

these are expensive; none provide adequate realism and
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flexibility for important fire fighting training, exercises

required by the Air Force (e.g., for running fuel fires

fires in large hanger or other open structures or areas).

(Environmental problems also exist in terms of possible

pollution of ground water by discharges of water remaining

in the fire pits with suspended residues of unburnt JP-4,

combustion products, and AFFF agent.)

At TAFB the AF Engineering and Services Center (AFESC]

Airbase Fire Protection and Crash Rescue Systems Branch

(RDCF] has found that carboxylic esters with high O/C ratios

are clean fire training fuels. Such esters have lower

toxicities than JP hydrocarbon fuels; many are food

additives with FDA approval and no requirement for personnel

protection. Unlike JP-4, esters are biodegradable with no

ground water environmental problem for fire training

exercises. The simple, low molecular weight esters form

much fewer pyrolytic degradation products and thus much

lower contamination problems for air emissions than larger

hydrocarbon molecules comprising JP fuels. Moreover, the

high oxygen contents of the esters provide more thorough

combustion, again with fewer contamination products.

Various esters can be selected to match volatilities and

flash points of any fuels (JP-4,JP-5, JP-8, Jet A-i, and AV

GAS) used by military and civilian aircraft.

Though esters cost more than JP, this is more than

offset by obviating large capital and maintenance outlays
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for high-tech smoke scrxibbihg structures or other simulated

training devices. Moreover, these clean air fuels will

continue to provide excellent flexibility and realism in

conventional fire pit and three dimensional training

facilities, with acceptable smoke emission levels. It may

also be feasible to mix ester and JP fuels and still provide

acceptable smoke emissions but at much lower cost.

There are potential drawbacks. Candidates of most

interest (IBA and EEP) are more polar than conventional

hydrocarbon fuels. Fires involving these fuels may resemble

highly polar alcohol fires requiring alcohol type AFFF

agents; this would inacceptable for fire training

facilities. Preliminary small scale fire tests did indicate

that conventional 3% AFFF was an effective extinguishing

agent for small IBA fires; but large scale tests need to be

performed to demonstrate large scale 3% AFFF extinguishing

capabilities for such esters, or for mixtures of hydrocarbon

fuels with the esters. Such hydrocarbon/ester mixes have

very greatly reduced polarities; thus, 3% AFFF should have

increased effectiveness against such mixtures.

The flash points of the candidate ester fuels are

significantly higher than JP-4:

flash point, 0 F

JP-4 16
IBA 64 Note: mixtures of IBA or EEP with
EEP 132 JP-4 have same flash point as JP-4
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On the other hand, IBA and EEP have high oxygen contents

and thus ate anticipated to burn hotter, and more rapidly

once fully developed fire conditions have been achieved.

Thus, preliminary medium. scale test burns should be

conducted with these fuels to ensure that unanticipated

safety problems involving its flammability do not exist.

Due to increased polarity, IBA and EEP are somewhat,

(though not greatly) more soluble in water than JP fuels.

(However, IBA and EEP do not form suspensions in water as do

JP fuels; and these are much more easily biodegradable than

are hydrocarbon fuels. Moreover, due to the very greatly

decreased polarity of ester and hydrocarbons mixtures, IBA

or EEP mixtures with JP' have very low water solubilities.)

Large scale tests need to be performed to demonstrate the

extent, or lack of extent of ground water pollution problems

which may exist 'for IBA and similar esters, and for

decomposition products arising from combustion. And, even

though it is anticipated that these esters willproduce much

fewer and much less toxic airborne combustion products than

is the case for hydrocarbon fuels, the actual contaminants

and the levels of concentrations of such materials need to

be determined for large scale fires.

C. AUTHORITY

HQ USAF Program Management Directive (PMD) 63723F

(2104), March 1985, provides authority for this test, which

will be conducted as directed in PMD and AFR 80-14.
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D. PURPOSE

Test objectives are to evaluate performance and burn

characteristics of isobutyl acetate [IBA] and ethoxyethyi

propionate [EEP] as high o/C low smoke candidates for

replacement of hydrocarbon fuels in fire fighting training

facilities,; investigate, extinguishabilities by 3% AFFF,

Purple K, water fog, and halon extinguishing agents; and

perform qualitative analyses of smoke emissions.

SECTION II

TEST OBJECTIVES AND TESTING MEASURES OF MERIT

A. TEST OBJECTIVES

Performance and burn characteristics of IBA and EEP

as high O/C low smoke candidates will be studies for

replacement of hydrocarbon fuels in fire fighting training

facilities; extinguishabilities by 3% AFFF, Purple K, water

fog, and halon extinguishing agents will be studied; and

qualitative analyses of smoke emissions will be performed.

Tests at TAFB will consist of five 4 ft pan burns, with

specific objectives to verify that IBA alone (and EEP

solution in JP-4 solution) present no increased safety

hazard relative to usti -of JP-4 when used alone as a fire

training fuel; verify Ehat 3% AFFF, Purple K, water fog, and

halon satisfactorily extinguish fires when applied to

burning IBA or EEP/JP4; and verify that significant smoke

reductions occur in combustion of IBA and EEP agents,

relative to smoke emissions of JP-4.
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o Neither IBA or EEP/JP4 shall ignite or accelerate to

fully developed burn state faster than JP-4 alone.

o Both IBA and EEP/JP4 shall be ignited electrically,

easily, with no requirement for accelerator fuels.

o Both IBA and EEP/JP-4 shall be extinguished by 3% AFFF;

Purple K; water fog; and halon, using no more than 25%

additional agent nor more than 25% additional time than

needed by for extinguishment of comparable JP-4 fires.

(A sixth test shall be conducted separately by the

contractor to determine components of smoke and vapor

emissions from burning IBA for subsequent use in qualitative

and quantitative analyses of larger scale IBA burn tests.)

B. MEASURES OF MERIT

1. IBA and EEP/JP-4 fuels shall ignite readily, but no

more vigorously than JP-4 pools of comparable size.

2. 3% AFFF; Purple K; water fog; and halon shall be

capable of extinguishing IBA and EEP/JP-4 fires,

using no more than 25% of volumes or time than needed for

JP-4 fires of comparable size.

3. Smoke emissions froml IBA and JP-4 fires shall not

exceed more than 40% of levels from comparable JP-4 fires.

4. Non-gaseous vapors in emitted smoke plumes, and non-

degradable water-borne contaminants (other than AFFF) shall

not exceed more than 30% of comparable JP-4 fires levels.
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SECTION III

MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

A. MANAGEMENT

Overall test responsibility rests with the AFESC/RDCF

Test Director. The Test Director will delegate authority,

as necessary. Specific responsibilities for safety,

security, communication, photography, and -engineering

support are contained in the test plan annexes.

B. ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

1. AFESC: responsible for overall test management.

2. AFESC/RDCF:

a. Develop, coordinate, and publish a test plan.

b. Provide the test director.

c6,.Prepare test report; test preparation and protocol.

3. AFESC/WE (Staff Meteorologist): provide daily weather

forecasts and briefings to the test director. If the AFESC

Staff Meteorologist is unavailable, weather briefings will

be provided by TAFB Weather Station.

4. AFESC/PA (Public Affairs Office):

Notification and media inquiry response of the test.

5. Contractor: provide analytical laboratory and

technical staff to identify significant pollutants in smoke

plumes resulting from test burns of JP-4 and IBA. Prepare a

complete protocol for testing as cited in 5.a. above for

submission to RDCF. This will become Annex 4 of this Plan

when accepted by RDCF.
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SECTION IV

TEST EXECUTION

A. INTRODUCTION

This test phase at TAFB is comprised of five (5) small

scale 4 ft. pan burn tests, mainly to investigate fire

safety and extinguishability aspects. These tests are

described in the following paragraphs. (Contractor tests to

perform qualitative analyses of smoke emissions will be

described separately in this Test Plan in Annex 4.)

B. TEST SITE

Tests will be conducted at the AFESC Sky X Fire Research

Facility approximately 10 miles southeast of the main gate

and about one mile east of U.S. Highway 98. TAFB is located

on the Gulf Coast of Florida, about 10 miles southeast of

Panama City, on US Highway 98. The local soil is

characteristic of the coastal lowlands of Western Florida,

where fine gray/white beach sands are underlaid at variable

depths by the Atronelle Formation. This material is very

permeable and free- draining. The subgrade is a poorly

graded sand. The water table in the area varies with the

season, from 4 feet to just below ground surface, usually

occuring about 2.5 feet below the surface. Surface drainage

is normally in a southerly direction into a swampy area.

C. TEST SCHEDULE

The TAFB test period is planned for 1 - 2 November 1990.

A detailed test schedule is contained in Annex 1.
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D. SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

AFESC/RDCF will plan, coordinate and execute the test.

Fuel requirements and methods of extinguishment for each

test are provided in Table I, below., It can be assumed that

no more than one pound of soot; one half pound of CO; 2.5

pounds of organics; or 0.04 pound of NOx will be emitted in

each of these tests. (This is a maximized accounting based

on calculations taken from A Generalized Air Quality

Assessment Model for Air Force Operations, AFWL TR-74-304,

Feb. 1975.) The hanger area shall be well ventilated during

and after each test in which the hanger us utilized. AFESC

Sky X Fire Research Facility, with an electrical fire

ignition system, will be the test site for these fires.

Suitable small-scale extinghishing equipment shall be

provided for application of each of the extinguishing agents

onto the fires. Video and still photography of each fire

test will be provided by AFESC/RDCF. Detailed support

requirements are contained in Annex 2.

E. DATA COLLECTION

1. General. Prior to testing each day, all project

participants will be briefed by the test director on data

collection and recording requirements. The test director,

or his designated representative, will complete the test

readiness/data collection checklist contained in Annex 6, as

testing progresses, and ensure that all necessary data and

photographic and video records are collected/taken.
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2. Video Recording'. Video recordings of all tests will

be made. The video cameras will be configured to record

real time on the video tape to facilitate dataredudtion.

3. Meteorological Data. Meteorological data from TAFB

Weather Station will be recorded for each test day by

AFESC/WE and forwarded to the AFESC/RDCP Test Director.

F. PRELIMINARY SMALL SCALE BURN TESTS

Major objectives of this test series arc to investigate

fire safety and extinguishability aspects. A secondary

objective will be to verify the capability of the test

agents to burn with greatly reduced smoke emissions.

The tests will include five 4-foot pan fires as per

Table I which indicates fuel compositions and method of

extinguishment for each fire:

TABLE 1

Test Gallons of Fuel In Each Test Method of
No. JP-4 IBA EEP Extinguishment

1 1.0 3% AFF

2 1.0 3% AFFF

3 0.2 0.8 Powder

4 0.2 0.8 Halon

5 0.2 0.5 0.3 Water fog

1. Test Procedure - General

A total of five individual fires are planned, all

within the hanger space available in the Fire Research Sky X

facility. With no significant wind effects, it is
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anticipated that the flame column and smoke from each test

burn will be maintained in a relatively vertical position.

Initial plans are to conduct all five tests the first day,

with backup work, if any, to be performed the next day.

Pretest briefings will be conducted before each test, to

discuss results of previous tests, verify that all systems

are functional, and plan subseuqent testing. All personnel

will be at their assigned locations a minimum of one hour

before commencement of the series4 All test materials and

equipment will be set up and ready for the test a minimum of

I hour before the scheduled ignition time. At T-30 minutes

(30 minutes before ignition time) a pretest checklist, as

contained in Annex 6, will be completed to ascertain the

readiness of all functions. These functions will include,

but are not limited to, safety, weather, test pit readiness,

and data collections readiness. When all functions are

ready, the fire will be ignited. The order to ignite the

fuel will be given by the AFESC Test Director.

2. Test Procedures - Specific

When the test director confirms that all systems are

go he will verbally direct ignition. After ignition, the

fire will be allowed to burn for 30 seconds, and the

extinguishing agent then aggressively extinguish the fire.

Record time and amount of extinguishing agent required to

extinguish the fire. A detailed Fire Operations Test

Checklist is contained in Annex 6.
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SECTION V

SAFETY

A. GENERAL

Safety is an integral part of the test,. The test

director is responsible for accident prevention. Personnel

and equipment safety will take precedence over test

execution at all times. Special emphasis will be placed on

,providing thorough supervision and guidance throughout all

test phases. Premission briefings will be conducted daily

by the test director detailing the test procedures for the

day and emphasizing safety in all test-phases.

The AFESC Test Director will function as the safety

officer and will monitor all test phases. He will suspend

the test any time a safety hazard is observed.

Identification of a potential safety hazard will result in

test suspension until the hazard can be evaluated and

corrected to the satisfaction of all responsible agencies.

Emergency medical personnel will be notified by

telephone (ext 911 or 283-2333) before each test that a

controlled fuel fire will be conducted at AFESC Sky X

Research Facility at Farmdale Road, approximately 1.0 miles

east of Highway 98 and 10 miles east of Tyndall AFB.

B. IDENTIFIED HAZARD

All open fires of any dimension are hazardous. All

fires planned for these tests will be 4 feet in diameter and

will burn for approximately 2 minutes. The approved test
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area has been thoroughly examined for safety istance from

surrounding objects and found to be well within safe

distance limits. Primary and backup firefighting equipment

will be on hand at the test site during all fires.

C. SAFETY REPORTING

Accidents, incidents, and serious hazards will be

reported in accordance with AFR 127-4 through AFESC/SEG and

HQ USAFADWC/SEG. The appointed on-site safety officer is

responsible for accident/Incident reporting.

The Test Director will ensure that all safety procedures

are followed throughout all testing. Testing will be

suspended if an event occurs compromising safety.

Additional safety procedures are contained in Annex 3.

SECTION VI

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

In accordance with AFR 19-2, Air Force Form 813 has been

completed and approved, and it is determined that these

tests qualify for Categorical Exclusion 2y. As stated in

Form 813, it is anticipated that all evidence of visible

smoke will disperse within one hour. Air Quality Assessment

Model (AQAM) calculations were made for these one gallon

test fires for levels of particulate matter, hydrocarbons,

carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxides.

These calculations presume the burning of JP-4

hydrocarbon fuel. For tests involving IBA, the following

additional factors have been entered into the calculation:
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JP-4: average constituent, C9H20;

average molecular weight = 128

% carbon = 84.3%

density = 0.8

I gallon of JP-4 weighs 6.7 pound,.

carbon content in 1 gallons = 5.3 lbs

IBA: C6H1202;

molecular weight = 116t

% carbon = 62%

density = 0.9

1 gallon of IBA weighs 3750 pounds

carbon content in 1 gallon - 4.65 pounds

Carbon based emissions from IBA fires:

approximately 4.65/5.3 - 88% of JP-4

emissions

Lower levels of pollutants will result from burning EEP,

since it has a lower carbon percentage (58%) in its formula

[C7H1403]. Table 2 presents results of calculations.

Any major fuel spills or other unplanned event that may

affect the environment will immediately be reported to the

AFESC and Tyndall AFB environmental offices.
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RATE-LIMITED MASS TRANSFERAND SOLUTE TRANSPORT

by

Mark L. Brusseau

Mass transfer processes such as sorption/desorption and

immiscible liquid-aqueous phase transfer can have significant

impact on solute transport and remediation of contaminated

groundwater, especially when local equilibrium is defied. The

objective of the work reported herein was to investigate

nonequilibrium sorption of representative organic chemicals by

aquifer materials comprised of low organic carbon. The miscible

displacement technique was employed for this purpose. Results

suggest that the first-order reverse sorption rate constant is log-

log linearly related to the sorption equilibrium constant.

Furthermore, it appears that nonequilibrium sorption is similar for

all five aquifer materials investigated. Thus, the empirical

relationship obtained from these data may serve as a means to

obtain estimates of sorption rate constants. It is important to

note, however, that a time scale effect was observed, such that the

sorption rate constant varied with pore-water velocity.
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Nonequilibrium sorption can have a significant impact on the

transport and fate of contaminants in the subsurface. In addition,

V, remediation of contaminated soils and aquifers can also be

constrained by nonequilibrium. In recognition of, this importance,

the sorption kinetics of organic chemicals has recently become an

active area of research. In the investigation and modeling of

sorption dynamics it has generally been assumed in the past that

the sorption "reaction" was sufficiently fast such that the local

equilibrium assumption (LEA) was valid. Recent experimental and

theoretical investigations have, however, caused the validity of

the>LEA to be re-evaluated. Most of the experimental work that has

bee reported, however, has concerned soils and sediments with

relatively high organic carbon contents. Conversely, there has

been little work reported on the nonequilibrium sorption of organic

chemicals by aquifer materials comprised of low organic carbon

(c.f., Lee et al., 1988; Brusseau et al., 1990a; 1990b; 1990c).

The objective- of the work reported herein was to investigate

nonequilibrium sorption of representative organic chemicals by

aquifer materials comprised of low organic carbon.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The major objective of the research effort was to investigate

the nonequilibrium sorption of organic chemicals by low organic-

carbon aquifer materials.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS:

Zzperiuental apparatus

The techniques employed for the miscible displacement

experiments were similar to those utilized by Brusseau et al

(1990b). The column apparatus was an Alltech preparative

chromatography column made of precision-bore stainless steel, with

an internal diameter of 2.25 cm and a length of 7 cm. Bed supports

on both ends were stainless steel diffusion mesh of pore size 60

pm. The diffusion mesh enhanced radial distribution of influent

solution and also minimized dispersion at the effluent end. The

column apparatus was designed to have a minimum void volume in the

end plates. Two dual-piston HPLC pumps (Waters 510) were connected

to the column with a Rheodyne switching valve to facilitate

switching between solutions with and without the solute of

interest. The system was designed so that the solute contacted

only stainless steel.

Effluent from the column was directed through a flow-through,

variable wave-length UV detector (Waters 450) to allow continuous

monitoring of the solution-phase concentration of the solute, which

was recorded on a strip chart recorder (Soltec 1242). The

wavelength to be used for each experiment was determined by

selecting for maximum response. Previous miscible displacement

studies have usually employed collection of effluent fractions,

which were then analyzed by GC or HPLC. For volatile chemicals,

this method suffers from the potential for loss by volatization

during the fraction collection and analysis steps. The use of the

flow-through detection method eliminates this problem. It also
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significantly simplifies the analytical process. However, this

method is limited to the use of detectors that are suitable for

flow-through operation. This constraint will obviously restrict

the chemicals that may be used to detector-specific set.

Materials

The following chemicals were employed for the miscible

displacement experiments: 1,4-dichlorobenzene, tetrachloroethene,

p-xylene, and naphthalene; pentafluorobenzoic acid was employed as

a nonsorbing tracer. The following five aquifer materials were

used for these experiments: Lula, Borden, Tinker, Columbus, and

Barksdale. Properties of these materials are reported by Stauffer

(1987).

Ixperimental procedure

The column was packed in incremental steps with the dry

material to establish uniform bulk density. After completion of

packing, electrolyte solution (0.005 M CaSO4, 0.02% NaN3 ) was pumped

through the column until steady-state water saturation was

established; this generally required approximately two days. The

constancy of column masses (i.e., maintenance of saturated

conditions) was monitored periodically throughout the experiments.

The measured dead volumes were used to determine the corrected pore

volume of the column. The matrix for all solutions was that

described above. Saturated stock solutions for each solute were

prepared by placing quantities in excess of their solubility limit

in contact with the electrolyte solution and stirring the solution

for at least 48 hours. Solutions were filter sterilized with 0.45

pm filters prior to use. Aliquots of the stock solution were
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diluted with electrolyte solution uvntil the desired concentration

was achieved. The concentration values (Co) of the soiutins used

for the MDC experiments were generally 10% to 25% of the aqueous

solubility.

A typical experiment involved the continuous injection of a

pulse of the selected solute, the pulse size being large enough

such that the point of C/C0 - 1 was reached. The solute pulse was

then displaced with 0.005 M CaS0 4 solution until the point of C/C0

- 0. Constancy of flow was periodically checked by collecting

effluent fractions. These measured flow rates were checked against

the average flow rate determined by collecting and measuring all

effluent over the injection period; they compared well in all

cases. The flow rates used for the experiments were 2, 1, and 0.1

ml/min (average pore-water velocity - approx. 80, 40, and 5 cm/hr,

repectively).

To check for the existence of nonidealities other than

nonequilibrium sorption (e.g., nonlinearity), comparisons of the

frontal and distal portions of the breakthrough curves were made.

The presence of nonlinearity, for example, would result in non-

coincident frontal and distal curves. The comparisons showed the

two portions to be coincident (see Figure I for an example). To

check the reproducibility of the method, repeat experiments were

oocasionaly performed. An example of such is presented in Figure

2. These results suggest a high degree of reproducibility.

Data anlysis

The results of the miscible displacement experiments were

analyzed with a first-order bicontinuum model. Models of this
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ty'pe, where Sorption is assumed, to be instantaneous for some

portion of the porous medium and rate-limited for the remainder,

have been presented by Seilm et al. (1976) and Cameron, and Klute

-(1977). Sorption is described as follows:

S1 M P C (la)

dS2/dt - 'ki1 S1 - k2 S2 (lb)

where C is the solute concentration in the water-phase (M/L), SI

is the sorbed-phase concentration in the equilibrium domain (M/M),

S2 is the sorbed-phase concentration in the kinetic-controlled

domain (M/M), K. is the sorption equilibrium constant, F is the

fraction of sorbent for /hich sorption is instantaneous, and k, and

k, are the forward and reverse sorption rate constants (T),

respectively. These models can represent each of the three

processes, namely physical nonequilibrium, chemical nonequilibrium,

and intrasorbent diffusion, responsible for nonequilibrium sorption

(Brusseau and Rao, 1989a).

To simulate solute transport, the following two nondimensional

equations are employed:

d* C'p + (PR-l) C*/ap + (.1-0)R Skp = (3l/P) 2 C/aX' - C'/ X (2)

(1-P) R S*/p = G (C - S') (3)

where

C' - C/C0  (4a) P - vL/D (4b)

' S2 /(1-F)KY (4c) A - 1 + (1/K)K (4d)
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P = vt/L (4e) = (1 + flF(f/)K)/R (4f)

XI X/L (4g) 4)'m =-(1-P)RL/v (4h)

and where D is the dispersion coefficient (L2/T), V is-theaverage

pore-water velocity (LIT), x is -distance (L), L is column length

(L), / is bulk density (M/L3), and e is volumetric soil-water

content. To run the model, knowledge of the following parameters

is required: the Peclet number P, which represents the dispersive-

flux contribution to transport; the retardation factor R, which

represents the effect of sorption on transport; the fraction of

instantaneous retardation, P;, the Damkohler number(i), which is a

ratio of hydrodynamic residence time to characteristic time of the

sorption "reaction"; and T., the size in pore volumes of the input

pulse. The value for P was obtained from the BTC of a nonsorbing

solute. The value for R was obtained by moment analysis, i.e., the

first, normalized, absolute temporal moment of a dirac pulse

(Brusseau et al., 1990b, or from area above the breakthrough curve

(Nkedi-Kizza et al., 1987). The value of T, is known from

measurement. The two unkown parameters are thus P and WO. The

nonlinear, least-squares optimization program CFITIM (van

Genuchten, 1981) was used under flux boundary conditions to

determine values for the two unknowns.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

Pentailuorobenzoic acid breakthrough curves were obtained for

the columns to establish their hydrodynamic character and to

determine values for P. These BTCs were symmetrical and sigmoidal
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in shape and were invariant with pore-water velocity, which

suggests the absence of physical -nonequilibrium (Brusseau and Rao,

i989a). BTCs for the organic chemicals yere, in contrast,

asymmetrical (see Figures 1 and 2). This, in conjunction with the

symmetrical BTCs obtained for a nonsorbing tracer, is highly

suggestive of a sorption-related nonequilibrium process (Brusseau

and Rao, 1989a)-.

The relationship between k2, values of which were determined

by -ptimization, and was evaluated using the linear-free-energy-

relationship technique, in the manner of Brusseau and Rao (1989b).

The results for the 2 ml/min velocity experiments are shown in

Figure 3, where the regression equation reported by Brusseau and

Rao (1989b) is included for comparison. An inverse correlation

between1 2 and is evident. In addition, it appears that all five

aquifer materials exhibit similar nonequilibrium behavior. This

observation that sorbent appears to play only a secondary role on

the nature of nonequilibrium sorption was also reported by Brusseau

et al. (1990b; 1990c).

The effect of velocity on rate-constant values was

investigated by coriparing data .btained at the fast velocities to

that obtained at 0.1 ml/min. Inspection of Figure 4 reveals that

the rate constants appear to vary with velocity. Inspection of

Figure 4 also shows that the K. values did not change significantly

with velocity. This suggests that additional sorption is not

taking place at the slower velocity and, therefore, that the

velocity effect is related to the nature of the first-order model

approximation. This time scale effect is important to consider
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when determining appropriate rate-constant values for a given

situation.

V. Q ATIONS:

a) The empirical relationship obtained from these de a may

serve as a means to obtain estimates of sorption rate cot tants.

These would be useful for input to models that may then be used to

4nv4stigate the relative importance of nonequilibrium sorption on

the transport and fate of organic contaminants in the subsurface.

b) One suggested topic of follow-on research is to compare the

effect of heterogeneous aquifer properties (e.g., hydraulic

conductivity, sorption capacity) to that of nonequilibriunm

sorption on the transport of organic chemicals. Another topic

would be an investigation of mass transfer of organic contaminants

between residual immiscible liquids and water.
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File for Air Force Colum Date
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Kp k2 tooK logE? APPENDIX: DATA

0.01 17.5 TCE/o -1.09151 14;43038
0.16 14.4 PXYL/o -0.7958 1.15

0.101 22.6 PCE/2;2 -0.9956?1.3S410
0.154 1 DC0i2-2 -0.81247 1.230448
0.103 0.89 ,C'v2.01 -0.9016 0.5066
0.176 10.3 NAP/2-2 -0.75448 1.02837
0.102 14.2 PXYL/2-2 -0.99139 1.152288
0.118 7.14 PXYLr/2-2-0.92811 0.853698
0.164 6.31 P XL/2-1 -0.78515 0.800029
0.103 0.51i PXYL/2-O1-0.9Ti6 -0.29242
0.222 0.277 NAP/2-01 -0.65364 -0.55752
0.221 6.13 NAP/2-1 -0.65560 0.787460
0.354 1.2 NAPE/2-1 -0.45099 0.079181
0.31T 0.146 #AP/2s-01-0.964 -0.83564
0.237 4.9 PCEl2-1 -0.62525 0.690196
0.261 0.22 PC!/2-01,-0.58335 -0.65757
0.123 2.1 PcE/5-01 -0.91009
0.276 9 PCE/5-2 -0.55909
0.165 15.8 NAP/5-2 -0.7101
0.128 8.75 PCI!3-1 -0.89279
0.149 16.2 DCi/3-2 -0.82681
0.071 12.2 PXYL/3-1 -1.14874
0.22 4.71 NAP/3-1 -0.6575?
0.25 12.1 1API3-2 -0.60205
0.18? 0.637 NAP/3-01 -0.72815
0.043 29.2 C/I -1.3653
0.057 7.8 NAP/I -1.2412
0.034 28PC!/I -1.46852
0.044 13.6 PXYL/I -1.35654
0.241 11.45 PCE/4-2 -0.61798
0.245 0.63 PCE/4-01 -0.61083
0.19 15.45 P¢E/4-1 -0.72124

0.0135 6.5 NAPr/4-1 -1.86966
0.036 3.9V NAP/4-1 -1.44369
0.082 0.37 NAP/4-01 -1.08618
0.228 3.4 WA/P4-1 -0.64206

0.0684 6.26 NAP/4-2 -1.16494
0.0023 7.1 OCDI4-2 -2.63827
0.139 2.12 DCI/P4-2 -0.85696
0.234 0.17 PXY/P.4-01-0.63078
0.078 0.76 PXY/4o01 -1.10790
0.093 4.69 PXY/4-1 -1.03151
0.123 6.26 PXY/4-2 -0.91009
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Centrifuge Modeling of Explosive Induced

Stress Waves in Unsaturated'Sand

by

Wayne A. Charlie and Andrew J. Walsh

ABSTRACT

Influence of moisture content on explosive induced stress wave

propagation in compacted sand is reported. A series of 0.87 gram

explosive charges were detonated on the centrifuge at 15 and 30 times

earth's gravitational field (15 and 30,g's) to model prototype explosive

charges of 3 and 27 kilograms respectively. Stress wave velocity, peak

stress and stress transmission increased from 0 to 20 percent saturation

and then decreased from 60 to 80 percent saturation. Results follow

trends obtained from Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar tests.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Prediction of stress transmission in unsaturated sands is important to

the Air Force because strategic structures utilize compacted soil for

backfill. Of particular importance are contained bombs which penetrate

and detonate in compacted soil surrounding structural walls and in

,compacted soil located between burster slabs and structural roofs, Ross

et al. (1989), Pierce et al. (1989) and Charlie and Pierce (1988) report

that the moisture content during compaction of sands influences stress

wave velocity and stress transmission in Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar

(SHPB) tests. This report presents the results of explosive tests

conducted on unsaturated compacted sand. A series of 0.87 gram

explosive charges were detonated on a centrifuge at 15 and 30 times

earth's gravitational field to model a prototype explosive charge of 3

and 27 kilograms respectively.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Major objectives of the research are 1) to determine the effects of

moisture content on blast-induced stress wave velocity and stress

transmission in compacted sand, 2) compare the results with previous

results obtained on the Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar, and 3) evaluate

the potential of using centrifuge tests to predict field performance.
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III. PARTiALLY SATURATED SANDS

Current design practice assumes that capillarity does not influence the

behavior of cohesionless soils. Ross et al. (,1989) observed Unexpected

stress wave velocity and stress transmission trends for sand compacted

at various water contents to the same dry density (Figure 1).

Currently, there are no theoretical models to explain the results

obtained by Ross et al. (1989). The theory of effective stress for

partially saturated sands proposed by Bishop and Blight (1963) predicts

similar trends but the theory has been shown to not be theoretically

correct. Fredlund's (1986) theory, although theoretically correct, does

not predict the trends observed. Research conducted by Foster (1962)

and Broms and Forssblad (1969) show that the dry density obtained for a

given compaction energy is affected by moisture content. This is

thought to be due to capillarity but again no theory is available

relating dry density to compaction energy and moisture content.

IV. THEORY OF CENTRIFUGE MODELING

The use of physical models, often termed the observational method, is

one of the most useful tools in the practice of geotechnical and

explosive engineering. This method ranges from measuring field behavior

of full scale models to measuring the behavior of scaled models.

However, although scale models are relatively inexpensive, most earth

materials are stress dependent and non-linear. As a result, modeling at

one g does not result in good model-prototype similitude.
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Figure I Stress Wave Velocity and Stress Transmission versus

Sat'tration for Eglin Sand (Ross et al., 1989).
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Centrifuge modeling of earth structures was introduced in America by

Bucky in 1931 and independently in Russia by Pokrovsky and Davidenkou in

1933 (Cheney and Fragaszy, 1989),. The centrifuge provides a unique

means to test small scale soil models at prototype stress levels. The

basic theory of centrifuge modeling is that 1) stresses at the same

geometric points in the prototype at one g and the model at N g's should

be the same and 2) strains in the model and prototype made with

materials having identical mechanical properties will also be identical.

Unfortunately (or fortunately for explosives), other characteristics of

response depend upon conditions other than stress resulting in scaling

relations for each quantity. Some scaling laws, determined by using the

principles of dimensional analysis, are presented in TABLE 1 (Scott and

Morgan, 1977; Schmidt, 1977; Tabatabai et al., 1988; Nielson, 1983; and

Townsend et al.,1985).

Centrifuge modeling of explosive events in soils offers the advantage

that the explosive size required on the centrifuge to model a full scale

field event scales with N3 provided identical explosives are used. For

example, a field explosive of 1000 kg of PETN can be simulated in the

centrifuge with one gram of PETN at a centrifugal acceleration of 100 g.

Scaling relationships are derived on the assumption that the material

properties in the model and prototype are the same. Methods to design

and construct small scale structures utilizing micro.-concrete are

discussed in detail by Cunningham et al. (1986); Gill (1985); Thompson

and Kim (1988); Krawinkder and Moncart (1973); and Sabnis et al. (1983).

TABLE 2 lists some of the explosives research conducted on the

centrifuge.
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TABLE 1. SCALING RELATIONS

Full Scale Centrifuge
Ouantity (Prototvoe) Model at n a's

LinearDimension I I/n

Area I I/n'

Volume I I/ns

Time

In Dynamic'Terms I 1/n

In Diffusion Cases 1 I/n2

In Viscous Flow Cases 1 1

Velocit)(Distance/Time) 1 I

Acceleration (Distance/Time2) n

Mass I 1/n 3

Force 1 I/n2

Energy 1 1/n3

Stress (Force/Area) 1 1

Strain (Oisplacement/Unit Length) 1

Density 1 1

Energy Density 1

Frequency

In Dynamic Problems 1 n

TABLE Z. CENTRIFUGE MODELING OF EXPLOSIVE EVENTS IN SOIL

Authors Event Modeled Scaling Factor

James (1978) Pore Pressure

Schmidt (1978) 500 Ton Nuclear Crater

Schmidt and Holsapple (1980) Craters in Dry Sand Yield of explosive scaled N3

Fragaszy et al. (1983) Liquefaction

Nielson (1983) Soil-Structures Interaction Yield of explosive scaled N3

Gill (1985) Buried Structures in Soil

Kutter et al. (1985) Free Field Blast Parameters

Goodings et al. (1988) Craters Yield of explosive scaled N3

Serrano et al. (1988) Craters Yield of explosive scaled N3

Felice et al. (1988) Crater and Pile Response

Townsend et al. (1985) buried Structures in Soil

Schmidt (1988) Craters Yield of explosive scaled N 3
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V. SOIL, EXPLOSIVES, STRESS GAGES, AND DATA ACQUISITION

Soil - Tyndall AFB-beach sand, utilized for this research, is a uniform,

quartz sand having sub angular grains with a mean grain size, D50, of

0.25mm. Maximum and minimum dry relative densities are 1630 and

1450kg/m3. Desaturation-resaturation curves obtained by the porous

plate method are given in Figure 2. The sand is compacted in four 2.54

cm layers in a thick walled (1.27cm thick) stainless steel mold. Each

layer is compacted to a dry density of 1600 kg/m 3 at a moisture content

to give the required saturation after compaction. Piezo-resistive

miniature carbon stress gages are placed between lifts one and two and

between lifts three and four (5.08 cm apart).

Explosives - The explosive charges utilized are instantaneous electrical

detonators (Reynolds Model RP-83). ThedetonatorS dimensions and charge

mass are given in Figure 3. The detonators are-placed on and

perpendicular to the soil's surface.

Stress Gages - The research utilizes carbon stress gages which are 1/8

watt 1000 ohm (+5%) carbon resistors manufactured by Allen Bradley. The

gages are 4.00 mm long by 1.58 mm in diameter. The gages utilize the

resistance-pressure characteristics of carbon (Holloway et al., 1985;

Krehl, 1978). The gages are utilized as a quarter bridge and stress-

voltage relationships are experimentally determined by means of quasi-

static loading the resistors and recording their respective voltage.

Static load calibration of the resistors resulted in a linear stress-

voltage relationship. Figure 4 presents a typical stress-voltage
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RP-83 DETONATOR P/N 167-8676
I 3 4 S

! - 2. ...

1141

PARTS DESCRIPTION

1. PLASTIC HEADER 5. PELLET RDX, 0.125 gm
2. "0" RING 6. OUTPUT CHARGE RDX, 0.87 gm
3. BRIDGEWIRE, GOLD, .0015 DIA, .040 LONG (13.5 grams) @ 1.55-1.70 gm/cc density
4. INITIAL EXPLOSIVE PRESSING, PETN, 7. CUP, .007 Thick Aluminum

.080 gm
OUTPUT CAPABLE OF DETONATING COMPRESSED TNT, COMPRESSED NITROSTARCH, COMPC-3, &
COMP C-4.

Figure 3 Detonator dimension and charge mass.
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REGRESSION EQUATION f(x)=.1762.8x

2500-

2000-

IL1500-
4,
Ca

CC1000.

500.

0 0.2 0 .4 0. 8 0.8 1 1.2
VOLTS X 10 (GAIN 10)

U2A TEST 1 -- 2A TEST1 ERS

Figure 4 Quasi-Static calibration of carbon pressure gage.
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relationship. A linear regression is utilized to convert from voltage

to, stress. The stress-voltage relationship remains linear over the

stress range experienced during the explosive tests.

Data-Acquisition - Voltage-time history outputs from the carbon pressure

gages are amplified and recorded by a transient 12 bit transient

resolution data recorder (Pacific Model 5700) mounted on the centrifuge

arm. A digitizing rate of one million samples per second (1,000,000 Hz)

is utilized for the full 256 kilobytes of memory per channel. A signal

from the firing apparatus is utilized to trigger all 6 channels utilized

in this research. An onboard video camera and VCR is used to record the

events.

VI. AFESC CENTRIFUGE FACILITY

The HQ AFESC Centrifuge facility is located at Tyndall AFB, Florida.

Originally used at Kirtland AFB, New Mexico, for testing electronic and

mechanical packages, it was modified in 1981 and moved to Tyndall AFB in

1986 (Thompson and Kim, 1988). The hydraulic centrifuge (Genisco Inc.

of California, model E-185, SN 11) can apply controlled centrifugal

accelerations of up to 100 g's with payloads up to 200 kg. Maximum

effective radius to the swinging platform is 183 cm and the maximum

centrifuge capacity is 13 g-tons.
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VII. RESULTS

Stress waves are recorded by means of carbon stress gages located in the

compacted soil. Pressure Gage A is located 2,.54 cm below the sands

surface and pressure Gage B is located 5.04 cm below pressure Gage A.

Results are given in Tables 3 and 4 and plotted on Figures 5 and 6.

Stress Wave Velocity - Centrifuge explosive tests conducted at 15 g

display wave velocities verses saturation trends similar to Split

Hopkinson Pressure Bar tests shown in Figure la (Ross et al., 1989). A

significant increase in wave velocity occurs from 0 to 20 percent

saturation, remains relatively constant from 20 to 60 percent, then

abruptly decreases from 60 to 80 percent saturation (Figure 5). These

results indicate a "locked-in" stress effect in the range of 20 to 60

percent saturation at constant dry densities. The centrifuge tests

conducted at 30 g's indicate similar trends, however, an increase in

velocity from 0 to 20 percent saturation does not occur (Figure 5).

Stress Transmissions - Figure 6 gives the ratio of the peak stress

recorded by pressure Gage B divided by the peak stress recorded by

pressure Gage A. This stress ratio increases from less than 60% at 20%

saturation to about 100% at 40% saturation and then decreases with

increasing saturation.
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Figure 6 Stress transmission versus saturation for Tyndall Beach Sand

tested at 15 and 30 g's.
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Table 3 Wave velocity and stress transmission-ratio for the 15 g,

tests.

25'q CENTRIFUGE TEST RESULTS 8/90
CARBON PRESSURE GAGE (PEAX VOLT-S0GAIN)

1st ARR 2nd ARR VIZ. lst-PEAK ATTENU.
TEST CYL (sic sec)(ala see) (a/s) VOLT A VOLT B VB/VA

(TRIGER, TIME-0)
15-0-1 01 30.0 112.0 619.5 0.9 0.4 0.49

C2 27.0 113.0 590.7 1.7 0.1 0.05
C3 33.0 114.0 627.2 1.1 0.5 0.49

i5-30-1 c1 33.0 111.0 651.3 1.9 1.0 0.54
C2 37.0 115.0 651.3 1.8 1.0 0.57
c3 36.0 114.0 651.3 2.1 1.2 0.57

15-40-1 NO DATA
15-40-2 cl 36.0, 111.0 677.3 1.8 1.4 0.77

C2 38.0 115.0 659.7 1.3 2.3 1.27
c2 35.0 116.0 612.0 2.4 2.3 0.96

15-60-1 c1 32.0 111.0 643.0 2.1 1.7 0.11
c2 34.0 112.0 651.3 2.7 1.8 0.66
c3 35.0 114.0 643.0 2.9 1.9 0.67

15-80-1 cl 39.0 121.0 619.5 1.5 1.3 0.34
C2 36.0 125.0 513.9 1.7 2.2 1.31
C3 40.0 127.0 583.9 3.6 1.8 0.47

Table 4 Wave relation and stress transmission ratio for the 30 g

tests.

30'g CENTRIFUGE TEST RESULTS $/$/90
CARBON PRESSURE GAGE (PEAK VOLTS-SOGAIN)

lot ARE. 2nd AR. VL. 1st PEAK
TEST CYL (Ric seC)(Mlc sec) (%/a) VOLT A VOLT B VB/VA

(TRIGZX I TIEE-0)30-0-1 cl 33,0 110.0 659.7 1.3 1.0 0.80
c2 41.0 118.0 659.7 1.2 1.0 0.80
c3 43.0 124.0 627.2 1.2 0.9 0.79

30-0-2 ci 31.0 109.0 651.3 1.4 1.3 0.89
c2 34.0 106.0 705.6 1.4 1.4 0.96
c3 30.0 100.0 725.7 1.8 1.2 0.70

30-0-3 NO DATA
30-0-4 c1 19.0 102.0 612.0 3.1 11.3 0.41

c2 32.0 108.0 668.4 1.7 1.2 0.69
C3 30.0 109.0 643.0 1.9 1.2 0.64

30-0-5 cl 26.0 107.0 627.2 1.9 1.3 0.69
c2 32.0 104.0 705.6 1.5 1.0 0.67
c3 34.0 108.0 686.5 1.8 0.9 0.51

30-20-1 POOR DATA
30-40-1 cl 34.0 106.0 686.5 2.1 1.2 0.57

c2 37.0 112.0 677.3 1.8 1.3 0.70
c3 36.0 117.0 627.2 2.1 3.9 1.90

30-60-1 cl 36.0 116.0 635.0 2.0 1.5 0.78
c2 36.0 117.0 627.2 2.1 3.3 1.54
c3 36.0 114.0 651.3 2.4 2.3 0.97

30-80-1 cl 41.0 125.0 604.8 1.7 1.3 0.78
C2 40.0 125.0 597.6 1.7 1.1 0.66
c3 43.0 123.0 635.0 2.7 1.0 0.37

30-20-2 NO DATA
30-20-3 l 35.0 112.0 659.7 1.9 1.1 0.59

c2 36.0 112.0 668.4 1.9 1.2 0.60
c3 37.0 112.0 677.3 2.2 1.3 0.58

30-30-1 ci 40.0 119.0 643.0 2.0 1.2 0.62
c2 36.0 112.0 668.4 1.7 1.4 0.82
c3 39.0 118.0 643.0 1.9 1.4 0.73

30-40-2 C1 34.0 111.0 659.7 1.9 2.0 1.08
.c2 35.0 110.0 677.3 2.0 1.6 0.76
c3 37.0 116.0 6.3.0 2.1 3.5 1.64
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The. moisture content of Tyndall AFB sand during compaction influences

stress wave velocity, peak stress, and stress transmission. The highest

wave velocity and largest stress transmission occurs between 20 to 60

percent'saturation. The trends are similar to those obtained by Split-

Hopkinson Pressure Bar tests reported by Ross et al. (1989) and Charlie

and Pierce (1988). The results indicate that unsaturated soils can be

tested on the centrifuge. However, the peak g's that the soil can be

testedat may be limited by the desaturation characteristics of the

soil.

IX. RECOMMENDATIONS

Full scale explosive tests at I g are needed to verify scaling

parameters and to determine if centrifuge tests can be used to model 1 g

events in partially saturated soil. In addition, theoretical methods to

model the behavior of partially saturated compacted sand are needed.
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Pathways of 4-NitrO6henol DearadatiOn

by

Joseph H. Dreisbach

ABSTRACT

Three soil bacteria isolates, designated 402, 428, and 443,

were used in this investigation to determine the pathway of 4-

nitrophenol oxidative degradation. Pathways were studied using

respirometry with whole cells and cell free extracts, 0-18

incorporation studies, and-gas chromatography-mass spectrometry

analysis of extracts of the reaction media. A mutant of 402

which accumulates 1,2,4-benzenetriol and hydroxybenzoquinone was

obtained. Results support the proposed pathway which involves

two oxygenase reactions to yield 1,2,4-benzenetriol from 4-nitro-

phenol., Benzenetriol is then converted through 3-hydroxymuconic

acid to maleylacetate by an ortho ring fission reaction.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Nitroaromaticcompounds are used in the manufacture of a

wide variety of products inCluding explosives, many pesticides,

dyet, pharmaceuticals, and industrial solvents. Accumulation of

these compounds in the environment is a substantial problem being

addressed by military, industrial, and agricultural institutions.

One way of addressing the environmental damage caused by

these and other chemical agents involves the use of

bioremediation. Bioremediation incorporates biological agents,

most often microbes, in approaches to reclaim polluted soil or

-water. The ability to obtain microbes with diverse metabolic

capabilites, as well as the potential to use these systems on

on site, renders bioremediation techniques widely applicable and

cost effective.

The microbiolgy laboratory at Tyndall Air Force Base,

Florida is involved in studying the use of microbes in the

degradation of chlorinated aromatics and nitroaromatics as well

as other substances. One major effort involves elucidation of

the pathways of degradation for various compounds by different

microbial isolates. Identifying the intermediates present on the

degradation pathways is critical in order to confidently utilize

the microbes in field applications.

The author has significant research experience in microbial

biochemistry including isolation and purification of microbial

extracellular enzymes. His background in bioanalytical chemistry

and high performance liquid chromatography methods development

allowed him to contribute to the research efforts of the
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microbiology laboratory at Tyndall Air Force Base.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The widespread use and diverse applications of

nitroaromatic-based compounds, especially in explosives and

pesticides, and the occurrence of these compounds and their

derivatives in the environment, make them major targets for

biremediation applications. The compound 4-nitrophenol (para-

nitrophenol, PNP) is of particular interest since it is derived

from hydrolysis of parathion. Even more important, from a

military application, is the fact that PNP is an excellent model

compound for investigations of biodegradation of nitrotoluenes -

major components of explosives.

A number of studies have shown that some pseudomonads

convert PNP to hydroquinone with concomitant release of nitrite

(1,2,3). Investigations of PNP catabolism with other pseudomonad

isolates indicate that 4-nitrocatechol is an intermediate in some

pathways (4,5). A number of bacterial isolates which are able to

utilize PNP as the sole carbon source were isolated by Jim Spain

and his research group at Tyndall Air Force Base. The objective

of this research project was to elucidate the pathway of PNP

degradation by three of these bacterial isolates.

III. ISOLATION OF A MUTANT WHICH ACCUMULATES HYDROXYOUINONE:

Three bacterial isolates were used in this project.

Isolates are designated 402, 428, and 443. One of the mutants,

labelled as 402M6N, obtained atter ethylmethanesulfonate (EMS)
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treatment of 402, was shown to accumulate a red coiored metabolite

during growth with PNP. The red colored metabolite was

identifiedas hydroxyl-l,4-benzoquinone (HBQ).

HBQ is an-oxidation product of 1,2,4-benzenetrioi (7).

Research from this project shows that HBQ is formed rapidly and

nonenzymatically from 1,2,4-benzenetriol in pH 7.0 buffer. The

-reaction rate is accelerated in the presence of a metal ion

mixture. These observations support the hypothesis that 1,2,4-

behzenetriol is an intermediate in PNP degradation by 402.

IV. OXIDATION OF SUBSTRATES BY PNP-GROWN CELLS:

Cells grown in the presence of PNP were examined for their

ability to oxidize possible intermediates on the pathway.

Results are shown in Table 1. Oxidation of the substrate was

determined by measuring 02 utilization by whole cells in the

presence of the substrate.

TABLE 1.

OXYGEN CONSUMPTION BY WASHED CELLS

(nanomoles 02/min mg protein)

PNP 4-nitrocatechol benzenetriol hydroquinone

402 130 100 130 0

428 210 180 97 2

443 110 90 110 0

402M6N 47 32 0 -
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PNP grown Cells are capable of oxidizing, PNP,

4-nitrocatechol, and benzenetriol at rates required to support

growth. Hydroquinone is not oxidized at biologically significant

rates. The mutant 402M6N displays no activity with benzenetriol.

V. OXIDATION OF BENZENETRIOL BY CELL FREE EXTRACTS:

Cell free extracts were prepared by disrupting late log

phase cells using a French pressure cell. The particulate

fraction obtained after centrifugation to remove unbroken cells

and cell debris was used in the experiments. Results are

provided in Table 2.

TABLE 2

OXYGEN CONSUMPTION BY CELL FREE EXTRACTS

USING 1,2,4-BENZENETRIOL SUBSTRATE

(nanomoles 02/min mg protein)

Growth mediuma YE YE + PNP PNP

Cells

402 28 130 340

428 28 140 1060

443 21 210 870

a YE: grown on yeast extract; YE + PNP: grown on yeast

extract and induced with PNP; PNP: grown on PNP containing

medium.

PNP addition to YE grown cells results in substantial

increases in benzenetriol oxidase activity. Spectral analysis of
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the reaction of benzenetriol reveals the formation of a

nonaromatic compound with an ultraviolet absorbance maximum at

242 nm. These properties are consistent with the formation of

maleylacetate, an ortho ring fission product of 1,2,4-

benzenetriol (7). No significant cell free activity is observed

using PNP, 4-nitrocatechol or hydroquinone.

VI. STOICHIOMETRY OF 2 USE BY WHOLE CELLS:

Stoiciometric relationships of total 02 consumed versus

moles of substrate oxidized were determined using PNP and 4-

nitrocatechol substrates. Moles of nitrite released were also

compared to amount of substrate oxidized. Results are listed

in Table 3.

TABLE 3

STOICHIOMETRY OF 02 CONSUMPTION AND NITRITE RELEASE

USING PNP AND 4-NITROCATECHOL SUBSTRATES

(Molar ratios)

02/PNP NO2-/PNP 02/Ncatechol NO2-iNcatechol

402 5.3 1.0 4.5 0.95

428 5.4 1.0 4.2 1.0

443 5.4 1.1 3.8 1.0

In each case 02/substrate ratios are greater for PNP than

for 4-nitrocatechol under the same conditions. These data

indicate that oxidative degradation of PNP requires an additional
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mole of 02 compared to 4-nitrocatechol catabolism. The data also

indicate that the release of nitrite is stoichiometrically

equivalent to the moles of substrate oxidized.

VII. IDENTIFICATION OF INTERMEDIATES USING C-14 LABELLED PNP:

An experiment was designed in which 443 cells, grown on PNP

medium, were washed and incubated with C-14 PNP. Just prior to

addition of C-14 PNP, unlabelled benzenetriol, hydroquinone, and

4-nitrocatechol were added to the reaction mixture. Final

concentrations of PNP were 0.033 mM and the unlabelled compounds

were 0.30 mM. Aliquots of the reaction mixture were removed and

analyzed using reversed phase high performance liquid

chromatography (HPLC). Fractions from the HPLC were collected

and measured for presence of C-14. The large concentration of

unlabelled compounds should allow for the accumulation of

radiolabel if that compound is actually on the reaction pathway.

Results indicate that the majority of the radiolabel (>95%

of the reacted label from PNP) accumulates as benzenetriol. A

small amount of radiolabel (< 1%) accumulates as hydroquinone.

No label is found in the 4-nitrocatechol peak. Concentrations

of the unlabelled compounds did not change substantially over the

three minute reaction time.

VIII. INCORPORATION OF 0-18 IN 1,2,4-BENZENETRIOL:

In order to determine if the conversion of PNP to 1,2,4-

benzenetriol involves monooxygenase or dioxygenase activity, an

0-18 incorporation experiment was performed. Active 402M6N cells
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FIGURE 2. Mass spectra of 1,4-hydroquinone from a reaction

extract. A. 1802 experiment. B. No 1802 present in the reaction

vessel.

Spectra for both 102,4-benzenetriol and 1,4-hydroquinone

reveal a molecular weight +2 peak in the 0-18 experiments. No

such peak is present when the reaction is performed in the

absence of 0-18. These results eliminate the possibility that

both atoms of oxygen are added from one molecule of 02 since this

situation would result in some benzenetriol with mass 130

(MW + 4) and no benzenetriol with mass 128 (MW + 2). The small
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were induced with PNP, washed, and incubated with PNP in the

presence of 1802 .(both oxygen atoms =, 18) in a -sealed container.

A red intermediate accumulated during the reaction. The

supernatant was extracted with ethyl acetate and, after

evaporation, the residue was examined using gas chromatography -

mass spectrometry. Mass spectra of the compounds with retention

times identical to 1,2,4-benzenetriol and hydroquinone are

provided in Figures 1 and 2.

A 126

4800
-60

2000e 89 -4
S2 69

- 40 84 97 1" 129 162 167 IS -28

0. # 114.1l . .I V.
4 6 1 0 8 128 148 148 too

126

1 42 127 69 Q 97 127 16

40 " 60 88 1 8 2T 14 0 16'

MASS NO.

FIGURTE 1. Mass spectra of 1,2,4-benzenetriol from the

reaction extract. A. 1802 experiment. B. No 1802 present in the

reaction vessel.
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peak at mass 13O most likely results from the addition of two 0-18

atoms during separate reactions,.

IX. DISCUSSION:

A number of groups have reported that PNP is converted to

hydroquinone during oxidative catabolism by certain soil

pseudomonads (1,2,3) while 4-nitrocatechol has been identified in

other PNP degradation pathways of soil microbes (4,5). Results

of the studies reported here support the hypothesis that 1,2,4-

benzenetriol is a catabolic intermediate in PNP by the soil

isolates 402,428, and 443.

Hydroquinone has also been identified in the reaction

extracts and is found to possess an 0-18 label when oxidation of
PNP is performed in an atmosphere containing 1802. The low rate

of hydroquinone oxidation by the isolates and the negligible

accumulation of radiolabel in hydroquinone when C-14 PNP is used

as substrate indicates that hydroquinone is not a major

intermediate in the pathway. No 4-nitrocatechol production was

observed in these studies.

Experiments with 0-18 incorporation yield mass spectra with

a molecular weight increase of 2 amu for 1,2,4-benzenetriol.

These results lead us to propose that conversion of 4-nitrophenol

of 1,2,4-benzenetriol involves two monooxygenase reactions.

Stoichiometric data which indicate that oxidation of 4-

nitrophenol requires an additional mole of 02 compared to the

oxidation of 4-nitrocatechol support this hypothesis. A proposed

pathway is presented in Figure 3.
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4-nitrophenol (PNP) NO2
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(4-hiltroresorcinol) ]A H
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3-hydroxymuconic acid OH

1COOH
C
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FIGURE 3. Proposed pathway for the degradation of

4-nitrophenol by isolates 402, 428, 443.
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The proposed pathway includes the tentative intermediate 4-

nitroresorcinol. Additional experiments need tobe performed in

order to identify the intermediate and to examine the-use of 4-

nitroresorcinol by the isolates.

X. RECOMMENDATIONS:

A pathway for the oxidative degradation of PNP by badterial

isolates 402,428, and 443 has been proposed. The route is

different from the reaction pathways which have been proposed

with other organisms. Results from this study support the pathway

of conversion of PNP to benzenetriol through two oxygenase

reactions. The identity of the intermediate produced during the

first reaction remains to be determined.

Identification of all intermediates'is important to allow

for the full understanding of how these pathways may influence

other organisms in mixed culture conditions. These mass balance

studies must be performed prior to any field application of these

bioremediation system.
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Permanent Deformations in Airfield-Pavement Systems with Thick Granular Layers

by

David J. Kirkner

ABSTRACT

A finite element code was-developed to analyze airfield pavement systems allowing an
elasto-plastic material law to be employed to describe the mechanical, behavior of the
pavement layer as well as the granular base and sub-base layers. The principal material
law utilized in this report was based on linear elastic behavior below yield and during un-
loading and a Drucker-Prager failure line with an elliptic cap yield surface. Subsequently,
using measured physical constants for the material in the pavement-test bed at Tyndall Air
force Base and some reasonable values forthe cap parameters not measured, simulations
were conducted for, the Tyndall test site. It was found that this model could reasonalbly
capture the peak deformation-which occurred during loading and also predicted reasonal-
ble results for the permanent deformation occurring after unloading.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION:

Mostanalysis and design of airfield-pavement systems is-done assuming-an elastic re-

sponse governing the behavior of the pavement and of the granular base and sub-base- lay-

ers. Current methodology uses a nonlinear elastic stress-strain-lawempiloying the

iaodulusof resilience. There are a great many waysto generalize the-linear elastic stress-

strain relationships for use in nonlinear elastic regimes. One class of constitutive laws

called variable modulwzs'laws (Desai and Siriwardane, 1984) simply uses-a stress-strain re-

lationship of the same form as the linear one-but assumes that the materialconstants are

stress state dependent. A popular constitutive law, used for pavement subsytems in partic-

ular, employs theresilient modulus.In the stress-strain relati~nahip the modulus of elastic-

ity-is simply-replaced with the resilient modulus which is often defined as the ratio of

repeated deviatoric stress to the recoverable part of the axial strain in a conventional triax-

ial test.

However the consideration of greatly increased tires pre 4ures raises the concern over

long:termi permanent deformations, i.e. rutting, occurring in existing pav netifs andbrings

into question current design techniques for future airfields. Modeling of this type of be-

havior requires the ability to predict inelastic or permanent deformations in the mechani-

cal response of the pavement system.

In order to evaluate some of the effects of increased tire pressures and to provide a data

base for modeling efforts on this problem, the Air Force constructed a test bed at Tyndall

Air Force Base and conducted a series of instrumented tests using two basic mix designs

for the asphalt concrete; a Marshall des.in and a Gyratory design. Many passes of the test

vehicle were made over the test pavement and the long term permanent deformation mon-

itored.It was deemed worthwhile to develop the modeling capability to simulate perma-

nent deformations in pavement systems using a mechanistically based constitutive law, i.e.
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not in simply modifying results fronma, simulation where the underlying consititutive law

cannot actually predict- any permanent deformation.

My background and research interests are in the area of Inite element techniques applied

to problems of interest in several areas of science andlengineering. My experience in de-

veloping nonlinear finite element codes and my background inteaching advanced courses

in solid mechanics allowedme to perform preliminary feasibility studies to determine the

utility-of standardelasto-plastic constitutive laws for this problem.

2.0 OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Current modeling-techniques used by-the Air Force (Crockford et al, 1990) use a variable

modulus type constitutive law incapable of predicting permanent deformations in pave-

ment systems.Since much of the strength data from standard triaxial compression tests

were available forthe Tyndall test bed it was deemed useful to investigate the applicability

of elasto-plastic constitutive laws in conjunction with a finite element,code to attempt to

simulate not only peak deformation under static loading but also permanent deformation

reulting from removal of the load. In the long term it is felt that theability to predict the

permanent deormation after one or a small number of cycles plus a growth law which re-

quires parameters from standard tests would provide a mechanistically based analysis

methodology to assess the potential for long term rutting.

My objectives were to develop a finite element computer program capable of performing a

nonlinear, axisymmetric static analysis and to use the available data from the Tyndall test

ste-'along with a fairly simple elasto-plastic material law to simulate the deflection basins

after loading and unloading.
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3.0 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING WITH AN ELASTO-

PLASTIC MATERIAL CONSTITUTIVE LAW:

Herein we give a brief review of the concepts involved in performing. a finite element

analysis emplbying an elasto-plastic constitutive law.The basic discrdtized equations to be

solved'in a finite element analysis using an incremental-iterative solution scheme may be

written

KAu=p, (EQ 1)

where the stiffness matrix, K , and the residual, or load vectorp,,are in general updated

each iteration. The principal computational task in this update is the calculation of the cur-

rent stress state given the stress state at the previous iteration and the increment in the

strains between the current state and the previous one. For a discussion of the algorithmic

considerations-involved in this calculation the reader is referred to Prevost (1987). Herein

the constitutive law governing the material response is based on elastic response below

yielding and during unloading and plasdeflow when the stress state is on the yield surface.

The consitutive law we employ is the isottplc, rate independent cap model of DiMaggio

and Sandler (1971); also see Sandier and Rubin.(1979). For the cap model the loading

function, which determines when plastic flow takes place, is assumed to be isotropic and

to consist of two parts; an ultimate failure envelope which limits the maximum shearing

stress and a strain-hardening yield surface or cap. In this work we have taken the failure

envelope to be described by a Drucker-Prager relationship,

f = k -cx/ 1 
= 0 (EQ 2)

where k, cx are material paramaters and I is the first invariant of the stress tensor. The

yield surface or cap isdefined by

f= Aj{[X(K)-L(K) )]- [t-L(K)]2 } = 0 (EQ 3)
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where R isa material constant. Thefunctions X and L are defined in figure 1. The hArden-

ing parameterxi is implicitly defined as afun;tion 0fthe plastic volumetric strain. Herein

the relationship used is

= W{exp [DX ()] -1} (EQ4)

where is'history dependent functional of the plastic volumetric strain and W and D are

material parameters. See Sandier and Rubin,(1979),for the complete definition of the cap

model and for a discussion of the algorithm used to calculate the current stress state. Final-

ly it should be noted that the five macerial constants required for a complete defintion of

the cap model may all be-obtained from a standard triaxial test. The strength parameters Kc

and m were determined-for the-materialsused in the Tyndall test pavement and subgrade

Below we will assumc/some reasonable values for the remaining parameters to get a sense

of the utility of this type of model for application to pavement systems

k

-- X)() -I,

FIGURE 1. Failure and Yield Surfiace in Cap Model
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4.0 SIMULATIONS:

In this sction we present the results of somesimulations firthe Tyndall test pavement.

The elastic andistrengih properties are-taken from Crockford et al(1990). Hereafter this
willbe referred toas the TTI report. Given below are pertinant data,:i.e. physicaldimen-

'sionsand'materialproperties. In the TTI report a nonlinear elastic model was used. The
moduli of elasticity given beloware the-minimum mod61i usedin their simulations.The

cap paramaters wereassumed as no experimental results were available, The values cho-

sen are reasonable for the materials used'(see Desai and Siriwardane, 1984). However it

-should'be noted that they were adjusted somewhat to see if the model would reasonably

replicate the field data. Following-the T'TI report all simulations-were performed with the

asphalt concrete remaining linear elastic.

TABLE 1. Material Properties for Tyndall Test Pavement

P eAsnhalt Concrete Bae SuhLrade-I Subfade-2
Modulus 177,000' 36316 22000 2600
of Elasticity
Poisson's ratio 0.47 0.40 0.40 0.42
Thickness(in) 6 12 16 526
Cohesion,c,psi 0 28 0 0
Angle of Friction 0 62 45 45

degrees 0.75 0.0005 0.0005

R 2.5 2.0 2.0
W 0.075 0.01 0.01

To calculate the strength parameters ax, and k, from the cohesion and angle of internal fric-

tion the following relationships were employed.

2 sin (p
0a = (EQ 5)

F3 (3 - sin)

6c x cosp(k = j~3sn)(EQ6)
,3 (3 - sin (p)

It is assumesd that the surface of the pavement is loaded over a circular area five inches in

radius. The mesh that we used for the simulations consisted of fifty-four eight-noded qua-
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dratic ispoparametric elements containingone hundred' ninety three nodes in'total. Anum-

ber of verification runs, both elastic and elasto-plastic were made withthis mesh.

Results will be presented below for two01ading casesfrom-the Tyndall tests; 174 psi tire

pressure and,244 psi tire pressure. The-field deflection measurements are taken from fig-

ures 63, 64, 67, 68, 71, 72, 75, 76 of the.TTI report. It should be noted that there is nota

great deal of permanent deformation occuring in one cycle of loading. Thiscan be seen by

comparing the peak deflection from the field tests against an analysis where all layers are

assumed to be linear and elastic. Figure,2 shows this result for the surface deflection basin

and figure 3 shows the deflection versus depth at a distance of eight inches from the center

of the load. Note MDD stands for multi-depth deflectometer,,the apparatus used to take- the

deflection measurements.Figure 4 shows the surface deflection basin plotfor the 174 psi.

load case using the cap model and panrmeters from table I. Note that upon unloading the

surface in the vicinity of the laod is left with a-pemianent deflection of approximately 2'

mils. Since these results are somewhat contrived because the cap parameters were not ob-

tained from experiments, the model-was run using the same paramaters for the 244 psi

load case, The surface deflection basin for this case is given in figure 5. After unloading in

this case a permanent deflection of aprroximately 3.5 mils remains. The permanent deflec-

dons calculated here are of the order of the pemianent deflections reported in the TTI re-

port. Finally we note that the cap parameters can be varied quite a bit without substantially

affecting the deflection results presented above.

5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS:

The results of the previous section are simply meant to show the applicability of the elas-

to-plastic constitutive law employed herein to the prediction of permanent deformations in

pavement systems. This study is meant to be demonstrative and not necessarily to provide

accurate quantitative predictions of the rutting which occurred in the Tyndall test pave-

ment. To obtain useable rutting predictions several tasks need to be accomplished. First,
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whether the cap model used herein or amore elaborate model is used, all of the appropri-

ate material constaitsshouldbe accurately determined fromdexperiment. Constitutive laws

are considered most usefulif all the requited data can be determined from testssuch asthe

standardtriaxial test

There are clearly aspects of the pavement loading problem which cannot becaptured with

the axisymmetric assumption used here and in previous Air Forcework(Qroclford etal,

1990). The rolling, tire causes a stress path at each point in the pavement and the base ma-

terial Which maybe quite complicated. This is often referred to as the problem of rotation

of the pricipal planes. To capture this effect a fully three dimensional analysis-is required.
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The High- See. Separation and Identification of Jet Fuel

by

Paul R. Kromann

ABSTRACT

Gas chromatography and pattern recognition were used to effect the

high-speed separation and identification of aviation fuels. A 0.10-mm

diameter capillary column was used and the chromatographic conditions

were found which allowed chromatographic analysis to be carried out

five times faster than before. Use of a flame ionization detector

lowered the cost of the equipment considerably.

In addition to faster analysis using less-expensive equipment, the

system used here gave better identification accuracy compared with

the earlier work. The SIMCA pattern recognition system classified

all available aviation fuels (154 samples distributed among seven

different fuel types) with 100% accuracy. The SI14CA system correctly

classified 16 out of the 18 available weathered samples.
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I. IITRODUCTIOR:

Gas chromatography is said to be the world's most widely-used

analytical te hniquei (1) High resolution gas chromatography offers:

(a) the best method for separating volatile mixtures, (b) relatively

short analyrts time, and (c)good sensitivity.(2) Because of these

advantages, gas chromatography is particularly well-suited for the

high-speedi separation and identification of jet fuel and aviation

gasoline.,

The reasons for USAF interest in this area have been detailed in,

earlier,work by Mayfield and Henley.(3) These authors (3) used high

resolution gas chromatography/mass spectrometry(GC/1S) to separate the

fuels into their individual components. Then, using a pattern.

recogr.ition system, they were able to obtain classification accuracies

of about 90% on various types of jet fuels.

It would be desirable, however, to obtain these same good results

without the high cost of the GC/MS equipment and the relatively long

analysis time (70 minutes for each chromatogram). Mayfield (4)

suggested that the analysis time could be shortened considerably by use

of a newly-available 0.10-mm diameter capillary column; and that the

flame ionization detector could be an adequate and much less expensive

detector than the mass selective detector.

My interests have been in the area of high resolution gas

chromatography, especially the analysis of commercial automobile

gasolines. Thus, my interests tied in well with this project on the

analysis of aviation fuels.

Ii. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEAREH EFFORT:

The desirability of a faster analysis using less-costly equipment

for the characterization of jet fuel was pointed out by Mayfield (4).

My goal, as a participant in the 1990 USAF-UES Summer Faculty Research

Program, was to develop a method involving less-expensive equipment for

the high-speed separation and identification of jet fuel.
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The objectives in support of this goal are:

1. to- see if a 0.10-mm diameter capillary column with flame ionization

detection can accomplish the high-speed separation;

2. to find the appropriate chromatographic conditions for obtaining

the high-speed separation;,

3. to determine the chromatographic profiles of all available jet

fuels to train the pattern recognition system;

4. to compare these pattern recognition results with those of Mayfield

and Henley (3);

5. 'to determine the chromatographic profiles of all available

real-world fuel-in-the-environment sampies;

6. to see if the fuel-in-the-environment samples can be identified by

the pattern-.recognition system;

7. to investigate the extent of fuel-contaminated areas by taking

samples from a grid of points.

III. THEORY:

Gas chromatography (GC), like the older fractional distillation, is

a separation method, so it was natural for GCto use some distillation

terminology. Height Equivalent to a Theoretical Plate (HETP) describes

the efficiency of a distillation column. The corresponding term for a

chromatographic column is h. The smaller the numerical value of h, the

greater the separation efficiency of the column.

The Golay (5) euation, a form of the van Deempter (6) equation,

relates h to other chromatographic parameters, all of which are

inter-related. Jennings (1) has simplified this to show how hmin' the

minimum possible value of h, is related to column radius, r, and

partition ratio, k.

hmi n = r[(ll k2 + 6 k + 1)/3(1 + k)2]1/2
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Figure 1, from Jennings (2), shows the variation of h (column
efficiency) with column radius. Note that the column used in this

research has only half the radius of the best example in Figure 1, and

therefore will be even more efficient.

r .05m0.r5" 0"5mm

/ r .0.2mm

O 5 10-' 1
k

FIGURE 1.' Relationship between the-minimum height equivalent to a theo-

retical plate, hwa, and the partition ratio k of the test compounds for columns of

several radii.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL:

A. Equipment

Hewlett Packard 589CA gas chromatograph with flame ionization

detector

10 m x 0.10 mm fused silica capillary column with 0.34 pm

HP-5 coating (HUwlett Packard Co.)

Hewlett Packard 7673A automatic sampler, set for 1-pL

injection

Hewlett Packard 18652A A/D Converter

Helium carrier gas

Acquired data were stored on disk until needed for the pattern

recognition calculations

B. Procedure

Preparation of samples for analysis:

Prior to analysis, 10O.OpL of a fuel were added to

900pL of CH2c12 spiked with D1 0-anthracene as an

internal standard. This diluted fuel was then injected

for analysis.
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Table 1 -- Gas chromatographic conditions for all fuel samples

Initial Temperature: 60*C

Initial Time: 0.34 min

Teperatuire Program Rate: i80 C/min

Final Temperature: 270° C

Final Time: 0 min

Injector Temperature: 2500 C

Detector Temperature: 2700 C

Carrier Gas Head Pressure: 30 psig

Split Flow: 30 mL/min

Extraction of soil'samples:

Three mL of CH2Cl2, spiked with D10-anthracene as an

internal standard, were added to 3 grams of soil and the

mixture was agitated vigorously for 5minutes. The

mixture was then centrifuged (2000 rpm for 5 minutes) and

allowed to stand overnight. The supernatant was decanted

and centrifuged again (2000 rpm for 5 minutes). Samples

of this extract were diluted, as above, for analysis.

C. Fuels:

The fuels studied in this project are listed here, with

their main users.

Jet-A U. S. commercial jet-liners

JP-4 U. S. Air Force

JP-5 U. S. Navy

JP-7 high altitude flights

JPTS high altitude flights

JP-8 NATO countries

AVGAS propeller-driven aircraft

These fuels were collected previously by Dr. H. T. Mayfield of

the Environics Division. As soon as received, the fuel samples

(in sealed containers) were placed into storage at -200 C.
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V. RESULTS ADDISCUSSION:

Varying the conditions to minimize the analysis time while still

maintaining adequate resolution led to the conditions listed in IV.,

above. These conditions provided adequate resolution in only 12

minutes, thus fulfilling the first and second objectives.

The GC oven required about 3 minutes to cool down and become ready

for the next sample, giving a total GC analysis time of 15 minutes.

Assuming a similar cool-down time needed in the earlier work (3) means

that the present conditions allow GC analysis about 5 times faster than

before.

All chromitograms are plotted as detector response versus time in

minutes. Figure 2 shows the chromatogram of the methylene chloride with

its trace of cyclohexene preservative (retention time between 1.6 and

1.7 minutes) and the added D1# -anthracene internal standard (retention

time about 11.4 minutes).

A reference solution containing the n-alkanes from 7 carbons to 16

carbons was prepared in the same manner as the fuel samples. A sample

of the reference solution was run along with every batch of 10-15 fuel

samples. The simple chromatogram of the reference solution, Figure 3,

provided a check on the continued proper functioning of the

chromatographic equipment.

Independent samples (from different sources and at different times)

of the fuels listed in I., C. had been obtained earlier by Dr. H. T.

Mayfield. The chromatographic profile was run for each available fuel

sample, 154 samples in all, and the results were used to train the

pattern recognition system. This fulfilled the third objective.
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Representative chromatograms of the fuels studied are shown in Figure 4.

The increase in chromatographic speed resulting from use of the

0.10-mm column can be seen by comparing Figure 5, a chromatogram of

JP-4 from Reference 3, with Figure 6, a chromatogram of JP-4

from this research. Two chromatograms Of JP-4 from this research are

plotted on a different scale in Figure 7, showing that the resolution

here is adequate even though the analysis time is short,

From the similarity in profile of all the fuels except JP-4 and

aviation gasoline, it is seen that the pattern recognition system has a

difficult task in distinguishing among these similar patterns. Another

difficult task for the pattern recognition system is recognizing such

widely-differing profiles, as shown in Figure 7, as the same f' l, JP-4.

Data were collected and stored with a HP-3357 Laboratory Automation

System (Hewlett-Packard Company). The data from the chromatographic,

integration reports were transduced into the data vectors using the

SETUP chromatographic transducing program, developed by Mayfield. Data

vectors produced by SETUP were subjected to various feature selection

and pattern recognition procedures using the ARTHUR pattern recognition

package (ARTHUR Version 4.1, Infometrix, Inc,, Seattle, WA).

The collected chromatograms included 154 chromatograms of known

fuel samples, 11 chromatograms of recovered fuel product, and 7

chromatograms from soil extracts. Where fuel chromatograms exhibited

"humps" of unresolved materials above the baselines, valley-to-valley

peak integrations were used. In the initial data treatments, peak areas

were divided by the peak area of the internal standard peak for each run

to obtain a response value for each peak.
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In the initial treatment, SETUP located 242 peaks which were

exhibited by one or more of the chromatograms. The retention times for

these peaks were placed in a "reference.list" and used by the program to

locate the peaks in the database of chromatograms. Thus a

242-dimensional data vector was obtained for each chromatogrom in the

database. The data vectors were used to ,represent the chromatograms in

the subsequent pattern recognition analysis. The raw 242-dimensional

data set was transferred to a Cyber 830 mainframe computer for pattern

recognition analysis.

In order to remove the influence of the solvent and the internal

standard from the pattern recognition analysis, the two peaks due to the

methylene chloride and the peak due to the internal standard were

removed from the data vectors prior to further analysis, giving 239

remaining features.

Classifications were made using thek-nearest neighbor

classification technique. In an attempt to improve accuracy and

reliability of the classifications, the 239 features were weighted with

their Fisher weights. The best k-nearest neighbor classification

obtained from this data set was based on the 4-nearest neighbors. The

overall classification accuracies obtained-using the 4-nearest neighbors

with Fisher weighted raw data averaged 91.6%, with all the AVGAS and all

the JPTS samples being classified correctly.

In order to permit soil extracts to be included in the data set, it

was decided to base a new set of data vectors on peak area normalized to

the total chromatogram area rather than on the peak area normalized to

an internal standard. In transducing a new data set based on normalized
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peak areas, we used the same 239- feature list.

The raw 239-dimensional training set was best classified by the

k-nearest neighbor system with a committee size of 4, using i0 features

selected on the basis of their Fisher weights and made orthogonal,

giving a classification accuracy of 92.3%. Here, all the JP-4, JP-7,

and JPTS samples were classified correctly.

Y'e-.another transducing into data vectors was performed, this time

with -the requirement that the reference list features be present in 40%

or more of the chromatograms. The resulting reference list contained

retention times of 132 features. The training set consisted of

chromatograms of the 154 known fuel samples. The test set consisted of

4 samples of floating product recovered from a Naval Air Station and

strongly presumed to be JP-5, 7-samples of floating product recovered

from monitoring well T9W on Tyndall AFB and strongly presumed to be

JP-4, and extracts of 7 soil samples obtained at various depths from a

7-foot soil coring taken near the T9W monitoring well.

The raw data 'com the 132-dimensional area percent data were

auto-scaled and submitted to the SIHCA classification system. The

theory of the SIMCA system has been given by Wold (7) and

Sjostrom (8). This system classified all 154 training set chromatograms

without error, i. e., classification accuracy of 100%. This compares

with classification accuracy of about 90% by Mayfield and Henley (3),

thus accomplishing the fourth objective.

We were greatly interested in whether the pattern recognition

system could identify correctly the fuel samples, from leaks or spills,

which had been out in tie environment. Hayfield had already obtained
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the four samples of floating product from a Naval Air Station. The

SIMCA classification system correctly identified two of these samples as

JP-5 but misclassified the other two samples as Jet-A. This is not too

surprising, considering the similarity in the profiles of these two

fuels.

The T9W monitoring well is located in an area that was formerly an

aviation fuel tank farm near building 504, south-east of the flight line

of Tyndall AFB. The fuel tanks had been removed some years earlier. We

lowered a sampling device down the well and skimmed 7 samples from the

surface of the material in the well. The light tan clear liquid samples

were obtained from about a 6-foot depth. The SIMCA system correctly

classified all 7 of these samples as JP-4. The area that was formerly

the aviation fuel tank farm is shown in Figure 1 of Reference 9. H. T.

Hayfield, B. J. Nielsen, and I augered a hole 7 feet into the ground at

sampling point No. 25 (see Figure 1 of Reference 9), and I took 7 soil

samples from various depths. The samples were quickly placed into

sealed containers for storage in the freezer until time for extraction

and analysis.

The chromatograms of the soil extracts looked very much like those

of JP-4. However, SIMCA classified four of the soil extracts as

aviation gasoline and three as JP-4. At this point, we began to doubt

the value of SIMCA until we- learned that aviation gasoline had also been

stored at this tank farm. Closer examination of the initial portion of

the chromatograms showed the similarity between the soil extracts and

aviation gasoline.

Because the soil was no doubt contaminated by both JP-4 and
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aviation gasoline, SIMCA.will be credited with correct classification of

the 7 soil extracts. These plus the 7 JP-4 samples plus the two JP-5

samples give 16 correct classifications and two understandable

misclassifications out of the 18 available fuel-in-the-environment

samples. This accomplishes the fifth and sixth objectives.

In order to determine the concentration of fuel contamination in

the soil samples, fuel samples were prepared containing different

amounts of JP-4 and were chromatographed by the usual method. Total

detector response was plotted versus fuel volumet as a calibration

curve. Using the calibration curve, total detector response for each

soil extract was donverted to fuel volume which was then, using fuel

density, converted to fuel weight. This, with the 3-g soil sample

weight, then could be converted to parts per thousand (ppt) of fuel in

the soil. Figure 8 shows ppt of fuelin the soil plotted versus depth.

Sampling point No. 25 was chosen for the soil coring because an

earlier measurement of fuel at a certain depth in the soil had been

carried out there (9). This particular soil sample had been treated by

supercritical fluid extraction, then the extract had been,

chromatographed. This point was also plotted in Figure 8, and is seen

to be compatible with the data in this report.

The seventh objective could not be accomplished because the

procedures involved (obtaining a soil sample and then extracting it) are

so time-consuming for a single sample. A whole grid of points would be

impossible in a 10-week Summer.
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V1., 1MCCMENbAtIdOS

"Weathering" of fuel is the change in compsition of the fuel

resulting from evaporation, oxidation, and/or bacterial action which

occur after release of the fuel into the environment.

A. Cnly 18 samples of weathered fuel were avaiiable for this research.

To extend this work, many more weathered fuel samples should be run.

This effort should concentrate on samples which have a known history, so

that the success of the pattern recognition system can be measured against

extent of weathering of the fuels.

B. Soil extraction was a slow step in the analysis of some of the

weathered samples in this work. A high-speed extraction technique

(i.e., supercritical fluid extraction) should be developed to go along

with the -high-speed chromatographic profiling demonstrated in this work.

C. The soil extracts in this work appeared to be a mixture of aviation

gasoline and JP-4. However, the SIMCA system could only choose one or

the other. It would be desirable to have a pattern recognition system

tht -could identify the components of a mixture and also determine the

relative amounts of each, such as the system being developed by Dr. Barry

Levine of Clarkson University. Known mixtures of different fuels should

be run to test such a pattern recognition system.
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UTILIZATION OF ION EXCHANGE RESINS FOR THE PURIFICATION OF PLATING BATHS

by

Kyung C. Kwon

ABSTRACT

Experiments were performed for the removal of Cr', Fel', Cu and

Nil2 with Dowex XFS 4195.02 ion exchange resin as an adsorbent at

250C. No removal of Fel2 was observed in the presence of the Dowex

resin. A mathematical model on the removal of both Cr' and Cula

from aqueous solutions was developed in the presence of the Dowex resin,

assuming that intraparticle diffusion is a controlling step for the

adsorption of the heavy metal iong on the resin. The intraparticle

diffusivities of Cr'6 and Cu*2 through the resin were obtained to be 0.5

and 0.03 - 0.05 cm2/min, respectively, by applying experimental data to

the developed mathematical model.

Experiments on isotherm equilibrium adsorption of Cu*2 on the Dowex

ion exchange resin were performed at pH 1.5 and 25'C. A mathematical

equation on the isotherm equilibrium adsorption of Cu+2 on the resin was

developed, using the Freundlich equation.

A series of experiments on the regeneration of Cu*-saturated Dowex

XFS-4195.02 ion exchange resin were conducted at 25'C, using 0.5-2N

NH4OH aqueous solution as a regeneration reagent. A mathematical

model on the regeneration of exhausted Dowex XFS 4195.02 ion exchange

resin was developed, using experimental data of regeneration.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The U.S. Air Force currently performs most of its industrial

plating operations at five Air Logistics Centers throughout the United

States. During the plating operation, plating baths and rinsewaters are

contaminated with excess heavy metals such as chromium, copper, iron,

aluminum, lead, nickel, zinc and others,. These contaminant metals in

plating baths reduce the efficiency of plating operations, Contaminated

plating solutions are currently replaced and disposed according to the

Federal environmental regulations restricting hazardous waste discharges.

Contaminated plating bath solutions contain expensive heavy metals

such as chromium and nickel, and other valuable chemicals such as sodium

hydroxide, sodium bicarbonate, hydrochloric acid, sulfuric acid, boric

acid, ammonium chloride, sodium citrate and sodium hypophosphite.

Replacing and disposing contaminated bath solutions are costly to the Air

Force. The Air Force sponsored the previous research projects in order

to restore efficiencies of metal-contaminated bath solutions with

chelating ion exchange resins such as Amberite IRC-718, Duolite ES-467,

Dowex XFS-43084, Dowex XFS-4195, Unicellex UR-10 and Sumichelate CR-2

(Gold, 1985).

According to the previous research report, the resins proved

effective in the removal of metals from the plating solutions when they

are fresh resins or have been effectively regenerated. The Duolite ES-

467 was very effective in the removal of zinc from electroless nickel

bath solution and eassily regenerated. Dowex XFS-4195 waseffective in

the removal of contaminant metals when it was fresh. Laboratory-scale

tests were recommended on the effective regeneration of the Dowex XFS-
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4195 in order to prevent contamination of baths during subsequent

treatments by the previous researcher (Folsom, 1989).

In this research project, Dowex XFS-4195.02 was selected as a

representative of chelating ion exchange resins for the removal of heavy

metals. Copper, Chromium, Nickel and Iron were chosen representatives of

contaminant heavy metals in plating bath solutions. Ammonium hydroxide

was used as a regenerant for the Cu-saturated Dowex resin. Emphases on

this research were given to identifying kinetics on the removal of Cu*2

from aqueous solutions by the fresh Dowex ion exchange resin, and

understanding kinetics on the regeneration of Cu-saturated Dowex ion

exchange resins,

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Heavy metal wastes generated from plating operations can be removed

with ion exchange resins, which selectively remove contaminant metals

from plating baths. Metals collected on ion exchange resins during

treatment are removed from used resins during regeneration of used

resins. Ion exchange resins were reported to be effective in removal of

heavy metals such as Ni, Cd, Cr, Pb, Cv, Fe and Zn from the plating

solutions when they are used as fresh resins or have been effectively

regenerated.

The main objectives of this research are (1) to identify optimum

conditions of regeneration for the used Dowex XFS-4195.02 ion exchange

resin by treating the used resin in the presence of NH40H aqueous

solution as a regeneration reagent at various concentrations of

NH40H aqueous solution and at various durations of regeneration,

(2) to study kinetics on the regeneration of the Dowex XFS-4195.02 ion
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exchange resin loaded with heavy metals at various regeneration

conditions, and (3),to study kinetics on the removal of heavy metals from

aqueous solutions in the presence of the Dowex XFS-4195.02 ion exchange

resin at various treatment conditions.

III. EXPERIMENTS:

Dowex XFS-4195.02 (Grinstead, 1984) was selected as a

representative of chelating ion exchange resins. Copper, chronium,

nickel and iron were chosen as contaminant heavy metals.

Experimental runs on both the removal of heavy metals from aqueous

solutions and the regeneration of the exhausted resin were performed in

a 100 cm3 ,glass batch containers (Gritton, 1987), which are relatively

inert to both aqueous metal solutions and regenerating solutions.

The contactor was charged with 20-120 cm3 40-120 ppm aqueous

metal solutions and 0.1-0.6 g Dowex resin for the removal of heavy

metals from aqueous solutions at 250C. A Teflon-coated magnetic

stirrer was introduced in the aqueous heavy metal solution in the

contactor to keep the concentration of heavy metal ions in the contactor

homogeneous during the removal of heavy metals from the aqueous

solution. Samples of aqueous metal solutions were drawn from the

contactor at various time intervals to be analyzed with an atomic

adsorption spectrometer.

The contactor also was charged with 0.2-0.8 g used Dowex resin and

80 cm' 0.5-2.ON NH40H aqueous solution for the regeneration of the

exhausted Dowex resin at 250C. A magnetic stirrer is introduced into

the contactor to keep concentrations of the NH40H aqueous solution in

the contactor homgeneous. Samples of aqueous metal solutions were drawn
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from the contactor at various time intervals to Le -analyzed with the

atomic adsorption spectrometer.

IV MATHEMATICALMODELS:

Several mathematical models for the remoVal of heavy metals from

aqueous solutions and the regeneration of used Dowex XFS-4195.02 resin

were developed under several assumptions. Intrapartidle diffusion

(Yoshita, 1985) is assumed tobe a controlling step for the removal of

heavy metals from aqueous solutions and reaction rate (Levenspiel, 1972)

is assumed to be a controlling step for the regeneration of the used Dowex

resin in the conjunction with a mass balance (Himmelblau, 1982) of heavy

metal ions in the batch reactor.

A mathematical model-,on the removal of heavy metals from aqueous

solutions was developed in the presence of Dowex XFS-4195.02 ion

exchange resin, as shown in equation 1.

-0.5
4nD.ARt 2 + AY + A2  Y A

V I+A+A 2  ] A

2Y + A 2 + A
+ V3 tan [A - tan -l 2+i

CAoVb 1/
where A [ 1- -1

W

lY3 1S - (I - A3)xA

V: volume of aqueous metal solution.
W: amounts of resins.
Ls: density of dry ion exchange resin.
R: radius of a spherical resin.
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B: adsorption capacity of resin, gmole metal ion/g-resin.
t: adsorption time.
D.: effective intraparticle diffusion of heavy ion metals

through resins,
x%: removal fraction of heavy metal ions by ion exchange

resins.
CAo: initial concentration of metal ions.

A mathematical model for the regeneration of Cu 2 -saturated Dowex

XFS-4195.02 ion exchange resin was developed, assuming that reaction

rate is a controlling step for the regeneration of the Cu 2 -saturated

Dowex resin in the presence of NH40H aqueous solution, as shown in

equation 2.

(x. -
-ln[ ]=kt (2)

where

x: regeneration fraction,
t: regeneration time, min,
x.: instantaneous regeneration fraction.
x.: equilibrium regeneration fraction.
k: regeneration rate constant, min-1.

A mathematical model for the regeneration of the Cu 2-saturated

Dowex XFS-4195.02 ion exchange resin was developed, assuiming that

intraparticle diffusion of Cu"2 through the resin is a controlling

step in the presence of NH40H aqueous solution as a regenerant, as shown

in equation 3.

4nD.R
I - Y-1 -inY - t (3)

3V

VCA
y3 = 1 - -

WB

where

t: regeneration time, min.
V: volume of aqueous regeneration solution.
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W: amounts of resins.
R: radius of a spherical resin.
B: adsorption capacity of resin, ginole-metal-ion/g-resin.
D.: effective intraparticle diffusivity of heavy metal ion through

resin.
CA: concentration of metal ion in aqueous regeneration solution.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An experiment on adsorption of Fell on Dowex XFS 4195.02 ion

exchange resin was conducted at 25°C. A 86 ppm Fe 2 aqueous

solution was prepared, adding ferrous sulfate (FeSO..7H20) and ;H2S04

to distilled/deionized water. Iron aqueous solution of 82 g and 0.1 g

resin were introduced in the the glass container equipped with a stirrer.

No removal of Fe was observed,

Experiments on isotherm equilibrium adsorption of Cul2 on the Dowex

XFS-4195.02 ion exchange resin were performed at pH 1.5 and 250C. A

mathematical equation on the isotherm equilibrium adsorption of Cu2 on

the resin was developed, using the Freundlich equation (see Figure 1).

Experiments on the adsorption of Cul 2 on Dowex XFS-4195.02 ion

exchange resin were performed in a 100 cm3 glass container at pH 1.5 and

250C. Concentrations of Cu are dectected at various time intervals with

the atomic adsorption spectrometer.

A series of experiments were conducted, varying amounts of the

resin (0.1-0.3 g) in the 80-g 80 ppm Cul2 aqueous solution in order

to identify effects of resin amounts on removal rates of Cu with holding

initial concentrations of Cul2 constant (see Figure 2). Removal

fractions of Cul2 from aqueous solutions increase with amounts of the

resin. The mathematical model on the removal of Cu 2 from its aqueous

solution was applied to these data in order to compute intraparticle

diffusivities of Cul2 through the resin during the removal of Cull from
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its aqueous solution. The solid lines in Figure 2 are predicted

fractional removal of Cu 2, which are calculated with the Equation 1 and

the calculated intraparticle diffusivityo values . Intraparticle

diffusivitiet increase with amounts of the resin

Another series of experiments were conducted with 0.2 g Dowex XFS-

4195.02 ion exchange resin and 80-g aqueous solution, varying 40 to 120

ppm in the initial Cu 2 concentration in order to identify effects of
the initial Cu*2 concentration on the removal of Cu 2 from its

aqueous solution. Experimental data were applied to the removal model

of metals to identify the right-side values of the removal model (see

Figure 3). The solid line in Figure 2 was obtained by applying the

right-side values of the removal model and the corresponding time data

to the least squares method.

The intraparticle diffusivities of Cu 2 through the resin, as shown

in Figure 3, were obtained from the slope of the solid line.

Intraparticle diffusivities increase with initial concentrations of

Cu72 , with holding amounts of the resin and aqueous solutions constant.

The solid lines in Figure 4 are the data, which are predicted from the

removal model. Removal fractions increase with decreased initial

concentrations of Cu 2 in aqueous solutions, as shown in Figure 4. These

observation may indicate that a controlling step for the removal of Cu+2

from aqueous solutions is diffusion of Cu2 through the resin.

Another series of experiments on the removal of Cu 2 from the 80

ppm (initial concentration) Cu 2 aqueous solution were conducted with

0.2 g Dowex XFS-4195.02 ion exchange resin at 250C, varying amounts of

the 80-ppm Cu+2 aqueous solution. The removal-fraction-vs-removal-
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duration data- were applied to the removal model in order to identify

effects of solution amounts on the removal of Cu*i.from the aqueous

solution. The intraparticle diffusivities of Cua through the resin

increase with the amounts of the aqueous solution, as shown in Figure 5.

These data may indicate that increased mass ratios of solution to resin

result in increased removal of Cu2 from the aqueous solution.

Aqueous solutions containing both Cu 2 and Ni*2 were prepared as

simulated artificial plating bath solutions. Experiments on the removal

of Cu*2 were carried out in the presence of Dowex XFS 4195.02 ion

exchange resin as a adsorbent to identify the validity of the developed

mathematical model on the removal of Cu*2 in the presence of other heavy

metal ions, and to find effects of Ni*2 on the removal of Cu"
2 from the

aqueous solutions containing Cu 2 and Ni* 2. The removal.of Cu*2 from

Ithe aqueous solutions is slightly retarded in the presence of Ni*2 , and

independent of the concentrations of Ni12 in the aqueous solutions, as

shown in Figure 6.

An experiment on the removal of Cr'6 from the 80-ppm (initial

concentration) 80-g Cr'6 aqueous solution was performed in the presence

of the Dowex resin in order to examine applicability of the developed

removal model to various metals and compare intraparticle diffusivities of

Cr+6, Cu 2 and Co 2 (Gritton, 1987), as shown in Figure 7. These data

may reveal that the removal model is applicable to the removal of most metals

from their aqueous solution, using Dowex XFS-4195.02 as an adsorbent.

Cu-saturated Dowex XFS-4195.02 resin at various NH40H concentrations

and 250C. Copper-saturated Dowex resin of various amounts was submerged

in 80-g NH40H aqueous solutions with various NH40H concentrations to
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obtain equilibrium concentrations of Cu 2 in aqueous NH40H solutions

(see Figure 8). Equilibrium concentrations-of Cu 2 in aqueous NH40H

solution decrease with increased amounts of Cu-saturated Dowex XFS-4195.02

resin, and independent of NH4OH concentrations.

A series of experiments on the regeneration of Cue2-saturated Dowex

XFS-4195.02 ion exchange resin were conducted at 250C, using 0.5-2N

NHOH aqueous solution as a regeneration reagent. Two mathematical

models on the regeneration of Cu 2-saturated Dowex XFS-4195.02 ion

exchange were developed, using experimental data of regeneration (see

Equations 2 and 3). Instantaneous regeneration fractions and

regeneration rate constants of Cu 2 were obtained from intercepts and

slopes of straight lines, which were obtained by applying experimental

data to the reaction-controlling model for the removal of Cu*2 ,

Intraparticle diffusivities of Cu 2 through the Cu 2-saturated Dowex

resin and time delays were obtained from the intraparticle-diffusion

controlling model (see Figures 9 and 10),

Regeneration rate constants of Cu 2-saturated Dowex resin in the

presence of NH40H aqueous solution are independent of resin amounts

and, dependent on NH40H concentrations. Instantaneous regeneration

fractions of the Cu 2-saturated resin are independent of resin amounts

and NH40H concentrations in the case of the reaction rate control for

the removal of Cu 2 from the exhausted resin (see Figure 9). The

reaction-rate-controlling model for the removal of Cu4 from Cu*2-

saturated resin is applicable to 1-2N NH40H aqueous solution as a

regenerant.

Controlling step for the regeneration of Cu*2-saturated Dowex resin
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in 0.5N NH4OH aqueous solution. is dependent on: resin amounts. The

regeneration data follows the reaction-controlling model (Equati0n 2) in

the presence of 0.2 g resin in 80-g NH40OH aqueous solution, and the

intraparticle-diffusion-controiling model (Equation 3) in the presence

of 0.3-0.6 g resin in 80-g NH40H aqueous solution (see Figure 10).

This observation may suggest that controlling step for the removal of

Cu2 from Cu2 -saturated Dowex XFS-4195.02 resin is dependent on mass

ratios of resin to NH40H aqueous solution, using O.5N NH40H aqueous

solution as a regenerant.

VI. CONCLUSIONS:

The following conclusions were drawn on the basis of experimental

data for the removal of heavy metals from aqueous solutions in the

presence of Dowex XFS-4195.02 ion exchange resin and the regeneration of

exhausted Dowex XFS-4195.02 resin in the presence of NH4OH aqueous

solution as a regenerant.

1. The removal of Cu2 is controlled by the intraparticle diffusion

of Cu2* through the resin. Removal rates of Cu2 increase with

initial concentrations of Cu 2 and amounts of resins, and are

independent of solution quantities.

2. Removal rates of Cu*2 decrease slightly in the presence of Ni*2 ,

and are independent of Ni*2 concentrations.

3. Regeneration rates of resins are dependent on NH40H

concentrations, independent of mass ratios of solution to resin

at high NH40H concentrations, and dependent on mass ratios at

low NH40H concentrations.

4. Instantaneous regeneration fractions of resins are independent
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of mass ratios and NH40H concentrations. Regeneration rate

constants are independent of mass ratios and dependent on NHOH

concentrations.

VIi. RECOMMENDATIONS

Experiments on the removal of heavy metals from aqueous solutions

are recommended to be carried out by feeding continuously aqueous

solutions to fixed beds of ion exchange resins, using various ion

exchange resins and actual plating bath solutions, Main objectives of

continuous removal experiments are (1) to find applicabilities of the

removal model (obtained from the batch experiment) to the continous

removal system, (2) to develop a removal model equation for a continuous

removal process with experimental data at various continuous operation

conditions, and (3) to identify optimum removal conditions for a

scale-up continuous removal process.

Experiments on the regeneration of exhausted ion exchange resins

are recommended to be conducted by feeding continuously regenerating

solutions to fixed beds of exhausted resins, using various regenerating

conditions such as temperatures, flow rates and concentrations of

regenerants. Main objectives of continuous regeneration experiments are

(1) to find applicabilities of the regeneration model equations

(obtained from the batch regeneration experiment) to the

continuous regeneration system, (2) to develop a regeneration model

equation for a continuous regeneration system with experimental data at

various continuous regeneration operations, and (3) to identify optimum

regeneration conditious for a scale-up continuous regeneration process.
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Methanotrophic'Cometabolism of Trichloroethylene in a Two Stage Bioreactor System

by

Michael J. McFarland

A two stage bioreactor system inoculated with a locally obtained mixed

methanotrophic culture was found to be effective in biodegrading trichlorethylene (TCE)

when supplied with sodium formate as reducing power. During methane additions, a

maximum TCE removal rate of 21.1 mg TCE per gram volatile solids per day was found

when the influent formate concentration was 20 mM. Termination of methane while

maintaining the same formate loading resulted in a TCE removal rate of 25.5 mg TOE per

gram volatile solids per day suggesting that methane may competitively inhibit TCE

removal. Under formate limiting conditions, TCE removal occurred mainly by adsorption

to microbial flocs.
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I INTRODUCTION:

Many aquifers underlying Department of Defense (DOD) facilities are contaminated

by Chlorinated solvents such as.Trichloroethylene (TCE). 'Due to its potential health threat,

,methods to permanently. remove TCE from groundwaters remains a priority for DOD.

The least cost alternative for permanent removal of TOE isbiological degradation.

Although there is much activity in in situ bioremediation research, above ground

bioreactors are a preferred approach since they offer better process control together with

more effective containment of toxic degradation products.

TCE does not serve as a primary growth substrate for microorganisms and is

biodegraded under aerobic conditionsonly through the process known as cometabolism or

cooxidation (Folsom et al., 1990; Little et al., 1988; Roberts et al., 1989). Although much

is known about the biochemical fundamentals of cometabolic metabolism, very little

progress has been made regarding the engineering application of cometabolic systems to

remediate TCE contaminated groundwaters.

One group of microorganisms that has the ability to cometabolize trichloroethylene

are methanotrophic bacteria. These organisms meet their energy requirements through the

oxidation of methane under aerobic conditions. The enzyme system responsible for both

methane and TCE oxidation has been identified as methane monooxygenase (MMO) (Little

et al., 1988). Although the prime catabolic function of MMO is to catalyze the conversion

of methane to methanol, its low substrate specificity enables it to mediate TCE oxidation.

Figure 1 outlines the biological pathway by which methanotrophic bacteria generate both

energy for growth and precursors to biomass formation.
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Fig 1. Methanotrophic oxidation of methane. Enzymes of interest include;
1) methane monooxygenase, 2) methanol dehydrogenase, 3) formaldehyde
dehydrogenase, 4) formate dehydrogenase. Adapted from Dalton and
Stirling, 1982.

Figure 1 indicates that the reduction of methane monooxygenase enzyme by

nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) is required for methane oxidation to occur.

This reduction (or energy requirement) of MMO provides a unique engineering approach to

regulating MMO activity. Under normal methanotrophic growth conditions, this reducing

power is generated internally by the oxidation of the chemical intermediates formaldehyde

and formate. For biotreatment purposes, MMO activation may be maintained by reducing

agent additions.

Particulate and Soluble Methane Monooxygenase (MMO) Enzyme

Methane monooxygenase (MMO) enzyme may exist in one of two active forms,

soluble and particulate. Both forms catalyze the oxidation of methane to methanol (Figure

1). Interest in the form of MMO enzyme present in biological waste treatment systems

stems from their difference in biocatalytic properties and susceptability to inhibitors. Thus

far, it has only been the soluble form of MMO that has been found to mediate TCE

oxidation (Oldenhuis et al., 1989). Under methane and/or copper limitations, many
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methanotrophs.have the ability to increase their intracellular level of soluble MMO (Scott et

al, 1981; Stanley et aL, 1983),.

Operation of Methanotrophic Bioreactor for TCE Removal

Although some studies have reported biodegradation- of TCE in actively growing

methanotrophic cultures, it has recently been observed that active methanotrophic growth

may actually reduce TCE removal rates (Oldenhuis et al., 1989; Tsien et al., .1989). This is

due to the fact that nonlimiting concentrations of methane can saturate the catalytic site of

the MMO enzyme responsible for TCE oxidation. Comparison of the half velocity constant

of soluble MMO enzyme from the methanotroph Methylosinus trichosporium OB3B for

TCE (Ks - 200gm) to that of methane (Ks - 2 im) illustrates the much stronger affinity of

the enzyme for methane viz a viz trichloroethylene-(Oldenhuis et al., 1989).

Conversely, it has been reported that the addition of reducing power in the form of

formate can enhance the rate of TCE degradation (Tien et al., 1989). Formate is a source

of reducing power for the enzyme which does not compete with TCE for the catalytic site

of MMO. Formate enhanced biodegradation of TCE was investigated as part of the

summer research program.

To reduce competitive inhibition of TCE by methane, a two stage system was

proposed in the present study in which methanotrophic growth and TCE removal processes

were physically separated. A schematic diagram of the two stage bioreactor is given in

Figure 2. Details of reactor design and operation are contained in Materials and Methods

section.
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II OBJECTIVES.OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The goal of- the summer faculty research project was to evaluate, the -technical

feasibility of a-two stage methanotrophic biological system to degrade trichloroethylene

(TCE).

The specific research objectives include;

a. design, construction, and testing of a two stage bioreactor system

b. development of a mixed methanotrophic culture

C. monitoring of TCE removal in abiotic and biotic reactor systems

d. evaluation of the use of reducing power (e.g., formate) to
improve methanotrophic TCE removal rates

III MATERIALS ANDMETHODS

Reactor Design and Operation

The bioreactor system consisted of two stages; a methanotrophic growth unit and a

TCE biodegradation unit. The methanotrophic growth unit consisted of a continuously

stirred tank reactor (CSTR) or chemostat having a 1.4 liter working volume. The glass

chemostat (New Brunswick Inc.) was equipped with a stainless steel impeller operated at

350 rpm. The hydraulic retention time for the. biological reactor was maintained at 24 hours

while the temperature was held at 280 C during the entire study.

Methane, oxygen, and nutrients were added continuously to promote growth of

methanotrophic bacteria. Methane and air were added at flow rates of 0.1 and 0.4 liters per

minute, respectively, while the nutrient flow rate was one milliliter per minute. Table 1

descibes the composition of the nutrient salts media fed to the methanotrophic growth unit.
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Table 1

Nitrate Salts Medium Solution
(from Cornish et al., 1984)

Nitrate Salts Medium Solution contained-the foUowing;

NaNO3 - 0.85 g/l, KH2PO4 - 0.53 g/l, Na2HPO4 - 0.86 g/l, K2SO4 - 0.17 g/l,
MgSO4.7H20 - 0.037 g/l, CaCl2.2H20 - 0.007 g/l.

Two milliliter of trace element solution was added per one liter of nitrate salts medium.

The trace element solution contained the following;

ZnSO4.7H20 - 0.287 g/l, MnSO4.H20 - 0.169 g/l, H3BO3 - 0.062 g/l, NaMoO4.2H20 -
0.048 g/l, COC12.H20 - 0.048 g/l, KI - 0.083 g/l, H2SO 4 (ImM), FeSO4.7H20 - 0.012
g/l.

The TCE biodegradation unit consisted of a 400 milliliter stainless steel plug flow

reactor that wa., operated with zero reactor headspace. The plug flow reactor was

equipped with stainless steel valves (Supelco, Bellefonte, Pa.) for TCE sampling. The

contents of the biological growth reactor was pumped into the TCE removal unit at a flow

rate of ten milliliters per minute resulting in an average hydraulic retention time (HRT) of

40 minutes for the second stage. The effluent from the plug flow reactor was aerated to

remove any residual TCE before being recycled to the biological growth unit via a gravity

feed line. The TCE stripping unit consisted of a 250 milliliter glass side arm flask in which

a glass diffuser was used to supply air for volatilization of untreated TCE from the plug

flow unit.

A short, length of TygonTM tubing was used for transfer of microbial cells from the

bioreactor and for the pumping of the nutrient feed. The remainder of the fluid transfer

lines were 1/8" I.D. stainless steel tubing. All stainless steel tubing was connected using
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stainless steel SwagelockTM fittings. TCE and formate were introduced tothe bioteatment

-system by a Harvard Apparatus Compact Syringe Pump (model.975).

Methanotrophic Inoculum

The mixed methanotrophic inoculum was obtained locally from the wastewater

treatment lagoon located at Tyndall Air Force Base Florida. A ten milliliter sediment

sample was dilu-d 1:50 with nitrate salts:medium and placed in the methanotrop',ic growth

reactor. Methane and air were added at flow rates of 0.1 and 0.4 liters per minute,

respectively. After approximately four days, a dense biomass culture had developed. The

culture had a orange-red color and existed mainly as large flocculant particles or dense

microbial films associated with the chemostat wall and impeller.

TCE Analyses

Five milliliter liquid samples to be analyzed for TCE were withdrawn from the plug,

flow reactor using a LurelockTM glass syringe (Becton Dickinson, Rutherford, N.J.). The

samples were injected through a stainless steel tube into a ten milliliter amber colored glass

vial (Pierce Co., Rockford, Illinois) containing a five milliliter solution of hexane.

Samples were injected underneath the hexane solution to minimize TCE volatilization loss.

The hexane solution contained tetrachloroethylene (PCE) at a concentration of 0.5 mg/liter

as an internal standard.

After introduction of the sample, the vials were sealed using a TeflonTM lined

silicone septa capped by a crimped aluminum lid. Solvent-solvent extraction of the TCE

was accomplished by shaking the sample bottles for approximately thirty seconds followed

by centrifugation for 3 minutes at 1200 rpm to insure complete separation of hexane/water

phases (IEC Clinical Centrifuge - Damon/IEC division).

For quantitation of TCE, a 1 tl sample was withdrawn from the hexane phase and

injected on the gas chromatograph. A Hewlett Packard 5890 gas chromatograph equipped

with an electron capture detector (ECD) interphased with a 18652A A/D converter was used
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for TCE analyses. Separation of TOE and POCE peaks was accomplished using a ten foot

packed column containing 10% SP- 1000 80/lO0Supelcoport packing.

Dissolved oxygen was measuredin both reactor stages using a Clark type oxygen

electrode (Model 5331 Yellow Springs Instrument Co.,Yellow Springs, Ohio.) Reactor

pH was measured by an Orion Research pH meter Model 601A/Digital Ionanalyzer.

Biomass concentrations were estimated using volatile solids analyses according to

procedure outlined in Standard Methods (17th edition-1989).

Reagent grade trichloroethylene (TCE) was purchased from MCI, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Reagent grade tetrachloroethylene (PCE) was supplied by J.T. Baker Phillipsburg, N.J.

Reagent grade hexane used was purchased from Fisher Scientific (OPTIMA).

Methane and nitrogen gases were obtained from stock supplies at Tyndall Air Force

Base while air for the biotreatment system and stripping unit was supplied from an

in-house compressor located at the Engineering and Services Center.

IV EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The summer research program was divided into three phases. The first phase was

an abiotic control study in whic- TCE laden distilled water was pumped through the plug

flow reactor system. Results from this phase provided information regarding; 1) time for

breakthough of TCE, and 2) steady state concentrations of TCE obtainable in the absence

of microorganisms.

In the second phase, methanotrophic bacteria from the biological growth reactor

were introduced into the TCE removal unit. Comparison of the effluent TCE

concentrations in the presence of microorganisms to that obtained in the abiotac control

experiments provided an estimate of methanotrophic degradation of TCE under methane

limiting conditions.
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In the third phase, sodium formate was added as reducing power for the MMO

enzyme. Evaluation of TE removal from this experimental phase provided insight into the

effectiveness of enzyme activation on TCE biodegradation.

V RESULTS

Liquid-liquid-hexane extraction procedure yielded recovery efficiencies of 90.7%

using standard TCE solutions. This recovery efficiency was comparable to TCE recoveries

using similar internal standard methods (Oldenhuis et al., 1989); All data reported are

averages of duplicate analyses., The following sections summarize data obtained during the

three phases of the experimental program.

Abiotic Control

The change in TCE concentration with time in the plug flow reactor system is

shown in Figure 3. A steady state TE concentration of 15 mg/liter was reached after

approximately 50 bed volumes (i.e., 33 hours).

Since a TCE concentration of 15 mg/liter is known to be nontoxic to

methanotrophic organisms (Oldenhuis et al., 1989), this concentration was used , the

biological degradation study. After 80 bed volumes, methanotrophic bacteria were pump.ed

into the plug flow reactor from the biological growth unit to begin the second phase of the

experimental program.

Biotic Removal of TCE

Immediately after introduction of biomass to the plug flow unit, TCE concentrations

were observed to decrease (Figure 4). Initial indications suggested that the methanotrophic

bacteria were removing TCE. However, with time, the TCE concentrations began to

increase. Visual inspection of the samples in the bottom and top of plug flow reactor

indicated that much of the biomass had settled. In order to increase the total biomass in the

system, ube waste cells from the chemostat were recycled to the biotreatment system. This
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led toa further reduction in the effluent TCE concentration initially, but, within 24-hours,

the TCE concentration had increased. The TCE concentration arthe bottom-of the reactor

eventually reached 30 mg/liter-which was twice the abiotic steady state concentration

suggesting that TCE adsorption to microbial cells Was occuring. (It should be noted that no

attempt was made to distinguish between adsorbed TCE and dissolved TCE. The TCE

concentrations reported are for total TCE contained in sample).

20

Added Microorganisms

5

0 20 40 60 80 100

Reactor Volumes

Fig. 3 Results of abiotic control TCE study. A steady state TCE concentration of
15 mg/liter was achieved after 50 bed volumes (i.e., 33 hours).

The pH of the treatment system was measured to be 7.0 at the beginning and end of

the study (duplicate samples). Dissolved oxygen levels in samples from the biological unit

were estimated to be between 8.2 and 8.4 mg/liter while the dissolved oxygen level in the
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plug flow reactor wags-approkimately 1.5 mg/liter (duplicate samples). It',should be-noted

that the method employed for measuring dissolved oxygen required the samples t0 be

placed in a constanttemperature water bath (ca. 200 C). Due to the difference in

temperature between the bioreactor (28' C) and dissolved oxygen measurements

(ca. 20 ° C), the actual dissolved oxygen levels existing in the treatment unit may have been

lower than our reported values.

Although low dissolved oxygen in the plug flow reactor could explain the negligible

TCE removal, only TCE adsorption to settled biological flocs could have resulted in TCE

concentrations increasing above the abiotic steady state value.

30. Bottom of Reactor

25-

Added Microorganisms
20- 20 Solids Recycle /

15 Top o Reactor

10

5-

0*
0 50 100 150 200 250 300

Reactor Volumes
Fig. 4 Results of methanotrophic biomass addition sudy. Adsorption of TCE to

biomass were consistent with observations made during this phase of the
program.
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Formate Enhanced Biodegradation of TCE

To estimate the effect of reducing power addition on TOE removal, formate was

added continuously tothebiotreatment system at a Concentration of 20 mM. Results Of

formate addition- are given inFigure 5. Formate addition" resulted in rapid reduction in

TCE concentration in the plug flow reactor. The concentration of TCE at the influent of !he

plug flow reactor decreased from 29.2 to 1.4 mg/liter TCE within 24,hours after formate

addition.

40

Formate Additions

30

Bottom of Reactoi

20 Cells Added
Cell Recycle

Top of Reaci

10/

Formate Terminatii

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

Reactor Volumes

Fig. 5 Results of formate enhanced biodegradation of TCE. Formate additions
led to rapid reduction in TCE concentration. Termination of formate
additions led to increased TOE levels in plug flow reactor.

Volatile solids levels at the influent of plug flow reactor was estimated to be 1.3

grams volatile solids per liter. Assuming that the TCE removal occured mainly in the
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influent portion of the reactor (i.e., where biomass had settled), the maximim rate of TCE

removalwas estimated to be 21.1 rg TCE/gm VS-day.

After two days of continuous addition, the formate-loading was discontinued.

Termination of formate addition led to a rapid increase in TCE concentration suggesting that

reducing power was limiting the TCE removal rate.

Due to the possible inhibition of TCE oxidation by'residual methane entering the

plug flow reactor, it was decided to evualuate the effects of adding formate in the absence

of methane addition to the biological growth unit. Results of this study are provided in

Figure 6. The concentration of TCE in the bottom of the reactor (e.g., measured at the first

side sampling port) decreased from 22.3 to 10.2 mg/liter'TCE within seven hours. The

volatile solids concentration was measured to be 1.6 grams VS/liter at this level of the

reactor. This decrease in TCE is equivalent to an average TCE removal rate of 25.9 mg

TCE/gm VS-day.

VI DISCUSSION

Results form this preliminary study suggest that the methanotrophic two stage

bioreactor system is effective in removing TCE from contaminated water. However, the

mixed methantrophic culture was only effective in biodegrading TCE when it was

supplemented with formate. In the absence of reducing power, the removal of TCE

occured mainly by adsorption to biological flocs.

A maximum TCE removal rate of 21.1 mg TCE/gmVS-day was estimated during

both formate and methane addition. This may be a very conservative estimate given the fact

that 24 hours had elapsed before a TCE measurement was made. Actual maximum TCE

removal rate may have been much greater. The TCE removal rate estimated in the present

study is significantly greater than that reported recently by Phelps et al., 1990 for a mixed

methanotrophic culture (i.e., 15 mg TCE/gmVS-day).
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Fig. 6 Results of formate enhanced biodegradation of TCE with methane
termination. Formate additions led to rapid reduction in TCE concentration.

When formate was added a second time with simultaneous termination of methane

addition, the TCE removal rate increased to 25.9 mg TCE/gm VS-day. The increase of

TCE removal in the absense of methane is consistent with results reported by others

(Oldenhuis et al., 1989; Tsien et al., 1989). It is unknown whether or not methane levels

were zero after seven hours but it seems clear that residual methane may limit TCE

removal.

VII RECOMMENDATIONS

Results from this summer research efforts indicate several lines of research that

should be pursued in order to develop a commercial scale biological system for remediation
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of sites contaminated with tichloroethylene. The following summarizes my observations

and recommedations for expediting process development

First, the kinetics of formate enhanced biodegradation of TE must be clearly

established. Mass balances on TE willbe essential to provide confidence in rate data. In

the present study, rates of TOE removal were measured a time intervals of 7 to 24 hours

which may have been too long to estimate actual maximum removal rates. Batch studies

are required to estimate the maximum formate enhanced TOE degradation rates in the

presence and absence of methane. Knowledge of maximum TCE removal rates and the

effects of residual methane wouldbeimportant for the engineering design criteria and, in

particular, establishing the maximum TCE loading that can be treated in the bioreactor

system.

Second, it is clear that a mixed methanotrophic culture is more effective in

biodegrading TCE when supplied with suitable reducing power (e.g., formate). However,

the enzymes that are being activated will not retain their biological integrity indefinitely and

will eventually be degraded. A simple solution to this problem is to create a TCE sludge

blanket reactor that is to receive periodic additions of fresh methanotrophic cells. The TOE

contaminated water and formate could be added continuously to such a system with

periodic removal of inactive biomass.

Third, the concentration of TCE used in the present study was low compared to

what may be encountered in actual field situations. Although TOE concentrations much

above 25 mag/liter have been found to be toxic to growing populations of methanotrophic

bacteria (Oldenhuis et al., 1989), no one has reported the toxicity of TCE to nongrowing

cultures. It is important to establish the toxic threshold of TOE on nongrowing

methanotrophic biomass cultures if the two stage bioreactor system is to be used under field

conditions.

Fourth, recent studies have reported that rates of TOE degradation are much greater

using propanotrophic microorganisms (Wackett et al., 1989). The effectiveness of mixed
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propanotrophic cultures should be evaluated in the present biological reactor system and the

results compared to those achievable by methanotrophic cultures. An advantage in using

propanotrophs, from an engineering standpoint, is that propane ismuch-more water soluble

than methane did thus should result in larger biomass yields.

Finally, pure methanotrophic and propanotrophic cultures should be evaluated for

their utility in biological waste treatment systems. It is well known that the methanotroph

Methylosinus trichosporium OB3B is able to degrade TCE at rates nearly three orders of

magnitude greater than that of mixed methanotrophic cultures. However, a pure culture's

utility in waste treatment will ultimately depend on its ability to be selectively enriched in a

heterogeneous environment. Much work needs to be done to determine the environmental

conditions that will result in a selective enrichment of pure culture organisms.
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ABSTRAC

This report deals with the synthesis and evaluation of

literature in the area of using submicron antennas to convert

solar energy to electrical power. A number of articles in

three areas are discussed; Solar Cells, Submicron Antennas,

and Related Work. The primary document analyzed is "Antenna

Solar Energy to Electricity Converter (AGETEC)", Dr. Erich A.

Farber, University of Florida. A secondary set of documents

included in the report were patents issued to Dr. Alvin M.

Marks for submicron antennas and fabrication techniques for

use in solar energy conversion.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The USAF has a fundamental interest in discovering

alternative energy sources for its base utilities program.

Considerable work has been done in research laboratories,

,universities, and commercial companies on using solid state

devices to convert solar energy to electrical energy. There

are many existing commercial and military installations

utilizing solar cells. Because of the low maximum efficiency

of these devices, interest has been expressed in finding more

efficient techniques for this power conversion.

The Air Base Energy Systems Branch of the Engineering

Research Division of the Air Force Engineering & Services

Center at Tyndall Air Force Base is concerned with finding

alternative energy sources for the many main operating and

remote air bases in the theaters. The direct conversion of

solar energy utilizing absorbing antennas would be of great

benefit in these efforts.

My research and teaching interests have been in the

electronics and energy areas. My work with microwave

tracking antennas at the Oklahoma State University

Electronics R&D Laboratory and my work with the Electrical

Power Industry on a National Science Foundation contract

contributed to my assignment to work in the Energy Systems

Branch.
354



II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

a. Statement of the Problem The maximum theoretical

efficiency of solar cells is limited to about 24%. The more

common commercial cells operate in the 10"15% region.

Converting solar electromagnetic radiation in the submicron

region directly into electrical energy with dielectric

antennas would theoretically improve this conversion

efficiency dramatically. Ideally one could recover 100% of

the energy striking the antenna.

b. Plan of Action My assignment as a Fellow in the 1990

Summer Faculty Research Program (SFRP) was to evaluate

literature and reports that had been collected by the Air

Base Energy Systems Branch and search for additional sources

of information on solar energy conversion using submicron

antennas. The primary document to be evaluated was a report

prepared under an Air Force contract with the Solar Energy

and Energy Conversion Laboratory of the University of

Florida. Based on this evaluation and search, I then made a

set of recommendations concerning additional work that should

be started to build a working model of the antenna concept.

III. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The literature review for this report was accomplished with

the aid of the Library in the Air Force Engineering and
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Services Center and the Gulf Coast Community College/Florida

State University Library in Panama City. The material hat

been divided into three categories; Solar Cells, Submicron

Antennas, and Supporting Work.

a. Solar Cells Recovering energy from the sun has tremendous

potential for use in-solving the world's dependency on fossil

fuels. The earth-receives about 1018 kWh of solar energy

each year. In the mid 19%1's the worldwide consumption of

energy Ras about 80X1012 kvh. This corresponds to less than

0.008% of the worlds needs (24). Machata (15) has produced

tables showing the reception of solar energy distribution

across the U.S. for all four seasons.

The major efforts in converting solar to electrical energy

have been with the use of solar cells. A number of public

utilities now have the capability to gei.rate a portion of

their electrical load with the use of solar cells. Jewell

(10) and Ramakumar (11) documented difficulties that the

utilities have adjusted to as these systems are brought on

line.

The real difficulty of solar cells has been with the

conversion efficiency. The upper limit of these cells is

less than 24; due to the energy available in a photon of

light and the barrier potential of the PN junctir.,. In spite

of this difficulty Nasbitt (19) predicts in his M
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book that the cost will fall to $1.50 per watt by the year

2000 and become a $7.5 billion business supplying the

majority of the energy for the 21st century.

Texas Instruments has decided to enter the market for solar

cells according to a recent article in the Dallas Morning

News (25). They plan on joining forces with California

Edison in a $5 million development project this next year.

There have been several studies and proposals (2,8) made to

collect the solar energy at a space station with solar cells.

This energy would then be formed into a microwave beam for

transmission to earth. It would then be, received with a

combination antenna and rectifier system called a "rectenna".

b. Subaicron Antennas The primary work discussed in this

report covers experimental work done on submicron antennas

and an patent granted for a submicron antenna. Dr. Erich A.

Farber (5) of the Solar Energy Laboratory, University of

Florida performed a series of experiments at 0.2-0.3 GHz, 10

GHz, 100 GHz and concluded with the collection of data in the

visible light region. This report was funded by AF C F08635-

83-C-0136, Task 85-6. His objective in starting in the

microwave region was to show that the same phenomena occurred

as he moved upward in magnitude. His major conclusion is

that one can use submicron antennas to :-llect solar energy

and directly convert it to electrical energy. A more
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complete analysis of his data and results is included in

Section IV. The limitations of his experiment were-

compounded by not having an appropriate submicron antenna

array. He used silicon carbon crystals found on common

"sandpaper" as. his submicron antennas.

A related area was a patent awarded to Dr. Alvin Marks for a

"Device for Conversion of Light Power to Electrical Power"

(17). He calls this device a LEPCON. This device would

consist of a number of dipole antenna of length 0.18 microns

arranged in an array with a diode bridge rectifier

incorporated in the base. He also presented this concept to

the Workshop on Solar Applications (16). The Boston Herald

(12) reported in 1984 that Marks had licensed his technology

to Phototherm, Nashua N.H., for production of LEPCON panels

to produce electricity. A later newspaper report, 1988, (21)

indicated -hat he could obtain at least 40% efficiency with

his array.

While Farber proposed pyramid arrays as opposed to Mark's

dipoles, their concepts are essentially the same. Both would

build submicron antenna arrays with diode rectifiers in the

base of the array.

c. Related Work Since neither Marks nor Farber have actually

produced antennas in the submicron range, the question

naturally arises as to whether or not such a fabrication can
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be accomplished. There are a number of related articles

included in the reference section indicating that

considerable work in the submicron region is underway. There

is also some information on concepts that support the work

done by Farber and Marks.

Three organizations have indicated a desire to participate in

the fabrication of the submicron silicon pyramid antennas;

"American Matrix" (20), "I Squared R Element Co." (4), and

Professor Whitton (26), Queen's University.

An article in Spectrum (9) discussed a new technique of

building sensors and even dc motors on a solid state chip

with a new micromechanics technique. Structures as small as

2 by 100 microns have been fabricated. Another article (20)

indicates that infrared photodetectors have been fabricated

on a silicon chip in the 1.3-1.55 micron range. An article

in the "International Journal of Infrared and Millimeter

Waves" (22) discusses the fabrication of antennas on a 1

micron thick membrane. Rutledge (23) reported on the

construction ,f a submillimeter trapezoid antenna operating

at 118 microns. Another report (3) details the

microfabrication of devices for the 200-265 GHz range.

Researchers at the Bell Labs (14) have succeeded in creating

an infra-red photodetector on a silicon chip.

Another group of articles deals with improving the reception
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of energy by changing the surface structure of antennas. A

USSR patent (1) discusses an electromagnetic absorber. An

Applied Physics Letter (6) discusses the use of submicron

pillars on solar absorbers&. A computer -simulation (7) found

that pyramids provided an improvement over dif.!use surfaces.

IV. APPRAISAL OF A SOLAR ENERGY ANTENNA PROPOSAL

It is the intent of this section to discuss the data,

conclusions, and recommendations from the document, "Antenna

Solar Energy to Electricity Converter" (5).

First consider the spectrum of energy radiated from the sun

and striking the surface of the earth. The following graph

(24) illustrates this radiation. It can be seen from this

graph that the highest intensity of the solar spectrum occurs

between about 0.5 microns and 0.8 microns. The graph of the

electromagnetic spectrum (13) indicates that these

wavelengths, A, occur between the upper end of the infra-red,

3.75X1014 Hz, and the blue-green visible light frequency,

6.0X1014 Hz. The frequency is calculated from the following

relationship:

f = 3XI08 m/sec (1)
A m

a. Microwave Energy It is apparent from equation (1) that

moving into the visible light portion of the EM spectrum

implies that one will be dealing vith extremely small
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configurations as compared to say microwave components.

Farber's conclusion that miniaturization would not affect the

power received is of course very pertinent and true if one

can fabricate the components.

200:
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Figure 1 Solar Intensity versus Wavelength (24)

b. Solar and Light Energy Due to a shortage of funds,

Farber was not able to construct a submicron antenna array

from which to collect solar and light data. His narrative

and photographs lead to the drawings on the following page

which clearly show how he collected the data on the

CarboroundurrV array. The decision to use Carboroundumd)

sandpaper gave Farber a ready supply of an inexpensive source

of solid state crystals. In order to collect energy from
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these crystals it was necessary to have a conductor in

contact with them. He simply used a stranded wire with the

insulation removed and spread out the strands over the top

and bottom of the sandpaper as indicated in the cross section

of his collector. He collected a great deal of data with the

lamp and battery circuit which are shown as graphs in his

report. He did expose the circuit to sunlight and indicated

that he measured a voltage. He did not, however, report any

of this solar data in either tables or in the form of graphs.

c. Areas of Concern The general observation concerning this

report is that it is an excellent first start at

investigating the collection of solar energy with submicron
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antennas. The data does seem to support the contention that

crystals can function as antennas for solar energy

conversion, Ignoring the fact that he had to use a very

crude array, Carboroundunr, there are still some questions
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to resolve before proceeding to a fabrication stage. Since no

information was presented on the quantity of light radiating

from-the 150 watt lamp and impinging on the collector, no

conclusions can be made concerning the efficiency of the

collectors. Clearly the efficiency would not be very high

due. to the random orientation of the crystal on the

sandpaper, but it should be investigated. As part of this

-efficiency measurement, one must raise the question as to

what sort of detection scheme was occurring with the wires on

the crystals and the Electrometer. The Keithly 600 meter

will not respond properly to frequencies in the region of

1014. With the metal wires pressed on the crystals, Farber

may have created a point contact diode on the array. This

should also be investigated in any subsequent work on this

topic.

As Farber states in his report, the collection of data in the

laboratory with the lamp is easier to control than with solar

conditions. Since the ultimate goal is to use this device to

collect solar data, the experiment should be replicated

outside the laboratory with the sun, as a source and using a

light meter to record the array output versus solar

intensity.

Broadband capabilities are the desired characteristics for

this array as opposed to a single frequency or narrow band as

is common in signal antennas. The experimental set up used
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by Farber was composed of all crystals of the same size, but

not necessarily of the same shape. A request to the

manufacturer of CarboroundumG sandpaper to obtain crystals

before they are crushed would allow- one to create an array

composed of several different sized crystals and aligned in

the same orientation.

On page 143 of his report Farber discusses the directional

characteristics of the Carboroundum@ array. Since the

crystals are oriented in a very random pattern, the

directivity of the array would be affected, While he

discusses this concept, there is no data or graphs to

illustrate the phenomenon. He does, however, state that he

obtained the classical pear shaped curve of a directional

array.

VI. jUMM ARY

This review of the literature supports the following

a. Solar cells continue to be an important alternate source

of energy conversion. The efficiency of these devices has

not reached the theoretical maximum of 24%.

b. The use of submicron antennas to convert solar energy to

electrical energy is not yet a proven technology. The

literature search revealed only two locations where work had
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been done on these devices, The University of Florida Solar

Laboratory and Phototherm Inc. Amerst, NH. A major challenge

with both concepts is in the fabrication of the antennas.

c. A lot of work has been done on millimeter antennas that

can be extended to these submicron antennas.

d. Fabrication technology in the micron region appears to be

at a point where these antennas could be fabricated.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on this survey of the literature, it seems that both

Farber's and Marks' work indicate that there is a potential

utilization of solar submicron antennas by the Air Force,

The following recommendations are based on this review:

a. The Farber experiment using Silicon Carbon crystals

should be replicated using more control to determine a

measure of the efficiency of such an array. This experiment

should attempt to obtain and use these crystals before they

are crushed and placed on the CarboroundumG paper.

b. Additional dialog should be initiated with Dr. Marks'

company, Phototherm, to ascertain if his concepts are as

viable as they appear in the literature.
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c. Conversations and visits should be initiated with U.S.,

semiconductor companies and- research laboratories to

determine the feasibility of fabricating an experimental

model of both the Farber and Marks antennas.
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Dynamic Analysis pf ImpulseLoading on Laminated CompositePlates

Using Normal-Mode Techniques.

by

John L. Scharf

The.,normal-mode technique has been applied .by previous investigators to the

dynamic analysis of impact loading on beams and- plates. In this work, the

method is applied to one-way, simply supported, laminated, composite plates

under uniformly distributed, impulse loads. Governing equations are formulated

based on kinematic assumptions that allow the transverse shear deformations

to vary through the thickness of the laminated plate. A solution is obtained for a

two-ply, -0+0 laminate. This solution shows that immediately after the impulse

is applied, 3harp peaks in the transverse shear stresses occur at the two end

supports. These shear stress peaks then propagate from-the supports across

the span at the shear wave speed for the material that comprises the laminated

plate. This result is consistent with those obtained by the earlier investigators,

and it leads to two recommendations. The first is that any numerical techniques

applied to the analysis of laminated composite plates must accommodate the

large strain gradients and high speeds of the transverse shear waves. The

second is that design modifications should be investigated that will mitigate the

effects of transverse shear stress peaks on laminated composite plates under

impulse loads.
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L 'INTRODUCTION:

The United States--Air Force through its Engineering and Services Center is

planning to develop' a new geneation of air transportable, protective shelters

that would be used in. circumstances where. expedient and rapid deployment

are required. The purpose -of these structures is -to provide ;protection for

personnel and for vital equipment and hardware.

In addition, the Engineering and Services Center is also developing concepts

and theory for the application of aerospace composite materials in the design

and construction of these protective shelters. These composite materials offer

the advantages of high strength-to-weight ratios, allowing for expedient

transportability of relatively strong shelters, and they are adaptable to meet

specific application requirements.

Under combat conditions, it is expected that laminated composite plate

structures ;could be subjected to.,large area blast loads of strong intensity and

short duration. One way to model this condition is to consider an impulse load

of uniform magnitude applied over the area of the laminated plate. The

response of the plate is then determined by applying the normal-mode.

technique to solve the governing differential equations. This method was

applied to simple Timoshenko beams by Karthaus and Leussink (1983), and

was extended to apply to isotropic Mindlin plates by Mercx and Harmanny

(1987). Mercx (1989) showed how the normal-mode technique can be useful in

nonlinear and finite element analyses of beam and plate structures.
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In this paper, the noirmal-mode technique will be applied to analyze simply

supported, one-way, laminated, composite plates under a: uniformly-distributed

impulse load as shown in Figure 1. Governing equations are formulated based

on kinematic assumptions that allow transverse shear deformations to vary

through the thickness. of the laminated plate. A solution is obtained for'a two-

ply, -e+e laminate. This solution shows that,immediately after the impulse load

is applied, sharp peaks in the transverse shear stresses occur immediately at

the supports. These stress peaks then propagate from thesupports across the

span at the shear wave speed for the material that comprises the laminated

plate. This result for laminated, composite plates 1,s similar-to those that were

obtained by the earlier investigators for plates made from isotropic materials.

y

Unifo mImpulse "-"--"
Load 'Laminated-Plate

Ij ,lengthof simple-span ;

Figure 1 One-Way Simply Supported Plate Loaded
with a'Uniform lmpulse Load of Intensity, P,

at Time; t=O

4
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The objectives of this research effort are:

1, to apply the normal-mode technique to analyze laminated composite

plates under impulse loads.

2. to provide insight into the ,ehavior -of 'laminated composite plates

under impulse loads.

3. to provide a reasonable basis for the development of effective

analysis, design,. and construction methodologies for lightweight

composite plate structures that are to be used in combat

environments.

4. to show that care must be exercised In applying standard numerical

methods (i.e., finite elements and finite differences) in analyzing

laminated, composite plates under impulse loads.

5. to provide a basis for experimental verification of analysis results that

are obtained.

Ill. THE NORMAL-MODE TECHNIQUE:

The normal-mode technique is explained in detail by Karthaus and Leussink

(198k^), by Mercx and Harmanny (1987), and by Mercx (1989). Essentially, the

method is based upon a decomposition of the uniform load, P, into Fourier

components, each of which has a wave length corresponding to one of the

normal, vibrational mode shapes of the plate structure to which the load is

applied. These Fourier components also satisfy the geometric boundary
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conditions on the plate and they are mutually orthogonal. Consequently, the

total response can be obtained by independently applying tothe plate each of

the Fourier components of the load, and then adding together all of the

individual responses.

IV. KINEMATIC ASSUMPTIONS:

The thickness of the plate is divided-into n layers, each layer having a uniform

thickness over the area of the plate. Figure 2 shows the ith; layer in a plate that

has been ,divided into n, layers.
t

, - -- Deformed
Shape of

u W+ Displaced'
.... .- -Section

ith Laye Ir

IJ. X-- XU

y, V Z i  z i+1

(z is measured from the center of the laminate)

Figure 2 In-Plane Displacements, u(x,y,z,t), of the i th Layer of a
Plate with n Layers

It
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Transverse shear deformations can be provided for by a displacement field that

is described by the following displacement functions:

u(x,y,z,t) = Ui2 Ui+ ui-Uii (z"Z) (1)

v(x,y,z,t) = V + h (z-1Z+ ). (2)

w(x,y,z,t) = w (3)

Where u, v, and w are displacements in the x, y, and z directions, respectively,
zi+2ZI+1

andi=1,2,...,n. In each of the nlayers, zi <z<zi.1, zi 2 , and hi

=z+1 - zi. The functions, ul, ui+l, vi, vI1+, and w, on the right hand sides of

equations (1), (2), and (3) are all functions of x, y, and t. The function u(x,y,z,t),

that is described in equation (1) above, represents the displacements of the

plate in the x-direction and'is illustrated in Figure 2.

As a minimum, each lamination in a laminated plate should be represented by

one layer in the displacement field described above. However, if one wishes,

additional layers can be included to provide a higher order model to capture

more accurately the distribution of transverse shear deformations and stresses

through the thickness of the plate. These kinematic assumptions were used by

Spilker, Chou, and Orringer (1977) in their finite element formulation for

laminated plates.
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V. GOVERNING EQUATIONS:

Engineering strains are obtained in the usual fashion from the displacement

field described in Equations (1), (2), and (3). Each lamination of the composite

plate is assumedtobe comprisedof a linearly elastic, orthotropic material under

plane stress conditions, and the orientation of the orthotropic material in each

lamination can be arbitrarily specified. Based upon these assumptions the

stresses in the plate are determined.

The principle of, virtual work is used to obtain the governing partial differential

equations in the space variables, x and y, and the time variable, t. These

include the equations of motion of the plate together with appropriate boundary

conditions. The virtual work statement Is:

8V "T 8e -+ pU 8u)dV - [P 8(t)] 8w )dA = 0 (4)
V A

where aT- ( yxy,ay, ayz, zx), PT= (Ex, y' 
8xy' E'"Y7izx), U = (U, V, W), p is

the mass density distribution, V is the volume, and A is the area-of the laminate.

If there are n layers, the variational statement in equation (4) will give 2n+3

partial differential equations in the same number of unknown displacement

functions.

The simple span of the one-way plate is taken in the x-direction and the long

axis is taken in the y-direction, as shown in Figure 1. The assumption of one-

way bending requires that all strains must be constant with respect to y. This
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reduces the governing partial differential equations to ordinary differential

equations in .x. These-equations are-solved using the normal-mode technique

'as desc'ibed in the preceding artic!es.

VI. SOLUTION

To demonstrate the model, a solution Is obtained for a two-ply, -600/+600

-laminate having a simple span of 10 m and a thickness of 1 m (each lamination

is 0.5 m thick). Each of the two laminations is of the-same orthotropic material

having the following properties In material coordinates: p=2400 kg/M 3,

E1=40.5 GPa, E2-8.38 GPa, v12=0.05, G12=4.14 GPa, G31=4.14 GPa,

G23-3.03 GPa. Solutions for the govelting equations are obtained for the first

1000 Fourier components of the uniform impulse load and these are

superimposed to obtain the total response of the laminate. For each wave

number (i.e., for each component of the uniform load) there are 2n+3 natural

frequencies of the laminated plate with corresponding vibrational mode shapes,

where n is the number of laminations. in this example, n=2- and therefore the

number of modes for each wave number is 7. In calculating the total response,

only the lowest frequency and corresponding mode shape were retained from

each group of seven, and the higher frequency modes were discarded. This is

commonly done in applying the normal mode technique and is justified in the

previous articles by Karthaus and Leussink (1983) and by Merox (1989).

Figure 3 shows the transverse, interply shear strain, Yzx, across the simple, one-

way span at time intervals shortly after the unit impulse load is applied.

Immediately after the impulse, peaks in these shear strains and the
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Figure 3 Distribution of Transverse, Interply Shear
Strains Across the Simple, One-Way Span
at Time Intervals Shortly After the Impulse
Load
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Figure 3 (Continued)
Distribution of Transverse, Interply Shear
Strains Across the Simple, 'One-Way Span
at Time Intervals Shortly After the Impulse
Load

corresponding shear stresses occur at the supports. These disturbances then

travel across the span at a speed equal to the shear wave speed for the

laminated plate. This wave speed is given by the formula, v=)Ftixj. These

results are consistent with those obtained by Karthaus and Leussink (1983).
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS:

Impulse loads. on laminated plates present the analyst and/or designer with

special challenges, that are not encountered under static load conditions, or

even under "slow'" dynamic load conditions. The results of this, studycombined

with those obtained by the earlier investigators indicate that special care must

be exercised both 'in the analysis and in the design Of laminated plate structures

that are subjected to impulse or blast loads. In particular, the following

recommendations are made:

1. The results in Figure 3 show that under Impulse type loads, large

shear, strains and shear strain gradients occur in the plate.

Consequently, whenever finite element methods are employed to

analyze these structures, fine meshes and/or high order elements must

be used to accurately capture this behavior.

2. The shear strain peaks, that occur at the supports immediately after

the impulse, travel across the plate at a high speed equal to the shear

wave speed of the laminated plate. As a result, any numerical

technique that employs a finite-difference, time-marching scheme must

use small time steps to capture these waves.

3. Transverse, interply shear strains cause laminated composite plates

to fail by delamination. Therefore, design methods need to be

developed that will mitigate the shear strain peaks that occur in

laminated plates under blast load conditions.
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a. At the material level, "laminated- composite plates ,can, be

designed by selecting appropriate materials, ply stacking

sequence, and lamination thicknesses. The normal-mode

technique provides a valuable tool for performing parametric

studies on various material designs.

b. At the structural level, geometries, connections, and support

structures must be developed and designed. More general

numerical methods, such as finite elements and finite

differences, will have to be used for the required analyses,

however, the normal-mode technique can be used to guide the

application of the more sophisticated techniques so that realistic

and accurate results are obtained.
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A SPECIMEN PREPARATION TECHNIQUE FOR MICROSTRUCTRAL

ANALYSIS OF UNSATURATED SOIL,

by

•ra, Ph.D.

Blaise J. Fipatrick, Graduate Student

Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering

University of Rhode Island

ABSRACT

Recent research has demonstrated that compacting moist sands at different saturations prior to

dynamic testing can increase the stress transmission ratio by as much as a factor of two and can also lead to

increased stress wave propagation velocities. Other research studies have also shown that the compaction

method and the amount of moisture has a measurable influence on the both static and dynamic properties of

sands. Experimental evidence suggests that the behavior can be attributed to variations in soil

microstructure and compressibility as a result of conditions during compaction. However, a clearand

concise explanation of the phenomenon is not currently available. Therefore, the need for further

investigations to study the fundamental relationships between macroscopic behavior and microstructural

features is evident. Considering this, the investigation outlined herein was conducted to develop a simple

laboratory procedure to prepare specimens of compacted unsaturated soil for microstructural analysis. The

technique involves preserving the structure formed during compaction for detailed study at the microscopic

level. The method can be used to investigate and qualitatively describe the development of microstructure in

compacted unsaturated soils and its effect on stress transmission from conventional weapons detonations.

The results of such studies will lead to a better fundamental understanding of the role of microstructure as it

affects the macroscopic engineering behavior of soils ;nd has direct applications to groundshock prediction

techniques including stress transmission to structures. The microstructural characterization of unsaturated

soils will be a key element in establishing and developing an understanding of stress transmission in

unsaturated soils. The research is important to the U.S. Air Force since there are currently no theoretical,

empirical or numerical methods available for predicting large amplitude compressive stress wave velocity

and stress transmission in unsaturated soils.
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The prediction of ground motions from explosive detonations and their effects on structures requires

information about the response of geologic materials to intense transient loadings. Both laboratory and

field investigations have'provided insight into the stress wave propagation characteristics of soils. Of

particular, interest is the ability of a soil to transmit applied dynamic stresses. Since soil is a multiphase

media, in the general case (eg. solids, water and air), its static and dynamic behavior is very complex. The

general nature of stress wave propagation in particulate media such as soils depends on a number of

parameters, thr, interrelationship between-which is not fully understood. Soil microstructure is affected by

the degree of saturation (moisture condition), soil density, effective stress, applied stress intensity, stress

history and the nature of the material itself (e.g. particle size, shape, distribution, mineralogical

constituent(s), etc.).

The ability of a soil to transmit applied dynamic stresses (energy) is of particular interest to the U S.

AirForce with respect to militaryprotective-construction and survivability.designs. Typical'engineering

analyses assume that little or no material property changes occur under dynamic loadings and in addition,

analyses do not account for theeffects of saturation (moisture conditions) on energy transmission, in'soils.

This is primarily due to an incomplete understanding of the behavior of soils under transient loadings and

4ncertainties about field boundary conditions. Results from U.S Air Force field and laboratory tests with

explosive detonations in soils have shown that material property changes do in fact occur and that variations

-in soil stiffness (or compressibility) significantly affect both dynamic and static stress transmission.

However, there are currently no theoretical, empirical or numerical methods available for predicting large

amplitude compressive stress wave velocity and stress transmission in unsaturated soils (Ross et al., 1986).

The ability of granular soils to transmit compressive stresses has been shown to be dependent upon

the moisture content and boundary conditions present during compaction (Ross et al. 1986; Ross 1989;

Yeyera 1989). It is believed that the observed behavior can be attributed to variations in.s6il microstructure

developed during compaction which remains intact at least until the soil is disturbed (ie., during testing).

Considering this, the research outlined herein was.performed as a part of the 1990, Summer Faculty

Research Program (SFRP) and Graduate Student Summer Support Program (GSSSP) to develop a simple

laboratory procedure to prepare specimens of compacted unsaturated soil for microstructural analysis. The

technique can be used to examine the infiaence of selected parameters on the development of microstructure

in unsaturated granular soils. The results of such studies will lead to a better fundamental understanding of

the role of microstructure on stress transmission in soils and has direct applications to groundshock

prediction techniques including stress transmission 60 structures. In addition, a theoretical model that

accounts for microstructural effects could then be developed to predict the stress transmission and wave

propagation velocity in unsaturated soils.
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Dr..Veyera's primary research interests have been in; the area of soil dynamics with: partieular

emphasis on the behavior of soils subjected to high intensity dynamic compressivestress loadifigs such as

those ftoin explosive detonations. He has performied some preliminary investigations of stress transmission

in unstirated soils at AFESC/RDCM (Veyera 1989),nd is very interested in microstkuctural analysis of

soils.particuarlywith regards to their ability to transmit (or'absorb) applied dynamic energy and static

loads. Dr. Veyera has also previously conducted research for the U.S. AFOSR on blast-induced liquefaction

of saturated sand whi hinvolved the development of a state-of-the-art experimental laboratory facility. In

-addition, Dr. Veyera has performed research on die behavior of unsaturated soils to evaluate the engineering

and hydraulic flow propertieof dynamically compacted moist soil specimens.

Mr. Fitzpatrick is a graduate student in' theCivil EngineeringDepartment at the University of Rhode

Island. His major area of concentration is Geotechnical Engineering with an emphasis on the dynamic

behavior of unsaturated soils and coil microstructural analysis. The work performed during the 6c.mmer

research program at Tyndall AFB, AFESC/RDCM, forms an integral part of hiz master's thesis research.

11. RESEARCH OBJEC7IVES:

The primary objective of the summer research effort was to develop a simple laboratory procedure to

preparing specimens of compacted unsaturated soil that can be used"in microstructural analysis. The

techhique involves preserving the structure formed during compaction so that detailed studies can be

-performed at the microscopic level. The method is based on 3tandard petrographic procedures available in

the open literature. Particular emphasis was directed at being able to examine the influence of moisture

content (saturation) and boundary conditions on soil behavior during compaction. The long range objective

for further research then is to use the procedure to investigate and qualitatively describe the development of

A. microstructure in compacted unsaturated soils and its effect on stress transmission fromconventional

weapons detonations. The research is important, to the U.S. Air Force since there are currently no

theoretical, empirical or numerical methods available for predicting large amplitude compressive stress wave,

velocity and stress transmission in unsaturated soils (Ross et al., 1986).

A. fis B~arh

Recent research by Ross et al. (1986) and Ross (1989) has demonstrated that compacting moist

sands at different degrees of saturation prior to dynamic testing can increase the stress transmission ratio by

as much as a factor of two and can also lead to increased stress wave propagation velocities. Additional

research by Charlie and Pierce (1988) to study the influences of .apillary stresses on the behavior of the

same soils' tested by Ross further confirmed and extended those findings. Veyera (1989) studied four
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different sands and found that the effects of microstrutur may be significant i determining dynamiand

static stres transmission characteristics of these soils. A number of other research studies have also shown

that the compacti6n of moist sands has a measurable influence on both staic and dynamic soilproperties

which cin be attributed to variations, in soil microstructure and compressibility. Mulillis et al. (1977)

investigated 11 different packing methods andshowed that the method of.compaction, particularly the initial

moisture conditions, strongly influences the cyclic liquefaction behavior of fiNe sands. Wu et al. (1984)

performed resonant column tests on fine sands and observed that capillary pressures in specim-ens compacted

moist at saturations in the range of from 5 to 20% produced a significant increase in the dynamic shearing

modulus. Using mtrcury inirusion porosimetry techniques, Juang and Holtz (1986) were able to

characterize the effects of compaction and compaction moisture content bya Pore Size Distribution (PSD)

index. Nimmo and Akstin (1988) found that the permeability of sandy soils was highly dependent upon the

compaction method, especially moist compaction. They attributed the variation in permeability to preferred

grainorientations during compaction as a result of moisture being presentas opposed to dry packing which

should give a random orientation.

In addition, research has also been conducted in an attempt to characterize and relate soil structure at

the microscopic level to the engineering properties of soils (macroscopic level). These studies have resulted

in the development of techniques for microstructural studies of soils which involve thin sectioning of

specimens and characterization by statistical analysis of directional grain and pore space orientations.

LaFeber (1965) developed a technique for analyzing soil microstructure in terms of the spatial orientation of

planar pore patterns. He indicates their significance by stating that these patterns "..can be expected to be

an expression of the depositional and/or stress-strain history of the particulaf soils. As such, they should be

of paramount importance in the study of the mutual relations between soil fabric and soil mechanical

behavior." LaFeber (1972) further extended his work to the analysis of three-dimensional grain orientations

and anisotropic fabrics by studying compound linear and planar fabric patterns and demonstrated the

influence on soil fabric on the mechanical properties of several soils. Oda (1972a, 1972b) noted that

particle arrangements in sands are determined by both the particle shape and the method of compaction and

that initial fabric is important to mechanical properties. He also developed a method for characterizing

fabric features in terms of a projected area ratio which can be used to estimate mechanical properties of

sands. Mitchell et al. (1976) studied the effects of sand fabric and sample preparation method on the

liquefaction behavior of sand. They performed cyclic triaxial tests and observed differences in behavior based

on how specimens were prepared. Microstructural analyses of specimens showed measurable differences in

grain orientations and resultant fabrics from the different compaction methods.

While the research performed to date has recognized the influence of moisture and compaction method

on the behavior and properties of cohesionless soils, a clear and concise explanation of the phenomenon is
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not currently available. Therefore, the need for further investigations to study the fundament relationships

between bulk behavior and properties (ie., macroscopic scale), and microstructural features (ie., microscopic

scale) is evident.

B. Soil Response to Compressive LoadihU

Soil behavior is primarily controlled by the fundamental principal of effective stress Strictly

speaking, the concept only applies to a dry or saturated soil, as originally developed, and'is defimed as:

C' = - Uw(1)

where, a' is the effective stress, c is the total stress and Uw is the porewater pressure (Uw = 0 for a dry

soil). However, most naturally occurring soil deposits and compacted soils exist at interaiediate levels of

saturation (between 0% and 100%) where capillary pressures exist at air-water interfaces in the soil pores.

Therefore, these pressures enter into the effective stress relationship. Several researchers have attempted to

extend effective stress relationships to unsaturated soils. Bishop and Blight (1963) presented the following

expression for the effective stress'in a unsaturated soil:

C"= (a -Ua) +X(a- uw) (2)

For a dry soil, X=1 and for a saturated soil, X=O. Equation 2 accounts for the influence of soil suction on

effective stress through the second term, however, compressibility effects are not directly accounted for.

Static and dynamic compressve loading of soil produces corresponding volume changes. In an

unsaturated soil, the compressibility represents the combined effects of the soil skeleton, the pore water and

pore air compressibiliies. Unsaturated porous media will have continuously varying fluid compressibilities

due to the multiphase (e.g. air, water, solid) nature of the bulk material. Based on the work of Bishop and

Blight (1963), Fredlund (1985) proposed a constitutive relationship for the incremental volumetric strain,

dev , in a unsaturated soil:

de =Ct d(Y- ua) + Cwd(ua- uw) (3)

where, Ct is the soil skeleton compressibility with respect to a change in ( a - ua ), and Cw is the soil

structure compressibility with respect to a change in capillary pressure, ( ua -uW ). Equation 3 includes,

compressibility effects which must be determined experimentally.
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From elastic theory, it can be shown that the confined, uniaxial stress wave propagation velocity (wave

speed), Vc, is given by:

v.= (4)

where, M is the constrained-modulus and p is the mass density. For a constantrmass density, Equation 4

indicates that the Wave propagation velocity (and correspondingly the stress transmission) is a function of

stiffness modulus which in turn is a function of stress level and compressibility. Since volumetric straili

(Equation 3), wave speed (Equation 4) and stress transmission are all dependent on compressibility, it

should be possible to develop relationships among these parameters.

Charlie and Pierce.(1988) developed capillary retention curves for Ottawa 20-30 and Eglin sands.

They demonstrated that the influence of capillary pressures on effective stresses in sands is negligible, being

on the order of about 7 kPa,(1 psi) or less which is insignificant in comparison with high intensity
transient dynamic loadings. Therefore, it appears that capillary pressures doIntdietl affect a granular

soil's ability to transmit stresses. However, research performed by Ross et al. (1986), Ross (1989), Veyera

(1989) and as a part of this study suggests that the influence of these capillary pressures on the soil

microstructure developed duing.com Jfin (including soil placement and soil formation in the field) may

significantly affect both,the static and dynamic behavior of soil. The experimental evidence also suggests

that soil microstructure is a common factor affecting wave speed, stress transmission and volumetric strain

response. The microstructural characterization of unsaturated soils will be a key element in establishing and

developing an understanding of stress transmission in unsaturated soils. In addition, it will also be an

extremely important aspect of material model development for use in estimating the magnitude of stress

transmitted through soils by conventional weapons effects.

IV. EXPRMENTAL INVESTIGATIQN
A. Introduction

To obtain information on the microstructure of a compacted soil, it is necessary to preserve the

grain structure that results when the soil formed either naturally or by compaction in the laboratory.

Therefore, a specimen preparation procedure using a suitable bonding agent is required. For the purposes of

this study, it was of particular importance to be able to evaluate the effects of compaction moisture content,

compaction energy, degree of saturation and boundary conditions on the resultant soil structure which could

then be related to material properties and behavior.
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' B. Descripton of Soil-Tested

A commercially available granular soil designated as "Ottawa 20-30'sand" was used inall tests.

Approximately 227 kg (500 lbs) of the sand was obtained from the Ottawa'SilicaCompany for this study.

Random samples were taken from the bulk quantity The material is a uniformly grade.d, subroundedto

rounded, medium sand with no fines. Physical properties of the sand are summarized in Table-i and the

grain size distribution is shown in Figure 1.

TABLE 1. Physical Properties of Ottawa No. 20/30 Sand.

USCS Classification SP

Specific Gravity 2.65

D50 particle size 0.70 mm

aCu  1.40

bCc 1.03

CPercent passing #100 sieve <1 %

dMaximum dry density 1,763 kg/m 3

dMinimum dry density 1,587 kg/m3

Maximum void ratio 0.669
Minimum void ratio 0.504

Note: aCoefficient of Uniformity cU.S. Standard Sieve
bCoefficient of Curvature dData from Ottawa Silica Sand Company

C. Descripion of Epoxy Used

A number of commercially available epoxies and bonding agents routinely are used in standard

petrographic analyses of geologic materials. Many require special handling and sometimes involve

complicated and lengthy preparation procedures. In this study, several criteria were set-forth in selecting a

suitable bonding agent, including the following requirements:

1) strong bonding with soil grains and able to remain intact during cutting and polishing;

2) relatively low viscosity material;

3) straightforward and simple preparation procedure,
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FIGURE i . Grain Size Distribution for Ottawa 20-30 Sand.

4) no shrinkage during curing;

5) relatively rapid curing time under controiled conditions;

6) bonding agent can be easily colored on dyed (as necessary);

Several commercially available products were evaluated in the laboratory. Contact was made with

various manufacturers and persons having first-hand experience with these epoxy bonding agents. After
careful evaluation, "EPOTEK 301," an epoxy produced by Epoxy Technologies, Inc., of' Billerica,

Massachusetts was selected. EPOTEK 301 is a spectrally transparent, low viscosity (100 cps), two

component epoxy. Curing time is about one hour in a dry, temperature controlled oven at 65+2 0C

(temperature fluctuations are undesirable since the epoxy will not completely cure regardless of oven time.).

Specimens can also be cured at room temperature overnight. When fully cured, the epoxy is strongly

bonded to the specimen grairns and maintains the integrity of the soil structure during cutting and polishing

operations. A commercially available dry lubricant, "TFL," manufactured by Remgrit Corp., of

Connecticut was used as a mold release agent inside the specimen containers. Since the epoxy is clear, it

was necessary to introduce color to provide adequate contrast between the pores and grains. Several coloring

agents and dyes were investigated and the most acceptable results were obtained using commercially

available biological stains in powdered form (Sudan IV - dark red; Sudan Black - dark blue to black).
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D. Priarton of Com=Ge Sidi

Specimens of the Ottawa 20-30 sand were dynamically compacted to a constant dry density of

1.715 g/cm3 (107.0,pci) at varying degrees of saturation (different initial moisture contents) in three

different stainless steel tubes. The stainless steel tubes were used to simulate different degrees of boundary

stiffness that might typically be encountered in the field. Each tube was 7.62 cm (6,00 inches) long with

an inside diameter of 5.08 cm (2.00 inches). Tube wall thicknesses were 2A cm (1.00 inches), 1.27,cm

(0.50 inches) and 0.159 cm (0.0625 inches). An assembly drawing of a typical specimen containeris

shown in Figure 2.

A Standard Proctor hammer, ASTM D-698 (ASTM 1990), was used to consistently apply a

controlled amount of c6mpactive effort per impact to each soil specimen (7.5 Joules or 5.5 ft-lbs per

impact). Prior to compaction, each specimen container and bottom steel wafer insert were sprayed with the

release agent (TFL). All test specimens were formed using four individually compacted layers of equal

weight such that a final specimen length of 10.16 cm (4.00 inches) would be obtained, Four individual

lifts, each having a final thickness of 2.54 cm (1 inch), were used. Saturations were varied from near 0%

(dry) to 80% for each soil. At saturations near0%, each layer of dry soil was poureddirectly into the tube

and compacted.

In preparing moist specimens, the required amount of water for a given degree of saturation (at final

density when compacted) was added to the originally dry soil, thoroughly mixed in and then allowed to

equilibrate before compacting. Although the dry density was constant for each specimen, the amount of

compactive effort required varied with the amount of moisture (saturation). Since the specimens ranged in

degree of saturation from about 0% to about 80%, die tests were conducted on m specimens. With

respect to this study, the term "unsaturated" implies that both continuous air and water phases exist in the

soil (eg. there are no isolated air or water pockets in the grain matrix). For most soils, this generally

occurs at saturations less than about 85% (Corey, 1977).

E. ]r:=aion of Eguied Seimens

The procedure described herein was developed for epoxying compacted specimens of unsaturated

granular soil. Since the epoxy used does not mik. or cure in the presence of water, specimens of soil

initially compacted moist at varying degrees of saturation'inthe steel specimen containers were dried in a

temperature controlled oven at 110 0C for at least 12 hours. Specimens were then allowed to cool to room

temperature before epoxying. Careful handling of the specimen container is essential during all phases of

preparation to insure that the compacted soil structure is not be disturbed (ie., by vibration, jarring, etc.).

Material quantities shown were determined based on a calculation of the available pore space for a

medium granular soil (Ottawa 20-30 sand) compacted to a void ratio of 0.545 and epoxied with EPOTEK

301 epoxy. Allowance has been made for additional material required to cover particles, minor losses in
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handling, etc., with a minimum of waste. The mixing ratio for theepoxy component, *, ts is 4:1 (rtsin to

hardener) as specified by the manufacturer. Disposable containers are recommended for preparing and

mixing the components and wax lined paper cups worked quite well. A level, covered" work area is

recommended for epoxying the specimens. Figure 3 shows-a typical specimen being epoxied. The general

procedure is outlined as follows:

1) place the specimen container on the working surface and tilt it at an angle of about-10 degrees,;

2) weigh out exactly 70 grams of resin in a container,

3) weigh out exactly 17.5 grams of hardener in a second container,

4) weigh out approximately 0.20 grams of biological stain (Sudan Black or Sudan IV);

5) pour the hardener and biological stain into the cup containing the resin and thoroughly mix

using a glass rod until a uniform color is obtained;

6) slowly pour the epoxy mix into the specimen container using a small funnel; do not allow the

epoxy to cover more than half of the exposed specimen surface at any time and pour close to the

specimen surface to avoid disturbing the soil structure (see Figure 3);

7) allow the epoxy to slowly percolate down into the -specimen until it, eventually reaches the

surface on the side gpmak of where pouring is done; this aids in saturating the pores by forcing

air out ahead of the epoxy; the epoxy has a pot life of about 35 minutes as mixed;

8) once the sample appears to be fully saturated with the epoxy mix, set the specimen container

fully upright and observe for about 2-3 minutes; add additional epoxy if necessary;

9) for curing, place the specimen container in a dry temperature controlled oven at 65:2 0C for at

least one hour (onger time is required for the thick-walled containers); curing can also be done at

room temperature in about 6-8 hours; curing is complete when the epoxy is hard to the touch.

F. Extruding Eooxied Specimens

After curing, the next step is to extrude each specimen from the steel specimen container. For

oven cured specimens, the containers must be cooled before extrusion. The procedure uses a modified

Marshall Testing machine for loading, and requires a loading piston, loading support blocks and a flange

plate. The general procedure is outlined as follows:

1) place the specimen container on the flange plate with the steel wafer facing upwards;

2) place the specimen container and flange plate on the loading blocks;

2) insert a steel loading piston into the specimen container on the steel wafer and then lower the

testing machine's reaction cross-member until it contacts the piston;

6) apply the quasi-static load until the specimen is fully extruded from the specimen container,

7) remove and thoroughly clean the steel specimen container, steel wafer and o-ring seal, removing

any epoxy (fine sand paper and denatured alcohol worked well for cleaning);
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G. PrEarng Epoxied Spimens for Microstructural Analysis - Step I: !nitial Rough Cun

A water-cooled Buehler MetaseuPowermet I Automatic Abrasive Qutter (ACQ Unit with

interchangeable cutting wheels was used for rough cutting of epoxied specimens. Also, a simple aluminum

specimen alignment device for making uniform cuts was fabricated. The alignment device has dimensions

of 7.62 x 7.62 x 7.94 x 12.70cm long (3x3 x 0.125 by 5 inches). Once a specimen is properly aligned,

the ACC automatically makes a complete cut through the specimen. Each cut section is clearly marked to

record the original orientation. Figure 4 shows the location of the various cutting planes.
Initial'Secimen Section Cuts

a) the first cut removes about 0.3125 cm,(0.125 in) from each end of the specimen;

b) the second cut splits the specimen in half along its long axis(Fig. 4 (A-A) and Fig. 5);

c) the third cut splits one of the specimen halves along its diameter (Fig. 4 (B-B) and Fig. 6).
Final Specimen Section Cuts

a) a vertical cut about 0.3125 cni(0.125 in) in thickhessis made along the long axis of one of the

halves from the initial cuts, step b (Fig. 7);

b) a horizontal cut about 0.3125 cm (0.125 in)'in thickness is made along the diameter of one of

the halves from the initial cuts, step c (Fig. 8).
The general procedure for rough cutting epoxied specimens is outlined as follows:

1) turn on safety power switch and the water supply line;

2) set cutting force pressure to approximately 345 kPa (50 psi);

3) open the safetyshield cover and place the specimen securely against the alignment device in the

AAC machine chucks;

4) close the safety shield cover, turn on the internal lighting unit and bring the cutting wheel down

until it just contacts the specimen using the "RAPID ADVANCE" control;

5) set the power switch to "ON" and activate the internal water pump;

6) engage the "AUTO" cutting mechanism and wait until the ACC unit comes to a complete stop;

remove the specimen and realign the necessary portion for the next cut;

7) repeat steps 3 through 6 for each cut to be made; reorientation of the alignment device is

necessary for the different cuts.

H. Preparing Epoxied Specimens for Microst'uctural Analysis - Step II: Grinding and Polishing

The final preparation procedure for the specimens prior to microstructural analysis involves

3eveial steps and uses a Buehler Datamet Micro-Processor Grinding and Polishing Unit. Also, the

following:items (available from Buehler), are required: a) a grooved cast iron polishing wheel with #600

Polishing Grit, b) a smooth cast iron polishing wheel, c) a polishing cloth, d) Metadi Fluid, e) diamond
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FIGURE 4. Location of Cutting Planes for Epoxied Specimen.
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FIGURE 5. Initial Specimen Cut Along FIGURE 6. Initial Specimen Cut-Along the
the Long Axis-(Section A-A). Dianeiral Axis -(Section B-B).

lo

FIGURE 7. Fiiial Cut of Specimen Section FIGURE 8. Final Cut of Specimen
Along the Long Axis. Along the Diamietral Axis.
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paste, and, f) Micropolish-"C". The procedure involves three separate sequential steps'and is outlined as

follows:

1) Initial Ginding - This stepis used to true the planar surface obtained'duringthe rough cutting

-process and to prepare thespecimen surface for polishing.

a) set the Datamet system controls as follows: Speed = 120 rpm, Time =5 minutes, and Water

Supply = "ON";

b) place the grooved cast iron polishing wheel on the Datamet machine;

c) evenly spread about one level teaspoonful of #600 Polishing Grit on the polishing wheel;

, if a template is available for holding the specimen section, set the machine to apply 133.5

Newtons (30 lbs) of force and begin grinding; if no template is available, hold the specimen

section on the grinding wheel firmly in place by hand and begin grinding; in either case,

wait until the machine automatically stops before removing the specimen.

2) Romg..lshing, - This step-is used to-rough polish the specimen sectionsurface prior to

detailed finish polishing.

a) set the Datamet system controls as follows: Speed= 120 rpm, Time = 5 minutes, and Water

Supply ='"OFF";

b) place the smooth polishing wheel with the polishing cloth on the Datamet machine;

c) saturate the polishing cloth on the polishing wheel with the Metadi Fluid;

(D extrude a small amount of diamond paste (about 0.635 cinor 0.125 inches in length) and

thoroughly mix with the Metadi fluid to evenly cover the polishing cloth surface;

e) if a template is available for holding the specimen section, set the machine to apply 133.5
Newtons (30 lbs) of force and begin'polishing; if no template is available, hold the

specimen section on the grinding wheel firmly in place by hand and begin-polishing; in

either case, wait until the machine automatically stops before removing the specimen.

f) thoroughly clean the polishing cloth with water to remove all diamond paste and Metadi

Fluid before polishing the next specimen section.

3) Fine Polishing - This step is used to develop a smooth, highly polished surface finish that

provides adequate contrast between the specimen grains and the expoy-filled pores.

a) set the Datamet system controls as follows: Speed = 120 rpm, Time = 5 minutes, and Water

Supply = "ON";

b) place the smooth polishing wheel with the polishing cloth on the Datamet machine;

c) saturate the polishing cloth on the polishing wheel with water;

(0 spread about one level teaspoonful of Micropolish "'C" on the polishing cloth, thoroughly

mix with water and evenly cover the polishing cloth surface;
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e) if a template is available for holding the specimen section, set the machine to pply 133.5
Newtons, (30 Ibs) of force and begin polishing; ifno tmplate is-available, hold tlWe

specimen section on the grinding wheel firmly in place by, hand-and begin polishing; in

either case, wait until the machine automatically stops before removing the specimen.

1) thoroughly clean the polishing, cloth with water to remove all Micropolish "C" before

polishing the next specimen section.
Once the final polishing has been completed, specimens are examined under a microscope to check if the

surface habeen properly prepared and if adequate contrast between pore spaces and individual grains has

been developed. Properly prepared specimens can then be used in microstructural analysis studies.

V. RESULTS:

From this study, a suitable procedure has been developed to prepare specimens of Ottawa 20-30 sand

for microstructural analysis. A number of trial specimens compacted at various moisture contents were

successfully prepared using the method described herein. We are ciarently.performing some preliminary
-examinations of the microstructure from some of the compacted specimens using photomicrographic

techniques in preparation for a more detailed study. The initial findings are encouraging and suggest that

variations in microstructure with moisture during compaction may exist. However, these findings represent

,general observations and are inconclusive at present. A more comprehensive study is required. In addition,

the technique was applied to a limited number of Eglin sand specimens, Eglin sand is a well graded

material, consisting of medium to fine sands. It appears thatit may also be possible to preserve the

microstructure of this sand following the method developed. However, some modifications to.the procedure

will be necessary due to the presence of fines and the color of the sand (fight to medium brown).

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The degree of saturation (moisture content) during compaction is an important factor affecting the

development of microstructure in soils. The understanding of unsaturated soil behavior to applied loads is
very limited at present and further studies, particularly those involving microstructure, are necessary. The

results of'such studies will be very important to the U.S. Air Force with respect to military protective

construction design and survivability. Although the influence of moisture (saturation) and compaction.

method on the behavior and properties of cohesionless soils has been observed in previous research, a clear

and concise explanation of the phenomenon is not currently available. Therefore, more extensive laboratory
and field studies that specifically address the role of microstructure are needed. Several specific

recommendations can be made:
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1) A deailed microstructral analysis of granular soils compacted at varying degrees of saturation

should be perforned. The study should include measurements of preferred grAin orientations, porespace

configurations, packing structure, relative grain arrangements and local/global variations in these

parameters. Due to the large number of grains and pores in a given soil'specimen, a statistical analysis of

the data will be required so that useful'correlations can be derived.

2) The fundamental aspects of load transfermechanisms and.the effects of boundary conditions in

unsaturated compacted soils should be examined for both static and dynamic loading conditions.

Experimental studies should also be c6nducted to examine the limiting relationship between the degree of

saturation and input energy, applied during compaction-with respect to soil stiffness and dynamicstress

transmission. Based on the results, relationships that correlate soil microstructure with macroscopic

behavior and soil properties such as compressibility, wave speed, transmission ratio, strength, etc., should

.be developed.

3) A series of fullyinstrumented, carefully controlled small scale field explosive tests should be

conducted in close coordination with further laboratory studies. Test parameters should include variations in

saturation (moisture content), compaction methods, boundary conditions and applied energy. Field

instrumentation should provide measurements of input energy, transmitted energy, and soil deformation and

stress (both vertically and horizontally) as a minimum. Results will be useful for relating laboratory and

field measured soil behavior, providing valuable input for material model development.
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